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F O R E W O R D

Even though planning has been a central tenet of our approach to 
economic development since Independence, it has neither become 
ideologically rigid nor methodologically stultified. Each of our Plans 
has reflected the changing imperatives of the times and die theoretical 
and experiential developments from around the world. Some of the 
changes have been strikingly bold, while others somewhat modest. 
But change there has been. Never before has this inherent dynamism 
of the Indian planning process been more in evidence than in the 
past decade. The economic reforms that came in the wake of the crisis 
of 1991, and which have progressed steadily ever since, jettisoned 
some of the basic premises of our development paradigm and 
practically all of the instruments traditionally used for implementing 
our Plans. Nevertheless, die need for planning as a unifying strategic 
approach continued to be felt.

The Ninth and the Tenth Five Year Plans embody the process of 
transition from the traditional investment allocation form of planning 
to planning for a modem market economy. This transition involved 
sot only a complete overhaul of planning methodologies, whereby 
more or less deterministic planning models had to be replaced by 
more behavioural systems which could better handle the nuances of
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policy change, but also the incorporation of a number of issues which 
had traditionally never been an integral pan of planning Thus, for 
example, fiscal issues had to be integrated into the planning framework, 
as also financial markets and governance. By and large, it would be 
safe to say that the new planning system had to pay considerably 
greater attention to sectoral specificities and regional idiosyncracies 
than was the case earlier.

This shift from a directive to an indicative planning approach also 
required that the operational modalities of the Planning Commission 
undergo a radical alteration. In earlier years, it was sufficient for the 
Planning Commission to interact primarily with the Central Ministries 
and State Governments, which were responsible for the implementation 
of the Plan in terms of both investment allocations and projects and 
programmes. In the new economic environment, however, the Plan 
had to be communicated to a much wider constituency of stakeholders. 
Although the regular interaction with the various arms of the 
government at different levels continued to be of great importance, it 
was equally important that the other actors in die development process, 
such as industry, non-governmental organizations, trade Unions, 
academics, etc. be made fully aware of the role that they were expected 
to play in the growth and development of the nation. Thus, wider 
consultative and communication processes had to be instituted in die 
functioning of the Planning Commission.

Much of these momentous changes in the Indian planning system 
were made under the stewardship of Shri K.C. Pant, who, as Deputy 
Chairman of the Planning Commission, guided the process for a period 
of over five years from February 1999 to June 2004. He was not only 
responsible for designing and piloting the reorientation of the Planning 
Commission, but was also its most visible public face. Along with his 
regular interaction with Cental Ministries and State Governments, 
Shri Pant made it a point to participate in conferences, seminars and 
other functions organized by various stakeholder groups in older to 
explain die Plan in its many dimensions and to receive feedback His 
speeches on these occasions explicate the complexities ofplanning in



India in terms which are accessible to the lay person. They also provide 
valuable insights into the analyses and thought processes that underlie 
our Plans and the manner in which our planning has evolved. The 
Planning Commission felt that compilation and publication of these 
speeches would be o f immense interest, not only in terms of the issues 
covered, but also as a chronicle of one of the most dynamic periods of 
Indian planning.

This compilation is in three volumes, and covers speeches made by 
Shri Pant from April 1999 to December 2002. The first two volumes 
deal with a wide spectrum of socio-economic issues. They bring out 
with great clarity the magnitude and complexity of the problems that 
exist in Indian development, and which must be factored into our 
planning. The third volume is devoted to discussion of the annual 
plans of States and Central Ministries, which provides an insight into 
the way the government at various levels manages its finances and 
deploys its resources -  material, monetary and human -  to further 
developmental objectives.

This is the first time that the Planning Commission has brought out 
such a compilation. We hope that it will serve as a rich source of 
information for students, scholars, researchers, policy makers and the 
general public on the strategies followed by the governments at the 
Centre and the States, the problems encountered and constraints faced 
in the different sectors of the economy, and the remedial measures 
needed.

(Rajeeva R. Shah)
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FOCUS OF IMTH PLAN*

Hon’ble Prime Minister, ladies and gentlemen, let me begin by 
thanking the Prime Minister for his inspiring address, which sets the 
tone for today’s deliberations. This meeting o f the National 
Development Council (NDC) has a heavy agenda on its hands. It 
consists o f (1) consideration and adoption of the Ninth Five Year 
Plan; (2) consideration of the Report of the N D C Committee on 
Power; (3) delibera|ing on the principles for revision of administered 
prices; (4) deciding upon the criterion for allocation of funds under 
Rural Poverty Alleviation Schemes; and (5) deliberating on the 
proposed transfer of Centrally Sponsored Schemes (CSS) from the 
Centre to the States.

The first item on the agenda is consideration and adoption of the 
Ninth Five Year Plan. Ladies and gendemen, this is a historic document 
in that it represents, like no other, the continuity of governance in the 
country and the convergence of views on our development strategy 
among various political parties. It was initiated in 1995 by a Congress 
government, developed to a substantial extent by the United Front 
government and brought to finalisation by the present government. 
During this long process, there has been considerable degree of 
consultation, both formal and informal, with diverse political parties, 
civil society representatives and, o f course, the state governments. In 
this respect, it is truly a collective effort and we should be proud of it.

The focus o f the Ninth Plan is “growth with social justice and 
equity”. Its objectives, strategy and approach are consistent with 
those approved by the N D C in the Approach Paper. There are, 
however, some points to be noted, which have been necessitated by 
the events o f the two intervening years between the adoption o f the 
Approach Paper in January 1997 and today. Although the N D C 
had originally approved a target o f 7 per cent rate o f growth, the
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actual growth in the first two years fell short o f the target for a 
variety of reasons, both internal and external. However, we propose 
to return to the target o f 7 per cent for the remaining three years of 
the Plan. This will take the average growth in the Plan period to 
6.5 per cent. Consistent with the revised growth target, the public 
sector plan outlay has been placed at Rs.8,59,200 crore at 1996-
97 prices. This is somewhat lower than what had been projected in 
the Approach Paper because of the slow-down in the first two years. 
The level o f investment in the remaining three years calls for massive 
and concerted efforts to improve the fiscal situation at both the 
Centre and the States.

The Plan requires action on several fronts in the public and the private 
sectors, both at the Centre as well as in the States. Although I will 
touch on these points briefly in my remarks, I may begin by 
emphasising the enormity of the fiscal problems as has been briefly 
indicated by the Prime Minister in his opening remarks. As the 
attached charts demonstrate, the Centre and every State are borrowing 
not only to finance their development activities but also to cover a 
significant portion of their non-developmental expenditure. This is a 
recipe for fiscal disaster. The mounting interest burden is eating into 
the revenues available for financing the provision of public goods and 
services. The problem will become even more unmanageable as more 
States implement the Fifth Pay Commission award. Unless concrete 
measures are taken expeditiously, the situation will soon become 
intolerable. It is sometimes felt that the solution to the problem lies 
in increasing the level of assistance from the Centre. Central assistance 
is an important part o f our planning process and the Centre should 
do its utmost to help. However, due account has to be taken of the 
Centre’s fiscal position, which is also extremely difficult with a fiscal 
deficit which has become too large. Both the Centre and the States 
have to make massive efforts to augment their own resources to bring 
us out of this situation. It is heartening to note, however, that a number 
o f States have in recent years managed to increase their tax-SDP ratios. 
Some others, on the other hand, have slipped sharply and would need 
to reverse the trend.
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The Ninth Five Year Plan explicitly recognises that the main constraint 
to growth and development in the country is not the overall or 
aggregate availability of investible resources but the efficiency with 
which the resources are used and the ability of the Government at all 
levels—Central, State and Panchayati Raj Institutions— to mobilise a 
sufficient proportion o f these resources for public intervention in 
certain critical sectors, which are unlikely to receive adequate flow of 
private investment. The Plan has proposed a number of measures to 
tackle this problem.

Increasing revenues is clearly the first task. As the Plan points out, we 
have yet to tap a number of sources of revenue in adequate measure. I 
will not elaborate on this. But one important issue that I would like to 
highlight is the deleterious effect o f the inter-State competition in 
taxation, which is becoming increasingly acute. It is necessary for us to 
harmonise our tax systems in a manner that benefits all of us. The 
second point that I would like to make is that each State needs to 
benchmark its tax performance to the best performing State in the 
country in order to ensure that the loopholes are plugged and the tax 
administration is made more efficient. In addition to tax revenues, user- 
charges are extremely important. We cannot continue to undercharge 
for power and irrigation, tolerating huge losses on these accounts. Despite 
all these measures, our developmental resources are unlikely to increase 
significandy unless we can control the growth in our non-developmental 
expenditures. For this political will is imperative and we will have to 
collectively resolve to eschew competitive populism.

Given the scarcity of resources, the deployment of public funds will 
have to become much more efficient if we are to meet our development 
targets. Over the years there is a growing public scepticism about the 
linkage between expenditure on Plan schemes and the physical 
outcome in terms of delivery of benefits. Our systems today simply 
do not ensure that expenditure is efficiently deployed with adequate 
monitoring to prevent leakage and deliver results effectively on time. 
There is little accountability in the system, which makes it difficult 
in practice to identify the precise causative factors. As a result, no one 
is held responsible for poor performance.
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As we add new capacities, old capacities deteriorate faster than 
warranted, leading to a situation where the net addition to capacity 
may in fact be fairly small. We must tackle this problem of erosion of 
existing capacities due to improper or inadequate maintenance and 
upgradation. There is also considerable wastage o f resources through 
duplication of both schemes and agencies, which leads to sub-optimal 
patterns o f expenditure. Convergence of schemes and agencies is of 
utmost importance.

Another problem relates to the gap between the projected size of the 
Annual Plan and its realisation. Projection of a Plan size far beyond 
what the resources would warrant leads to distortion of priorities and 
to thin spread of resources. I must hasten to add that a number of 
States are exceptions to this, such as Goa, Gujarat, Karnataka, Kerala, 
Maharashtra and Tamil Nadu. Their prudence in setting the Plan 
size and realizing it, I am sure, makes a better impression on the 
public than announcing large Plans and not realising them.

Finally, greater emphasis has to be placed on the delivery mechanisms. 
The Ninth Plan has laid considerable emphasis on this point. But 
the suggestions made in the Plan will need to be translated into policy 
and institutional action. In this regard, the most important insight 
contained in the Plan document is that the responsibility for delivering 
local services should be devolved on Panchayati Raj Institutions and 
local authorities rather than being managed from the higher tiers of 
Government. This suggestion is consistent with the 73“* and the 74* 
Constitution Amendments and should therefore be carried out as 
part of our constitutional responsibilities. A related issue concerns 
the reform of the civil administration system in the country in order 
to make it consistent with the changing responsibilities for public 
provision of social and economic services. Greater transparency and 
accountability in the implementation of government programmes are 
also critical. This can be done through a process o f democratic 
decentralisation, sharing of information with the public and Gram 
Sabhas and operationalisation of the scheme of social audit. Another 
element is the concept o f joint monitoring, which requires close 
interaction between the various tiers o f Government.
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The biggest challenges that would face the country in the coming 
years are provision o f employment for our growing workforce and 
eradication o f poverty and other forms of deprivation. I would like to 
draw your attention to the feet that despite a decline in the expected 
growth rate o f population, the growth rate in labour force would reach 
a peak level of 2.5 per cent per annum during the Ninth Plan period. 
This would be the highest that ever reached and ever likely to attain. 
This presents both a challenge and an opportunity. If we can provide 
adequate employment opportunities to our people over the next ten 
years, we would have made a significant dent on the incidence of poverty 
in the country. In order to achieve this, the economy would have to 
grow at over 7 per cent per year in a sustained manner. There is, however, 
a regional dimension to this problem, which we cannot ignore. Certain 
regions of the economy are likely to experience growth in population 
and workforce considerably in excess of the national averages. It has to 
be our objective to ensure that work opportunities are created in these 
locations commensurate with the skill profile of the emerging workforce.

The Ninth Plan accords a place of primacy to agriculture, recognising 
the fact that the objectives of food and nutritional security, poverty 
eradication and adequate employment generation are all intimately 
related to agricultural development. Agriculture contributes 
substantially to growth and lends a degree of stability to the growth 
process. The emphasis during the Ninth Plan will be on regionally 
differentiated strategies of agricultural development, diversification 
both in terms of activities and regions and acceleration of productivity 
growth. Towards this end, investment in agricultural research, 
infrastructure, strengthening o f appropriate people-oriented 
institutions and expansion of markets is being emphasised.

The economic reforms, which have been pursued by all Governments 
in the past several years and which will continue, have created a new 
and more competitive environment. Industrial growth and 
modernisation in future will be driven by the micro-level decisions of 
individual corporations and firms. Foreign investment will also play 
an important catalytic role in this process. The biggest contribution,
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which public investment can make to stimulate rapid industrial 
growth, is the development o f high-quality and efficient infrastructure.

Rapid industrial growth needs a massive improvement in infrastructure, 
especially power, roads, railways, ports and telecommunications. The 
Ninth Plan places a major emphasis on these areas. These are also areas 
where public investment has to play a major part, supplemented by 
private investment as far as possible. I would emphasise that State 
Governments have a major role in the development of infrastructure, 
especially power and roads. States wishing to attract new investment, 
whether from home or abroad, need to focus on offering investors better 
infrastructure. States must also work towards creating an investor- 
friendly environment. The Central Government has taken steps to 
streamline clearances needed by investors. Some State Governments 
have also taken impressive steps in this direction. It will be necessary for 
all States to take initiatives in this area.

Human development and improvement in the quality of life of the 
population are the ultimate objectives of planned development. Social 
sector planning enjoins on the State to make adequate investments 
and introduce appropriate programmes and policies for providing access 
to basic services to all. In the Fifth Plan the Minimum Needs 
Programme was introduced with the objective of establishing a network 
o f facilities and services in respect o f selected items o f social 
consumption within a stipulated timeframe. A review o f various 
programmes revealed that while in some sectors considerable progress 
had been achieved, there were significant inter-State differences in 
due level of achievement. A conference of Chief Ministers held in 1996 
identified seven basic minimum services for priority attention. These 
were access to primary health care, primary education, safe drinking 
water, shelter for die poor, provision of nutrition to selected vulnerable 
groups, provision of connectivity to all unconnected villages and 
streamlining of the public distribution system. To support the efforts 
of the States in these areas, the Central Government allocated funds 
in the form of Additional Central Assistance specially earmarked for 
the basic minimum services. In the Ninth Plan, special action plans
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have been drawn up in the areas o f primary health care, primary 
education, housing, water supply and sanitation in order to achieve 
Mihsfanrial expansion and improvement in the availability and access 
to social infrastructure facilities in a time-bound manner.

It is now widely accepted that human development creates the necessary 
preconditions for sustainable economic growth. The Human 
Development Reports prepared by the UNDP have drawn attention to 
the relatively low level of achievement in several developing countries 
including India. The Government of Madhya Pradesh took the initiative 
to prepare a State-level HDR with disaggregated data at district and 
sub-district levels. The Planning Commission has decided to support 
the preparation of State-level HDRs, which would be an important 
tool for identifying areas, which are deficient in social infrastructure, 
with a view to increasing the How of funds to these areas and improving 
the delivery systems. It is proposed to hold a Workshop on this subject 
in the near future to identify certain common parameters and social 
indicators in order to enable comparisons over space and time and evolve 
a human development index appropriate for Indian conditions.

Balanced regional development has always been an essential component 
of Indian development strategy since independence. Since not all parts 
o f the country are equally endowed with social and physical 
infrastructure to take advantage of growth opportunities and historical 
inequalities have not been eliminated, intervention is required in future 
to ensure that regional imbalances do not occur. With greater freedom 
and choice of location that is now available in the present development 
strategy and given the many prevailing market imperfections, it is 
more likely that comparatively better-off States would be able to attract 
more investment than others. There is a strong probability that under 
market-based growth, many less-developed regions may remain out 
of the mainstream o f development and fail to get the benefits o f its 
present tempo. Therefore, the Plan has to ensure better opportunity 
for public and private investment in social and physical infrastructure 
by appropriate policies in favour o f less well-off States. It is well 
appreciated that the problem o f imbalance is an issue, which operates
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not only at the inter-State but also at die intra-Stace level. Therefore, 
there is a need to address each in a framework that is more flexible than 
the political and administrative boundaries o f each individual State.

With these words, I commend the draft Ninth Plan document for 
endorsement and approval by this august body.

The second item on die agenda is the Report of the NDC Committee 
on Power. Although the Report of die NDC Committee on Power is 
being placed before the N D C after some delay for adoption and 
implementation, it needs to be stressed that the Centre has already 
taken a number of steps that have been recommended by the Committee. 
Several States have also begun die process of implementation of these 
recommendations. Given the importance of this issue and the precarious 
financial state of most of the State Electricity Boards, I would urge the 
NDC to endorse the recommendations. I would also call upon all the 
States to implement the recommendations as early as possible.

The third item on the agenda has to do with the revision in 
administered prices of certain essential commodities. This is indeed a 
vexing issue. There is a need to depoliticise this issue and recognise 
that a balance has to be struck between the interest of formers on the 
one hand and that of consumers, particularly the poorer sections of 
society, on the other within the limitations placed by the macro- 
economic imperatives of growth and stability. I am sure my colleague, 
the Finance Minister, will address this issue in the course of his remarks.

The fourth agenda item relates to the criterion for allocation of funds 
under the rural poverty alleviation programmes. This issue has arisen 
because of the change in the methodology o f poverty estimation 
adopted by the Planning Commission recendy. While there is near 
unanimity on the superiority of the new methodology, the proposed 
shift has, led to a re-ordering of allocations between States. As a result, 
the gainers and losers from the proposed shift are on two sides of the 
fence. The methodology that has been proposed to tackle this problem, 
namely! using the average of the two sets of poverty estimates, appears 
to be a fair compromise and may satisfy both the parties. The proposal 
is now before the Council for consideration.
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The final agenda item is on the issue o f transfer of Centrally Sponsored 
Schemes (CSS). This is an issue where there is considerable divergence 
of opinion not only among the States but also between the States on 
the one hand and the Central Ministries on the other. These differences 
pertain not only to the selection of the schemes to be transferred but 
also to the modalities o f transfer. With these words, I request the 
Hon’ble Prime Minister to conduct the proceedings.

•Speech at the 48* meeting o f  the National Development Council held on Februaiy 19, 1999 
in New Delhi
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ANDHRA PRADESH PLAN FOR 1999-2000

I welcome the Chief Minister and his colleagues to this meeting for 
finalisation of Annual Plan 1999-2000 of Andhra Pradesh.

At the very outset I would like to compliment the Chief Minister of 
Andhra Pradesh for having brought out AP Vision-2020 with a sharply 
focussed agenda for future action. It seeks to identify not only the 
goals to be achieved but also the legislative and policy initiatives, 
resource mobilisation and fiscal management measures to achieve them. 
The document has generated a great interest in the country and 
initiated a debate on the whole paradigm of development. We have 
recommended that other States should emulate Andhra Pradesh and 
prepare such a Vision Document in the context of their situation, 
priorities and direction of development they wish to pursue. We would 
like to suggest that Andhra Pradesh also come up with a 
complementary document in the form of Human Development Report 
on Madhya Pradesh pattern so that macro connections between 
economic growth and human attainments and inter-region impact 
can be monitored. The real challenge, however, would be in the field 
of resource mobilisation to implement this vision. We hope Andhra 
Pradesh would expeditiously finalise this document on the basis of 
comments and suggestions received from various quarters along with 
a plan of action including linkage of resources to operationalise this 
vision from year to year. We would also request that Andhra Pradesh 
host an inter-State workshop on preparation of Vision 2020 so that 
the representatives of other States can benefit from their experience.

Andhra Pradesh has the distinction of being the third in India, which 
is likely to achieve by the end of the Ninth Plan the Net Reproduction 
Rate of One despite relatively low per capita income, low literacy and 
relatively high infant mortality in the State. The steps taken by the 
State Government to improve health and nutritional status, generate 
employment among rural women and ensure their empowerment have 
provided the environment, which had made this possible. However, 
die efforts to reduce infant and maternal mortality need to be stepped 
up.
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It gives me satisfaction to mention that Andhra Pradesh has performed 
well during die Eighth Plan in terms of percentage of utilisation of 
expenditure relative to the projected outlay though the rate of growth 
of State income has fallen short o f the national average due to relative 
sluggishness o f agriculture to forge ahead sufficiently. This has, 
however, been achieved with a heavy dose of borrowings. In the total 
resources for the Plan during 1998-99, central assistance constituted 
65.6% and State’s own funds had been -44.5%, while borrowings by 
the State other than the debt component of central assistance accounted 
for 78.9 per cent. It is estimated that during 1999-2000 borrowings 
of the State will further increase. The above situation is clearly 
unsustainable in the long run as the percentage of non-Plan revenue 
expenditure and the interest liability of the State are likely to increase 
substantially in 1999-2000. It is therefore necessary for the State to 
improve its revenue receipts, both tax and non-tax. There exists a 
substantial scope for improvement here as per the study carried out 
by NIPFP. The State also needs to discipline non-Plan expenditure as 
this is growing at a faster pace than the revenue receipts. The 
contribution of the two crucial PSUs, i.e. the State Electricity Board 
and the State Road Transport Corporation, has deteriorated. These 
are the suggested areas o f reform for necessary corrective action. I would 
also like to highlight some areas of concern.

A study of the population statistics in some districts of Andhra Pradesh 
has revealed that the share of the tribal population in proportion to 
the general population has come down drastically in some districts. 
This indicates that there has been a large-scale non-tribal migration 
into these areas. This has adverse implications for the interests of the 
tribal population because it would have certainly led to a large-scale 
alienation of tribal land and other forms of exploitation. The State 
Government may look into the matter and take necessary measures to 
check this trend. Expeditious steps may be taken for the survey of 
alienation o f tribal land and its restoration as well as other 
developmental measures for improving the conditions o f the tribal 
inhabitants.

While the State Government deserves credit for being the first, and as 
o f now the only State, which has enacted legislation exclusively for
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been a huge backlog of 15 major and 22 medium ongoing irrigation 
projects requiring a total spill-over cost of Rs.4400 crore for completion 
at the beginning of the Ninth Plan. Among the ongoing major 
irrigation projects nine were started in, and prior to, the Fifth Five 
Year Plan, which needed about Rs.1110 crore for completion. These 
projects need to be given the highest priority in funding so that they 
are completed by the end of the Ninth Five Year Plan. It has also been 
observed that during the Eighth Plan the expenditure incurred on 
major and medium irrigation was 128% and that on minor irrigation 
was 151% of the approved outlay while the corresponding physical 
achievement was merely 11% and 5% respectively. The State 
Government may go into the reasons for such low level of physical 
achievement vis-a-vis financial expenditure.

During 1992-98 the number of mandals having 85-100% ground
water exploitation increased from 24 to 55 and the number of mandals 
with over-exploitation, i.e. more than 100%, increased from 6 to 88. 
This has serious implications for future availability o f groundwater 
even for drinking purpose in affected areas. The State Government 
may consider enacting a comprehensive legislation for the development 
and regulation of groundwater for which a Model Bill has been 
circulated by the Central Government to arrest the alarming rate of 
excessive use of groundwater in these areas as well as high Nitrate and 
Flouride content in ground water in the affected 15 districts.

Though all the 16,000 problem villages identified as on 1.4.85 were 
provided with drinking water supply facilities during the Seventh 
Plan itself, the survey carried out in 1991-94 showed that as many as 
4055 habitations were again identified as ‘not covered’ and 19596 
habitations as ‘partially covered’. Besides this, 13127 habitations were 
identified where drinking water was affected by flourides and salinity. 
The number of partially covered villages has further gone up sharply 
to 28083 as on 1.4.1998. The State government should take steps to 
make die water supply system sustainable with a view to preventing 
the emergence of problem villages/habitations again and again.

Andhra Pradesh is also the biggest recipient of central assistance under 
the Sub-Mission on quality problem habitations of die Rajiv Gandhi 
National Drinking Water Mission. Thirty-five projects involving 
Rs.425 crore, out o f a total 87 projects costing Rs.1100 crore 
sanctioned by the Mission, are from Andhra Pradesh where 75% of
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the assistance is given by the Central Government. These projects 
need to be completed on a sustainable basis.

While it is satisfying to note that joint management o f forests has 
taken deeper roots in Andhra Pradesh as compared to the other parts 
of the country, the loss of nearly 4,000 sq. km. o f forest cover—one of 
the largest in the country—is a source of grave concern. The State 
Government may take appropriate development measures to increase 
the forest cover with the active participation of the people. The control 
of Panchayats over minor forest produce and other common property 
resources as per the provisions o f law also needs to be operationalised 
in order to give the local tribal population their rightful share of benefits 
from these assets.

Andhra Pradesh has been an educationally backward State for a long 
time. In 1991 the general literacy rate was 44%, much below the 
national average of 52 per cent. By 1997 even the so-called BIMARU 
States had witnessed a remarkable increase in the literacy percentage. 
But Andhra Pradesh could go up to 54%, still 8 percentage points 
below the national average. The gender divide, which was 22.4 points 
in 1991, narrowed only marginally to 21 points by 1997. The rural- 
urban disparity actually went up from 30 to 31 points during the 
same period. The dropout rate in classes I to V actually went up from 
54.28% in 1991 to 55.44% in 1995-96. In classes I to VIII the 
increase was even sharper from 68.84% to 72.73 per cent. In 1995- 
96 the Educational Development Index rated Andhra at 22nd position 
among the States. The Vision document has ranked it 26* in terms of 
overall literacy and 29* in literacy for Scheduled Castes &  Scheduled 
Tribes.

This underlines the need for a massive effort in the field o f education 
with special emphasis on elementary education, particularly among 
weaker sections. Currently, the total expenditure on education is just 
2% of the State Domestic Product. This needs to go up to 6 per cent. 
Only 9% of the State’s Plan outlay is spent on education, which should 
go up to 15 per cent. The per capita expenditure on education is only 
Rs.335. Similarly, the percentage o f revenue expenditure on education 
that is spent on elementary education is just 42% against the 
recommended level o f 60 per cent. The Chief Minister has very 
ambitious plans for the economic growth of the State. This would not 
materialise without a solid educational base.
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The State Government deserves credit for the speed with which reforms 
in the power sector have been introduced. The Electricity Board has 
been restructured into two separate Corporations, one for generation 
and the other for transmission. The setting up o f Electricity Regulatory 
Commission is in the process. However, the average tariff charged for 
die year 1998-99 was about 174 paise as against the cost of supply of 
279 paise, accounting for recovery of 62% only. The average tariff 
charged from the agricultural consumers continued to be very low 
and for 1998-99 the tariff was about 17 paise while the power 
consumption in agriculture sector was 36 per cent. This has resulted 
in a large outgo of States resources as subsidy and in the depressing of 
demand from industrial consumers. The rationalisation o f tariff for 
agricultural consumers should therefore assume top priority. The 
estimated commercial losses (without subsidy) would be around 
Rs.2263.14 crore during 1998-99 and are likely to go up further 
during 1999-2000. It is hoped that with the restructuring o f the 
Electricity Board the net losses will come down and the T& D  losses, 
which are 32% at present, will also be scaled down. The State should 
also implement the recommendations of NDC Committee on Power 
generally endorsed during the NDC meeting held recently.

The performance of Andhra Pradesh State Road Transport Corporation 
in terms of non-financial indicators is commendable. The fleet 
utilisation is 98% and vehicle productivity is 360 kilometres as against 
the all-India average of 89% and 280 kilometres respectively. However, 
compared to the fare level of 35 paise per passenger kilometre of some 
of the undertakings the average fare charged by APSRTC is only 26.61 
paise. This needs to be increased, which would help in wiping off the 
losses of the undertaking. TheJoad factor of the Corporation is 
declining due to increase in number of unauthorised operation of 
vehicles. The State Government should tone up the regulatory 
machinery to Check this phenomenon.

* Opening Remark at the discussion on Annual Plan o f  Andhra Pradesh far 1999-2000
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ARUNACHAL PRADESH PLAN FOR 1999-2000*

I extend a warm welcome to die Chief Minister and his colleagues to 
this meeting in die Planning Commission, which provides a welcome 
opportunity to discuss the developmental needs of Arunachal Pradesh 
in the context o f determining the size of the Annual Plan of the State 
for the year 1999-2000. The State Government could at this stage 
also consider formulating a Vision 2020 Document to provide a long
term direction to their socio-economic goals. The Planning Commission 
would be glad to assist the State authorities in undertaking this exercise 
and officials o f the Commission will look forward to visiting the State 
from time to time for in-depth reviews and discussions.

Arunachal Pradesh is endowed with vast natural resources whose 
harnessing can ensure speedy development o f the State and of the 
North Eastern Region as a whole. To assist infrastructure projects in 
the State an amount o f Rs.15 crore has been earmarked from the 
Non-lapsablc Central Pool of Resources for the Ranganadi-Along 
transmission line and the Itanagar-Naharlagun Water Supply Scheme 
Phase-II. In addition, an allocation of Rs. 11 crore had been made in
1998-99 under the Border Areas Development Programme (BADP) 
for the development of infrastructure in the areas bordering China 
and Myanmar.

You would recall that an allocation of Rs.625 crore was made for the 
Annual Plan 1998-99 as against Rs.600 crore for the previous year. 
Factors like non-materialisation of the estimated revenue from forest 
timber, mounting losses in the power and road transport sectors and 
the reduced level o f negotiated loans from various agencies have 
contributed to the financial difficulties being faced. It would seem 
imperative in the coming years to downsize die government machinery 
and reduce the heavy burden o f salaries etc as also to initiate measures 
in die direction of mobilisation of additional resources.
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Jhumming cultivation, which continues to be the prevalent 
agricultural practice, still accounts for about 60% of the cultivated 
area and has been affecting agricultural productivity and contributing 
to the loss of forest cover. Arunachal Pradesh being deficient in the 
production of foodgrains, the State Government would like to take 
steps to bring more area under settled cultivation and to introduce 
improved farming practices so as to raise production within a 
reasonably short period of time.

Congenial climatic conditions offer considerable potential for the 
development of horticulture, floriculture and plantation crops. Given 
proper technical and financial support, this sector could emerge as an 
important source of employment within the State.

Arunachal Pradesh is endowed with a diversity of eco-systems and an 
abundance of green pastures to support livestock development. This 
potential needs to be fully exploited alongside the development of 
fisheries on a larger scale.

The performance of Rural Poverty Alleviation Programmes needs to 
be improved through higher per family investment under IRDP and 
better utilisation for rural infrastructure development under the Jawahar 
Rozgar Yojana (JRY) and the Employment Assurance Scheme (EAS). 
In the field of rural housing, the uncovered gap is substantial and the 
State authorities have to endeavour to optimally utilise the funds 
available under the Indira Awas Yojana (IAY).

The irrigation potential developed and utilised is only about 32% 
and 28% respectively out o f an ultimate potential o f 2.60 lakh 
hectares. Attention needs to be accorded to improving the level of 
utilisation of the facilities created. The State authorities could consider 
appropriate legislation to facilitate die collection of water charges and 
the preparation of a Master Plan for Flood Plain Zoning.

Arunachal Pradesh has an assessed hydro-electric potential of about 
26,755 MW at 60% load factor, which is about 32% of the total 
hydro-electric potential of the country. The average tariff of 200 paise 
per unit, as against cost of supply of 409 paise per unit, leaves a very
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substantial uncovered gap. Rationalisation of the power tariffs, 
therefore, calls for early attention. Transmission and distribution losses 
are high and should be brought down on a time-bound basis. An 
Action Plan could also be drawn up for accelerated completion of the 
on-going projects and the requisite systems for evacuation of power.

Improvement o f the existing roads by way o f strengthening and 
widening also requires expeditious action. More than half the villages 
are yet to be connected by all-weather roads. There is reported to be 
a large spillover liability on account of schemes taken up prior to the 
Ninth Plan. The State authorities would, no doubt, like to accord 
priority to the completion of these schemes.

It is encouraging to note that the overall literacy level has increased 
from 41.6% in 1991 to about 60% in 1997, which is close to the 
national average. The gender divide is, however, still high at 21% and 
special steps are necessary to foster girls’ education. The State has 
built up a functional primary health care infrastructure and the health 
indices in terms of birth and death rates and infant mortality are 
substantially better than the national average.

As you are aware, the women’s component has been introduced for 
the first time in the Ninth Plan. To empower women economically 
the State Government would like to formulate income-generating 
schemes for them and to impart training in different trades to facilitate 
gainful employment.

To sum up, concerted action needs to be initiated in a definite time
frame to progressively reduce administrative costs, increase the 
functional efficiency of undertakings like the State Road Transport 
Corporation urgently, strengthen and streamline the monitoring 
arrangements for programmes and schemes and maximise the 
collection of revenues, including from the supply of power.

*  Opening Remarks at the discussion on Annual Plan o f  Arunachal Pradesh fo r  1999-2000
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I warmly welcome the Chief Minister and his colleagues to the Planning 
Commission and am confident that this meeting will afford a useful 
opportunity for meaningful interaction in regard to the developmental 
needs of Assam in the context of determining the size of the Annual 
Plan of the State for the year 1999-2000. The State Government may 
also like to formulate a Vision 2020 Document to provide direction 
to its long and medium-term developmental goals, with which exercise 
the Planning Commission would be glad to associate itself.

We are all aware of the problems of internal security being encountered 
in the State, which have adversely affected its economic progress. 
Recurring floods have also contributed to the difficulties being faced. 
You would recall that funds of the order of Rs.23.96 crore have recently 
been released to the Government of Assam from the Non-lapsable 
Central Pool of Resources to assist infrastructure development in the 
State keeping in view, inter alia, the recommendations of the Shukla 
Commission.

An allocation of Rs.1650 crore was made for the Annual Plan 1998- 
99 as against Rs. 1510.28 crores for the previous year. However, the 
State expects to utilise only Rs. 1389.37 crore or so in view of the 
deterioration in the State’s own resources caused by factors like low 
contributions from State PSUs and the reduced level o f negotiated 
loans. The State Government has, therefore, to step up efforts to 
mobilise additional resources. Funds earmarked for specific projects 
or programmes should not be diverted to other areas.

It is encouraging to note that the State has made advances in rural 
development through various programmes like the Integrated Rural 
Development Programme (IRDP) and the Jawahar Rozgar Yojana 
(JRY) during the Eighth Plan and in the beginning of the Ninth 
Plan. The State Government is implementing the Assam Rural
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Infrastructure and Agricultural Services Project with the assistance of 
the World Bank. Under the Employment Assurance Scheme (EAS) 
accelerated implementation o f works in areas, where there is 
concentration of the poor and unemployed, would help to provide 
up to 100 days of wage employment.

The term of die Panchayats in Assam had expired in October 1997. 
Elections have not been held since then. Consequently, a sum of 
Rs.33.34 crore due to the State on account o f the Tenth Finance 
Commission Award has not been released in the current year. In 1997- 
98 also, only Rs.8.33 crore had been released against Rs.33.34 crore 
due. In 1999-2000 another Rs.33.34 crore will become due. You 
would, no doubt, be aware of the revenue forgone and may like to 
hold elections to the Panchayats soon. From the next year 20% of the 
funds under JRY and EAS would also be held back if duly elected 
Panchayats are not in place: Under the Employment Assurance Scheme 
(EAS), while all the 218 Blocks in the State received the first instalment 
of funds for the year 1998-99, there has been no release of the second 
instalment to any of the Blocks so for. This is, indeed, revenue forgone 
on the part o f the State as with 20% of funds coming from the State 
Plan, Assam could have accessed 80% from the Centre.

The production of rice, which is the major crop in Assam, has been 
increasing, even though only marginally. The agriculture sector provides 
employment to nearly 71% of the population of the State and has 
potential for future growth, which can be achieved through increased 
productivity, which, at present, is lower than the national average.

The sustained development of irrigation in Assam is crucial to achieving 
a perceptible improvement in agricultural productivity. For the early 
accrual of benefits more emphasis needs to be laid on the sinking of 
shallow tube-welis and on low lift minor irrigation schemes through 
institutional finance. Flood control measures also need to be accorded 
priority.

The congenial climatic conditions o f the State offer promising 
possibilities for the development o f horticulture and plantations like 
tea, rubber and spices. Productivity in this sector, however, remains
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low owing to lack of good quality planting materials, weak extension 
infrastructure and post-harvest operations, including marketing, storage 
and processing. These areas of activity have to be strengthened.

The fishery laws in Assam, as enforced on the fishermen o f the 
Brahmaputra, do not appear to be in the best interests o f fishermen. 
At present, each sector of the river is leased out and the lessees have 
little interest in the conservation of fish stock. The State Government 
may like to review the existing arrangements and the legal provisions.

On the industrial front the process of deceleration is noticeable. Many 
industrial units in the State have become sick. By initiating the process 
o f privatisation of State Undertakings a step in the right direction has 
been taken. I am told that, barring Assam Petrochemicals Limited, 
most of the other fully owned State units are saddled with cumulative 
losses. At the same time the promotion of village and small industries 
(VSI) merits higher priority so as to augment employment 
opportunities. The State could take fuller advantage of the concessions 
and exemptions being offered to promote industrial growth in the 
North Eastern Region.

Adequate availability of power can lead to speedy industrialisation. 
The installed capacity in Assam, combined with the State’s share in 
the Central Sector projects, is about 900 MW, which is considerably 
less than the requirements. At present there is reported to be a shortfall 
of some 260 MW. Projects like the Karbi-Langpi Hydro Electric 
Project (2x50 MW) and the Dhansiri Hydel Project (15x1.33 MW) 
should be expeditiously completed.

As against the all-India average of 83.3%, the State achieved 77% 
coverage under the Rural Electrification Programme. The financial 
performance of the Assam State Electricity Board (ASEB) continues 
to be a critical factor constraining power development. Institutional 
reforms have, therefore, to be initiated during the Ninth Plan to make 
the Electricity Board financially viable. Priority has to be accorded to 
the early completion of the ongoing projects, measures to facilitate
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investment in new projects, maximisation of benefits from the existing 
plants, improvement in operational efficiency and capacity utilisation, 
augmentation of T& D  network and reduction in line losses and theft 
of power.

I should congratulate the State Government for its achievement on 
the literacy front. The general literacy rate has shot up from 52.9% in
1991, which was 0.7% higher than the national average, to 75% in 
1997, which was 13 % higher than the national average. The State 
needs to launch a major initiative in the sphere of womens education 
and to optimise the utilisation of the funds spent on education through 
better implementation and convergence of schemes in the field.

Concern must be expressed in regard to the negative BCR obtaining 
in Assam for quite sometime now. The SOR of the State has not shown 
any appreciable increase in recent years. Much greater stress has, 
therefore, to be laid on additional resource mobilisation for the 1999- 
2000 Annual Plan.

The Central Assistance to Assam has increased over the years from 
Rs.760 crore in 1992-93 to Rs.1443 crore in 1998-99. At present, 
after meeting the revenue expenses not much may remain to fund 
developmental works. Progressive reduction in the size o f the 
government machinery over the next few years and steps to privatise 
the sick public sector units could reduce the strain on the State’s 
resources.

In specific terms, focussed attention should be directed during 1999- 
2000 to achieving much better results in the power sector. The State 
Electricity Board must ensure concerted and time-bound action to 
appreciably improve the Plant Load Factor (PLF) of the thermal plants. 
The concerned Central agencies can be of help to the Electricity Board 
in this regard. Similarly, the T& D  losses should be brought down 
within a reasonably short period of time.

It is suggested that the State Government may consider a revision of 
water rates, which were last notified as far back as in 1993, and a 
further upward revision of the power tariffs. The losses o f the State
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Road Transport Corporation should be curtailed and fleet utilisation 
improved in die coming months. The very high bus-staff ratio needs 
to be urgendy corrected. The Planning Commission would be happy 
to assist the State Government in monitoring the progress made in 
these important areas on continuing basis and hold in-depth 
consultations with the State authorities from time to time.

* Opening Remarks at the discussion on Annual Plan o f  Assam fo r  1999-2000
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f i g r c  eft qlftfq) ih u R T  1 9 9 9 -2 0 0 0

ftgR if 1999-2000 3ft giPfe #5rt g>r arf^nr ^  fe^
^FT ^3cfj if vJ^R^ci f tg K  ^  3 fk  vHcfl 3>T
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^  ^ c T  3 uRUfld *1? 15 w f t  foT? WTO
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3ffa jfr? ftWT sfllf̂ ci $), SpFT ^  r̂flURT ^  SRI 3
cfjjft 88.74 ^ R f  WPf % 3rf?R> ^  t .

arrant ifiuRi<if6i ^  ^ »* i ^  wrthsfPra* <£ra ^  3>t R ^ iq i ,
fJKi«re <vitdi an t o  «rr. spfiwctt ^nar ^  fojw dir #  t .  
64 HfrRRT ^  3if?aol iTRcft̂ T 3lfa>% <J>t tjd 'ii f̂, RtjW cllH Hi^d <&*s«l 
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1998-99 ('H^'lRld $  PJê ci ^  «*5t sfhFTcT dMd 3fhf SRw> ^
g>i 3RR 99.1 Aw ufcr ^ r e  t  aft? 5̂  q to n w sq  1998-99

(WlfiKT a^pm ) # qiPifyijcf5 W5I 513.51 W *  35T TO #. tf^fj
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DELHI PLAN FOR 1999-2000*

I welcome the Chief Minister and her team of officials to this meeting. 
The Planning Commission Secretary has already had a meeting with 
the Chief Secretary and other officials of Delhi and some understanding 
has been reached with regard to the Annual Plan for 1999-2000.

In the recently held meeting of NDC you had referred to the special 
problems of Delhi, being the national capital, and the problems created 
by the burgeoning pressure of population on the urban infrastructure. 
Not being fully a State, Delhi is not in a position to raise resources 
like any other State. These are the constraints and we have to endeavour 
for better and more effective resource mobilisation within the existing 
framework.

Being predominantly urban, Delhi’s problems are of a different nature 
than the other States of the country. While urbanisation is an integral 
part of socio-economic development, the nature of its expansion is 
creating the problem of urban poverty. This is manifested in the 
mushrooming of slums and squatter settlements.

Delhi is ranked among one of the most polluted cities of the world. 
In a WHO report in 1989 Delhi has been classified as the fourth 
most polluted city of the world. With rapid increase in the population 
of the Capital, which is rising at an alarming rate, the position is 
likely to deteriorate further. Environmental pollution is a matter of 
serious concern. To minimise pollution, industrial waste management 
and recycling of urban solid waste need greater attention. Protection 
and survival of trees planted and preservation and management of 
ridges are also important in this context. There is an urgent need to 
encourage suitable non-polluting industries in the N CT of Delhi and 
to set up common effluent treatment plants at various industrial estates. 
The State Government may focus on these issues.
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A Women Component has been introduced for the first time in the 
Ninth Plan. The Government o f Delhi should provide sufficient funds 
for women empowerment programmes and ensure effective convergence 
of all the existing women-related services available at the ground level 
for empowering women both socially and economically through self 
help groups.

The nutrition component under the Integrated Child Development 
Services (ICD S) programme has received setback, as the State 
Governments are not able to provide adequate funding in their State 
budgets. The flow of funds under the Special Component Plan (SCP) 
for SCs during the Eighth Plan and the Annual Plan 199798 has 
been only 9.12% and 9.15% respectively, which is less than the SC 
population of 19.05 per cent.

Delhi has a literacy level of 85% with a corresponding female literacy 
level of 76 per cent. The drop-out rates are high in spite of the feet 
that the Government of Delhi has been implementing various schemes 
in terms of providing scholarships, free bus passes, free cext books etc.

The proportion of health sector outlay as percentage of State’s total 
Plan outlay has declined during the Ninth Plan as compared to the 
Eighth Plan. This proportion has declined sharply in the Annual Plan 
1997-98 as compared to Annual Plan 1996-97. Adequate funds need 
to be provided to the health sector to develop and maintain the urban 
primary health care services with appropriate strengthening o f 
secondary and tertiary care facilities.

Apart from the problems of providing basic infrastructure inputs 
namely water, sanitation, health services, education, transportation, 
electricity etc., the emerging patterns of settlements in Delhi arc 
leading to economic and psychological tensions. The scale, on which 
the complex urban problems have to be addressed, is unparalleled.

Hie migration into Delhi has occurred largely because the Capital is 
perceived by people to offer a wide range of choices and opportunities 
with relatively better access to services than in rural areas. It points to 
the potential of the State, which has to be exploited in an equitable 
manner.
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Delhi’s Plan is financed significantly by its own resources, which is 
proof of its strength. The finances show a positive Balance from Current 
Revenues (BCR). However, the positive BCR should not make Delhi 
Government complacent as die Centre is shouldering the expenditure 
responsibilities in respect of public order, police and land. Moreover, 
the BCR, as per the latest estimates for 1998-99, shows deterioration 
in comparison with the approved BCR. This is mainly due to the 
shortfall in State’s own tax revenue, especially sales tax and motor 
vehicle tax. Appropriate measures to ensure collection of State’s own 
tax revenues to the projected level should be taken so that the Plan 
resources do not fall short of the target. It may be pertinent to note 
that the ratio of State’s own revenue to Gross State Domestic Product 
(GSDP) o f Delhi is much lower than the own .revenue to non- 
agricultural GSDP ratio of other States.

There is room for a significant improvement in the management of 
agencies, which provide the basic services viz. Delhi Vidyut Board 
(DVB), Delhi Transport Corporation (DTC), Delhi Jal Board (DJB) 
etc. For example, the contribution of DVB and DTC to the financing 
of Annual Plan 1999-2000 is estimated to be (-) Rs.240 crore.

I would like to draw your attention to the problem o f the power 
sector in particular, which I am sure is already occupying your 
attention. The PLF of the Delhi Vidyut Board is about 47% against 
the national average of 65 per cent. The DVB’s transmission and 
distribution losses at 43% are staggeringly high, especially for a pre
dominantly urban area. The financial position o f the DVB is 
correspondingly poor with large amounts owed to other organisations. 
The revenue arrears of the DVB for sale o f power are Rs.2500 crore. 
As you know, a large number of States have begun the process of 
reform of die power sector along the lines outlined in the NDC Report, 
which was endorsed at die recent meeting of the NDC. Delhi with a 
high concentration of urban population and high level o f awareness 
among the citizens should be an ideal place to initiate reforms in this 
area. I understand that die State Government has come out with a 
White Paper on this subject. 1 would strongly urge you to initiate die 
necessary process of reforms as early as possible. Reforms in distribution 
are particularly important.
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The DTC has a large number of over-aged buses though the share of 
such buses in the total fleet is likely to go down from 50% in 1997-
98 to 38% in the current year. According to the projections made by 
the DTC, the number o f conductors will go up from about 10400 in 
1997-98 to 17500 in 1999-2000, an increase o f almost 70 per cent. 
This, as I understand, is mainly due to the induction of private buses 
under the kilometre scheme. The employees so recruited would be a 
permanent financial liability on the Corporation. This aspect needs 
to be looked into along with the detailed review of the working of the 
Corporation.

'Opening Remark at the discussion on the Annual Plan o f  Delhi fo r 1999-2000
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GUJARAT PLAN FOR 1999-2000*

I welcome the Chief Minister and his colleagues to this meeting for 
the finalisation of Gujarat’s Annual Plan for 1999-2000.

Gujarat State is to be commended for maintaining a high rate of growth 
with reasonable financial discipline and efforts in resource mobilisation. 
Gujarat ranks second in the country in terms of annual compound 
rate of growth of Net State Domestic Product (NSDP). Among the 
States categorised in terms of relative performance since 1991 as high 
income, middle income and low income, it is positioned in the high- 
income bracket. It has had positive BCR in all the five years of the 
Eighth Five Year Plan and this position has been maintained during 
the first two years of the Ninth Plan as well. The State is one of the 
few to have a positive BCR as per the estimates for Annual Plan 1999- 
2000 despite the pay revision impact. The State also shares the 
distinction along with a few others as having maintained 70% or 
more share of development expenditure in the total expenditure. The 
declining tax-SDP ratio, however, is a matter of concern.

I would to like to suggest that the State Government may bring out 
“Gujarat Vision - 2020” with sharply focussed agenda for future 
development, which may identify not only the goals to be achieved 
but also the legislative and policy initiatives, resource mobilisation 
and fiscal management measures to achieve them. I would also like to 
suggest that the State Government may come up at the earliest with 
their Human Development Report so that macro connections between 
economic growth, human attainments, welfare indices and inter-region 
impact can be monitored. The Planning Commission would be glad 
to assist the State Government in this task.

It is a matter of great satisfaction that the Net State Domestic Product 
shows a significant change in the growth pattern as reflected in the 
continuing upward share of industry, trade and services and, therefore,
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modernisation o f the State’s economy. However, the State has been 
lagging behind in the pace of agricultural development particularly 
in die foodgrains production. Due to its inability to achieve the targets 
set for production o f foodgrains through the Eighth Five Year Plan, 
the State has retained the same level of targets during the Ninth Five 
Year Plan. The productivities of rice, jowar and maize are below the 
national average and the production o f pulses is not picking up 
substantially. The yield o f cotton is also lower than even in the 
neighbouring State, Rajasthan, while there are wide fluctuations in 
the production of groundnut. The State Government would, therefore, 
need to focus special attention on achieving stability in the production 
and productivity of foodgrains. Soil and water conservation through 
integrated watershed development programme, improvement in canal 
irrigation management through modernisation, enforcement of 
rotational water supply and encouraging conjunctive use of canal and 
ground water particularly in south and middle Gujarat, restriction of 
over-withdrawal of ground water in north Gujarat and Saurashtra would 
be necessary for this purpose. Simultaneously, rationalising the 
cropping patterns through relevant crop substitution and 
diversification so as to minimise the risk of total crop failure and income 
in arid areas, correction of problem soils, both coastal and inland, and 
vigorous and co-ordinated efforts at checking salinity ingress should 
constitute the strategic interventions in this sector. While the 
improvement o f livestock development chiefly hinges upon 
augmenting fodder supply through grassland development, fishery 
development can be substantially achieved through modernisation of 
fishing gear and infrastructure.

It is a matter o f satisfaction that there has been a decline in the 
percentage of rural poor in Gujarat from 29.8 in 1983-84 to 22.2 in 
1993-94 and that the extent of rural poverty in Gujarat is considerably 
lower than the all-India level of 37.3 per cent. However, there are 
considerable intra-State differences in the extent and nature of poverty, 
which need to be addressed. Attention, therefore, needs to be focussed 
on pockets of acute poverty and under-employment. The funds under 
the Rural Employment Programmes should, therefore, be utilised for
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concentrating on efforts in such pockets and the State may access 
more EAS funds for such backward areas. A mere 6% utilisation of 
funds under computerisation o f land records since the inception of 
the scheme in 1988-89, which is a hundred per cent centrally funded 
scheme, needs to be looked into for taking corrective action.

Though the State o f Gujarat has a long tradition o f decentralised 
planning, it has not constituted District Planning Committees as 
mandated by the 73ri Constitution Amendment Act. Unlike the Zilla 
Parishads, the role o f Gram Sabhas has been negligible. The State 
should take steps to empower the Gram Sabhas and make the 
Panchayats more responsive to the priorities and felt needs of the 
community. Steps should be taken to devolve funds on the different 
tiers of the Panchayats expeditiously.

One of the offshoots of growing industrialisation is the attraction the 
State holds for the unemployed and low-wage earners from other States 
as also from the depressed wage and low employment pockets in the 
State. This is reflected in the higher level o f migrant labour in the 
State as also in the considerable increase in the growth of slums. The 
distressing aspect of the labour situation is a very large female child 
labour segment in urban Gujarat even when a decreasing trend of 
such labour is discernible in the country. The State, therefore, has to 
mount special efforts on improving die working and living conditions 
of migrant labour and slum dwellers and enhance the coverage and 
quality of its poverty alleviation programmes in urban areaswith special 
focus on female child labour households. At the same time, it should 
vigorously implement laws relating to employment o f child labour 
with the help of NGOs, which have good track record in this field.

Gujarat has done very well in industrial development. It tanked second 
in the industrial investment proposals sanctioned during 1991-98. 
However, there is also need to encourage suitable non-polluting 
industries, handlooms, handicrafts, khadi and village industries, which 
have a large potential for generating employment. As die efforts o f 
poverty alleviation and employment generation in the unorganised 
sector are constrained by many stifling regulations and unsatisfactory
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linkages, a serious agenda for reform should be pursued to enable the 
fruits o f industrial development trickling down to this segment.

The increasing industrialisation and urbanisation are taking their toll 
on the quality o f environment and suitable safeguards need to be 
taken to mitigate the problems. The ambient air quality in the 
metropolitan cities o f Gujarat State, especially Ahmedabad, with 
regard to suspended particulate matter is not satisfactory. Similarly, 
disposal of industrial waste and sewage into coastal waters is a cause of 
marine pollution affecting the marine eco-systems, which will in the 
long term affect the livelihood o f people dependent on marine 
resources. Another area o f concern is the low level of forest cover in 
the State, which is only 6.4 per cent o f the geographical area. The 
quality o f this forest cover also needs to be improved because 50 per 
cent of the forests are degraded. Joint forest management (JFM) with 
the involvement and participation of local community has to be given 
a greater push for the protection and management of forests.

Gujarat has had a medium-level performance in the field of education. 
In the 1990-91 census its literacy rate was 61.3 %, nine percent 
higher than the national average. Tliis had slipped somewhat by 1997 
when the NSSO survey revealed an advantage of only 6 percentage 
points over the national average. The gender divide even then was 
quite considerable, with males having a literacy rate of 80% and females 
57 per cent. The State had a ranking of 15* in terms of Educational 
Development Index formulated by the Planning Commission. There 
were other problems as well. The dropout rates in the State were high 
at 45.97% for classes I to V and 59.39% for classes I to VIII. The 
State’s expenditure on education was 4.07% of the State Plan ouday 
and it spent only 4.12% of the State Domestic Product as against the 
norm of 6 per cent. The State, therefore, has to put in more resources 
as well as efforts to achieve a higher performance in the field o f education 
commensurate with, and contributing to, the overall developmental 
level. It also needs to devise area-specific and community-specific 
strategies to tackle the low literacy level among girls and in particular 
among girls in scheduled tribes, where the literacy rate of 24.20% is 
almost half that o f the scheduled tribe males, which was 48.25 per 
cent.
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The relatively satisfactory position o f overall infrastructure o f health 
services in the State has not shown commensurate performance in 
respect of infant mortality and birth rate. This may be because Gujarat 
has considerable regional variations in the availability o f health care 
services. The districts with poor health indices also lag behind in 
primary health care infrastructure and emergency services. Further, 
during the Eighth Plan die expenditure on health and basic minimum 
services (BMS) was lower than the outlays. This has to some extent 
been corrected by increase in BMS allocation for health during the 
Annual Plan 1997-98. However, lack of specialists in the health care 
institutions severely constrains access to health care. There is an urgent 
need, therefore, to make the existing Community Health Centres 
(CH C) fully operational by posting specialists, particularly 
obstetricians and required number of paramedical personnel. The 
existing rural dispensaries may be re-designated into Primary Health 
Centres (PHC) and the existing sub-district, regional and taluk 
hospitals into CHCs to bridge the existing gap in infrastructure. The 
State also needs to equip its health care infrastructure with facilities 
to cope with preliminary detection and screening of AIDS cases by 
optimally utilising the allocations under the national programme.

The health check-up in schools by the State Government has brought 
out that the incidence of dental caries is very high among the school 
children. This is on account of indiscriminate use of Gutka, which 
can lead to oral cancer on a large scale. Even children as young as 8 
years of age were found affected by it. This is an extremely disturbing 
situation and needs to be given priority attention for devising 
appropriate strategy to effectively counter the consumption of tobacco 
and tobacco products among the population, particularly among the 
young. The Panchayati Raj institutions, NGOs and community- 
centred institutions should be enlisted in this campaign.

It is observed that the cost of a number of projects, some of which 
have been pending for more than 25 years, has increased manifold 
ranging from 390% to as high as 2571 per cent. It is somewhat 
surprising that projects originally costing as low as Rs. 2 to 5 crore 
were allowed to spill over for such a long time even when the Sti&eJ
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was spending huge outlays on irrigation. There also appears to be a 
skewed distribution o f resources across the projects. The State 
Government also needs to focus its priority on completing the long- 
pending projects.

The available information indicates that the losses incurred from 
irrigation projects have increased from Rs. 1259.81 crore in the Seventh 
Plan to Rs.2164.06 crore in the Eighth Plan. There is a pressing need 
to reduce this loss in the Ninth Plan by a revision of the rates, which 
have not been revised since 1983, as well as efficiency in the recovery 
administration.

In view of the fact that 12 taluks in the State have been identified as 
over-exploiting ground water with more than 100% extraction and 
14 taluks as dark with 85% to 100% extraction, the State Government 
should take strong measures to prevent over-exploitation in such areas 
on the one hand and carry out developmental measures for recharging 
ground water through rainwater harvesting and watershed 
management to augment drinking water sources on the other hand. 
The State is reported to have 3090 quality problem habitations 
constituting 10.2% of the total habitations in the State where the 
water is affected mainly by fluoride and salinity. Mehasana and 
Banaskanta are the districts severely affected. As such habitations are 
generally provided with safe drinking water from distant sources, steps 
would have to be taken to ensure minimum loss through conservation 
measures as also long-term sustainability.

* Opening Remarks at the discussion on Annual Plan o f  Gujarat fo r 1999-2000
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HARYANA PLAN FOR 1999-2000*

I welcome the Chief Minister of Haryana and members of his entourage 
to this meeting. 1 am aware that the State Vldhan Sabha for Haryana 
has already passed the Annual Budget for 1999-2000, with a Plan 
size of Rs. 2300 crore. Our meeting, therefore, will involve an ex post 
facto consideration of events that have already taken place. This is a 
legacy from the past. Hopefully, we will be able to restore the calendar 
from the next year so that the contours of the Annual Plan are 
determined well before the presentation of the State budget.

As far as the resources for the Plan are concerned, I will ask the Secretary 
to give us a resume of his discussions with the Chief Secretary, Haryana 
and we shall thereafter try to resolve the differences that may still 
persist.

Haryana is one of the most prosperous States of the country and retains 
its position at No. 4 as far as per capita income is concerned. During 
the next year, we would like to interact closely with the State 
Government to understand what its Vision 2020 is like and how it 
can be achieved through the instrumentality of the Plan and otherwise. 
The Planning Commission would like to share the burden of 
perspective planning for the State in a spirit o f co-operation and sharing 
of knowledge and expertise.

Agriculture continues to be the mainstay of Haryana’s economy. The 
State seems to have done well in respect of production of foodgrains, 
having achieved 98.5% of the target in 1997-98. With regard to the 
per capita consumption o f fertiliser, the State is ranked at the 3rd 
place in the country. There are, however, some aspects, which need 
attention. The production of oilseeds fell by 63% in 199798 over the 
previous year. The performance of fisheries sub-sector has not been 
folly satisfactory. About 40% less expenditure than the agreed outlay 
was incurred on agricultural research, which is not a desirable trend.
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The forest covcr in the State has declined to just 3.8 per cent. There 
seems to be a need for greater emphasis on the use o f biofertilisers and 
improvement o f soil health.

Haryana has an extensive network of irrigation facilities and the created 
potential is 80% o f the ultimate potential. However, most o f the 
irrigation systems are old and the average efficiency of the government 
irrigation system is as low as 32 to 35 per cent. The State Government 
is incurring substantial losses on its tube-wclls. It would be desirable 
to hand over these to farmers’ associations for management. The 
irrigation water rates were last raised in May 1996 and further 
modification could be considered at this stage. The State Government 
should submit a revised project report for a water channel from Munak 
Head to Haiderpur in order to resolve the drinking water problem of 
Delhi.

We want to bring some points to your attention with regard to rural 
development programmes. The most basic point relates to the 
devolution of administrative and financial powers to Panchayati Raj 
institutions. Although the State Finance Commission has submitted 
its report long ago, no action seems to have been initiated. There are 
provisions in the State Panchayati Raj Act that run counter to the 
spirit o f the 73rd Constitution Amendment. These need to be 
modified. The State Government has also not constituted District 
Planning committees, which are so vital for decentralised planning. It 
has used only 17.07% of the funds released to it under the 100% 
Centrally funded scheme for computerisation of land records. It is 
not clear why there was an unspent balance of Rs. 31.06 crore under 
the Employment Assurance Scheme as on 1.4.1998.

We welcome die reforms already introduced by the State Government 
In the power sector. The Electricity Board has been converted into 
two separate entities, one for generation and the other for transmission 
of power. An Electricity Regulatory Commission has been set up on 
the Orissa model. A consultant has been appointed for the privatisation 
of distribution. However, there are several improvements that are yet 
to be made. The T & D  losses are very high at 33.37% and the Plant
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Load Factor is very low at 49.40 per cent. The SEB has to take necessary 
measures to improve its technical performance. With regard to tariff 
structure it is necessary to revise the average rate for agricultural 
consumption from its present level o f 55 Paise/kwh. The State 
Government has to facilitate the inflow of private investment, which 
is supposed to add 900 MW of capacity during the Ninth Plan period.

In the road transport sector there are features like 95% fleet utilisation 
and vehicle productivity of 285 km/bus. If the estimates for 1998- 
-99 still show a net loss of Rs. 106.70 crore, the fault lies in the high 
rate of taxation, which is nearly 60% of the revenue, against 45% in 
Punjab and Himachal Pradesh. The other reason is the clandestine 
plying of about 2000 private buses and this obviously calls for 
tightening of the regulatory mechanisms.

Coming to education, one feels happy to note from the 53rd Round of 
the National Sample Survey that the literacy rate in Haryana had 
risen to 65% in 1997. If the trend continues, Haryana will reach 
75% by the year 2004. On the other hand, Haryana is not doing as 
well as other States. The Planning Commission’s Educational 
Development Index rates it at No. 16 among the States. More funds 
need to be pumped into the education sector, especially for elementary 
education. The Gross Enrolment Ratio for girls at 84% is below the 
national average of 93.3 per cent. If a teacher-pupil ratio of 1:40 is to 
be maintained, 14000 additional teachers have to be appointed. It 
will also be appreciated if 25% o f JRY funds are reserved for 
construction of school buildings and facilities.

I have touched upon only some of the sectors. It is not because the 
other sectors are unimportant. We shall separately convey our written 
views to you with respect to all die sectors. You may kindly consider 
our observations not as criticism but as friendly advice emanating 
from an expert body, which has also necessarily to function as a 
thinktank for the whole country.
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HIMACHAL PRADESH PLAN FOR 1999-2000*

I welcome the Chief Minister of Himachal Pradesh and his colleagues 
to this meeting for finalising the States Annual Plan for 1999-2000. 
The formulation o f the Annual Plan is a co-operative endeavour 
between the Planning Com mission and the concerned State 
Government. Ideally, this exercise should precede the presentation of 
the Budget. This time, however, it has not been possible. There is 
need for continuous dialogue and interaction between the Planning 
Commission and the State Government. My colleagues and I would 
be happy to have such meetings.

I would like to compliment Himachal Pradesh for being among the 
few States to have achieved the Eighth Plan in full measure and also 
for achieving higher Plan size successively in the first two years of the 
Ninth Plan. The approved ouday for 1998-99 at Rs 1440 crore was 
43% higher than the outlay approved for 1997-98. The actual 
expenditure during 1997-98 and 1998-99 had been Rs 1294 and 
1447 crore respectively. I also note that the State Domestic Product 
of Himachal Pradesh has increased by 6.2% in 1997-98 against the 
all-India figure o f 5% per annum. However, the State Government 
appears to have relied on a high proportion of borrowed funds for 
financing their Annual Plans, which has led to a situation where the 
interest payments have been estimated to reach the level of about 
26% o f the total non-Plan expenditure in the current year. The 
worsening o f the contribution by State public enterprises and 
realisation under miscellaneous capital receipts appear to have adversely 
affected the States own resources (SOR). The SOR position seems to 
have further deteriorated by an increase of 18.7% in the estimated 
non- Plan revenue expenditure in 1999-2000 over the budget estimate 
of 1998-99 against an increase of only 3.8% in the revenue receipts 
during die period.
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I am also happy to note that as part o f the MoU signed between the 
State Government and the Ministry o f Finance on April 10, 1999, 
the Government of Himachal Pradesh has taken initiatives in the fiscal 
sphere for reducing the revenue deficit, downsizing the Government, 
exercising economy measures on administrative expenses, increasing 
user charges for various services etc. I also understand that the State 
Government is taking concrete steps towards tax reforms and 
undertaking disinvestment programmes in the public sector 
undertakings. I sincerely hope that the State Government would be 
able to adhere to the time schedule mendoned in the MoU.

I am aware of the major issues being raised by the State Government 
for quite some time with regard to the power sector. On the issue of 
levying generation tax on electricity, the President’s assent to the 
Himachal Pradesh Electricity (Taxation on Generation) Bill, 1995 
has been withheld in public interest. I understand that the Ministry 
of Power has not taken the final view on the demand of the State for 
enhanced share in Bhakhra-Beas Management Board (BBMB) power 
projects and the matter is now pending in Supreme Court. As regards 
the issue of 12% free power on the hydel installations in the State, 
the Ministry of Power has agreed to provide 12% free power in case of 
Baira Suil and Chamera hydro electric projects but not to BBMB 
projects as they are owned by the partner States and not by the Central 
Government.

I note that HPSEB is one of the few electricity boards where the gap 
between the average tariff rate and the average cost is marginally smaller 
and the agriculture tariff is fixed at a minimum rate of 50 paise/kwh. 
However, the steep increase in the commercial losses of HPSEB to Rs 
33.14 crore in 1998-99 from a net profit of about Rs. 10 crore in the 
previous year is a cause o f concern. I would, therefore, suggest that 
the State Government may take appropriate measures, particularly 
with regard to containing the establishment and administrative cost 
of the Board, which appear to be very high at the level of about 40% 
of its total revenue expenditure.

With regard to the State Road Transport Corporation of Himachal 
Pradesh, I observe that although the physical performance of the
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Corporation in terms of various indicators such as fleet utilisation, 
vehicle productivity, bus-staff ratio etc. has been relatively better than 
the national averages, the resource estimate for 1998-99 indicates 
that the Corporation is likely to incur a net loss of Rs. 38 crore. I 
would, therefore, suggest that the State Government might take 
appropriate measures to make the Corporation commercially viable 
and financially sustainable. As far as the connectivity o f villages by 
road is concerned, the State is lagging behind as out of total 16997 
villages only 7627 villages, representing 44.87%, have been connected 
up to 31“ March 1997. The State Government may speed up the 
village connectivity programme in the State.

Forests are an important source of the State. Although the area classified 
as “Under Forests” is 67% of the total area of the State, the effective 
forest area constitutes only 22.5% of the geographic area. The State 
Government needs to take steps to bring 50% of the total area under 
actual forest cover as envisaged in the Ninth Plan.

The performance of the rural development programmes particularly 
of IRDP and JRY has been satisfactory. However, the utilisation of 
funds under the two centrally sponsored schemes, namely 
Strengthening o f Revenue Administration and Updating of Land 
Records and Computerisation of Land Records, had been only 75.3% 
and 13.33% respectively during last ten years. The process of 
computerisation of land records needs to be speeded up in the State.

I appreciate that though significant changes have been witnessed in 
the composition of State Domestic Product since 1980-81 and the 
poverty ratio has been brought down from 35.15% in 1987-88 to 
27.4% in 1993-94, the economy of Himachal Pradesh is still mainly 
dependent on rainfed agriculture and allied activities. Foodgrains 
production is stagnating at the level of 12-13 lakh tonnes since 1990- 
91 and die fruit production in 1997-98 was at the same level achieved 
during the period 1985-90. The State Government may speed up 
the programmes relating to extensive use o f the package of HYV seeds, 
fertilisers, pesticides, improved irrigation and modern techniques of 
cultivation.
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The availability of assured irrigation facilities is one of die essential 
pre-requisites for improving the agricultural productivity and 
diversification of agricultural activities. The low water rate o f Rs 6 per 
hectare, which was last revised in 1977, has affected adversely the 
operation and maintenance of irrigation projects. I would urge the 
State Government to revise the existing water rate and utilise the funds 
made available under AIBP in accordance with the revised criteria to 
include the minor surface irrigation facilities for the North East and 
hilly States including Himachal Pradesh.

I must convey my appreciation of the efforts made by the State 
Government in achieving the Health Indices, which are substantially 
better than majority of North Indian States. It is heartening to note 
that the State has built up functional rural health care infrastructure 
and been utilising practitioners specialised in indigenous system of 
medicines for improving the availability of primary health care. 
Investment has also been made on herbal gardens to provide ready 
access to drugs required in Ayurvedic dispensaries at affordable cost.

In the sphere of education Himachal Pradesh is reckoned to be one of 
the educationally forward States. With the literacy rate at 77%, as 
per the 53”1 Round of National Sample Survey Organisation (January- 
December 1997) and the per capita expenditure at Rs 661.19 as 
compared to all-India average of Rs 390.64, Himachal Pradesh 
occupies the 11* rank in total literacy rate and 7 * rank in terms of 
Educational Development Index among all States/U T’s. I also 
appreciate the efforts of the State Government in achieving the goals 
of universalisation of primary education.

Drinking water is the main problem in the rural areas of Himachal 
Pradesh. Though the number o f “Not Covered” habitations has 
dropped from 6402 as on 1.4.94 to 3750 as on 1.4.99, the number 
of “Partially Covered” habitations has increased during these years 
from 12878 to 13592. The population coverage was also lower at 
86% as on 1.4.98 against the all- India average of about 92 per cent. 
Centra] Assistance of the order of Rs. 10.02 crore is lying with the 
State Government as unspent balance as on 1.4.99 under Accelerated 
Rural Water Supply Programme (ARWSP). I would urge the State 
Government to make increased efforts to cover all the habitations during
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the Ninth Plan period as per the national objective and also utilise 
the unspent balance so that future releases of central assistance are 
not affected.

Urban housing is one of the important components o f the Prime 
Minister’s Special Action Plan (SAP) and, therefore, requires special 
attention. As per the 1991 Census, the urban housing shortage in the 
State was estimated at 0.10 lakh. The programmes carried out through 
the intervention of HUDCO could add only 2871 units during the Eighth 
Plan period. I would request the State Government to update the 
estimate of the urban housing shortage and initiate necessary steps to 
build/upgrade them through appropriate interventions.

As regards industrial development of die State, it is observed that the 
process of industrialisation is yet to pick up due to inherent geographical 
problems and constraints such as under-developed markets, lack of 
infrastructure and other critical inputs, growing regional disparities, low 
deposit rates and location disadvantages. The State Government may, 
therefore, have to shift its emphasis from fiscal incentives and 
concessions to accelerating the pace of development o f physical, 
economic and social infrastructure to promote industrilisation in the 
State.

I have touched upon only some of the sectors and the relevant issues, 
which have emerged. It is essential to have a holistic vision of the 
development efforts, which need to be mounted. I am happy to note 
that the State Government has thought of a perspective Plan for the 
State for the year 2020 and has set the targets in specific areas such 
as power generation, fruits and vegetable production, irrigation facilities, 
village connectivity and tourism etc. However, rather than relying on 
incremental approach, it is desirable that a long-term perspective in 
the nature o f a “Vision 2020” Document is adopted. Such an exercise, 
which could be the joint effort of the State Government and the Planning 
Commission, would focus on a wide gamut of issues covering legislative 
and policy initiatives, resource mobilisation, fiscal management, social 
infrastructure etc. both in the government and the non-governmental 
sectors.

*  Ofening Remsrkt a  the ducuvum *»  Annutl PUm c f  HimacbM PnuUsh fo r  1999-2000
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JAMMU & KASHMIR PLAN FOR 1992-2000*

I welcome die Chief Minister of Jammu &  Kashmir and his colleagues 
to this meeting on the States Annual Plan for 1999-2000.

I must begin by congratulating the Chief Minister and the State 
administration for the marked improvement, which has taken place 
in the overall security situation. The integrated approach adopted by 
the armed and paramilitary forces and the local police has paid rich 
dividends, as has the restoration of the democratic process. The 
approach of normalcy is exemplified by the enhanced tourist traffic 
and the renewed visits by film units to the beautiful valley. We cannot, 
however, afford to be complacent and, despite the apparent climate of 
detente between India and Pakistan, we must continue to remain on 
our guard against cross-border terrorism.

In the Eighth Plan the total expenditure was Rs. 4529.07 crore against 
the ouday of Rs. 4000 crore (at 9192 prices). The physical progress 
was initially slow due to the disturbed conditions but gradually picked 
up from 199495 onwards. The Net State Domestic Product recorded 
an average growth of 4.75% during the Plan period.

The Ninth Plan size has been fixed by the Planning Commission at 
Rs. 9,500 crore. The State Government has been pleading for an 
enhancement of the outlay to Rs. 10,000 crore. Taking into account 
the fact that the pre actuals for 1997-98 came to Rs. 1496.29 crore 
and the latest estimates for 1998-99 show a figure of Rs. 1750, even 
the figure of Rs. 9,500 crore seems to be unachievable for the Ninth 
Plan period. I would, therefore, request the Chief Minister to accept 
the figure already approved so that the Ninth Plan document for the 
State could be finalised.

Although the hydroelectric potential of J& K  is 7487 MW, the potential 
developed so fir is only 4.16% of the total. The performance of the 
Electricity Department is particularly unsatisfactory. The average tariff 
was 71 paise per unit in 1998-99 against the cost o f supply o f Rs.
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3.04 per unit. The transmission and distribution losses were very 
high at 48% during 1997-98. The Department had to recover as 
much as Rs. 125.88 crore as revenue arrears from the consumers. As a 
result, the net commercial losses o f the Department soared to Rs. 
643.43 crore during 1998-99.

The other areas o f concern in the power sector were the 
nonimplementation of reforms suggested by the Power Committee 
and agreed to in die NDC and delay in the completion of the power 
projects in the State sector. The State Government was keen to involve 
the private sector in the generation o f power but the Central 
Government has taken a policy decision not to extend 
counterguarantees to such projects. This matter can be discussed 
further with the Ministries of Finance and Power. Meanwhile, I am 
glad to note that the State Government, has taken steps to mobilise 
additional resources in the power sector.

The State Road Transport Corporation is also a loss-making unit. It 
has a high bus-staff ratio, low fare rates and a high percentage of 
overaged buses. The fleet utilisation is 73% as compared to the all- 
India average of 91 per cent. Vehicle productivity is 76.64 revenue 
earning kms per bus per day against the all-India figure of 284 kms. 
The revenue earning kms per worker is as low as 13.36 kms as 
compared to 41.3 kms for the country. Thus, the Corporation is 
expected to incur a net loss of Rs. 31.59 crore during 1998-99. The 
State Government would need to pay considerable attention to 
improvement in the functioning of this Corporation.

In agriculture there is a need to increase the area under foodgrain 
crops, enhance the percentage o f irrigated area, increase the 
consumption of fertilizers and raise the yield per hectare of paddy 
from the present low level of 1567 kgs. High-yielding varieties of 
pulses also need encouragement.

Apple is the main horticultural crop. There is great scope for varietal 
improvement and supply of unproved planting material to the fruit 
growers. Diseases have to be tackled on a priority basis and die results 
of research in the other apple growing areas utilised. The State needs
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to develop an integrated strategy for processing of substandard apples. 
There is also an urgent requirement for research into replacement of 
old walnut trees with fresh genetic material.

The creation of irrigation potential through minor irrigation schemes 
is much below the national average. Greater allocation and priority 
need to be accorded to the irrigation sector. Tube-wells should be 
handed over to the beneficiaries for operation and maintenance. The 
water charges were last raised in 1976 and, as of now, are the lowest 
the country. Also, the rate structures for flow and lift irrigation schemes 
are quite divergent and need rationalisation.

The performance indicators of IRDP, both in physical and financial 
terms, have been unsatisfactory but in all other programmes of poverty 
alleviation the utilisation of funds has been very good.

In the absence of census figures it is imperative for the State 
Government to update its actual shortage o f rural housing as the 
allocation of funds from the next year is also to be partly based on 
such information.

In education the State should have surged forward as it has been 
providing free education from the primary to university levels for a 
long time. However, in terms of literacy, the State had reached only 
59% by 1997 against the national average of 62 per cent. The gender 
divide was quite significant at 23 per cent. The State is ranked 25* in 
the Educational Development Index. It also spent on elementary 
education only 4.9.71% of its revenue expenditure on education. This 
is required to be raised to 60% as per the nationally accepted norms.

There is no recent information on health and demographic indices as 
Census 1991 and Sample Registration system were not conducted in 
the State of J&K. There is an urgent need to take up this work so that 
health care can then be planned. The performance and utilisation of 
funds in the Central programmes for control of diseases like blindness, 
tuberculosis and AIDS have been poor. The performance in family 
welfare has also been unsatisfactory, especially since the abolition of 
method-specific targets. This programme merits priority attention. I
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have touched upon only a few sectors in this meeting but we have 
now decided that the contact between the Planning Commission and 
the State Governments would be a continuing process, spread over 
the entire year. The Principal Adviser incharge of the State will be 
expected to visit the State now and then and interact with the State 
Government officials. It would be good if he is involved in the quarterly 
meetings taken by the Chief Secretary for reviewing the progress of 
Plan schemes.

The Planning Commission would also request the State Government, 
to pay special attention to two major areas, namely, the empowerment 
of the people through their elected Panchayati Raj representatives 
and the downsizing of the bureaucracy. These steps will go a long way 
in speeding up the economic development of the Sate and stabilising 
the fiscal situation of the State Government.

We are also requesting all the State Governments to formulate a 
perspective plan with a longer timeframe, say up to 2020 AD. A 
similar exercise is on at the national level. We will be happy to 
collaborate with the State Government in this difficult but necessary 
exercise.

* Opening Remarks at the discussion on Annual Plan o f  Jammu & Kashmir for 1999-2000
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KARNATAKA PLAN FOR 1999-2000*

I welcome the Chief Minister and his colleagues to this meeting for 
finalisation of Karnataka’s State’s Annual Plan fori999-2000.

I note that your officials have had a satisfactory round of discussions. 
According to estimates made earlier in the Planning Commission, 
Karnataka was able to sustain a Plan size of Rs.4004.81 crore in 1999- 
2000. These figures have now undergone a change. In the context of 
States resource position, I want to draw your attention to the following 
issues. Karnataka is making substantial borrowings for funding their 
Plan. This would mean larger loan servicing liability in the years to 
come. The interest liability as a percentage of non-Plan revenue 
expenditure works out to be 17.47% at pre-actual in 1997-98 and is 
expected to increase to 18.19% in 1999-2000. To improve the debt 
position further special steps need to be taken by the Sate to increase 
reliance on its own funds. This would involve jacking up both the tax 
revenue and the non-tax revenue of the State. The revenue receipts of 
the State have been growing at a rate lower than the non-Plan revenue 
expenditure. The revenue receipts in 1999-2000 is expected to 
deteriorate and have a negative growth rate of 1.17% over 1998-99 
(latest estimates). By contrast, the non-Plan revenue expenditure is 
estimated to grow at 16.5% in 1999-2000 over 1998-99 (latest 
estimates). The State Government needs to improve its tax revenue 
and non-tax revenue so as to meet the increasing non-Plan revenue 
expenditure.

At the outset I would like to congratulate Karnataka because the health 
indices of the population are good. The State should redouble its 
efforts to meet all the felt needs for contraception and achieve the 
replacement level o f fertility by 2005. The funds available through 
the State Plan, ACA for BMS and the Externally Assisted Projects 
should be utilised to improve the health care facilities in the districts 
with poor infrastructure and reduce die inter-district variation in health 
indices.
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Although during the Eighth Five Year Plan Karnataka recorded a slower 
growth rate o f 4.7 per cent per annum on die average than the national 
figure o f 6.8%, in the first year o f the Ninth Plan (1997-98) its 
performance has improved. The available data indicates that the growth 
rate of Karnataka’s GDP in 1997-98 is likely to be 5.1% as compared 
to the national average of 5.0 per cent.

Although Karnataka had a literacy rate of 56% in 1991, which was 
higher than the national average o f 52.2%, the situation had 
deteriorated by 1997. The 53rd Round of the National Sample Survey, 
although not exactly comparable with the 1991 Census data, found 
the literacy rate up by 2 per cent but below the national average of 
62% by 4 per cent. Karnataka is also the only State to have a negative 
growth of 1.3% for male literacy between 1991 and 1997. There is 
still a wide gap of 16% between mates and females and the rural- 
urban divide is also 15 per cent. The dropout rates are still very high at 
19.69% for classes I to IV and 46.81% for classes V to VIII. As far as 
the Plan ouday on education is concerned, it was only 6.17% of the 
State Plan outlay during 1998-99. The total expenditure, both Plan 
and non-Plan, constituted 3.93% of the Gross SDP and the per capita 
expenditure was just Rs.439. The State Government needs to increase 
its expenditure on education.

The term of Gram Panchayats had expired in December 1998. I am 
sure you have taken note of the fact that if elections to Panchayats are 
held soon, the State would be able to access Rs.55.44 crore in 1999- 
2000 on account of the Tenth Finance Commission’s award. I would 
also like to draw your attention to the fact that in the absence o f duly 
elected Panchayats, 20% of the allocation under JRY and EAS would 
have to be forgone. Therefore, I would like to reiterate the need for 
early Panchayat elections, particularly as Karnataka is one of the States, 
which has made considerable progress in empowering Panchayats and 
facilitating decentralisation o f development.

I would suggest for your consideration that the State should prepare 
a Vision 2020 document for Karnataka. The Planning Commission 
can assist the State in this endeavour. The Vision would focus on
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policy issues both in Ac Government and non—Governmental sector 
and would give a holistic perspective plan. Such an exercise could 
have separate sections devoted to legislative and policy initiatives, 
resource mobilisation and fiscal management measures.

We are concerned about certain aspects of the irrigation sector of your 
State. The prevailing water rates, which were revised as for ago as 
1987, need revision. There is also the problem of excessive use of 
ground water. I understand that in 6 blocks ground water is over- 
exploited to the extent of more than 100% and in 12 other blocks 
ground water utilisation is in the range of 85% to 100 per cent.

Regarding the power sector, you may give serious consideration to 
the Report of the NDC Committee on Power, which was endorsed at 
the last meeting of the NDC, for carrying out reforms in the power 
sector. The average tariff for the year 1998-99 is about 169 paise per 
unit against the cost of supply of 208 paise per unit, which implies 
recovery of only 81.2 per cent. The average tariff charged from 
agricultural consumers continues to be low and for 1998-99 the tariff 
was 15 paise per unit. This calls for rationalisation of tariff, particularly 
in the agriculture sector. The estimated net commercial losses for 1998- 
-99 (RE) and 1999-2000 are of the order of Rs.603 crore and Rs.365 
crore respectively.

I would like to draw your attention to the performance of the State 
Road Transport Corporation. The State Road Transport Corporation 
of Karnataka has made commendable progress in implementing the 
pollution control scheme for their vehicles. On the financial side, 
however, suitable measures are required to bring down the interest 
payment burden through reduced borrowing and by increasing the 
operating revenues by suitable revision in bus fare. The bus fare in 
your State is one of the lowest in the country.

I have touched upon only some of the important sectors. During the 
course of the year, the Planing Commission would like to hold 
consultations with the Sate Government on a continuing basis.

*  Opening Remark at the on the Annual Plan o f  Karnataka fo r  1999-2000
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KERALA PLAN FOR 1999-2000*

I welcomc the Chief Minister and his colleagues to this meeting for 
finalisation of Kerala’s Annual Plan forl999-2000.

I note that your officials have had a satisfactory round of discussions. 
According to estimates made earlier in the Planning Commission, 
Kerala will be able to sustain a Plan size of Rs.2488.79 crore in 1999- 
2000.

I would like to congratulate Kerala, which has the distinction of being 
the first Indian State to achieve the replacement level of fertility. The 
health and demographic indices of the State arc comparable to the 
developed countries and have been achieved at costs affordable to the 
population and the health services. The State has now to set the pace 
in terms of initiatives such as providing integrated communicable 
and noncommunicable disease prevention and control, disease 
surveillance and response at district level, hospital infection control 
and waste management and 100% registration o f vital events, 
compilation and analysis of the data at district level and utilisation of 
this data for PHC-based reproductive and child health care, planning 
and impact assessment and ensure that they are fully operationalised 
within a short time-frame.

The State has made considerable progress in the empowerment of 
Panchayat Raj Institutions. Under the Employment Assurance Scheme 
the performance has been rather low. In the current year 1998-99, 
the second instalment o f Central release was made to 6 blocks only 
out of a total of 150 blocks in. the State. Though rural poverty has 
declined in the State there is a need to implement the rural poverty 
alleviation programmes vigorously, especially the Employment 
Assurance Scheme.

I would suggest for your consideration that the State should prepare 
a ‘Vision 2020’ document for Kerala. The Planning Commission can 
assist the State in this endeavour. The Vision would focus on policy
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issues both in the Government and non-Governmcntal sector and 
would give a holistic perspective plan. Such an exercise could have 
separate sections devoted to legislative and policy initiatives, resource 
mobilisation and fiscal management measures.

We are concerned about certain aspects of the irrigation sector o f your 
State. The prevailing water rates, which were revised as far ago as 
1987, need revision. There is also the problem of excessive use of 
ground water. I understand that in 6 blocks ground water is over- 
exploited to the extent of more than 100% and in 12 other blocks 
ground water utilisation is in the range of 85% to 100 per cent.

Regarding the power sector, you may give serious consideration to 
the Report of the NDC Committee on Power, which was endorsed at 
the last meeting of the NDC, for carrying out reforms in the power 
sector. The average tariff for the year 1997-98 in your State was about 
124.6 paisa per unit against the cost of supply of 196 paise per unit, 
which implies recovery of only 63.5 per cent. The gross hidden subsidy 
for the year 1997-98 was Rs.487.79 crore. This calls for revision of 
tariff, particularly for the domestic and agriculture sectors. The revenue 
arrears at the end of 1997-98 were Rs. 199.21 crore, which works 
out to 21% of total sales revenue of the year. The State Government 
should make all efforts to improve the realisation of receivables.

I would like to draw your attention to the performance of the State 
Road Transport Corporation. The State Road Transport Corporation 
of Kerala is doing well so far as the physical performance is concerned. 
It is, however, not doing well in terms of financial performance. The 
reason, as you are aware, is that the fare in the State is very low. The 
fare has not been revised after 19th August 1996.

I have touched upon only some of die important sectors. During the 
course of the year the Planing Commission would like to hold 
consultations with the State Government on a continuing basis.

* O fn in g Remarks t t  the discussion tn  Annul Plan tfKtraU fo r  1999-2000
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MADHYA PRADESH PLAN FOR 1999-2000*

I welcome the Chief Minister and his colleagues to this meeting for 
finalisation of the Annual Plan of Madhya Pradesh for 1999-2000. 
The formulation of Annual Plan is a co-operative endeavour between 
the Planning Commission and the concerned State Government. 
Ideally, this exercise should precede the budget presentation, which 
has not been possible this time. There is need for continuous dialogue 
and interaction between the Planning Commission and the State 
Government.

Madhya Pradesh is among the few States, which have implemented 
the provisions of the 73rd and the 74* Constitution Amendment Act,
1992. District Planning Committees (DPCs) have been constituted 
to prepare draft development plans at the district level. Powers have 
been devolved to the Panchayats in the sectors of education, health 
and natural resource management.

It is significant to note that financial resources of the order of Rs. 
1300 crore have been transferred to the local bodies during 1998-99. 
The State is acclaimed as having restructured and remodelled the 
administrative structure of governance. The Panchayati Raj institutions 
(PRIs) and urban local bodies (ULBs) are expected to have contributed 
over Rs.250 crore during 1998-99 to the financing of the State Plan 
outlay and the trend is on the ascendancy. The State deserves to be 
complimented on its effort in the direction o f democratic 
decentralisation.

The tribal population of the State constitutes approximately 22% of 
the total tribal population of the country and investment of 50% of 
the Ninth Plan outlay of the State in rural development and social 
services sectors has been approved. It may be instructive to share the 
experience of die Government of MP regarding the involvement of 
the poor and the disadvantaged sections o f society in the reorganised 
PRIs and ULBs for possible replication in other States.
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The State has made impressive strides in spreading literacy. As per 
the latest survey (1997) carried out under the National Literacy 
Campaign, the State has registered a differential of 11.8% from the 
time of the last census (1991) and its present literacy rate at 56% 
compares with the all-India literacy rate of 62 per cent. The female 
literacy rate has also increased from 28.8% in 1991 to 41% in 1997. 
This progress has to be stepped up and sustained.

The priorities of the Government of MP, as reflected in the sector- 
wise allocation of the outlay during 1997-98, are in the areas of 
increasing agriculture production and productivity, development of 
infrastructure and provision of basic amenities including primary 
health care, safe drinking water and housing assistance etc. However, 
the utilisation of funds has not been satisfactory in some of these 
areas, e.g. 38% in housing, 60% in water supply and sanitation, 54% 
in agricultural programmes, 28% in science and technology and 
environment, 21% in dairy development and 28% in industries and 
minerals. The aspect of efficiency and effectiveness of the delivery 
mechanisms in these crucial areas hardly needs to be over emphasised.

As per the Report of National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB) in
1996, MP ranks 3rd in the country in terms of crimes committed 
against women. Twenty-two per cent of the rape cases and 7.2% of 
the total dowry deaths reported all over the country are from this 
State. The womens component has been introduced for the first time 
in the Ninth Plan. While adequate provisions have to be made for 
this component, there is a crying need to effectively implement the 
programmes for the welfare, development and empowerment of 
women. Provisions may also have to be made in the Annual Plan for
1999-2000 for the new scheme of Rehabilitation of Persons with 
Disabilities.

I understand that your State produces the best quality wheat. 
However, the low wheat productivity o f 1.8 tonne/hectare, which is 
mainly because o f less coverage under HYV seeds and inadequate 
irrigation facilities, definitely needs to be stepped up. Similarly, the 
productivity of rice, which has remained stagnant for long at around
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one tonne per hectare and, o f coarse, cereals, which has been stagnating 
at around 850 kg/hectare in this decade, has to be increased. On the 
other hand, the State has made a spectacular achievement in soyabean 
production, which has reached the level of 49.2 lakh tonnes. This has 
to be sustained by propagating varieties tolerant to rust disease.

The flow of funds to the Special Component Plan (SCP) and theTribal 
Sub Plan (TSP) from the State Plan ouday during the Eighth Plan 
and during the Annual Plan 1997-98 has not been proportionate to 
the population of SCs and STs. The Special Central Assistance (SCA) 
to SCP and TSP has been extended to the State as an additive to fill 
the critical gaps in SCP and TSP, especially for family-based income 
generation activities. Hence, top priority has to be accorded to such 
activities. In this context, I would like to refer to the sensitive Bastar 
tribal region where the unemployed youth may be easily lured to 
subversive activities. I need hardly to point out how important it is to 
attend to the development aspirations of these areas and particularly 
to the programmes for generation of employment opportunities.

The States own resources (SOR) have been dwindling over the years. 
In 1997-98 Annual Plan, they constituted 60% of the approved ouday. 
However, in 1998-99 (latest estimates) they have come down to 37.4% 
and the estimate for 1999-2000 is 25 per cent. This has necessitated 
increased dependence on central assistance. Besides the normal central 
assistance, a sizeable amount of Rs. 593.88 crore of central assistance 
has been provided to the State for basic minimum services, slum 
development, Tribal Sub-Plan and Accelerated Irrigation Benefit 
Programme (AIBP) during 1998-99.

The balance from current revenues (BCR) has been deteriorating over 
the years and this is an area of serious concern. The State, which was 
able to maintain a positive BCR through out the Eighth Plan period, 
has slipped to a position of negative BCR to the tune of Rs 1960 
crore during 1998-99 (LE) against (-)Rs. 825.60 crore in the Annual 
Plan. The interest liability as percentage o f non-Plan revenue 
expenditure is estimated to have increased from 13.94% in 1998-99 
to 16.47% in 1999-2000. There has been an inadequate growth in
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revenue receipts. A study by the National Institute o f Public Finance 
and Policy (NIPFP) shows that the State Government is utilising only 
47% of the sales tax potential o f the State. While the tax revenues 
have to be improved to meet the increasing non-Plan revenue 
expenditure, there is also scope for improving the non-tax revenue.

The performance of MPEB and MPSRTC, which is responsible for 
the negative contribution of the order of Rs. 630 crore to the 1998- 
99 Plan, has to be improved substantially. The average unit cost of 
power in 1999-2000 is estimated at 252.72 paise per unit against 
the average selling rate of 156.30 paise per unit, which is non-viable. 
The notification of the setting up of the State Electricity Regulatory 
Commission is a positive step.

It is essential to have a holistic vision of the development effort, which 
is required. Hence, rather than following an incremental approach, it 
is desirable that a long-term perspective in the nature o f a ‘Vision 
2020’ document is adopted. Such an exercise, which could be the 
joint effort of the State Government and the Planning Commission, 
would focus on the wide gamut of issues, e.g. legislative and policy 
initiatives, resource mobilisation, fiscal management, social 
infrastructure, etc. both in the government and the non-government 
sectors.

With the growing emphasis on the expansion of social infrastructure, 
the continually increasing revenue component of social sector schemes 
calls for larger resource mobilisation effort on the pan of the State 
Government. There are some important announcements that have 
been made in the 1999-2000 budget of the Government of MP. These 
relate to the revision in the rates of commercial tax, doubling the 
irrigation rate from the existing level o f Rs. 24 per acre and the 
simplification and rationalisation of tax structure, which is expected 
to yield an additional Rs. 150 crore per annum. Such initiatives are 
desirable if the development effort has to be sustained.

* Oftnmg Remarks t t  the discussion on the Amuud Pltn t f  Madhya Pntdesh fo r  1999-2000
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I would like to welcome the Chief Minister and his colleagues to this 
meeting for the fmalisation of the Annual Plan for 1999-2000 of 
Maharashtra.

Let me begin by congratulating Maharashtra for achieving not only the 
annual growth rate o f 7.8% and 9.4% during the Seventh and the 
Eighth Plan respectively but also for reaching a per capita income 
level, which is higher than the average per capita national income. 
Maharashtra today ranks among the group of advanced States in the 
Union of India.

Commendable progress has also been achieved in the Held of education. 
Ninety-eight per cent of the habitations have primary schools within 
a distance of 2 kms and the ideal ratio o f 2:1 has been established 
between primary and upper primary schools. The latest NSSO 
estimates show a literacy rate of 74% in 1997, which is 9.13 percentage 
points higher than in 1991. However, the gender divide is still 
considerable at 21 percentage points. The total expenditure on 
education is 3.95% out of the total Plan expenditure and the dropout 
rates from Class I to Class VIII is still very high at 45.25% for boys 
and 50.72% for girls. There is need to spend more on elementary 
education as also to spend it better.

Maharashtra has built up a good functional health care infrastructure 
with a low level of Birth Rate (23.1 per thousand), Death Rate (7.3 
per thousand) and Infant Mortality Rate (55 per thousand). The Sate 
has die distinction of having the lowest IMR in the country next to 
Kerala. However, it must gear up to fully meet all die unmet needs 
for contraception and achieve replacement level fertility by 2005.

The performance of the State in the centrally sponsored health sector 
programmes has been satisfactory. The State has been in the forefront 
in the implementation o f the AIDS Control Programme. It is essential 
that the State utilises the available funds under the State Plan, ACA

MAHARASHTRA PLAN FOR 1999-2000*
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for BMS and externally assisted project for improving the health 
facilities in under-served and poorly performing districts to diminish 
the regional disparities in health status.

We are also concerned about certain aspects of the irrigation sector in 
Maharashtra. Many schemes relating to irrigation sector are continuing 
since the Sixth and the Seventh Plans. The physical performance of 
major, medium and minor irrigation projects has not been up to the 
mark. Only 70% of the target has been achieved in the creation o f 
irrigation potential, 57% utilisation level has been reached as far as 
major schemes are concerned and 40% as far as minor schemes are 
concerned. The spill over cost of irrigation projects into the Eighth 
Plan was of the order of Rs. 11570.11 crore. Taking into account the 
anticipated expenditure on irrigation projects during the Eighth Five 
Year Plan, the likely spill-over cost into the Ninth Plan is expected to 
be Rs. 7429.65 crore. Twenty-four major projects, which were taken 
up prior to 1974 and expected to be completed during the Eighth 
Plan, are still spilling over into the Ninth Plan. I would emphasise 
that these projects should receive full requirement in allocation of 
funds over new irrigation projects.

There is also low utilisation of funds allocated to the State under the 
Accelerated Irrigation Benefit Programme (AIBP). Only 61% and 33% 
of the funds allocated during 1997-98 and 1998-99 respectively had 
been reported to be utilised by the State. The State Government may 
take necessary steps for speedy implementation o f the irrigation 
projects.

It is encouraging to note that the share of secondary and tertiary sectors 
is increasing in the State Domestic Product. However, the declining 
share of agriculture is still accompanied with 62% of the working 
force being employed in agriculture reflecting the fact that the rate of 
growth in agricultural productivity is either low or stagnating, which 
is a matter of serious , concern and needs the attention of the State 
Government.

Several parts of Maharashtra have water scarcity problem, especially 
the districts o f Marathwada and Ahmednagar and the State
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Government is apparently taking suitable measures to prevent further 
depletion of the water table. In order that no new water source is 
created within a radius o f 500 metres the Maharashtra Ground Water 
legislation is in force and recharging efforts are being continuously 
made through watershed management, rainwater harvesting etc. The 
urban water supply coverage is 98% and only 3000 habitations have 
to be accessed in the rural areas. The State Government may like to 
see whether the present cropping pattern on the agricultural front 
requires a re-look or has any adverse impact on the ground water 
table. Another good practice in the area of drinking water supply is 
that it is decentralised for maintenance and repair purpose in the 
rural as well as urban areas and collection of water tariff is better than 
in many parts of the country.

As much as 38.7% of the population of Maharashtra lives in the urban 
areas as compared to the all-India average of 25.7 per cent. Moreover, 
the total slum population of the State as per the 49th National Sample 
Survey is 72.97 lakh, thereby posing a major challenge to the town 
planners and the housing agencies. As per the NBO estimates (1991) 
the housing shortage in Maharashtra was 8.75 lakh. Though the State 
Government is reportedly making several efforts through its agencies, 
especially MAHDA, the gap between demand and supply is clearly a 
challenge to be met in the coming years. The development and up- 
gradation of small and medium towns would require more focussed 
attention both in order to lessen the thrust towards regional 
backwardness as also to prevent migration from the less developed to 
the more developed parts of the State.

As you are aware, the Panchayats have been empowered by the 73"1 & 
the 74th Amendments to the Constitution. The State Government 
has enacted legislation to this effect but it is still required to constitute 
DPCs to facilitate decentralised planning. The constitution of DPCs 
must receive top priority. The State Government is also against the 
merger of DRDS with Zila Parishads and bureaucracy is exercising 
excessive control over the PRIs. These aspects need special attention.
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I would also like to draw your attention to die problem in the power 
sector, which affects all States. Maharashtra’s performance in the power 
sector is better than the national average in terms of productivity and 
efficiency parameters. However, revenue arrears receivable by your State 
Electricity Board during 1997-98 and 1998-99 have been about 25% 
of the total sales revenue, as a result of which the outstanding payments 
to the Central Sector Undertakings have also increased. The State 
Government has posed a number of projects with private sector 
participation but it must ensure that matching evacuation facilities 
come up simultaneously to avoid cost and time over-runs in the power 
sector projects.

I would also like to draw your attention to the performance of the 
State Road Transport Corporation. The losses of MSRTC, which were 
Rs. 169.64 crore in 1997-98 (LE), are expected to further go up to 
Rs. 206.69 crore in 1998-99. Although the marginal increase in fare 
announced by the State Government recently might have a favorable 
impact on the financial health of the Corporation, the State 
Government may have to look into the other indicators of performance 
of the SRTC and take all necessary steps to minimise losses. Otherwise, 
the losses of the Corporation will mount to unsustainable levels in 
the near future.

I note that .despite the high growth rate of State Domestic Product 
the regional disparities still persist in Maharashtra and some parts of 
Vidarbha are still relatively more backward than the other parts of 
the.State. Although regional development boards have been 
constituted for Marathwada, Vidarbha and the rest o f Maharashtra 
with the objective of assessing the impact of various development efforts 
and achieving overall development within the area, there is a gap 
between the utilisation of funds and its impact on the ongoing 
programmes in the different regions o f  the States. The State 
Government may, therefore, see whether regional backwardness has 
decreased over the course of die last few years.

Let me now turn to the Annual Plan. I believe that your officials have 
had a satisfactory discussion in the forenoon with die officials o f the
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Planning Commission in which they have proposed a size of Rs. 12162 
crore for Annual Plan 1999-2000. However, given the resource 
position of the State and the additional ARM of Rs. 587 crore indicated 
by your officials and also taking into account the additionalities under 
different components o f Central Assistance and the additional funds 
to be given to the States out of the current budget there still remains 
a gap of Rs. 636 crore. I would therefore request you to further intensify 
your ARM efforts to mobilise the resources to fill this gap if the 
proposed size o f die Plan is to be maintained.

'Opening Remarks at the discussion on Annual Plan o f  Maharashtra fo r  1999-2000
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I warmly welcome the Chief Minister and his colleagues to this 
meeting, which will, as part of a continuing process of interaction 
between us, provide a useful opportunity to address the developmental 
needs of Manipur in the context of determining the size o f the Annual 
Plan of the State for the year 1999-2000. I feel that at this stage the 
State Government should also consider formulating a Vision 2020 
Document to provide a clear focus to their long and medium-term 
objectives. The Planning Commission would be happy to assist the 
State authorities in undertaking this exercise.

We are all aware of the problems of internal security being faced in 
the State, which have affected its economic progress. I should 
congratulate the Government o f Manipur on the successful 
organisation of the Fifth National Games at Imphal and on the States 
own excellent performance in the Games. A gifted young man of 
Manipur, Nagangon Dingko Singh, has won laurels for the country 
with a Gold Medal in Boxing in the recent Bangkok Asiad Games.

You would recall that Plan assistance of Rs.15 crore, including Rs.10 
crore from the Non-lapsable Central Pool o f Resources, has been 
provided during the current financial year for infrastructure facilities 
for the National Games. Funds o f the order o f Rs. 10.34 crore have 
also been released to the Government of Manipur from the Central 
Pool for the Leimakhong Heavy Fuel Based Power Project.

An allocation of Rs.425 crore was made for the Annual Plan 1998-99 
as against Rs.410 crore for the previous year. However, it appears that 
only Rs.406 crore or so may be utilised in the current year on account 
of the deterioration in the State’s Own Resources (SOR) caused by 
factors such as low contributions from State PSUs and reduced level 
of negotiated loans from various agencies. The State Government has, 
therefore, to step up their efforts in the direction of more judicious

MANIPUR PLAN FOR 1999-2000*
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financial management, speedy reduction in the administrative costs 
and control o f non-Plan expenditure.

I compliment the State Government on having conducted the 
Panchayat elections in the Valley District. The Hill Districts, however, 
have not had elections for several years. The Central Government 
attaches importance to local self-government and to decentralisation 
of powers for better planning and implementadon of socio-economic 
programmes. It is necessary to think in terms o f making local 
institutions financially viable and effective. The setting up of a State 
Finance Commission, whose recommendations could be sought at an 
early date, would provide a valuable input to the Eleventh Finance 
Commission in examining the needs and priorities of the State.

It is encouraging to note that there has been a steady expansion in the 
agricultural area covered by the major crops of the State leading to an 
increase in production. Adoption of more efficient farming techniques 
would result in increasing the productivity as well. More intensive 
cultivation of vegetables and tropical fruits could also be profitably 
pursued in the coming years.

Achievements in the field of animal husbandry and fisheries have fallen 
short of the targets determined by the State Government. This sector 
needs to be accorded higher priority in view of its potential for creating 
sustainable employment opportunities within the State.

The prevalent practice of Jhumming, accompanied by felling of trees, 
has resulted in degradation of forest land, causing extensive soil erosion 
which, in turn, has led to rise of river-beds and flash-floods. The 
implementation of the Central Sector Scheme for ‘Shifting Cultivation 
Control’ has been inadequate. Working plans have been prepared only 
for the reserved forests and considerable areas of protected forests arc 
yet to be covered by intensive forestry practices with artificial re
generation techniques.

Manipur has an assessed hydro-electric potential of about 1176 MW 
at 60% load factor, of which only about 10% has been developed. 
The transmission and distribution losses need to be brought down. 
The average tariff is 135.07 paise per unit, as against the cost of supply
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of 225.00 paise per unit, which leaves a substantial uncovered gap. 
Rationalisation of the power tariffs, therefore, merits early attention. 
An Action Plan ought also to be drawn up by the State authorities for 
accelerated completion of the on-going projects. It is a matter o f concern 
that several mini hydro projects have been abandoned midway after 
investments had been made.

Improvement of the existing roads by way o f strengthening and 
widening also calls for expeditious action. Half of the villages are yet 
to be connected by all-weather roads. The focus during the Ninth 
Plan could, therefore, be on the coverage of such villages as early as 
possible.

The progress in the housing sector, particularly in regard to housing 
for the economically weaker section (EWS) and lower income group 
(LIG) categories, needs to be stepped up appreciably. Construction 
of houses under the Indira Awas Yojana (LAY) has fallen short of die 
target.

While the literacy level in the State at 76% is above the national 
average, there are significant inter-district disparities, which should 
be progressively corrected, along with steps to control the dropout 
rates.

Drug abuse is emerging as a serious problem, contributing to high 
HIV infection rates. Drug de-addiction programmes merit priority 
in the health sector, alongside proper utilisation of funds in the 
tuberculosis and blindness control programmes.

In short, concerted action has to be taken during the year 1999-2000 
towards achieving better results, all-round, and more specifically in 
the power, road, housing and animal husbandry sectors. The losses 
being incurred by the State Road Transport Corporation should be 
curtailed and fleet utilisation improved. The Planning Commission 
would be glad to assist the State agencies monitoring the action taken 
in these important areas.

'Opening Remarks m  the Stems** m  lb* Amuust Mm » f  Manipur f i r  1999-2000
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I warmly welcome the Chief Minister and his colleagues to this 
meeting, which will, as part of a continuing process o f interaction 
between us, afford a useful opportunity to address the developmental 
needs of Meghalaya in the context of determining die size of the Annual 
Plan of the State for the year 1999-2000. I feel that at this stage the 
State Government should also consider formulating a Vision 2020 
Document to provide a clear focus to its long and medium-term 
objectives. The officials of the Planning Commission would be happy 
to help the State authorities in undertaking this exercise and will look 
forward to visit Meghalaya from time to time for in-depth reviews 
and field visits.

With a view to promoting speedier development of infrastructure, an 
amount of Rs.8.79 crore was earmarked from the Non-lapsable Central 
Pool of Resources for National Highway-51 for widening the formation 
and strengthening and for the Greater Shillong Water Supply Scheme 
in the financial year 1998-99, together with an additional Central 
Assistance of Rs.2.00 crore for the construction of an airport at Tura. 
An allocation of Rs.4.11 crore was also made in 1998-99 under the 
Border Areas Development Programme (BADP) for the areas bordering 
Bangladesh.

It may be recalled that in the Eighth Plan the financial performance 
was considerably below the approved ouday with significant shortfalls 
in the energy, irrigation, transport and agriculture sectors. An 
assessment should be made as to whether the expenditure incurred 
has actually helped in the creation of assets, whether these are being 
utilised for the welfare of die people at large and whether there has 
been any increase in rural poverty in recent years.

Hie agreed outlay of Rs. 400 crore for the Annual Plan 1998-99 was 
enhanced by Rs.2.50 crores by way of additional Central Assistance,
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against which the revised ouday is Rs.302.50 crore. It is imperative 
that concerted measures are initiated to progressively downsize the 
Government machinery and reduce the burden of salaries etc, as also 
to initiate steps for the mobilisation of additional resources.

Jhumming cultivation has adversely affected the soil fertility and crop 
productivity and has led to loss of forest cover, which was assessed at 
about 75 sq.kms between 1995 and 1997. The State authorities have 
to adequately utilise the assistance available under the “Shifting 
Cultivation Control Scheme” introduced in 1994-95 with 100% 
Central Assistance. They would also like to adopt a “Watershed 
Development” approach for soil and water conservation, take steps to 
bring a larger area under settled cultivation and introduce high-value 
crops and improved farming practices.

A good potential exists for the development of horticulture, particularly 
fruit crops like oranges, pineapple and banana. With proper marketing 
support, this sector can emerge as an expanding source of employment 
within the State.

Notwithstanding the availability of water resources and the appreciable 
demand, fish production has not picked up. The State authorities 
would like to assist the autonomous District Councils through the 
involvement of the Fisheries Department for imparting a fillip to fish 
production in Meghalaya.

The performance, as reported, o f the rural poverty alleviation 
programmes has not been satisfactory, especially IRDP, JRY and the 
EAS. This needs to be improved through higher per family investment 
under the IRDP and better utilisation of funds for the development 
of rural infrastructure under the Jawahar Rozgar Yojana (JRY) and 
the Employment Assurance Scheme (EAS).

In the field of Rural Housing the uncovered gap is substantial and 
the State authorities need to ensure optimal utilisation of the funds 
available under the Indira Awas Yojana (IAY).

The irrigation potential developed and utilised constitutes about 39% 
and 34% respectively of an ultimate potential o f 1.20 lakh hectares,
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which is better than in the other North Eastern States. It is felt that 
priority may also be accorded to the preservation of natural springs 
and to the development o f water harvesting. The State Government 
may consider preparing a Master Plan within the framework of the 
National Water Policy 1987 and introducing appropriate user charges 
for supply of water.

Meghalaya has an assessed hydro-electric potential o f about 1070 
MW at 60% load factor, of which only about 11% has so far been 
developed or is being developed. The average tariff of 134 paise per 
unit in 1998-99, as against the cost of supply of 220 paise per unit, 
leaves an uncovered gap of 86 paise per unit, which is anticipated to 
rise sharply. The rationalisation of the power tariffs, therefore, merits 
early consideration.

It is commendable that the State Electricity Board has been able to 
reduce the transmission and distribution losses. There has, however, 
been poor utilisation of the allocated outlay for the energy sector, 
which was as low as 8.6% in 1997-98 and only about 20% in 1998- 
99. The problems associated with land acquisition for the Upper Khri 
Diversion Project need to be resolved expeditiously.

Achievement o f the Eighth Plan target of 76% connectivity of villages 
with a population 1000 and above has been reported. The 
deterioration in the performance o f the State Road Transport 
Corporation should be arrested through improved fleet utilisation 
and vehicle productivity.

For the Greater Shillong Water Supply Scheme an assistance of Rs.3.79 
crore has been earmarked from the Non-lapsable Central Pool of 
Resources, which should be employed to accelerate the progress of 
works on this project.

I would like to compliment the State Government on the impressive 
progress registered in the field of education. The overall literacy level 
has increased from 49.1% in 1991 to about 77% in 1997, overtaking 
the national average by 15 percentage points. However, the physical 
infrastructure and the ancillary facilities require to be augmented.
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The funds available under the Centrally Sponsored Schemes (CSS) 
could be profitably utilised for upgrading primary school buildings.

Meghalaya has a functional primary health care infrastructure and 
the health indices, in terms o f birth and death rates and infant 
mortality, are comparable to the national average. The State authorities 
have to take urgent steps to tackle the spread of malaria, drug abuse 
and HIV / AIDS and to improve performance under the Centrally 
Sponsored Programmes.

As you are aware, the Women’s Component Plan has been introduced 
for the first time in the Ninth Plan. To empower women, economically, 
the State Government may formulate income-generating schemes for 
them and to arrange training in different trades. Action has to be 
initiated by the State authorities to implement the Persons with 
Disabilities (Protection of Rights, Equal Opportunities and Full 
Participation) Act, 1995.

To sum up, concerted action has to be taken in a definite time-frame 
to achieve all-round better results, reduce administrative costs, enforce 
financial discipline, strengthen the delivery systems and monitoring 
arrangements for programmes and schemes and maximise the 
collection of revenues.

*Opening Remarks at the discussion on the Annual Plan o f  Meghalaya fo r  1999-2000
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It gives me great pleasure to welcome the Chief Minister and his 
colleagues to this meeting in the Planning Commission, which provides 
a welcome opportunity to discuss the developmental needs of Mizoram 
in the context o f determining the size of the Annual Plan of the State 
for the year 1999-2000. The State Government could at this stage 
also consider formulating a Vision 2020 Document to provide long
term direction to their socio-economic goals. The officials ,af the 
Planning Commission would be happy to help the State authorities 
in undertaking this exercise and will look forward to visiting Mizoram 
from time to time for in-depth reviews and discussions on the 
monitoring arrangements being put in place for the timely 
implementation of projects.

With a view to promoting speedier development of infrastructure, an 
amount of Rs.9 crore was earmarked from the Non-lapsable Central 
Pool of Resources for the State Referral Hospital and the Aizawl Urban 
Water Supply and Sewerage Scheme, Phase-II in the financial year
1998-99. In addition, an allocation of Rs.6.82 crore was made in
1998-99 under the Border Areas Development Programme (BADP) 
for the areas bordering Myanmar.

While the financial performance had exceeded the approved outlay in 
the Eighth Plan, an assessment ought to be made as to whether the 
expenditure incurred has actually helped in the creation of assets and 
whether these are being utilised for the welfare of the people at large. 
The underlying causes of a reported increase in rural poverty between 
1987-88 to 1993-94 need to be looked into.

You would recall that the agreed outlay of Rs.333 crore for the Annual 
Plan 1998-99 was enhanced by Rs.10 crore by way of additional 
Central Assistance. As against this, die revised outlay was Rs.284.55 
crore, which was again sought to be revised downwards. It is imperative
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in the coming years to significantly downsize the government 
machinery and reduce the burden of salaries etc, as also to initiate 
measures in the direction of mobilisation of additional resources.

Jhumming cultivation still accounts for about 56% of the cultivated 
area. It has been affecting soil fertility and crop productivity and 
contributing to loss of forest cover, which was assessed at 292 sq.kms 
in 1995-97. The State authorities have to fully utilize the assistance 
available under die “Shifting Cultivation Control Scheme” introduced 
in 1994-95 with 100% Central Assistance. The State Government 
would also like to adopt a “watershed development” approach for soil 
and water conservation, take steps to bring a larger area under settled 
cultivation and progressively introduce high-value crops and improved 
farming practices.

A good potential also exists for the development of horticulture and 
plantation crops but only a fraction of the suitable slopes have, so far, 
been developed for the purpose. Given proper technical and financial 
support, this sector could emerge as an expanding source of 
employment within the State. The National Horticulture Board could 
also be approached for assistance in this behalf.

The State Government is implementing several schemes pertaining 
to animal husbandry. Particular attention should be directed towards 
pig breeding on scientific lines. It may be recalled that the Government 
of India is providing 100% assistance to State Governments for piggery 
development under a Centrally Sponsored Scheme. While progress 
has been registered in the production of fish seed, the State authorities 
may like to concentrate on increasing the efficiency of the existing 
infrastructure for this purpose and encourage the setting up o f 
additional infrastructure in the private sector.

Though the reported performance o f rural poverty alleviation 
programmes has been generally satisfactory, this could be improved 
further through higher per family investment under the IRDP and 
better utilisation of funds for the development of rural infrastructure 
under the Jawahar Rozgar Yojana (JRY) and the Employment 
Assurance Scheme (EAS). A recent field-visit to the State by the
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Economic Adviser (Development Policy) in the Planning Commission 
revealed that only 56% o f the BMS funds could be spent up to 
December 1998. We hope that the State Government wou;d be able 
to utilise the entire amount by the end of March 1999.

In the field o f rural housing the uncovered gap is substantial and the 
State authorities need to ensure optimal utilisation o f the funds 
available under die Indira Awas Yojana (IAY).

The irrigation potential developed and utilised is just about 19% 
and 16% respectively o f an ultimate potential of 70,000 hectares. 
Priority should be accorded to accelerating the development of the 
available potential. The State Government may consider levying 
appropriate water charges and formulating a Water Policy as well as a 
Master Plan within the framework of the National Water Policy 1987.

Mizoram has an assessed hydro-electric potential of about 1455 MW 
at 60% load factor, of which only about 14% has been developed or 
is under development. The average tariff of 99 paise per unit in 1998- 
99, as against the cost o f supply of 515 paise per unit, leaves a very 
substantial uncovered gap. The rationalisation of the power tariff, 
therefore, merits early attention. The transmission and distribution 
losses, which are estimated at 47% in 1997-98, are extremely high 
and need to be brought down on a time-bound basis.

The State has achieved rural connectivity of 87 per cent. However, 
the construction of requisite bridges and culverts should also be taken 
up. The cost of road construction in Mizoram appears to be quite 
high and the State authorities would, therefore, like to more closely 
examine the various components of the cost.

The performance of the State Road Transport Undertaking has not 
been satisfactory. It is necessary to improve the fleet utilisation and 
vehicle productivity. The bus-staff ratio is particularly high at 20.83, 
as compared to the All-India average of 7.6 persons.

We are glad to note that the Lengpui Airport, for which the Planning 
Commission had provided an allocation of Rs.40.92 crore, has been 
commissioned. The remaining minor construction works need to be 
completed expeditiously.
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Some headway has been made on the Aizawl Urban Water Supply 
and Sewerage Scheme, Phasc-II. The assistance of Rs.4 crore, recently 
earmarked from the Non-lapsable Central Pool of Resources, should 
be utilised to accelerate works on this project.

I would like to compliment the State Government on the excellent 
progress achieved in the field of education as a result, inter alia, of the 
high priority accorded to investment in human resource development. 
The State figures at serial number 1 in the Educational Development 
Index. The overall literacy level has increased from 81.2% in 1991 to 
about 95% in 1997 and the gender divide has been almost entirely 
eliminated. However, the physical infrastructure and the ancillary 
facilities available need augmentation. The funds available under 
Centrally Sponsored Schemes (CSS) could be profitably used for 
upgrading primary school buildings.

The State has a functional primary health care infrastructure and the 
health indices, in terms of Birth, Death and Infant Mortality Rates, are 
better than the national average. The State authorities have to take 
urgent steps to tackle the spread of malaria, drug abuse and HIV/ 
AIDS. The work on the State Referral Hospital should also be taken 
up, for which assistance, as mentioned earlier, has been allocated from 
the Non-lapsable Central Pool of Resources.

As you are aware, the Women’s Component has been introduced for 
the first time in the Ninth Plan. To empower women economically 
the State Government would like to formulate income-generating 
schemes for them and to impart training in different trades to facilitate 
gainful employment.

To sum up, concerted action needs to be initiated in a definite time
frame to reduce the administrative costs, enforce financial discipline, 
enhance the functional efficiency of organisations like the State Road 
Transport Undertaking, strengthen the monitoring arrangements for 
programmes and schemes and maximise the collection of revenues, 
including from the supply of power.

* Opening Remarks the the Annual PUn t f  Mizoram f o r  1999-2000
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It gives me great pleasure to extend a warm welcome to the Chief 
Minister and his colleagues to this meeting in the Planning 
Commission, which affords a useful opportunity to address the 
developmental priorities of Nagaland in the context of determining 
the size of the Annual Plan of the State for the year 1999-2000. I feel 
that, at this stage, the State Government may also consider formulating 
a Vision 2020 Document to provide long-term direction to its socio
economic goals and objectives. The officials o f the Planning 
Commission would be happy to assist the State authorities in 
undertaking this exercise and to interact with them from time to time. 
The State Plan Adviser for the North Eastern Region and other officials 
of the Commission were in Nagaland in November 1998 for detailed 
reviews and discussions on the monitoring arrangements being put in 
place for the speedier implementation of projects.

It may be recalled that in the Eighth Plan the financial performance 
was considerably below the approved outlay, with shortfalls in 
agriculture, irrigation and transport sectors. An assessment needs to 
be made as to whether the expenditure incurred has actually helped 
in the creation of assets and whether there has been any increase in 
rural poverty in recent years. It is important to ensure that sustained 
action is taken in the direction of prudent fiscal management and 
progressive downsizing of the Government machinery as also for the 
mobilisation of additional resources.

During the first three years o f the Ninth Plan the State authorities 
were able to realise about 23 per cent of die agreed Plan outlay for the 
Plan period. It is encouraging to note that an agreement in respect of 
a “Fiscal Reform Programme for Nagaland” has recendy been concluded 
between the State Government and the Union Ministry of Finance. 
The agreement mentions, inter alia, that die State ended the financial 
year 1998-99 with a cash deficit of about Rs.274 crore and that more

NAGALAND PLAN FOR 1999-2000*
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responsibilities need to be transferred to the Village Councils. We are 
confident that die State authorities would take concrete steps in respect 
of the various commitments indicated in the agreement and would 
have an Action Plan in place for the second round of discussions in 
September 1999.

With a view to accelerating the development o f infrastructure, an 
amount o f Rs.20.01 crore was earmarked from the Non-lapsable 
Central Pool of Resources during the financial year 1998-99 for the 
Likimro Hydro Electric Project, the Kohima Hospital and the 
Administrative Training Institute, together with additional Central 
Assistance of Rs.5.46 crore and an allocation of Rs.4.00 crore under 
the Border Areas Development Programme (BADP) for the areas 
bordering Myanmar.

Jhumming cultivation has adversely affected the soil fertility and crop 
productivity and has led to loss of forest cover. The State authorities 
need to utilise the assistance available under the “Shifting Cultivation 
Control Scheme”, initiated in 1994-95 with 100% Central Assistance, 
assess the progress achieved in the “Tree Farming” scheme introduced 
in the Ninth Plan to promote the growth of eco-friendly trees and 
promote plantation crops like tea and rubber. They would also like to 
take steps to adopt a “watershed development” approach for soil and 
water conservation, bring larger areas under setded cultivation and 
encourage improved farming practices.

A good potential exists for the-development of fruit crops and flowers 
which, given proper marketing support, can become an expanding 
source of employment within the State, alongside the promotion of 
agro-industries based on local produce and of handicrafts.

It is encouraging to note that the State has been doing well in respect 
of the Special livestock Breeding Programme (SLBP). However, efforts 
will have to be made to grow enough feed and increase the production 
of maize.

Under the IRDP the per-family level o f investment needs to be 
improved. The execution of the JRY programme by the Village
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Development Boards has been commendable and more resources could 
be allocated to the village-level institutions for decentralised 
implementation.

In the Held of rural housing the uncovered gap is considerable and 
the State authorities have to endeavour to optimally utilise the funds 
available under the Indira Awas Yojana (IAY).

The forest cover in the State constitutes about 86% of the geographical 
area. However, the dense forest is only about 24.5% o f the forest 
cover, while the remaining area is open or degraded forest. Efforts 
have to be made to improve the quality of forest cover.

The irrigation potential developed and utilised constitutes about 36% 
and 31% respectively of an ultimate potential of 1.89 lakh hectares. 
The State Government could consider introducing appropriate user 
charges for the supply of water and formulating a Water Policy, as 
well as a Master Plan, within the framework of the National Water 
Policy 1987.

Nagaland has an assessed hydro-electric potential of about 1040 MW 
at 60% load factor, of which only about 8% has so far been developed 
or is being developed. The average tariff of about 190 paise per unit 
in 1998-99, as against the cost of supply of about 396 paise per unit, 
leaves a substantial uncovered gap. The rationalisation of the power 
tariff, therefore, merits early consideration. The transmission and 
distribution losses have been considerably higher than the All-India 
average and have to be brought down. An Action Plan should be 
drawn up for the early completion of the on-going schemes, including 
the Likimro Hydro-Electric Project, for which an allocation of Rs.l 1.01 
crore was earmarked from the Non-lapsable Central Pool of Resources 
in 1998-99.

While an achievement o f 89% connectivity of villages has been reported 
in die Eighth Plan, the maintenance of roads warrants higher priority. 
The deterioration in the performance of the State Road Transport 
Corporation also needs to be arrested through improved fleet 
utilization and vehicle productivity.

I would like to compliment the State Government on the impressive 
progress registered in the field of education. The overall literacy level
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has increased from 61.3% in 1991 to about 84% in 1997, overtaking 
the national average by 22 per centagc points. However, regional and 
gender differentials still persist. The additional Central Assistance 
(ACA) of Rs.1.46 crore provided in 1998-99 for the construction of 
primary schools and hostels should be used to improve the educational 
infrastructure, especially in the Mon and Tuensang districts where 
the literacy levels arc below the State average. The funds available 
under the Centrally Sponsored Schemes could be profitably utilised 
for upgrading the physical infrastructure and ancillary facilities in the 
schools.

The number of “Not Covered” (NC) habitations has been going up 
and concerted steps are required to ensure that all the NC habitations 
are extended the facility o f water supply during the Ninth Plan period, 
coverage with sanitation is extended in the urban areas and the unspent 
balance under the Centrally-sponsored Accelerated Rural Water 
Supply Programme, as well as the new release of Central Assistance, 
are utilised during the current year.

Nagaland has a functional primary health care infrastructure and the 
health indices, in terms of Birth, Death and Infant Mortality Rates, 
compare favourably with the national average. Steps are required to 
be taken to tackle the spread of drug abuse and HIV/AIDS and to 
improve performance under the Centrally Sponsored disease control 
programmes.

As you are aware, the Womens Component has been introduced for 
the first time in the Ninth Plan. To empower women economically 
the State authorities would like to formulate income-generating 
schemes for them and to arrange training in different trades.

In specific terms, focussed attention has to be directed to improving 
performance, productivity and efficiency in key sectors like agriculture, 
power and transport, reducing the administrative costs, enforcing 
financial discipline and strengthening the delivery systems and 
monitoring mechanisms for programmes and schemes.

* Opening Remark a t th e Mscmsion t n  th e Annual Plan o f  Nagaland f o r  1999-2000
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I extend my warm welcome to the Chief Minister and his colleagues 
to this meeting to finalise the size o f the State’s Annual Plan for 1999- 
2000. The formulation o f Annual Plan is a co-operative endeavour 
between the Planning Commission and the concerned State 
Government. Ideally, this exercise should precede the Budget 
presentation, which has not been possible this time for some reasons. 
The formulation and implementation of the Plan call for a continuous 
dialogue and interaction between the Planning Commission and the 
State Government.

I should, at die outset, like to note that the State has taken welcome 
initiatives to step up the growth process and to improve the fiscal 
situation in the State. The State has taken measures to mobilise 
additional resources by way of increasing Sales Tax as also Excise and 
other revenues. As a result, there has been some improvement. The 
State has taken bold steps to improve its fiscal situation by closing 8 
PSUs and has drawn up a programme to divest, sell, close or restructure 
29 more units in the next 4 years. As you are aware, in consultation 
with, and with the active assistance of, the State Government, the 
Union Ministry of Finance and the Government of Orissa have recendy 
signed a Memorandum of Understanding on a set o f time-bound fiscal 
reform measures. These reform measures have important implications 
for the State Government and since these have been worked out in 
consultation with them, we have no doubt that the State Government 
will make every possible effort to implement them.

Another area where the State has taken the lead is the power sector. 
The Reform and Restructuring Programme in the power sector 
commenced with effect from 1.4.96. The organisational restructuring 
has already been done. Action to hand over the power distribution to 
the private sector is under way. A World Bank loan of US $ 350 
million for the Programme has already been sanctioned. Hie State

ORISSA PLAN FOR 1999-2000*
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Government should simultaneously expedite action to reduce the 
technical commercial losses. The T& D  losses in Orissa at 34.8% are 
much higher than the all-India average o f 20.6% in 1997-98. The 
gap between the average unit cost o f supply and tariff is 81.01 paise 
in 199899 (RE). The estimated net commercial loss is to the extent 
of Rs. 378.41 crore in 1998-99 (RE). The State will have to further 
rationalise the tariff structure so as to reduce this gap.

On the other hand, the agriculture sector has not received the attention 
it deserves. The productivity of foodgrains, pulses and oilseeds as also 
consumption of fertilisers are all well below the national average. The 
productivity of groundnut in the State, one of the highest in the 
country at 1400 Kg/ha during 1991-92, has come down to 946 Kg/ 
ha in 1997-98. There is a need to develop micro watersheds in the 
identified drought-prone areas to improve agricultural productivity 
and to generate more employment. Also, horticulture, dairy farming, 
backyard poultry and inland and marine fisheries clearly have 
considerable untapped potential.

Further, Orissa continues to lag far behind other States as far as literacy 
is concerned. In 1991 the literacy level was just 49.1% as compared 
to the all-India figure of 52 per cent. The recent survey of NSSO 
shows a remarkable increase in the literacy levels o f the most 
educationally backward States, i.e. UP (14.4%), Bihar (10.5%), 
Rajasthan (16.5%) and MP (11.8%). The increase in the case of Orissa 
is just 1.9% in the last six yean. The literacy level in Orissa in 1997 
was 51%, against the national average of 62 per cent. The gender 
divide is huge at 26 percentage points, the literacy among women 
being 38% against 64% for men. This is a matter of serious concern. 
The State will clearly have to give much more attention and earmark 
much higher resources for education than is the case at present.

The health status o f the population as indicated by health and 
demographic indices, i.e. Crude Birth Rate o f 26.5 per 1000 and 
Crude Death Rate o f 10.9 per 1000, is poor. The Infant Mortality 
Rate at 96 per 1000 is the highest in India. In spite o f special efforts 
made to provide funds to the State under several externally assisted
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projects as well as from the domestic budget, die performance in die 
health sector continues to be suboptimal. The State should ensure 
optimal and timely utilisation of funds to improve health services so 
that the health status of the population improves.

In view of the feet that adequate health services do not exist in the 
KBK districts because o f inhospitable terrain, lack of communication 
and reluctance of health personnel to live and work in these areas, the 
State Government had proposed interventions for health as part of 
the long-term Action Plan for KBK districts. The Planning Commission 
has provided Rs. 2 crore for Mobile Health Units to provide primary 
health care services in these areas and an amount of Rs. 7.00 crore for 
Emergency Feeding Programme from ACA for BMS during the Annual 
Plan 1998-99. The progress in implementation has to be carefully 
monitored by the State Government and reports sent to Planning 
Commission for review.

The State is richly endowed and has 30% of the country’s mineral 
reserves. Yet it has not been able to reap the benefits of nature’s bounty 
mainly for want of adequate infrastructure. The State Government is 
now taking steps to strengthen the physical and social infrastructure 
by attracting investment including from the private sector. The rate 
of economic growth has to be stepped up. Regional disparities within 
the State have to be reduced.

Some of the major issues relate to the effective implementation of 
laws pertaining to minimum wages, untouchability, land restoration 
to SC/ST, small and marginal farmers, checking the exploitation of 
SC/ST people by money lenders, amendment of anti-poor provisions 
dealing with non-timber forest products and their lease to traders, 
etc. Community participation in planning and development of a 
practicable rehabilitation and resettlement (R&R) package needs to 
be encouraged. The legal requirement relating to consultation with 
the Gram Sabhas, envisaged in the Extension of Panchayats (Scheduled 
Areas) Act 1996, has to be enforced while acquiring land and thereby 
the misgiving regarding alienation of land should be removed. The 
quest for development has to be translated into provision o f sustainable
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livelihood opportunities to the poor. It is essential that the State 
Government should adopt a proactive role in ensuring that the poor 
are not alienated from their land owing to indebtedness.

The revised long-term Action Plan for KM Districts has been 
formulated specifically for the speedy development o f the extremely 
backward districts. The Government of India has in the recent past 
taken measures to step up the flow of resources to these districts. 
While framing the revised long-term Action Plan it had been agreed 
that the State Government would position on the ground an effective 
implementation machinery. Our impression is that the arrangements 
so far made are not adequate. I would urge the State Government to 
urgently streamline the administrative arrangements so as to have better 
convergence and co-ordination at the field level.

I am constrained to point out that the implementation of the 73rd 
and the 74th Constitution Amendment Act has been tardy. The 
implementation of the Panchayat Act in Schedule 5 areas is also not 
quite in tune with the directions of the Government o f India. The 
District Planning Committees are yet to be constituted in the State. 
The involvement of Gram Panchayats in the development process needs 
to be improved.

I have touched upon only some of the sectors and the specific issues, 
which have emerged. It is essential to have a holistic vision of the 
development effort, which is required. Hence, rather than abide by 
only an incremental approach on a year-to-year basis, it is desirable 
that a long-term perspective in the nature of a ‘Vision 2020’ document 
be adopted. Such an exercise, which could be die joint effort of the 
State Government and the Planning Commission, should focus on 
the wide gamut of issues, i.e. legislative and policy initiatives, resource 
mobilisation, fiscal management, social infrastructure, etc., both in 
the government and the non-government sectors.

* Opening Remark at the discussion tn  the Annual Plan * f  Orissa f o r  1999-2000
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I take great pleasure in inviting the Chief Minister of Pondicheity 
and his colleagues to this meeting for the finalisation of the Annual 
Plan for 1999-2000 of the Union Territory of Pondicherry.

At the outset I would compliment the Chief Minister for the excellent 
health indices achieved by the UT of Pondicherry. The Birth Rate has 
been 18.4 per thousand against the all-India average o f 27.2 per 
thousand in 1997 and the Infant Mortality Rate has been 22 per 
thousand against the national average of as high as 71 per thousand 
during the same period. I also find that the UT has a good track 
record of managing the AIDS control program.

It is heartening to note that as in the health sector, the UT 
Administration has performed very well in the field o f education as 
well. The overall literacy level in the UT has jumped from about 75% 
in 1991 to 90% in 1997 against the all-India average of 62% with 
the additional feature o f gender divide coming down from 14.5 
percentage point to 8 percentage point during the same period. In its 
otherwise commendable performance in the field o f education, the 
UT needs to pay more attention to improve literacy among the 
Scheduled Caste population, whose literacy level continues to be about 
56 per cent. I would urge the UT Administration to pay urgent 
attention to this problem.

Agriculture continues to be the backbone of Pondicherry’s economy 
with 50% of income coming from this sector, which also supports 
70% of the rural population. However, with progressive urbanisation 
and other industrial activities the net cultivated area is likely to decline 
by around 10% by the end of the Ninth Plan, which underscores the 
need for ensuring that such diversion does not adversely affect the 
rural population. The UT has a high level of fertiliser consumption,

PONDICHERRY PLAN FOR 1999-2000*
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which would call for soil testing and if such a testing indicates adverse 
effect on the soil, the same needs to be corrected by use of bio-fertilisers 
and organic manure.

Another area of concern is the increase in salinity and over-exploitation 
of gjound water in Pondicherry. There is an urgent need for recharging 
the ground water as also for the regulation of exploitation of ground 
water, particularly along the coastal area.

It is noticed that the performance of the Administration under the 
Rural Poverty Alleviation Programmes is not up to the mark with the 
Employment Assurance Scheme showing particularly poor 
performance. Considering the importance of the programme, I need 
hardly emphasise that the Administration should pay serious and 
urgent attention to this programme for the rural population. This 
also underscores the need for elected Panchayats so that the problems 
of rural people get adequate attention. I would urge upon the Chief 
Minister to ensure that elections to the Gram Panchayats are held at 
the earliest.

Even though Pondicherry is an industrially backward area, it has been 
able to make steady progress towards industrialisation due to the 
sustained efforts of the Administration. In this connection, I would 
especially refer to the success of the Pondicherry Textile Corporation, 
a State-owned Company, which was started during 1985-86. The 
Corporation took over a sick textile mill, Anglo French Textiles, and 
with a successful revival process the Unit is now competing with other 
mills in the organised sector. I am sure that with this example of 
success the U T Administration would be able to accelerate 
industrialisation. In this context, the UT Administration would like 
to consider setting up effluent treatment plants at the existing 
industrial sites and encourage the setting up o f non-polluting 
industries.

In the power sector, the financial performance of the Pondicherry 
Electricity Department has been noteworthy with die average tariff 
charged being more than the cost o f supply o f power in the past. 
However, I find that for the year 1999-2000 die average tariff rate is
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lower than the average cost o f supply. There is need to reduce the gap 
by rationalisation o f tariff so that Pondicherry restores and maintains 
its healthy past record o f recovery. The average agricultural tariff 
continues to be very low with 7 paise per unit and this calls for 
immediate revision o f agricultural tariff.

I find that the record of providing Basic Minimum Services (BMS) in 
the UT has been satisfactory. The number of primary schools as per 
norm has been set up. So far as primary health care is concerned, 
there are very small gaps in the number of Sub-Centres, Primary Health 
Centres and Community Health Centres. However, there is a 
substantial gap in the availability o f staff. All the villages have been 
connected with roads and safe drinking water has been provided to 
these habitations. In so far as urban water supply is concerned, out of 
nine zones in Pondicherry region, improvement work in three zones 
has been completed. Substantial progress has been made in the housing 
sector.

Pondicherry has already a network of 576 kms of road. The emphasis 
in the Ninth Plan should, therefore, be on improvement and up- 
gradation of the existing roads and qualitative upgradation of bridges, 
etc. It is noticed that the Tourism and Transport Corporation, a 
Government agency, has been incurring losses. Considering the 
prospect of tourism, the Administration may explore the feasibility of 
private sector participation in road transport and tourism sector.

Mr. Chief Minister, to-day’s meeting is for finalisation of Annual Plan 
for 1999-2000 but I take this opportunity to urge upon you to prepare 
a Vision 2020 Document for Pondicherry in which the Planning 
Commission would be glad to cooperate. The Vision would focus on 
policy issues, both in die government and non-government sectors 
and give a holistic perspective Plan. I would also emphasise the need 
for dose interaction between the officers of UT of Pondicherry and 
the Planning Commission on a regular basis.

* Opening Remark a t the • th e Annual Plan o f  Pondicherry f o r  1999-2000
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I would like to begin by welcoming die Chief Minister of Punjab and 
his colleagues to this meeting on the Annual Plan of the State for
1999-2000. There can be further meetings during the course of the 
year as part o f the continuing dialogue between the Planning 
Commission and the State Government.

This year marks the tercentenary celebrations of the Khalsa Panth. I 
am glad that the State Government is celebrating the momentous 
occasion in a befitting manner. We wish it all success.

Punjab is known for its brave soldiers and sturdy farmers. The State 
has been successful in exceeding the targets of production of rice and 
total foodgrains during 1997-98. The achievement in respect of wheat 
is also close to the target.

However, there are several points in the agricultural sector, that are a 
cause for concern. The yield of rice and wheat has reached a plateau 
and unless some high-yielding varieties are developed through an 
intensive research effort it would not be possible to break the existing 
yield barrier. The production of cotton and oilseeds has also been 
lower than what was targeted. The consumption of fertilisers in 1997- 
98 was 13.52 lakh tonnes against the target of 14.05 lakh tonnes.

There is a need for diversification in agriculture away from wheat and 
paddy to high-value crops like oilseeds, pulses, vegetables, fruits, 
sugarcane, cotton, etc. We should move towards crops that are less 
intensive in respect o f irrigation than paddy. The excessive use of 
chemical fertilisers should yield place to the use of green manure and 
compost so as to improve the soil structure and fertility. The 
productivity of sugarcane also needs to be raised at lean; to the level of 
the all-India average. There is a need for infrastructure support to 
agriculture in the form of post-harvest technology, development of 
warehousing facilities, setting up of agro-based industries, etc.

PUNJAB PLAN FOR im2000*
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With regard to irrigation, it has been noted that the State Government 
decided in February 1997 to provide free canal water for agricultural 
purposes. The then Deputy Chairman had expressed serious concern 
at this development and pointed out the far-reaching consequences of 
the decision. One important result is that the World Bank and any 
other international aid agency would not be willing to finance any 
irrigation project in the State. I would, with all earnestness, urge the 
State Government to reconsider this matter. It is a matter of concern 
that barrenness and land degradation are becoming a feature o f even 
some very fertile areas in Punjab because of over-irrigation, leading to 
salinity and water logging. This calls for immediate corrective measures 
for judicious use o f flow irrigation in particular. It is estimated that 
degraded lands, affected by water logging and salinity, account for as 
high as about 16% of State’s net sown area. The State also needs to 
take measures against the depletion of the ground water table in view 
of the excessive ground water exploitation in the State.

The progress, both physical and financial, in respect of the centrally 
sponsored poverty alleviation programmes has been relatively 
satisfactory. As there is a shift towards a group/duster approach under 
IRDP, the State Government needs to adopt the same. The State should 
survey the actual shortage of housing units in the rural areas as the 
allocation of funds under the Indira Awas Yojna for 1999-2000 would 
be made on the basis of the State-specific housing shortage.

The State Government has used only 76.39% of the funds released 
under the scheme for strengthening of revenue administration and 
updating of land records. For the 100% centrally funded scheme of 
computerisation of land records, the fund utilisation is very low at 
15.28 per cent. These need to be improved.

The State Government should also pay greater attention to devolution 
of powers and funds to Panchayati Raj institutions. Elections for Gram 
Panchayats werexlue in 1998 and those for Panchayat Sami ties and 
Zilla Parishads are due in 1999. Such elections should be held on 
schedule. No action has also been taken to constitute District Banning 
Committees to facilitate the proem o f  decentralised planning.
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Hie major issue in die power sector is that o f reforms. The problem 
in Punjab has been the decision again taken in February 1997 to 
supply free power for agricultural purposes. Considering that 32% of 
die electricity available to die Board is being supplied free to the 
agricultural sector, it is impossible to launch any reforms worth the 
name unless the State government progressively reduces the subsidy 
with a view to finally eliminating it. I am happy to learn that the 
State Government has decided to set up a State Electricity Regulatory 
Commission.

While on the subject, it may be pointed out that the outstanding dues, 
which the Electricity Board is to pay to various Central PSUs were of 
the order o f Rs. 200 crore as on 30th September 1998. The Sate  
Government may like to clear the outstanding dues at the earliest. It 
may also realise the revenue arrears, which the Board has to collect 
from the Departments o f the State Government and which had 
accumulated to die eitent of Rs. 304 crore at the end of 1997-98.

As regards the Road Transport Corporation, it has favourable physical 
parameters. In 1998-99 the fleet utilisation was 92% against the 
national average of 89% and the vehicle productivity was 273 kms 
per bus held per day against the national average of 278 kms. The 
staff productivity and bus-staff ratio were far better than the national 
average. Even then, during 1998-99, the RTC was expected to incur 
a net loss o f Rs. 72.57 crore. It is heartening to note that the 
contribution of die road transport undertakings to the Plan has been 
assumed as zero for the year 1999-2000. This augurs well for the 
future of the road transport in the State.

The State Government is naturally concerned about the upgradation 
of Amritsar Airport to international standards. We had earlier written 
to the Ministry o f Civil Aviation requesting them to earmark a 
budgetary support o f Rs. 75 crore during the Ninth Five Year Plan 
for the project. In the Annual Plan 1998-99, a sum of Rs.32 crore 
had been provided in the Plan of the Airports Authority of India but 
this was scaled down since the State Government gam the land free of 
cost. A provision o f Rs. 2.49 crore has been earmarked by die AAI for
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1999-2000 but this will be reviewed in the middie o f the year depending 
on PIB clearance o f the project.

In the field o f education Punjab’s performance has been better than 
the national average. The Census o f 1991 showed a general literacy 
level of 58.51% compared to 52% for the country. While die NSSO 
survey of 1997 had improved the national average to 62%, Punjab 
had also gone ahead to 67 per cent. Even so, it has been estimated 
that the State will achieve a literacy level of 90% by the year 2018. 
Females are also 10 percentage points behind the males in the matter 
of literacy.

There are other disturbing signs too. The drop-out rates for classes I 
to V and classes VI to VIII are still as high as 22.97% and 33.41% 
respectively. The total expenditure on education in the State is just 
3% of the State Domestic Product as against a normative level of 6 
per cent. The per capita investment in education is only Rs.426.08. 
The revenue expenditure on elementary education is a mere 29.97% 
of the total revenue expenditure on education, although it should be 
in the neighbourhood of 50 to 60 per cent. No wonder, the State 
ranks at Serial No. 13 in the Educational Development Index. I would 
request the Chief Minister to give priority attention to education, as 
investment in manpower is universally acknowledged as the best 
guarantee for rapid economic development.

The State has created a good health care infrastructure, provided 
adequate staff in primary health care institutions, has a high female 
age at marriage (20.3 years) and a high contraceptive acceptance 
(76.9%). However, the Birth Rate is also high at 23.4 per 1000 
population and the Infant Mortality Rate is similarly excessive at 51 
per 1000 live births. As a result, the State is likely to achieve the 
replacement level o f fertility by the year 2019 as against Tamil Nadu, 
which with similar parameters has already achieved the replacement 
level in 1993. This is something the State should place at a high 
priority, as continued population growth nullifies the gains in all other 
sectors.
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There are two other matters to which I would like to draw your 
attention. One is the need for a perspective plan for the State o f Punjab 
with a time horizon of the year 2020. We have requested all the State 
Governments to prepare Vision 2020 documents and we are ourselves 
engaged in the task of preparing a similar document for the country 
as a whole. We shall be glad to collaborate with the State Government 
in this regard.

The other point relates to the Y2K problem. The millennium year is 
only a few months away and all issues relating to the Y2K problem 
need to be addressed with speed well before the Day. The Central 
Government is already folly seized of the matter and we have advised 
all the State Governments to take the necessary measures so that they 
are not overtaken by events.

* Opening Remarks at the discussion on the Annual Plan o f  Punjab fo r  1999-2000
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I welcome the Chief Minister and his colleagues to this meeting for 
the finalisadon of the Annual Plan for 1999-2000 of Rajasthan.

I would like to compliment Rajasthan State for achieving higher Plan 
size successively, especially in 1997-98 when the revised ouday was 
about 28% higher than the approved ouday of 1996-97. However, 
while doing so, the State appears to have relied on a high proportion 
of borrowed funds. For instance, the latest estimate for 1998-99 
indicates that the borrowings amount to 130% of the aggregate Plan 
resources, which is estimated to go up further to 139% in 1900- 
2000. This has led to a situation where interest payments have been 
estimated to reach an unsustainable level o f about 26% of the total 
non-Plan expenditure.

I also note that the worsening of the contribution by State Electricity 
Board (SEB) and realisation under Miscellaneous Capital Receipts 
(MCR) appear to have adversely affected the State’s resources. The 
estimated net commercial loss of the Rajasthan State Electricity Board 
(RSEB), according to the latest estimates for 1998-99, is Rs. 577.14 
crore and this is estimated to go up to Rs. 882.33 crore in 1999- 
2000. Given the fact that power is supplied to agricultural consumers 
at 33 paise per unit and the share o f agricultural consumption is 
around 33%. 1 would suggest to you to consider raising the agriculture 
tariff to a minimum o f 50 paise per unit. Although the physical 
performance of State Road Transport Corporation has been satisfactory 
in terms of fleet utilisation, vehicle productivity and bus-staff ratio as 
compared to the all-India avenge, the decision of the State Government 
to reduce the bus fare from 29 paise to 24 paise per km with effect 
from 24.5.98 would have an adverse impact on the revenue of the 
Corporation. If the commercial viability o f the Corporation has to be 
restored, this decision would require a review.
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I would also like to share our concern about certain aspects o f the 
irrigation sector. The IGNP is a very important project for die Sure 
and its performance is reported to be relatively satisfactory with regard 
to die earthwork and engineering works. The poor performance in its 
CAD work has, however, resulted in a large gap between the irrigation 
potential created and its utilisation. I would also like to dra# your 
attention to the water logging conditions in the IGNP, qrated  
particularly by liberal use of water in the critical reaches of the canal. 
The low water rates, which were last revised in 1982, have also Seated 
large operational losses in the irrigation projects, which in turn would 
affect adversely their maintenance. I note that the State’s allocation 
for maintenance of irrigation projects is only Rs. 60 per hectare as 
against the Ninth Finance Commission norm of Rs. 180 per hectare 
and even out of this meagre amount Rs. 57 per hectare is set for 
establishment. This is a matter of serious concern and needs your 
attention.

I would like to appreciate the efforts o f the State Government in 
bringing down the incidence of rural poverty in die State from 33.50% 
in 1983-84 to 26.46% in 1993-94 as compared to the corresponding 
all-India figures of 45.65% and 37.27% respectively. I, however, note 
that the State is educationally backward with a literacy level o f 38.55% 
and wide gender divide as per the 1991 Census. This is mud? below 
the national average of 52.21%, thus placing your State at the 30th 
and 31” rank amongst all States and Union Territories in terms of 
average literacy level and female literacy level respectively. Special 
attention may be given to improve the educational profile o f the State, 
particularly female’s education.

Realising that the health and family indices are poor, I am happy to 
note that the State Government has invested heavily in building up 
the primary health care infrastructure during die Eighth Plan period 
and has shown sustained improvement in die performance of the family 
welfare programmes. As you are aware, population control is vital for 
our economic progress and die Birth Rate at 32.1 per thousand in
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your State is relatively higher than the all-India average o f 27.2 per 
thousand- I would emphasise that you should further intensify your 
efforts in implementing the family welfare programmes in the State 
and also in improving the female literacy lewefc m the backward areas 
of the State.

Rajasthan is a State with complex problems witfk "regard to drinking 
water. Declining water table and poor quality widi high fluoride and 
salinity content in ground water as also accessing the population who 
have not been provided potable drinking water are issues of concern 
to you and us. Keeping this in mind, the Planning Commission had 
given additional Central Assistance o f Rs. 104.10 crore for drinking 
water supply and sanitation projects in some difficult areas o f your 
State during 1998-99. I am sure steps have already been taken to 
complete these projects in a time-bound manner.

I would also suggest for your consideration the State should 
prepare a Vision 2020 Document for the Stafe This could, if you 
wish, be a joint effort o f the State Government and the Planning 
Commission. It could focus on policy issues both in the Government 
and non-governmental sectors and it would give us a holistic perspective 
plan, of which the five-year plans would .be milestones. Such an exercise 
could have separate sections devoted to legislative and policy initiatives, 
resource mobilisation and fiscal management measures.

* Opening Remarks at the ditcussun an the Annual fla n  t f  Rajasthan far1999-2000
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I would, at the outset, like to extend a warm welcome to the Chief 
Minister and his colleagues. We, in the Planning Commission, have 
looked forward to this opportunity to discuss the developmental needs 
of Sikkim in the context of determining the size of the Annual Plan of 
the State for the year 1999-2000.1 should add, as I have mentioned to 
other State Governments, that you may also consider formulating a 
Vision 2020 Document, oudining Sikkim’s long and medium-term socio
economic goals. The Planning Commission would be happy to be of 
assistance to the State authorities in this behalf.

The Ninth Plan ouday for Sikkim was determined at Rs.1600 crore. 
The Annual Plan ouday for 1998-99 is of the order of Rs.237 crore, as 
against Rs.222 crore for 1997-98. Deterioration in the State’s own 
resources has, over the years, been a major area o f concern. The 
financial difficulties have mainly arisen on account o f heavy over- 
staffing and, consequently, excessive burden of payment of salaries 
etc. No State can expect to sustain its development programmes in 
the long run without judicious financial management. Progressive 
downsizing of the government machinery needs, therefore, to be 
seriously pursued.

The Central Plan Assistance for Sikkim has risen steadily and the 
State Government has now to accelerate its efforts to mobilise additional 
resources. A release of Rs.10 crore is being made during the current 
financial year from the Non-lapsable Central Pool o f Resources for 
rural water supply schemes in the State.

It is encouraging to note that progress is being achieved in various 
rural development programmes, which have a direct impact on 
poverty alleviation. I congratulate the State Government on the 
successful implementation o f the Basic Minimum Services (BMS) 
programme.

SIKKIM PLAN FOR 1999-2000*



cillfim offers considerable possibilities in respect o f tea plantations 
and production o f spices, including large-size cardamom. Given proper 
technical and financial support, this sector could emerge as an 
important earner of foreign exchange. Another promising activity is 
the expansion o f horticulture and floriculture, which would create 
more employment opportunities within the State.

In the power sector priority needs to be accorded to progressively 
exploiting the available hydro potential. There has been a wide gap 
between the overall tariff and the cost of supply. In these circumstances 
a revision of the power tariffs merits consideration. Steps should also 
be initiated to reduce the line losses and to expedite the completion 
of the Rolep hydroelectric project and other on-going schemes.

As you are aware, the helicopter service between Gangtok and Bagdogra 
has been restored with 75% subsidy from the Government of India. 
The National Highway 31-A being the lifeline o f the State, it is 
necessary to provide an adequate drainage system to avoid damage to 
the road formation.

Central funds have been provided to the State for flood control and 
river training (FCRT). This year an amount of Rs.2.00 crore has been 
sanctioned as additional Central Assistance. In the field o f rural 
housing, the uncovered gap is fairly substantial. The State Government 
has to optimally utilise the funds available under the Samagra (Indira) 
Awas Yojana.

Sikkim is rich in bio-diversity. The actual forest cover, as per the latest 
assessment, is around 44% of the total geographical area. However, 
out of this only some 77% is covered by dense forests. Efforts need to 
be made to improve the quality of forest cover in the remaining area 
and to increase the overall coverage.

I am glad to say that overall literacy level in Sikkim has increased 
significantly to 79% and is higher than the all-India figure of 62 per 
cent. Special attention needs, however, to be directed to improve the 
quality o f education. The drop-outs in primary and upper primary dasscs 
rem ain High.
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You would recall that the Women’s Component has been introduced 
for the first time in the Ninth Plan. To empower women economically 
die State Government would like to initiate income-generating schemes 
for diem and to impart training in different trades to facilitate gainful 
employment. A Plan of Action could also be formulated for die welfare 
of children and to tackle the problem o f drug abuse through the 
combined efforts of governmental and non-governmental agencies.

Having identified the BPL (Below Poverty Line) and the APL (Above 
Poverty Line) families, die present subsidy on consumption o f rice 
may be considered to be confined to the BPL families in line with the 
Government of India’s policy in this regard.

* Opening Remarks at the discussion on Annual Plan o f  Sikkim fo r  1999-2000
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I welcome the Chief Minister and his colleagues to this meeting for 
finalising the Annual Plan of Tamil Nadu for 1999-2000.

1 would like to begin by congratulating Tamil Nadu for achieving the 
distinction o f being the second in the country to achieve the 
replacement level o f fertility. Population control is vital for our 
economic progress and I hope your achievement will encourage other 
States to redouble their own efforts. I also note that there has been a 
substantial reduction in the severe grades o f under-nutrition among 
children and that blindness due to vitamin-A deficiency has become 
rare. I must mention, however, that although the Crude Birth Rate 
has remained below 20 per 1000 for the last five years, the maternal 
and infant mortality rates are high. The State should operationalise 
fully the primary health care institutions, especially the first referral 
units and achieve a rapid reduction in IM R

Tamil Nadu has also shown a commendable progress in the field of 
education. The latest NSS estimates show a literacy level of 70% in
1997, which is 7.3 percentage points higher than in 1991. However, 
the gender divide is still considerable at 20 percentage points. The 
Educational Development Index devised in the Planning Commission 
shows that the Sate ranks No. 10. Its total expenditure on education 
is just 4% of die total Plan expenditure. The drop-out levels are still 
very high at 26.4% for boys and 34.8% for girls for classes I to VIII. 
There is a need to spend more on elementary education and also to 

\ spend it better.

I would suggest for your consideration that the Sate should prepare 
a Vision 2020 Document. This could, if you wish, be a joint effort of 
the Sate Government and the Planning Commission. It would focus 
on policy issues both in the Government and non-governmental sector 
and it could give us a holistic perspective plan, o f which the Five Year

TAkKL NADU PLAN FOR 1999-2000*
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Plans would be milestones. Such an exercise could have separate 
sections devoted to legislative and policy initiatives, resource mobilisation 
and fiscal management measures.

Let me also mention some problem areas. We are concerned about 
certain aspects of the irrigation sector in Tamil Nadu. The prevailing 
irrigation water rates were last revised 37 years ago, i.e. in 1962. They 
are one of the lowest in the country. During the Eighth Han the gross 
receipt of irrigation charges was a meagre 1.8% of the working expenses 
and consequently the estimated financial loss was about Rs.670 crore.

There is also the problem of excessive use of ground water. In 25% of 
the total number of blocks in the State the ground water exploitation 
exceeds 100% of the yearly replenishment, thereby causing a serious 
problem of high content of nitrate in water. This problem affects 10 
districts in the State. In this context the Sate may like to reconsider 
the policy of zero power tariff for agricultural purposes, which 
encourages excessive use of water. There is a case for enacting legislation 
for comprehensive regulation of the use of ground water.

I would also like to draw your attention to the fact that the World 
Bank-aided Water Resource Consolidation Project needs to be 
expedited. The pace of implementation has been very slow. With only 
two years left for the closure of the World Bank funding, special steps 
need to be taken for completing the project.

May I also draw your attention td the problem in the power sector, 
which affects all the States. The performance of Tamil Nadu in the 
power sector is better than the national average in terms of productivity 
and efficiency parameters but the volume of subsidy remains very 
high. In view of the resource constraints that lie ahead I would suggest 
that you give serious consideration to the Report o f the N D C 
Committee, which was endorsed at the last meeting o f the NDC. I 
have already mentioned the need to reconsider the zero-tariff for power 
in agriculture. There is also the issue of over-charging the industrial 
sector in order to cross-subsidise other sectors. While cross
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subsidisation may appear to improve die financial position o f the 
Electricity Board, it does make industry non-competitive. Tamil Nadu 
is in a position to be a leader in industrial production. It will not be 
able to achieve this if its industrial sector is burdened with higher 
tariff. You may like to move quickly to set the tariff structure on a 
rational basis.

I would also like to draw your attention to the performance of the 
State Road Transport Corporations. The losses o f the SRTCs have 
increased from Rs.51 crore in 1991-92 to Rs.367 crore in 1998-99.
I recognise that the problem of adjusting the fares is difficult but the 
level of fares in Tamil Nadu is much lower than in most States. What 
is worrying is that if the present trend continues the losses of the 
SRTCs will mount to unsustainable levels in the near future. I wonder 
if some thought is being given to this problem in order to rectify the 
position within a relatively short period of time.

Let me now turn to the Annual Plan. I note that your officials have 
had a satisfactory round of discussions and we have agreed on a Plan 
size ofRs.5250 crore for the year 1999-2000. In the field of resource 
mobilisation I would like to make a suggestion. Just as the Centre is 
mobilising resources from disinvestment of equity in the public sector 
undertakings, I wonder if Tamil Nadu is considering a similar initiative. 
A well-planned disinvestment policy could make a substantial 
contribution to resource mobilisation in the years ahead.

The Planning Commission would like to know what the Government 
of Tamil Nadu is doing to tackle the problem of pollution created by 
the leather and textile units, especially regarding the setting up of 
common effluent treatment plants and upgradation and induction of 
clean technologies. Leather is a major export item and developed 
countries are rapidly going in for eco-friendly varieties. I hope the 
State has geared itself up to face the challenges o f the export market of 
the future.

Regarding the Sethu Samudram Project in the Central Sector, I 
understand that the Prime Minister has announced taking up this 
project and the Ministry o f Surface Transport has proposed an outlay
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of Rs.5 crore for die preparation o f a Detailed Project Report and 
Environmental Impact Assessment Study in 1999-2000. The 
Commission would support the study.

I have touched upon only some of the important sectors. During die 
course o f the year the Planning Commission would like to hold 
consultations with the State Government on a continuing basis.

* Opening Remarks at the discussion on Annual Plan o f  Tamil Nadu f o r  1999-2000
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It gives me great pleasure to welcome the Chief Minister and his 
colleagues to this meeting in the Planning Commission, which affords 
a welcome opportunity to discuss die development needs o f Tripura 
in the context o f determining the size o f the Annual Plan of the State 
for the year 1999-2000. I feel the State Government should, at this 
stage, also consider formulating a Vision-2020 Document to provide 
long-term direction to its socio-economic goals. The officials of the 
Planning Commission would be glad to assist the State authorities in 
undertaking this exercise and to interact with diem from time to time. 
The State Plan Adviser for the North East Region and other officials 
o f the Commission had visited the State in October 1998 for in- 
depth reviews and discussions on the monitoring arrangements being 
put in place for the speedier implementation of projects.

An allocation of Rs.440 crore was made for the Annual Plan 1998- 
99. The State authorities could, however, utilise only about Rs.379 
crore of the Plan funds. The State Government has to step up its 
efforts in the direction of judicious financial management, correcting 
the serious fiscal imbalance, progressively reducing the administrative 
costs and controlling the non-Plan expenditure.

It may be recalled that an amount of Rs. 10 crore was earmarked during 
the year 1998-99 from the Non-lapsable Central Pool of Resources 
for taking up transmission schemes in die power sector. You would 
agree that the infusion of financial resources alone cannot achieve the 
objectives o f planned development for which the key lies equally in 
the efficient and timely execution of schemes. The allocation of more 
funds from the Non-lapsable Central Pool o f Resources is proposed to 
be considered shortly for supporting viable projects in the infrastructure 
sector in Tripura.

The Planning Commission places great emphasis on the execution of 
poverty alleviation programmes in die State. As per the information 
available, a fair degree of progress was achieved under the IRDP in

TRIPURA PLAN FOR 1999-2000*
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1997-98 in respect of per-family investment. As regards JRY and EAS, 
while the tempo of expenditure was encouraging, the physical progress 
was less so. In the field o f rural housing under IAY the State has yet to 
cover a substantial gap.

A large proportion of the population of the State depends largely on 
agriculture but the efforts made to bring larger areas under high- 
yielding varieties, including of rice, which is the major crop, and to 
increase agricultural productivity have not met with much success as 
yet. A good potential exists for the development o f horticulture and 
plantation crops like tea, rubber and spices. Given proper technical 
and financial support, this sector could emerge as an expanding source 
of employment within the State. The National Horticulture Board 
could also be approached for assistance in this behalf.

You will be happy to know that new as well as on-going minor surface 
irrigation works have become eligible for assistance under the 
Accelerated Irrigation Benefit Programme (AIBP). The funding pattern 
has now been liberalised in favour of Special Category States, including 
the North East States, to the extent of 3:1 between the Centre and 
the State in lieu of the earlier funding pattern of 2:1.

The State authorities have to ensure that the benefits accruing from 
the schemes are commensurate with the investments made. Users’ 
associations could be organised to handle the responsibility of equitable 
and efficient use of water, maintenance and repairs etc, with technical 
support from the Government. No water charges are being collected 
and the State authorities would like to consider enacting appropriate 
legislation in this regard.

It is heartening to note that Tripura has a literacy level of 73%, which 
.is considerably higher than the all-India level. The female literacy 
level has also increased to 66 per cent. However, the literacy level of 
the Scheduled Tribes population is reported to be about 20% lower 
dun the State average.

The per capita consumption o f pewcrj&^the State was about 80 units 
in 1996-97, which was considerably lower than the national average 
of 338 units. Gas-based power generation holds promising prospects. 
The power tariffs have been recently revised, which will help to reduce 
the losses being incurred by die State Electricity Department.
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Only about 12% of die workforce is reported to be engaged at present 
in the industrial sector. The planned development o f natural resources 
including the gas reserves and o f handicrafts and handlooms can 
contribute significandy to the growth of employment opportunities 
in the State. The development of skilled manpower also merits priority.

I am glad to know that the health and BMS outlays are being well 
utilised in the State and that the health indices in terms of Birth, 
Death and Infant Mortality Rates are better than the national average. 
However, there appears to have been a decline in the proportion of 
the health sector outlay during the Ninth Plan period as compared to 
the Eighth Plan, even though the actual amount has increased. The 
shortfall in respect of Sub-centres, PHCs and CHCs, as per the norms 
of 1991 population, needs to be bridged so as to further extend the 
health care facilities in Tripura. In view of the high HIV infection 
rates in the neighbouring areas, greater attention will need to be 
accorded to AIDS prevention and control activities in the State.

The forest cover in the State constitutes about 53% of the geographical 
area. However, the dense forest is only about 33% of the forest cover, 
while the remaining area is degraded forest. Efforts need to be made 
to improve the quality of forest cover. The orders of the Supreme 
Court in respect of fresh felling etc. have to be scrupulously complied 
with.

The performance of the Tripura State Road Transport Corporation 
(TSRTC) has not been satisfactory. Both the fleet utilisation and vehicle 
productivity need to be improved. The Corporation has been incurring 
heavy losses, to curtail which the possibility of increasing passenger 
fares could also be explored.

To sum up, concerted action should be initiated in a specific time 
frame to reduce the administrative costs, enforce financial discipline, 
make the delivery systems more effective, strengthen the evaluation 
arrangements for programmes and schemes and maximise the 
collection of revenues.

“O pening Remarks a t the discussion on th e Annual Plan o f  Tripura f o r  1999-2000
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Wlffo 1999-2000 ^  3fRR ^  ^  fcf? #  
t3cf> 3,  ̂ \3tR 5̂ ?I ?̂£PT̂ t v̂ t aft? vH<fc <1g4)'lRli('l T̂ 'WMd
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\3xTC J&Zl &  cnf̂ c|> ih vR T  1999-2000
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afrf 5®T ĉqî T g> vj\A>iq<M irf̂ SEf ĉ5T°T R4i)l4 1̂

^  to  if, »TE2RP ^cp jrfcT T̂ np (1998-99) f̂fr. 31̂ . 187.02 
t, an ^  g>t efmcT jrfcf 270.29 M  aritrt̂ Rf gtonf^
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69.2 % t l ^R'P w n  <& aft? ^raraft «iSt ^
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arrawcp vJmw f ^  writ^i

?3cf hR ^ ^  cert, vjtlf̂ ) 9 ^  4l'»m ^  Jfsw 2 ^
IT̂ Ri ^  <JkH JfTO ^3RT nRcilt) 35T ^pTi t, ^  leTcT 
>!Tu[9>t4hl f&ilcl RdH'lcb t l  ^  3TÔ  '̂Hltn'l ^ ift

3  f*RPTC 3Tf t l  TRTTEH’i ^T yfcRRT 1997-98 3> 36.7% % 
1998-99 *t 34.9% ?̂> 3TT W  t  ^  1999-2000 *T *T? 3ik ^ f R  
20% w  #1 mR îH’W'ph, ^ 3R t -d6i<J<ii *R sfft 3if§ra>
ft’fa v»IT t l  3ffclR«K1 ^CM (xj 3TR XJ*T) ^  Rqi) if
M4lfa SFfSTFpTR "T̂f f̂ <3 Jl t l  \305f0 >3WR gRT Pwta ^
^  ’ft vRT *Wfr ?Rra ftofift % fuRTgrr 'flFHi ^hhi

ffR ?̂I t l

*1^ 3  ■Hi'ict 3 ^3Tt 3TfSra> ypRRSTI 5̂T? ^  3pff *R Wjpf ’•TT̂t 
vtity ŜTR tl Mgil-ll if W§5T ^ ’J-'RJeR tl *T2̂  >̂I q«fl«T>y“i
f̂ PT vifFfT t[4 ŵael'll >̂T T̂55I ufHT 3(iq?i|c»> t l T̂®̂f5[ ^  R̂5M 
41̂ 111 3RntcT H îfl ^  ^RSM % <i«iftld 'WJIh'I 3lk  
5̂t 3(iq?<4cr>dl t l cfM ^WT xTcTT̂ ^  fcR f ĉT

q%ROT TJif 3RT qRlftvil îatt ^  ^9SI ^RnJ F̂TgrZRlT T̂gWT% 
1998-99 ^ 50 ^ T 5 ^ ) ^T SfRCT f^ T  tmi ^ 5 T  ^
tjg ^ rara g>f iff ÊfRi v̂ht t l

^  WT5f ÎF T̂5ra>t Tjg TPTcf R̂ tt EZTH 3m#tl <t)«|i|l tl 
f2|cM'«icHcr> ho ml, f̂ r% wart ajwsnij î t, ^  ft*ra ^ni
f̂% ŴHT a#r9T4 t l 3RT: t»̂ 5 3teMq>icfl*l <jf5i<*»\<*l 31W  ̂ 5̂t

fliiWlfl t  % “Piwui 2020” sr^r ^  jwglcf g>r <5lyj<jfl*
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qfttgW SFFWQJ W?l ^  SRTRT $  ?Tu?T TRcpR Tjg ■zffuRT
ajpfpT 35T W  'tî qn SRJrT 5t  ̂ ^Rt #

tJ5  41lflJid  TTBc ,̂ 7FB7EFT <^dd , '<Mer^«fl4 M«iiH, W ilfu l <T> 

anwCT^n anft ?w r^ r a  3T^>r ̂  hjft «i>Rici
f̂ TT ufT 'H<P«lll

W  M  #  f t j  HOtfO 'Hw k  % 1g g R t  frsT 3

^  cp'cii hfw f^ rr % ctsn \i^i*l Ptoef 6 *i$ h) ^  <&m 
?F5Rg tfTCT ̂ TW rtt HifU’l'J) 3  cfr*ft <rt<st|l

H?ii'Hf%4> s n f f  ^  f^RTcznff w r i  Rif^ti ^ T 3 ? !  t g

HtiVl^TlI JWRt 3  rftf 3iPlqi4 JWRTT ^
^  fcT? W^vff̂ T9? T̂5T5) vJHfl>*i), ^  RPl3?i <w4jb*ll 3>f 

35W ^ Cj5t f^?lT 3  ^RT 35^*? vJdl^l f |  $  'M ^Sdl l |  f%  ?TvSI 'fR ^R , ^T? 

^Eil% 3?f 3 fR  ?ft 3ftT \3c5T ^1 £T?IRR 3>T Mfllild ^rRt ?T3>

(^qi^)cr)yu| cp?% gjy ^TvHJ <t<mK g>l ftpofa 8 0 ,0 0 0  q>*taiR^I

w  3 ofRsr yw Pi* sfonWr g>r f=r « w n l  3  w H Rffar 3  g>t
^Ttft 'H leR w  ^ ? c f  %l A 3TT3TT cpxal ^  f%  7FSI 'H'W>K ftrT

Hodol̂  ^  f̂TTSJ ewifSlRfl 3r̂ W9 tp? vjfwiRsicf 'tt*l<J-3i'3'(jR|4|'l ^T 
Midi I % '(ivrjcfj'l̂ lii ^ETRt ^  *FFTef r̂fcT ^f*tl

vimww ^I ŷi<d-T 3tTT 51&T ^  #3RT 1999-2000
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I welcome the Finance Minister and his colleagues to the meeting for 
finalisation of Annual Plan of West Bengal for 1999-2000.

The position of fiscal health of the State is an area of concern. The 
State has shown a drastic deterioration in the States own resources 
(SOR). This is mainly due to the sharp deterioration in BCR, which 
is consistently negative. There has been a continuing deterioration 
and negative contribution by public enterprises especially the RTCs. 
The MCR is also negative. The result is that loan financing of the 
State has been sharply increasing to meet the revenue deficit. If the 
total loan financing of the State is taken, together with the loan 
component of Central Assistance, it is estimated to be around Rs.8500 
crore in 1998-99, which may go up to Rs.11000 crore in the current 
year. The borrowings as percentage of Plan resources are the highest 
in West Bengal among all the States. This calls for strong measures to 
restore the fiscal health by raising tax and nontax revenue, improving 
the functioning of PSUs and cutting down non-developmental 
expenditure.

The State Government is to be complimented for achieving a rapid 
growth rate of agricultural output, particularly in the production of 
rice, oil seeds, potato and fish. However, there are inter-regional 
variations with northern districts, especially Coochbehar and 
Jalpaiguri, lagging behind the western and central districts in the 
output growth.

To achieve higher growth and productivity in the agriculture sector 
we would suggest for the States consideration key strategies focussing 
on irrigation development through dugwells, wherever feasible, soil 
and water conservation in hills, production of pulses in rabi fallows 
under residual moisture, increase in area under rapeseed and mustard 
in Terai region and sunflower and groundnut in costal areas and lateritic 
belt.

WEST BENGAL PLAN FOR 1999-2000*
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There is further scope for potato cultivation in West Dinajpur and Malda 
Districts. The State Government may like to review die law relating to 
cold storages so that the rentals become viable enough to attract fresh 
investment. Horticulture development needs some push for which 
availability of quality planting material and facilities for storage, processing 
and marketing are needed. Milk production in die State has increased 
marginally. With the development of a network of artificial insemination 
centres and special breeding programmes with animal health cover, this 
could go up significandy.

The area needing attention in fisheries is the marine sector where 
motorisation of traditional crafts with the assistance available under the 
ongoing Centrally Sponsored Scheme could lead to better harvests.

The water charges in the State are very low and were last revised in the 
year 1977. The average revenue realisation in the State is a meagre 
Rs.13 per ha against the estimated average working expense of Rs. 143.97 
per ha. The operational losses for irrigation projects have been consistendy 
rising and have reached Rs.262.3 crore during the Eighth Plan. The 
revision of water charges and improvement in revenue realisation should 
assume priority The State should also review the Command Area 
Development Programme and accelerate the work relating to 
construction of field channels, warabandi and land levelling. The State 
Government also should give higher priority to flood control and drainage 
programmes particularly in North Bengal.

The estimated net commercial loss in the power sector is of the order of 
Rs. 630.55 crore during 1998-99. This needs to be reduced by rationalising 
the tariff structure. The average agricultural tariff is 20-24 paise per 
kwh. This needs to be brought to a minimum of 50 paise per kwh as 
agreed to in the Chief Ministers’ Conference on Power and endorsed 
by the NDC. The State Government also needs to improve the plant 
load factor (PLF) by modernisation of old thermal power plants. It is, 
however, a matter of satisfaction that the execution of new power plants 
under the State sector is ahead of schedule.

Maintenance of roads is an area of neglect. The resources allocated by 
the State Government for maintenance of roads are inadequate and 
constituted 31% of the total requirement. This needs to be stepped up.
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The physical performance of the three State Transport Corporations is 
not very satisfactory. The level o f fleet utilisation and vehicle productivity, 
which is lower than that of national average, needs to be improved. In 
the case of Calcutta STC, the bus-staff ratio is exceptionally high, i.e., 
11:7 as against the all-India average of 7:6. All the three Transport 
Undertakings are consistently incurring operating losses. The existing 
bus fere in the State Transport Undertakings is in the range of 18-24 
paise per passenger kilometre, which is very low. The State Government 
may undertake the fere revision expeditiously to wipe out the losses.

It is satisfying to note that all ‘not covered’ habitations in the State as on 
1.4.98 have been provided with a drinking water source, though the 
number o f ‘partially covered’ habitations, i.e. 26109, is rather large. The 
State Government proposes to cover only 4713 “partially covered” 
habitations during 1998-99. The State Government needs to accelerate 
its effort to achieve total coverage of “partially covered’ habitations by 
the end of the Ninth Five Year Plan.

The State has a major problem of arsenic contamination in ground water 
in an area of approximately 40,000 sq. kms. About 2 lakh people are 
actually affected and 53 lakh population is estimated to be at risk The 
progress of projects taken up to tackle this problem by providing spot 
sources through big diameter tube wells, piped water supply schemes 
etc is slow. This, along with progress in installation and functioning of 
iron removal and desaliniation plants and upgradation of district level 
water testing laboratories sanctioned by Central Government, needs to 
be reviewed.

Though there are inadequacies in the primary health care, the health and 
demographic indices of the State are substantially better than the all- 
India level. During the Eighth Plan the State’s investment in the health 
sector, especially in Basic Minimum Services, has been low. Funds from 
the ongoing secondary health project should be optimally utilised to fill 
critical gaps in CHCs and district hospitals and improve availability of 
health services. The State Government also needs to optimally utilise the 
Central allocations under various Disease Control Programmes. Water
borne diseases, which have been major public health problems in West 
Beng»l> have to be addressed on a sustained basis by strengthening water 
quality monitoring, disease surveillance and management.
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Despite the announcement o f a new Industrial Policy by the State 
Government and signing erf a number of MoUs, the commensurate gains 
in terms of implementation of industrial projects, flow of investment and 
generation of employment in the State are not evident A large number 
of State PSUs are side. The revival of side industrial units has not been 
encouraging. The recovery of outstanding dues by the State Finandal 
Corporation requires vigorous efforts. The State Government should take 
up development programmes for the service sectors like software and 
information technology. The State Government should pay special attention 
to the unorganised sector such as handlooms, handicrafts, sericulture, 
khadi &  village industries, where the potential of employment generation 
is high, by changing the stifling regulations, improving linkages and better 
training etc.

Surprisingly, West Bengal is in the list of educationally backward States. 
Although its literacy level in 1997 was 72% as compared to 62% for the 
country, female literacy still lagged 18 percentage points behind the male 
literacy and is far lower among females belonging to SCs/STs. The 
dropout rates at 40.43% for classes 1 to V and 46.76% for classes I to 
VIII were very high.

The State spends a mere Rs.360.87 per capita on education. That the 
State Government did not accord high priority to education may be gauged 
from the fact that against the approved ouday of Rs.691.62 crore during 
the Eighth Plan the actual expenditure was only Rs.254.81 crore. In 
1997-98 the State revised its outlay on education from Rs. 185.86 crore 
to Rs.94.05 crore and in 1998-99 we have received a proposal for scaling 
down the ouday from Rs.200.60 crore to Rs. 143.49 crore. There is need 
for the State Government to reorient its priorities and spend a much 
larger amount on education.

Despite a strong Panchayati Raj set up, the performance of the State in 
the implementation of poverty alleviation programmes is discouraging. 
The problem is not really paucity of funds for poverty alleviation but a 
low absorptive capatity reflected in poor utilisation of funds by the State 
Government. This underlines the need to review the district-level position 
in regard to poverty alleviation programmes for taking corrective action, 
induding strengthening the machinery for implementation of these 
programmes.
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West Bengal has been a pioneer in participatory management o f forests 
and Joint Forest Management (JFM) has been very successful in certain 
areas. This however cannot be said for areas in North Bengal. The 
scope of JFM needs to be improved along with efforts to increase the 
forest cover and its quality.

The increasing environmental degradation as reflected in rising pollution 
levels pose serious problems for sustaining the quality o f life. The ambient 
air quality in metropolitan cities of Calcutta and Howrah in terms of 
suspended particulate matter is very high. Vigorous efforts are needed 
to tackle this problem.

The incidence of educated unemployment in the State is very high and in 
respect of educated females in rural areas it is the highest in the country. 
This is largely on account o f near stagnation in organised sector 
employment both public and private. Further, the incidence of child labour 
among girls aged below 14 years in urban areas is very high even though 
there is declining trend at all-India level.

Specially targeted interventions are needed for generating employment 
for the educated, particularly in the non-farm sector. The State 
Government should also take up specific projects for girl child labour 
below 14 engaged in occupations not covered by the Central Scheme.

It is suggested that the State Government may bring out West Bengal 
Vision 2020 with sharply focussed agenda for future development, which 
may identify not only the goals but also legislative and policy initiatives, 
resource mobilisation and fiscal management measures to achieve them. 
We would also like to suggest that the State Government should come 
up at the earliest with their Human Development Report so that macro- 
-connections between economic growth, human attainments, welfare 
indices and interregion impact can be monitored. The Planning 
Commission would be glad to assist die State Government in this task.

I would also refer to the problem of Y2K. The millennium year is only a 
few months away and all issues relating to Y2K need to be addressed 
with speed well before the D-Day.

* O pen ing Remarks a t th e d iscussion on th e Annual Plan o f  West B en ga l f o r  1999-2000
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Hon’blc Prime Minister, my colleagues and friends,

Let me begin by thanking the Prime Minister for convening the 
meeting of the full Planning Commission and giving us time today. 
This meeting has a heavy agenda on its hands.

The first item for consideration today is the Draft Mid-Term Appraisal 
of the Ninth Plan. Although the Ninth Plan period began in April 
1997 the Plan was approved by the NDC only as recendy as February 
1999. Nevertheless, we felt that it would be appropriate to prepare a 
mid-term appraisal as it gives us an opportunity to review the 
performance in the first three years of the Plan; introduce such mid
course corrections as are possible at this late stage and identify the 
emerging challenges and issues at sectoral and regional levels that 
need to be addressed over the medium term. In this respect, the mid
term appraisal serves as the basis for the exercise to formulate the 
Tenth Five Year Plan, which must begin almost immediately.

The document, that has been circulated, presents an objective 
assessment of the performance of the economy as a whole as well as 
the performance in individual sectors in the Ninth Plan period. It 
presents our achievements, which are considerable. It also focuses on 
the weaknesses and highlights some critical problems that need to be 
addressed. A short slide presentation on the essential elements of the 
appraisal has been organised to facilitate discussion on some of these 
issues today.

The second item on the agenda is the proposal on reorientation of 
planning and restructuring of the Planning Commission. The role of 
planning in a market economy, in which the private sector will 
increasingly play a lead role, is obviously very different from what it is 
in a control economy. We have been giving thought to this issue for

NINTH PLAN MID-TERM APPRAISAL*
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quite some time and some decisions have already been taken internally. 
There are other decisions, which need the approval of die full Planning 
Commission and the matter is therefore being brought for consideration 
in today’s meeting.

Our basic approach is that the role o f planning must change pari 
passu with the changed role of government in the new circumstances. 
The shift to a market economy does not mean the disappearance of 
government. On the contrary, it is widely recognised that government 
has a major responsibility for accelerating the pace of development 
and ensuring that the benefits of development are more equitably 
distributed and reach the poor in substantial degree. The nature of 
government activity must change. It must shift progressively, as it is 
indeed doing, from direct involvement in commercial production to 
being a facilitator creating the environment in which the private sector 
can reach its full potential for production and growth. The government 
also has a large role in the areas where private sector is unlikely to 
respond. The new role implies a very different way of functioning for 
each Ministry and a corresponding new role for the Planning 
Commission.

Since resources are scarce, we must pay much more attention to 
efficiency and accountability. This means that the Plan assistance must 
be more and more linked to performance to ensure accountability 
both in the Central and the State governments. The contribution of 
the Commission to planning and evaluating policies and programmes 
must also be strengthened.

The Commission must also focus on the longer-term problems, which 
will pose major challenges to our system. How should we address the 
challenges of globalisation on the one hand and the imperatives of 
decentralised development on the other? How do we ensure an even 
spread of development with the slower growing States accelerating 
their growth to keep up with rapid growth elsewhere? What are the 
implications o f the massive urbanisation that is likely to take place? 
These are some of the difficult issues we must face. In our view, the 
Planning Commission could make a useful contribution in evolving a 
strategy to deal with these problems.
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I am happy to say that we have already initiated action in some areas. 
To name a few, the Planning Commission has initiated work on the 
national “Vision 2020’. It is preparing a National Human Development 
Report. It has initiated work on preparation o f State Development 
Reports for five States this year. Task Forces under Members arc 
addressing concerns, such as employment, small-scale industries, anti
poor laws, agro-forestry etc.

The third item on the agenda is the Report o f the N D C  Sub- 
Committee on the Criteria for Allocation of Funds under major rural 
poverty alleviation schemes. I am happy to inform that the Committee 
has agreed through consensus on the continuation of the presently 
used criteria for the allocation of funds at least till the end o f the 
Ninth Plan.

With these words, I request the Hon’ble Prime Minister to give us 
the benefit o f his views.

* Welcome Address on the occasion o f  the meeting o f  the Full Planning Commission held on 
September 30, 2000
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I welcome the Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh and his colleagues to 
this meeting for the finalisation of the Annual Plan of the State for
2000-2001.

The State is to be complimented for pursuing economic reforms 
earnestly. It also has to its credit a number of other noteworthy 
achievements. The rural poverty has been brought down considerably, 
the more appreciable feature of which has been the massive mobilisauon 
of women under the programmes of DWACRA and Self-help Groups 
all over the State. The Janmabhoomi Programme has genuinely enthused 
the people to participate in rural development activities. The Clean and 
Green Campaign is an innovative attempt at environmental improvement 
in this process. Andhra Pradesh is likely to be the 3rd State in the 
country to achieve the replacement level of fertility by the year 2002 
despite not so favourable attainments in per capita income, literacy 
and infant mortality. While it has made modest gains in the spread of 
literacy, it is the only State, which has enacted legislation exclusively 
for farmers’ participation in the management of irrigation systems. It 
has taken up a large programme of integrated watershed development 
in rain-fed areas. The performance of the State transport network is 
one of the most efficient in the country. The State has also created 
institutional arrangement for people’s participation in a large number 
of sectors, such as water resources and forest management, primary 
education, nutrition and rural development.

The Government of Andhra Pradesh has done exceedingly well in 
development and promotion of information technology. It was satisfying 
to note that high quality information technology infrastructure like High- 
Tech City has been created by leveraging the private sector initiative. 
Cyberabad is poised to take a lead in die creation of technology products 
and services that can reach out to growing markets in a globalising

ANDHRA PRADESH PLAN FOR 2000-01*
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economy. The State has been a major contributor o f skilled IT 
professionals in the global market. The efforts of the Chief Minister in 
the setting up o f high-tech business management and technology 
research institutions in the field with private sector participation arc 
very strategic initiatives. More significantly, however, Andhra Pradesh 
has done pioneering work in using information technology for improving 
governance, providing efficient services to people and establishing direct 
grassroots-level contacts with people for redressing grievances.

There are, however, some areas o f concern. The trend of increasing 
dependence on borrowing for mobilising Plan resources has continued 
during die year despite the attempts made to increase tax and non-tax 
revenue and initiate efforts at reduction of non-Plan expenditure. The 
recovery ratio in the irrigation sector is rather low and the contribution 
of the State Electricity Board has further deteriorated to minus Rs. 
3565.51 crore during the current year. The State Government would 
need to vigorously pursue various measures already outlined for 
improving the fiscal health to reverse this trend.

Agriculture continues to be an important sector in the economy 
contributing 28.3% towards the State GDP in 1998-99 and in which 
71% of the population are engaged for livelihood. Agricultural growth 
has also been recognised as the route to poverty alleviation in rural 
areas of the State. Yet, the share of allocation that the agriculture 
sector has received in the State Plan is not commensurate to its 
importance. Further, the private sector investment in agriculture 
infrastructure is not showing up while the public sector investment is 
declining. On the productivity front, while the maize crop is doing well 
and the fisheries and poultry sectors have recorded a very high growth 
rate, the productivity of rice is declining. The cultivated area along 
with productivity of coarse cereals production, especially that of Jowar, 
is coming down, which may have adverse effects on the consumption 
pattern and nutrition levels of the people in the rain-fed areas. Although 
the area under cotton cultivation is increasing, the yield of cotton is 
declining. The question of farmers in Andhra Pradesh going in for 
other remunerative crops may be explored in view of the high risk
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attached to cotton. The regulatory and fiscal measures such as 
movement restrictions, marketing taxes etc., which may be creating 
disincentives for increasing productivity and private sector investment 
in agriculture, may be reviewed. A more effective strategy should be 
chalked out to protea die formers from the impact o f extreme market 
fluctuations.

As per the economic indicators, the incidence of poverty is higher in 
the rural areas o f the State. The expansion o f training and skill 
development opportunities do not seem to have made any dent on the 
problem of creating employment opportunities in the rural areas. Growth 
in real wages has declined. Malnutrition is still a problem notwithstanding 
the existence of a comprehensive public distribution system. There 
has been a steady decline in cereals and milk consumption. The pace 
of decline in infant mortality has also been slower. On an average, only 
35% of the States children complete elementary education and the 
percentage is even less in respect of SC and ST children. My attention 
has been drawn to a recent Task Force Report on reduction of poverty 
by the World Bank, according to which the incidence of poverty and 
under-development is concentrated in certain regions of the State. To 
tackle this, the problem of poverty reduction should be addressed in a 
holistic manner with efforts to bring about convergence of programmes 
across die sectors and with greater emphasis on seeking out synergies 
of intervention with geographical targeting of resource allocation, social 
mobilisation and empowerment programmes.

A large number of committees and structures have come up at the 
village level in respect of various sectoral programmes for facilitating 
people’s participation, such as Van Samrakshan Samithi, Mothers 
Committee, Education Committee, Water Users Association, Watershed 
Committee etc There is a need to harmonise these structures with the 
PRI set-up so that the synergies created can reinforce the attempts at 
more effective peoples participation. The process of decentralisation 
may be further accelerated with transfer o f power, resources and 
administrative control of staff.
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I would like to draw your attention to two indicators o f labour market, 
i.e., wages of agricultural workers and incidence o f child labour, which 
show a low annual growth in real wages of unskilled agricultural labour 
and high incidence of child labour. Also the State has not been able to 
set up a Welfare Board for the construction workers as the Rules 
under the Buildings and Other Construction Workers Act, 1996 are 
yet to be framed. The State has to take steps to strengthen the labour 
market institutions for the unorganised workers. This requires fixation 
of appropriate level of minimum wages, their rigorous enforcement, 
some effective social security system and the setting up of Welfare 
Board for the construction workers. The State should also take the 
initiative for the rehabilitation of child workers to supplement the national 
efforts.

The State deserves commendation for creating an investor-friendly 
environment by its reform efforts and initiatives at radically restructuring 
the style of governance, which have earned recognition even from by 
acclaimed international financial institutions. The new industrial policy 
of the State Government aims at a high annual growth with emphasis 
on increasing employment generation. This vision, however, is not 
consistent with recent trends in investment proposals and grounding of 
projects. The State may look into the factors that have contributed to 
this situation and take corrective measures without resorting to escalation 
of incentives.

The State has done well to bring out a “State of Environment Report”, 
which identifies six areas o f concern. The task now is to draw up 
policies and programmes to address these issues. Since the agenda for 
action would have to be based on rigorous studies embedded in 
epidemiology and natural resources accounting, appropriate financial 
provisions would have to be made for this purpose. In certain areas 
however, action can be taken straightaway by appropriate convergence 
of existing programmes and strengthening of institutional arrangements 
for stricter enforcement o f environmental laws. For example, the steep 
escalation o f death toll due to diarrhea from 1707 in 1986 to 9004 in 
1993 mentioned in the Report can be tackled by providing sanitation
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and safe drinking water facilities in areas where the incidence of diarrhea 
deaths is very high.

As per the reports of the State Government, 11602 habitations are 
affected mosdy with fluoride and salinity in the drinking water sources. 
The Central Government had sanctioned 56 projects covering 4216 
habitations in Andhra Pradesh at a cost o f Rs. 571.02 crore. However, 
virtually the entire funds have been spent covering only 2117 habitations. 
Further, out of the total 293 de-flouridisation plants installed with Central 
assistance, only 10 are reported to be functional at present. There is 
need for a critical review of the entire quality control projects. Also, 
more concentrated efforts need to be made to complete the projects 
already sanctioned for the remaining habitations and to bring the defunct 
plants into beneficial use.

* Opening Remark at the discussion on the Annual Plan o f  Andhra Pradesh fo r  2000-01
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I welcome the Chief Minister o f Arunachal Pradesh and his colleagues 
to the Planning Commission. We, in the Planning Commission, look 
forward every year to this opportunity to discuss the developmental 
needs of the States. This time, however, we have made a litde departure 
in that senior officers of the Planning Commission have visited the 
States prior to these discussions. You might recall that a team of 
Planning Commission headed by Dr. A K. Kundra, formerly Principal 
Adviser (State Plans), had visited Arunachal Pradesh and held a fruitful 
official-level discussion in the State Capital. This has given us a 
somewhat better perception of your potential, genuine difficulties 
and constraints, which we would together try to address.

It is heartening to note that the per capita Net State Domestic Product 
(NSDP) of Arunachal Pradesh has registered a growth of 5.2% at 
constant (1980-81) prices since 1987-88. Notable progress has been 
achieved in the creation of physical and social infrastructure. The overall 
literacy level has increased to 60%, 58.8% of the villages have been 
electrified and 98% of the villages receive potable water supply. The 
health indices in terms of birth and death rates and the infant mortality 
rate are substantially better than the national average.

The mid-term review of the Ninth Plan has revealed that achievements 
in some sectors are much below the targets both in physical and 
financial terms. During the first three years, against a total Plan 
allocation o f Rs.1890 crore an expenditure o f Rs.l421 crore is 
anticipated to be incurred, whereas a total Central Assistance of 
Rs.I572 crore (i.e. 10.6% higher than the expenditure) was provided 
during this period.

I understand that the performance in the agriculture sector has fallen 
far short o f the targets, jhumming cultivation still accounts for about 
60% of die cultivated area. The State is deficient in the production of
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foodgrains, which has registered a meagre growth o f 3% in 1999-2000 
over 1996-97. To ensure sustainable development o f agriculture, 
measures are required to be taken to expand the net cultivable area 
and increase die irrigated area along with other support services.

It is heartening that a significant progress has been achieved in terms 
of coverage of area in the production of fruits and spices during the 
period 1997-2000. Given proper technical aad financial support, this 
sector could emerge as an important source o f employment in the 
State.

While the progress in the creation of irrigation potential is satisfactory, 
there is a huge gap of about 50% between creation and utilisation of 
minor irrigation potential. This calls for expeditious execution of 
command area development works and higher utilisation of ground 
water potential. The State authorities could consider the preparation 
of a Master Plan for flood plane zoning for flood control.

I appreciate the action taken on power sector reforms, revision of power 
tariff to reduce the losses, prioritisation of the ongoing micro and 
mini hydel schemes for their accelerated completion and construction 
of transmission lines. The transmission and distribution losses have, 
however, remained high and should be brought down.

The progress regarding connectivity of villages during the period 1997- 
2000 has been good. Yet, more than half the number o f villages remains 
to be connected by all-weather roads. Efforts need to be made towards 
improving the functional efficiency of the State Road Transport 
Corporation.

I find that during 1999-2000 as against an outlay of Rs.665.00 crore 
the anticipated expenditure was R s.503.00 crore only. While 
appreciating the action taken to mobilise additional resources through 
levy of Sales Tax, revision of power tariff, increase of bus feres etc., I 
would urge you to make a realistic assessment of the resources for 
determining the Plan size. I find that the establishment costs have 
been increasing over die years and account for a sizeable proportion of
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the expenditure. I would reiterate my earlier suggestion that it is high 
time to progressively reduce the administrative costs, particularly the 
non-Plan expenditure.

In 1999-2000 a total allocation of Rs. 124.08 crore was made for 17 
projects out o f the Non-lapsable Central Pool o f Resources, against 
which only Rs. 19.65 crore could be released due to non-availability 
of DPRs for other projects. So far, utilization certificates for the funds 
already released haw not been made available. May I add here that 
monitoring of projects needs to be streamlined to contain cost and 
time over-runs and ensure their completion on time.

Last year I had advised you to formulate a Vision 2020 Document for 
Arunachal Pradesh to provide a clear focus to the long-term and 
medium-term strategies to ensure faster development of the State. I 
understand that this could not be done so far. I hope that the State 
Government will take it up this year.

* Opening Remarks at the discussion on Annual Plan o f  Arunachal Pradesh for 2000-01
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I welcome the Chief Minister and his colleagues to the Planning 
Commission and am confident that we will have a meaningful 
interaction in regard to the development needs of Assam. This time I 
have made a departure from the earlier practice. A team of officers 
headed by former Principal Adviser (State Plans), Planning Commission 
visited Guwahati to hold an official-level discussion on the Plan 
performance of the State Government during the first three years of 
the Ninth Plan. The visit of the team has helped us to make an objective 
assessment of the achievements and shortfalls in various sectors of the 
States economy and also the financial resources that would be available 
for the Annual Plan for 2000-01. We would like to continue this 
interaction on a regular basis.

I notice that the Government of Assam has signed in November 1999 
an MOU with the Union Ministry of Finance for a comprehensive 
fiscal reform and stringent economic measures to prune drastically, 
inter alia, the administrative expenses, which are considerable. While 
the intention of our discussions is to help the State Government in 
achieving a sustainable development, you will appreciate that this 
will be feasible only if the Plan allocations -are folly utilised. I notice 
that in 1999-2000, as against the Annual Plan outlay of Rs. 1750 
crore, the State Government could spend only Rs. 1404 crore. I note 
that there has been an alarming increase in the non-Plan, non
development expenditure, which has gone up by as high as 44% in 
one year between 1998-99 and 1999-2000. is a matter of concern 
that the SOR of the State has deteriorated considerably. I would urge 
the State Government to make an earnest endeavour to mobilise 
additional resources and reduce the establishment cost, if the Planning 
exercise has to be made meaningful.

ASSAM PLAN FOR 200041*
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I find that the agriculture sector, which employs nearly 82% of the 
total population in Assam and had remained stagnant for quite some 
time, has recently shown buoyancy with the launching of the “One 
T alfh Shallow Tube-wells” programme’ and this will usher in a good 
measure of progress in agricultural production.

I note that the percentage of rural population living below the poverty 
line in the State, which had declined from 42.6% in 1983 to 39.3% 
in 1987-88, has increased to 45.01% in 1993-94.

It is a matter for concern that the incidence of unemployment among 
the youth and the educated in the State has remained very high. The 
State Government will need to encourage the promotion of village 
and small industries, especially sericulture, pisciculture, handicrafts, 
handloom etc., which not only hold out promise o f generation of 
employment opportunities and income at a very low capital investment 
but are also based on locally available resources and skills. Tourism is 
another area for generation of employment and income and this needs 
to be promoted following a well laid-out programme based on private 
investment and suitable tour packages.

I find that the installed power generating capacity in the State is 
presendy 621.69 MW, besides its share of 320.8 MW in the Central 
sector hydro and thermal power stations. Still, there is a shortfall of 
some 260 MW. Projects like Karbi-Langpi HEP and the Dhansiri 
HEP need to be completed early.

I understand that the increase in facilities for T&D has not kept pace 
with the increase in power available for distribution because of 
inadequate transmission lines. In addition to new transmission lines, 
the renovation work o f the existing power plants and transmission 
lines warrants speedy completion so as to drastically reduce the 
transmission and distribution losses and raise the Plant Load Factor 
(PLF) substantially. The CAG Report for the period ending March
1999 has revealed that during the period from 1993 to 1998 the 
overall system loss in excess of norms prescribed by CEA was 1217.25 
MU valued at Rs. 224.61 crore. I would urge you to look into this.
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While I note the recent step taken by the State Government to hike the 
power rates, the gap between the rates and the cost o f supply still 
remains very large. I would urge the State Government to make 
determined efforts to recover the cost of power supplied and also 
eliminate the high incidence of pilferage of power, if the liabilities of 
the ASEB to other agencies have to be liquidated.

It is encouraging to note that Assam has made considerable headway 
on the human resource development front. The general literacy level 
has improved from 52.9% in 1991 to 75% in 1997, which is 13 
percentage points higher than the national average. However, the drop
out rate at the primary school level still remains as high as 42 per 
cent.

While there has been an improvement in Infant Mortality Rate, Crude 
Birth Rate and Crude Death Rate, there is a need to upgrade the 
health infrastructure and specialist care in the hospitals.

The climatic conditions of the State offer promising possibility for 
the development and promotion of horticulture and plantations like 
tea, rubber and spices. Productivity in this sector is required to be 
raised by making provision for good quality planting material, efficient 
extension network through training of educated youths and post
harvest operations, including marketing, storage and processing.

I notice that funds to the extent of Rs. 29 crore and about Rs. 150 
crore have been released from the Non-lapsable Central Pool of 
Resources for various programmes during 1998-99 and 1999-2000 
respectively. It will be necessary for the State Government to send 
quarterly physical and financial progress reports, which will facilitate 
release of further funds.

You will be happy to know that the Planning Commission has 
constituted a Core Group for the preparation of a State Development 
Report of Assam as a credible document to set the agenda for speedy 
economic growth of the State.

* O pening Remarks a t th e d iscu ss ion  on  A nnual P lan o f  Assam f o r  2000-01
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^  cilRfcf> ^hvH T  2 0 0 0 - 2 0 0 1

^ R sk  *1-̂ 1 3fr? '«^ '̂|p|4|'l 3?t qiRcfJ Evil'll
2000-01 3ffcR W  ^  ^  feT? foTTf ^  t33> 3 >WlJld 3R3T ]|l

<f*T q|Rcf> giT ^?5I vJ ?̂  ̂ '!|VTt)'l ^  W I  vH<f>) f^ R T  ^«ft

^FTPJTsrt r̂  R-qix-Rh^ «j><hi sft? qiRS<*> 4luHi amFR 3>t f̂ rafanr
cf)>iHII 1?l §'Mq> 3ToTM 3fcRR TR '<1^ ^  5WRFT 3 ft? 3TsJ-ci|c|WT

^  ^  f^g3?f 3?t ift EZJH 3JÎ >bci ct>x-u xJI ÎI I

ft?R  ftw cl c;̂ icf> i j  fz}Rft f̂t 3  STJR tfef qiRcfj iflvj|H| uRoqii gn  

^ r  ?rejT. gRtif̂ cf) czrg spptifer hR<̂ <j #  35 %  79 yRtem 

?ra? iSt ? t  T̂raTi ^ s tr  * k ui t  ? i«?t ? r ^ r  srt  I rtish  ujdi^ ^

^ ft l 'H'<<t)W fcfnj TftT zffuHT nRciiii cpf f̂t Wrf *T̂ t ^R Ml̂  I 

3TT?JR ?REFTT MRiT|vjjHl3Tt fjfaToft, TJpfr, ^ 3 f l f ^  

3 ^  f̂ raff^r 3fTciw^i r̂ <P*r t i  r̂fiiffa'rftcT £rag>r 3 artsrr 
ajzj ^  cfrwui flfgR 3<io4) '̂I'jfHi g  ^ t  ^uPFI ^  JfSFf W§ %
'HgWdl 3  cficl l̂ ^R f̂t ^  1?!

■JJF ft? lq  JRT"TcTT ¥RT % f%  f l ? R  T O R  % ^WTsJ ^R 3(lt|lRci “^>R 

ĉTFT” Ŵ TFt 3  sn$WTf ^>t #1 ^FSHrs?! $  3  f t r f f a

3PJ9FRPT 3TKPTT, T̂T8I f t  ?TTSI ST^TzMt sraTafft (n on -p rod u ctive  schem es)  

* r  5t^ ciio) ?frf if aft <*>4) arrM l R«>ol ^t sjicpw ctstt

vJMol«T R̂TTEpfr r̂ 3TcR 2JTI % 5̂T '(qi^ld «b^dl ^  fep ^ 5T

•ill ^ ^  ?r^r ^  «jvjic qiR4> ^frsRT >̂t 3n^5R r̂snsJ w

srrgifeT ^ i  %i <j>m m  tr i^t ytvRi «rt^ opt qji4 ^ cT5>
*1 ^fl

u)’i'fi«t|| ^  <j R ;cpIul ^  f^FR ’TRcT ^ I  <jtKi ’H«l't) «l-$l ?TvSf ^  Pui^A ^91 

^t 10.2 Wfcisfld yFRTSm f̂ RTRT chVcfl ^l 3F5 T̂vSZft >̂t cjcHHI
■3TT@̂  W f i t  Ri>S tjzh -̂| w|<)4) B̂TT ^  4)^  y?-l qiclt ^T

flfcRRT 1993-94 ^ 55 SIT yff ?T»ft ?T5«fr ^  «fcl Sfld 5̂t ^
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3rî f3> f  3  TRIT *fRcT ^  36  JffcTSTcT % 35f?t 3Tf§T ĵ &l jjf% a jf^ f f  ̂ fu?l

t& c j 3ft f t W ff  ^  3 ^  1980-81  3 fft 1990-91  3> ^ t f  2 .4 5  a f t ,^

1991-92 , 1 997-98  3> # 3  ^  3 R  1 .12  ^  «I3  f%  14 3% TI^Hff 3>T

jrfcT ciiJcfrl ^321 £I^e£ \J?1TC ?>fft Sraf^T ^  3 .0 3  ^  4  F t 7RTI

Wfrfvlcf) *J3 iTRcf f ^ R T  3ft %, 3̂1% TJF 7TT5R?TT 35T TtR  3T

'MI'i*3T ^TTOTf 3ft 3>*ft, f<Js?R 3ft R*l(<rl 7T3?t %l

3>c*(|U| ^  ^ f 3 R J  * i N < ^  ^  ^TTCRffT 3>T 7?R  XJ3 ?gR«ZT ^ T . ^Pjof 

*fR<T if 3 ^  1997  if TTCRcTT 3>T 7 *R  c fW T  6 2  UfclSia (*5ff 3  ^ r  3t=ft) 

3JT \Jf3f% f^6K  35T TcR ^ 3 e f  4 9  w(cl?ld aiT I 7FSI if R^^it 3ft 3 t 

3TT3T t̂ f^RSR t l  fllH W  f̂ TSTT 3) atcPtcf (fuRTft ^|bdjftcr> aft?

JiW ftTSTT sfllftd %), 3 ^  1 9 9 9 -2 0 0 0  3> n R ^ ii  3> cjpr if

2 3 .8 3  3>'ft? Wf^f % 3ff£t3:> ^  j?| f̂ TSTT 73R82I ^P)i|i4l fcfajff *R  

'gSTR ofFTT f^R ft 7R35R 3ft H SR !?, 3fr? 3T̂ rSTT t  %

f%FR W R  ift f^ R T ^ t  3ft OTT^f i t  ^w flelAll

^  if 3 ^  2 0 1 0  ?f3> ^  ^ p p f ^  (T o ta l F e rtility  R a te )  2.1 3TRT 3R ft 

3>T oRRJ '{’Jdl ■‘ I'MI ^1 i jR  R e n  ^  'j )'H cR if R k iq c  3ft 3c^*TR W'jfrl vjfT̂ t 

Tift eft 71? cTW 3 ^  2 0 3 9  tT3> ift M  Ft ^Tc^Tfl % ? J  3 7  (in fan t

m orta lity  rate ) 3ft UdHi 3ficr?qg) % ^  wftT 1000  3 ^ ft  ^

67  t ,  ul«*f<t> if 16, H gNl*< if 49, uF>J TJ3 if  4 5  3 fk  w f^l4l

«IJIM 3  d P lc l'll§  if  53  %! TTPfN t o f  if Fqfcbc«cr>l cTSJT 3rf%3T^ 73R®3

^ 3 F j  3 R ^  3> f c ^  TT.^.XPT. 3>T iT3t^r 7R5JT if ^ ?t^T ^3> 3>R^T 

? t  7T3HTT ^1 uFRRSTi 3ft f ^ R  35^ft ^  fePT ^fn pcfj 'H ÎO'l'l 3ft Wff3T^t 

% TOT, t o  s fr?  f^ ra i Mtltilcfl 3ft Ĵ3> 351^ ^ fv R I  3ft 3 > ?? t  % 3 > | i | ^ d  
fcpTT gft 3fT3?If3KTT #1

% R  3iT 5?5T 3TOR t l  ^  ^  3T^T3>m ? R  ?lf^T

<R pT>fa 3 > ^  %, ^'dfelk; TM f if T jf !^  TcR if 3 5 ^  efHT ^?5Tcf:

35T vJPTT^ 3Sfft TR 3RcTT ijl ^R Sliy iR d vdeiVl ’ ft 7fy?f if

cFTfft 3 ft M^d ^14) Tflf̂ XT dlR> TTvtT ^  7T3>ef NdcMl<5 if ^ f 3ft7 

% v R R  ^  3T37R ^ f vl4<?(«cl 3RH? wfT 7f3>l

f l ? R  ^  XJ3> T f^ a  txRTI 3>I f ^ I  ?JF  ^  TTvSJ if  i j^ f  ^ETT f̂ ^

t o  if 3^cT #  3r>T 5PT% f t  t  ^ 3 ^ ?  1950  if ^ f  ^E fR  3 f f ^ m  ^Tlft
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gTcTT *n? M gdl ^TvZf 2TTI eP ^  Ra^icl t|^t g g j^ if f  cfjRUj cFPTT 1.52 
f̂Rsf (3ffsJ?K 9tf^cT ^T3 3>T 30 JffcWrf) '•jf̂ T W?35R ^  JTRT ^ftf 

?T t  fa  *1*1 3TPt $*1<t>l 3TT9CT t f  ^>TI ^  TR '{Rcfrk gRf 
^  ^f 6JJH f̂ TT yff% 341c(5#A|<4>clI t l  3RT ?fu?lf if W e f  JpjWi

cfr 3 r j* ra  if  i f  ^ c t  t .  ?^ r ir  srfif^ef t :  ^ e i^ N 'i  <?>t

vjRvjUfcRjt Tjfif ^  g-wiciyul 3tI '<lcr>'-| ^5TT

vdMm, -̂3TpT^R3t cpT 3ieid'Tlcr>'<ui, ijft cPT fctcRUT anf î

xflvtF if fctsj.ct jPiiiicJl 3iiq?t|cpai t  fyRT^ ftcffpff ^R
STsfczfcRSTf ^  Sntcf f^pfa c b ^  t l  T̂vHI cf> fcfSpT &3f if feffct frfcTTypT  ̂
t l  65 J-lfcl l̂d (cl^1997-98) ^  3iRaol »TR?ffa 3TTcf5% cfft ^ePTT if, f t? R  
cf) ?TFT Rl^rl ^ * f  cf5T ^fpg t^chiy <bcld 23 uRl^ld ( ^ f  1999-2000)

t .  ^fu9  if  3 fl*td  SR m  2  w f  t  '3 rai%  a rn jfa  ^5t otftct

s n r ^  3 .5 5  sr j^n f^cf t l  3TcT: <l’i l  i f  cdi^pI 3 ? ? r  tr%  <*>k°t 

Wt W^f W S I  t l  31^7 #cTt ^  \34eW  F t^  ^

3TtRlW  MKqul -  fad ^ ul c Z jg w  cfr <fcKU| 3TRR H ^T -'iR  if  f^3Teft ^Tf^n 

^ftt T̂T ^FT t l  R ^ d  if  ^ S JR  <+>|j5st>H H P J  3R^f cf^ R d id  3liq*<J<TKli 

t l  ^TT ^ R ^  W  ^TRcT T O R  gRT ^FRcTT cTSIT *IS [4d l

u r a  3R^f ^ w fT ^ n r j ■jft t l  3  T̂vST t o r  ^  ^  ^ff a r^ ra f

^  p̂sfr if Xil̂ T W ’RFTcf #cft ^  f^uieft vJMeKtJ <T>yMl T̂F1!! 
Wf, ^51 vJj^I TR n RTJT?f 3}t7 ^ d d  <=Tlcil cf>T R'Dl'M f^vTcff

<JTT?fSJ c tx i')  g>t f e lT  if  W c f  f ^ T  v llil I

R g K  if  mfA(cfl ^  ^Hlc( 3T>ft "Ttt 'jfT t l  W ?9 tR  v 

f^T R  'JWT cpt ^R id f^TT t  2 0 0 1  cRj ifF  3 T ^ I  t t

<+>̂ 1  ̂ vui^ 'i I g ^ f  a rr a r  t  %  ■̂ 'ii<̂  ^ w r  T g r ^ f f

'H'MT3ff ^  '<ldH v̂T ''J?! cTHT 'J3T I

^ 1  ^gcT 'gj 5̂ t  «ff f̂ ETT \3TT >d<t>c1l t  3 ft? f^ T f \5TRT 3)|qsfi|cb t l  f^ 5R  

3fcftcT jflW5»llcf) ^?T t l  r f t  ytfcVdW T m  f^R9R | f f

R^lfct i f  3TI ^  t  f t R  ^f 'rt?l«Ki ^'il'l ^  3)in?i|cf>di t l  'ilvj<4 t i w K  

3>f '}'MI qidlq^ul cl^K gR^ff ^1JII, fuRR? 3TT̂ t i f  3)l«Hl4l ^f, 3ft?  

^ * 11*1 f^ if^  i f  ^ggR ^fl Rcr>m ^  i f  efT^ ^  foi^f aj1̂  'digRfcb 

ctx̂ 'H 'ddi'l cfff SngTZRxTT t l  ^fudt i f  R\J| P l^ l  Hlkl if
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RTTft t l  ?'FFfr TTHft if t^giRT %, afft ciWt 5̂)
%\5PTR fact! 1?l f^FR  ^  ,*ft P i'Jl 3<|cr>Rc1 ^ 7%  ^  JRIRf 

Wf^jl f̂ TCft Plc|4?l cpt SUcbf îd «FR% %?J f̂ uTcff, q f ^ T  cTSTT 3RI 
3Trarfe? WFTT (in frastru c tu re ) TREft ^ T 3 ft  i f  ^SIR  eft 3ffcfWct>dT 

# ^ 1  ii^ll'H'l if  ^Pift cfSTT Ml'WRfidl, l̂l'H'1 ^  3lfSjchl'?1 i f  f^cfcv^g^juy 

affc vFT-wffer^t ^sptt, sn f%  c z jg w  if  ^ e i r ,  ^  s r i  x^f fcrf^re  

W R ?  OTRI t, fuFRff 3tR 3  ĝ Str wft ~$t cfiT E2JH 3)|ct>f$d gvHT 
W^TT I

^5t ĴTT f e l l ' d  1? fcf) R)6K 'd W K  ^ I c i l  gft cf^ift a ffr

TT^I if  to fR T  >̂T W  3fE3rra 3fR»T #TTI ^ S R T  stoK
3?R 7t, TTvZI <£ ^Isl f e ) R [  %<J a iiq ^ c p  *flfct<id 5RFf

cfc fcHy dd K  %l 6*1^ ^ fW R  cfc 'dfsfr^ 'Apii'l'l ^  f?fa5RT ^5t Tffcf 

ŜT̂ T cfc B W f 7pHT% ^  feRl f^FR  f̂ <t>l'M R *ili (fcrpf ^T $RvfTcf 

7?3T 1? I fTT v3s^ T^j 0 I y Tlftfct ^T TfcH f^TT W tJ3>T j?l ^ f  ^=RT 
Tn? 1? f̂ > §'H<fcl Îpof) Idcti 4>d ij|P| 1 8  3FRcf 35t Ff^ 3Tcft ^ l

^mzrer gn : ft?rc gSt # 3 r t  2000-2001
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I extend my warm welcome to the Chief Minister and her colleagues 
to this meeting to finalise the Annual Plan 2000-01 of the National 
Capital Territory of Delhi. The formulation of the Plan and its 
implementation call for continuous dialogue and interaction between 
the Planning Commission and the Delhi Government.

At the outset, I compliment the Delhi Government for maintaining a 
basically strong financial profile. The Balance of Current Revenues of 
the State is positive. However, Delhi is uniquely placed by virtue of 
being the National Capital Territory. You must draw upon these 
advantages to the full to improve the lives of the people. People all 
over the country look to Delhi to provide a model of service to the 
public. This implies a greater responsibility on the Delhi Government 
to live up to the expectations of those who live here as also of the large 
number of domestic and foreign visitors. The image of the country is 
conditioned by the situation in Delhi.

We are concerned that during the Ninth Plan period, the Plan 
performance of Delhi has been substantially below the originally 
approved outlays in all the three years. While there does not appear 
to be a problem in resource mobilisation, inadequate utilisation is 
obviously a matter of concern. This may require a closer look at the 
implementation issues in order that the implementation capacities 
are enhanced.

The apparently healthy fiscal position of Delhi tends to convey a 
somewhat misleading picture, particularly when viewed against the 
backdrop of the host of unmet needs and urgent priorities. In the 
areas o f water supply, power, transport and pollution control, large 
financial implications are involved. A relatively low tax-SDP ratio and 
a comparatively modest level of user charges point to considerable 
potential for increasing the revenue effort, which is necessary to tackle 
the large number of problems, that Delhi is faced with.

DELHI PLAN FOR 2000-01*
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In the power sector, I am happy to note that the Delhi Government is 
vigorously pursuing reforms. The State Electricity Regulatory 
Commission has been set up and the blueprint for restructuring 
announced. A difficult road lies ahead, particularly in view of the 
large outstanding dues of DVB and the extraordinarily high level of 
transmission and distribution losses, the highest in the country. You 
would need to address these challenges in the days to come for a 
successful restructuring exercise.

Transportation is another major area of concern for the citizens of 
Delhi. While the performance of the Delhi Transport Corporation is 
reportedly improving, it is still burdened with heavy losses and 
inefficiencies. Till such time as the Metro system is operational, we 
will have to continue to rely heavily on road-based public transport 
to meet the needs of the public. You may like to consider in this 
context whether future expansion of public transport should be led 
by DTC or by the private sector.

In the health sector, there remain many areas of concern. For one, 
routine immunisation coverage has been falling. Further, despite 
considerable efforts in the Pulse Polio Campaign, there remain a 
significant number of polio cases in Delhi. You will agree that the 
Government needs to intensify its efforts in this direction. ■

Similarly, while educational levels are generally better than in other 
States, you may like to look more closely at the problem of low literacy 
among Scheduled Castes. One of our evaluation studies has indicated 
that in some schools, midday meals are available for less than 200 
days for which they are supposed to be provided. You may like to 
consider drawing up a plan of action to tackle these issues.

The problems relating to air and water pollution in Delhi are 
threatening to reach alarming proportions. Even the Supreme Court 
has been constrained to take note of this. While some of these issues 
are being tackled, it is necessary for the Delhi Government to clearly 
articulate its strategy for tackling the various environmental problems 
that affect the people and build up public support for the same. The
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Planning Commission had suggested earlier that the Government might 
prepare a State of the Environment Report for this purpose and have 
been since informed that steps are being taken in this direction. We 
look forward to the formulation of this strategy.

We had requested the Delhi Government to prepare a Vision 2020 to 
set out the road map for the future direction of development of Delhi. 
I would appreciate being informed of the status of this exercise. You 
may also like to consider bringing out a State Development Report 
with a view to setting out the steps needed to be taken to accelerate 
the growth process in the State.

• Opening Remarks at the discussion on the Annual Plan o f  Delhi fo r  2000-01
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I have great pleasure in welcoming the Chief Minister and his 
colleagues to this meeting for the finalisation of the Annual Plan for 
2000-01 of Goa.

Goa is in many ways a developed State. It has the highest per capita 
income in the country and has been maintaining a rate of growth of 
around 6% in the last two decades. In the fields of education and 
health care Goa’s record is far better than many other States. The 
literacy level, which was 75.5% in 1990-91, rose to 86% in 1997. 
The Educational Development Index prepared by the Planning 
Commission places Goa at number two position among all the States 
in India. The State has adequate rural health care infrastructure, though 
there is a shortage of specialists at the Community Health Centres.

However, there are some items on the debit side also. First of all, I 
would like to mention the substantial gap between the Plan outlay 
and the Plan expenditure in the first three years of the Ninth Plan. 
The expenditure fell short by Rs.32 crore in 1997-98, by Rs.71 crore 
in 1998-99 and by Rs.40 crore in 1999-2000.

In the agriculture sector the important plantation crops are coconut 
and cashew. As I have pointed out last year, the existing productivity 
levels are low and replanting and rejuvenation measures need to be 
taken to increase the yield levels of these crops, which could fetch 
good income to the farmers. In the irrigation sector the Tillari Irrigation 
Project, which is one of the two major projects, has been languishing 
for the last few years without getting investment clearance and lack of 
funds for execution of the project, which incidentally has contributed 
to lower Plan expenditure. Now that the investment clearance has 
been issued by the Planning Commission for this project, the State 
should be able to avail financial assistance under AIBP and also raise 
funds through financial institutions.

GOA PLAN FOR 200001*
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The proportion o f population below poverty line in Goa is 
comparatively smaller, i.e. only 17% in 1997-98. The performance of 
rural development schemes in Goa has been, on the whole, satisfactory. 
We are pleased to note that the Zila Parishad elections have been 
held. We would urge the State Government to devolve more funds 
and powers to the Panchayati Raj institutions in order to empower 
them as mandated by the 73rd Constitution Amendment Act.

As I pointed out last year, the transmission and distribution losses in 
the power sector continue to be high. I understand that some measures 
are being taken to improve the quality of power supply and to connect 
the Goa system with 400 KV lines.

At the meeting held last year, I had also pointed out that mining 
activities in Goa, besides causing environmental hazards like air 
pollution, deforestation and damage to agricultural land, pose a 
constant threat of accidents. It was mentioned that adequate safeguard 
measures should be taken to protect the environment. We would like 
to know the progress in this regard.

Even in the health and education sectors, in which the overall record 
of the State has been excellent, there are certain areas, which require 
special attention of the State Government. For example, Goa, being a 
tourist centre, has a high reported seropositive rate and the AIDS 
control programme needs to be strengthened. In the education sector 
the female literacy still lags behind male literacy. The State also needs 
to improve the standard of science education and introduce more 
employment-oriented vocational courses.

The problem of drug abuse continues to be a major social problem 
and I would like to know the steps taken by the State to contain the 
spread of this social malaise.

As I appealed to you last year we should look beyond the current Five 
Year Plan and prepare a perspective plan for the next 20 years. This 
should be a joint effort of the State Government and the Planning 
Commission for preparing a ‘Vision 2020’ Document, which would 
spell out the essential ingredients of the States development envisioned
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for the next two decades. This would encompass both Government 
and non-Government sectors and would include, among others, 
legislative and policy initiatives, resource mobilization and fiscal 
management measures. This would no doubt require interaction and 
consultations between the State Government and the Planning 
Commission on a continuing basis.

* O pen ing Remarks a t th e d iscu ss ion  on A nnual P lan o f  Goa f o r  2000-01
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I welcome the Chief Minister of Gujarat and his colleagues for the 
finalisation of the Annual Plan of the State for 2000-01.

It is a matter of great satisfaction that Gujarat has shown a consistently 
high growth rate during the three years of the Ninth Plan, as reflected 
in its rising State Domestic Product, and a per capita NSDP (at current 
prices) higher than that of the country. The State has also been able 
to utilise its Plan allocations, indicating its better absorptive capacity. 
However, certain aspects of the financial management, particularly its 
increasing reliance on borrowings for financing the Annual Plans, are 
causing anxiety. Borrowings and debts constituted 69% of the Plan 
resources during the first three years of the Ninth Plan. The BCR 
realisation has been negative during the past three Annual Plans and 
the overall contribution of the public sector enterprises has also turned 
negative. It is hoped that strong measures would be taken to retain 
the BCR at a positive level, reduce the level of borrowings and improve 
the contribution of public sector enterprises and non- tax collections.

The State has taken a welcome initiative in preparing Agro-Vision- 
2010, which would give the desirable thrust to diversification in the 
agriculture sector towards high-value commercial crops and other allied 
activities by building up necessary infrastructure support. The efforts 
for setting up agro processing units by bringing the farmers, the co
operative banks and agricultural produce marketing societies together 
would raise production and help generate higher farm income through 
value addition. It is, however, necessary to protect the farmers from 
recurring droughts by taking up on a massive scale low-cost land and 
water management practices through a watershed mode and with 
institutionalised beneficiary participation.

The current drought has brought to the fore the acute scarcity of 
drinking water, which, despite the huge investments made over the

GUJARAT PLAN FOR 2000-01*
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years, has not led to sustainable improvement. Excessive exploitation 
of ground water and inefficient use of both surface and ground water 
is responsible for this situation. Strong regulatory provisions backed 
by law are needed to check over-exploitation of ground water and 
promote disciplined use of surface water. A decisive policy thrust is 
also required for giving priority to drinking water needs, as against 
the use of available water for agriculture, and for improving the quality 
of water in a large number of habitations affected by fluoride and 
salinity. A comprehensive water policy needs to be formulated for this 
purpose and implemented with the people’s participation. I understand 
that Gujarat had enacted a legislation on the subject in 1986, which 
has not yet been notified for enforcement. This needs to be seriously 
looked into. The State may also critically review its industrial policy 
so as to promote sustainable use of water resources, both ground and 
surface, and monitor their quality. There is no escape from the State 
Government taking up a massive programme of rain water harvesting 
through traditional methods in every village, the utility of which has 
already been demonstrated wherever this had been undertaken with 
the people’s own initiative.

Gujarat has an Infant Mortality Rate of 64 per 1000 and Crude Birth 
Rate of 25.3 per 1000 in spite of contraceptive prevalence of 54.5 per 
cent. The State should make every effort to reduce the IMR and meet 
all the unmet needs for contraception, estimated at 13.1%, for achieving 
the replacement level of fertility in the next five years instead of by 
2014 as projected. In this context the posting of doctors against the 
vacant posts and filling critical gaps in PHCs and CHCs in tribal 
areas during the current year are welcome steps. However, the 
availability of specialists in the first referral units and of technicians in 
laboratories needs to be ensured for improving the performance of the 
health programmes. The State has brought health and nutrition 
programmes under a single department, which would promote better 
inter-sectoral coordination between the two. The State is also to be 
complimented for organising massive re-constructive surgery camps 
for treating deformities in leprosy cases, which would gready facilitate 
the speedy rehabilitation of those covered. Special efforts may now be
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focussed on the socio-economic rehabilitation of the inmates of leprosy 
colonies and those who cannot benefit from re-constructive surgery.

The outreach of health, education and nutrition programmes has greatly 
suffered due to large-scale migration of the poor from tribal and other 
backward areas for long periods in search of work outside their district. 
It is therefore suggested that appropriate institutional arrangements 
may be made so that these migrants are able to access all these 
programmes wherever they may be.

Linked with the State’s impressive industrial growth is the problem 
of environmental pollution and the appurtenant danger to public 
health. Gujarat’s industrial estates, around 280 in number, have 
become environmental health hazards, as about 70% of the industrial 
investment in the State is in the chemical sector. The 400-kilometre 
stretch between Vapi in Southern Gujarat and Vatva in Northern 
Gujarat, known as the ‘Golden Corridor’, requires rigorous 
environmental governance as does Alang, the largest ship-breaking 
yard of the world. Gujarat’s Infrastructure Vision 2010 does not even 
attempt to address the problem of ground and river water pollution. 
Factories, prevented from dumping industrial effluents into rivers, 
resort to reverse boring, pumping untreated effluents directly into 
the aquifers causing farmers to irrigate their fields with untreated 
effluents. The common effluent treatment plants are often overloaded, 
ill-designed or incapable of dealing with the toxins in the effluents. 
Unless primary treatment of the effluent is undertaken by the industrial 
unit concerned, the effluent bypasses the CETP and is dumped into 
the river without any treatment. It is of the utmost importance for 
the Government to provide effective environmental governance to 
safeguard the health of the villagers who have to depend on polluted 
water.

In the urban areas of the State the incidence of female child labour 
has nearly doubled though there is a decreasing trend at the national 
level. The State Government should mount a special programme ro 
attract female children to specialised schools even though parental 
poverty forces them to work for some part of the day. Simultaneously,
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the implementation of poverty alleviation programmes and establishing 
a social security system, focussed on the families of these children, 
would gready help in protecting the poorer households from the impact 
of the changing economy, which contributes to this situation.

The State has taken measures to improve the infrastructure for primary 
schooling and to enhance the quality of teaching imparted therein. 
Greater attention is, however, needed for improving the level of 
education among ST girls and checking the high rate of dropouts 
after standard VII through an appropriate package of measures. The 
expansion of science stream teaching in the secondary schools in tribal 
areas and a larger intake of SC and ST students in schools with such 
facilities would enable them to pursue technical courses, which would 
qualify them for professional jobs in Government as well as private 
sector.

The State has taken a lead in tapping private sector resources and 
talent for development of transport infrastructure. It has also been 
able to mobilise institutional funds for road and bridge construction. 
The State is making a steady progress in matters of public sector 
restructuring programme and has even begun to tackle sickness in 
small-scale units after carrying out a comprehensive survey. However, 
the tiny sector and cottage industries and home-based occupations, 
which sustain a large number of artisans and rural poor, deserve greater 
attention and resources.

It is learnt that the Gujarat Government has already prepared a Human 
Development Report but has not been able to publish it so far. The 
Planning Commission would be glad to provide funds for the 
publication of this Report. The State may use HRD-GIS interface for 
better regional planning and more equitable social development.

* Opening Remarks at the discussion on Annual Plan o f  Gujarat f o r  2000-01
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e f t  q iR fci) <i|vjiHI 2 0 0 0 - 2 0 0 1

3  eR^WII ^  3flxT vi'icfj 31Tyf 3>l t33>

if whici cr>̂ cii i |i

3tM F1? gRi|lull 2000-2001 3»t qif^cf) iTlvjfii cfSt 3TfrFr ^  ^  cfr 

fcf^ fteT t l  ^  11^ f r̂T 3H<jVl >FRgfcRJT FleT t t  if JIM  ^  

f ,  §'6lfc^^ ^  I  deb iTgof 'Tiff |e1l4 'SfT ^Icfl I ifMHI 3)|i(Vl T̂F ^f^rf^RT 

cR^TT t)l6dl % f^> SFTef c[^ ^fruRT 'flH'tJl f^ T R - f^ R f ^  cr>i4s*>'H 

vH ^t, 2001 c^5 ^  Ft WRt I

3ttW t tH><ui t^n  80 ^  cĵ ich if gRiiiuii ^

6 .5 %  Wlrlc|f5 ^ t t  sift| 8 ^ f M-qq*Jli( i l l s ' l l  if t|dcb>! 5  jrfcT?RT, 3jt? 9 ^ !

Tcicitflij 7frvFn cfr w t  ^r cf^t if ^  3.6 jrfcreicr Ft 1̂ ^ tf

frRTT cpj f̂ WZf t l  f^WRT t  f^> 3M  S?̂ T f^jfet if ĴETR ^  foT̂ t

c f^ i  4  |  %  g R ^ ii  i^rr ^  w
3ttsjrjjct ^Nrr R^j-hm t  sfr? arsJc^w T artf&?r “nfcr ^  ;mfcr 

^  aFraT t l  sR^iuii eft y fo  czrf^r arm 1997-98 if 17626

aft uft %  jrfcf oqf^T 3TTC ^f 3I|?T 3rf£ft> t , 3fr? cfKTeT WTW affc

’TSNI^ 3> WK ajnft t l

'A4) iilvjin ^  JTSR cft'T crat if Ff^rFTT >̂T c|l'wRl4> 'ZlYuFfT ci|i|,'d£‘Hd 

qRciiii ^  g jif £| qRoy^ c(5T \iRio vJM^Vl Ft̂ TT $^T^T tJ3>

^ 5 1  cbKu| ^ |  ■fR'-zjtuFTT 7 luR 9 cZRT if  <b*f) ^  WTcpSj^^T^ >!TuR9

3ra^n? B C R —  f^rfir  if  s r^ T ^ R f ^ s i r  ^ t f  fs r r  t l  ^  ^  

if qr?f g>r %PBT ^  ^  t l  W  ft^HT 1 997-98  if 7 .1 2  % 
^FT, ^raf%  TJF ^ c T  (1 4 .3 %  ), cjRfecF) (12 .2% ) 3ff? ^guRRT i f  1 0 .5  %  

21TI 5R oi«ll iSFRRTT ^>1 ^  vS^nfFT ^  ^ R  t l  g R ^ lull
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v3ejt? ftf^nrt Pi^'icri ? f t  t l  ipr R itii'jU cu  f^jfrFTT g5t sfrc 

SZTPT 3 r a w  W  Ft̂ TTl

TRT >̂£5 cNf if  3?t -3T2S ci|c|<«n i f  3 fte jlP lq5 3 ft?  *|qi St-?|cbl cfr

yV l^N  if  tt^Tf 3TEE5T t l  W t J  3p ft i ft  gRiJluil cfff

3Ta}oqq<(«n if cpR TTcf ijjf  ̂ ^  ^ R lc r  q)|4q7eHH T?cf> H6cc|^4 ĵPiq>l 
3R I ^JcT t I  j^ef Qcjicik ster if  R w k  ^  tfcKui cTSTT vs •'id Inputs ^  

cjft cM£ ^  'taitii'ii cfSTT fvTvT^ff >̂ if  3T9^T <3(35 ^  t ,  otf^R

qiMl'il cT ^  cf5T v3cHIcJ'l ^ T  ??T t ,  M ^ lcM , Mld-I cRT^PTW

i f  T̂v?Er ^ t ? ? t t ,  cTsnft h^ mich  i f  m ?  s r i

3̂ FfcT fttTT t l

gRi||U|l SITft czraw ^  ^ P iq^ q ^ u i ^  teTtf 4)|4il cleft
f ^ ? f t  'd e l ic t i  W  f^pfa t l  3TcTT̂  'JJ? 3)iq?qq> t  if  3TTWT

M m  ?m 3> w r ^ c f  tt , m 9 ^ f l i w f t q  ^ s r t  ^  

HSW cffa -dld'l ^  ^fTT H<fld *Ti?t j?TtTTI cqRd Rlxil^ cTW

cfjpfsJR foP? \iM(?t«J ^ # 1  ottuI 'HPlilfll ^  ^TlfRT i f  ift 3fNchl ^FHf

Ry>^ ? ? i  % I g R i i iun ^  c i j r*rrT 3fT& ^ ^ -s i if  v r a  cfjt srfcf ^T?^t 

f3TT t l

Re^d ^  if  ^  Mlyfcf'-’I TJcf fc|c1'iuf if i t  ? t t  glPl 3fc<jd f^<TTuH9) 

t l  ^  1998-99  if l i f t  ^T W  3Ttcf>ST 3 3 .8  Mfcl?RT ? ? f  t ,  off ^  ^

3ft *ld  2 0 .8  trfcf?RT cbmit 3lf§IcP t l  3im<+)| kHId ttPS ^ ^ 5 ?  (P L F )  ^  

3T^5fl^>d '3 ^  t l  Re^d 5t^ if ;§W ?t W of F̂>T \5TT c îH STPT^ f^ ill  

t  >fqHld <itJ<) t l  ??T ^  q l ^ q ,  cqqpi4di ^ETR% ^  fcl Ĵ'

hR ^ M 'I  J^ lc id l  if ^ETR cT®TT ^ R h> ^T  3R?icT 3TT^?Jfcf>

ft ^rm t l

6R^IuII ^  1TRT 'M'Sq>'l >̂T «jmq^ WR>T vSM<7f<st| t ,  7Tfcf ^  5 <icf>|

cf ^ETT? ftm i vi)H| vRo^t t l  ^FlTSRT: STRcfft 'H'<q>l'< ^  

?TfRTdT ? t feH? w f a R  ’ ft q*lHJl fSIT t ,  ^ilclijflot f^ IT

vjfRT w W tI  5 R ^ iuii ^Rd^'i P lJH g> 3TE^UWcR RcMiq-i (opera tional  

p e rfo rm an ce ) ^  «Jlqyjc; 5 ?fcpr sfScff 'm sr frFST ^Tf
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fttflf j^l 4  TJvSI 7f73F>T7 7  ̂ 3TBT? cfJ'idl | f  f^> ^ i P l f ^ l ^  7  ̂ jjTT

1̂7 W  % faw i7 ^  «w)’R» 7TC3TT if  3f|i^cN ift ?7T 

J W  ^>t TfaTCf ^ T c f£ f <t»(i^ if  efif ill

ifRcf 'd'Wltl’ll <i> f^cbl'H, t c f ^  TW «t>Hvl'l'i <4<l'l OTcTf W5T  ̂ ^cj

Tf̂ T <H'W>f'! SRI WefTf ufT 7j?t w*ilfac& %3T3ff ^  feFJ fl'WMd ^Nf 35T 
f^Rfw 3ft7 vH<t> ^cfTlcfj^ui <£ yicjtlH f ^ f  'Jif^ ■qif^S'I 7R5W  SR I 

if efSTT efTOnf^lft ^>f £R  utl^l MM ^  cpFT -T t̂ ■qcl'll I

UTiffuf ftchl'H cfc t o  if, 3  3TNcpl EtJH JTOFT *T#f ^5t U Ttfl^r ^ituRT 

(4 K 'M ^ i4 )  ^  s fr ?  ferr^T  w t^ tt ufr $  4K,H\)'H ^  w  w  tj?p 

^  TIFof t l  §^<*>1 efCT TTFT 73 7  TR TRTcT TFTcf R e fill  'y P l f^ d  ĵT̂ TT 

^  3ft7 57T '3^PT 3>f 3ff%cp ^ppef eHI^ ^  feTXJ OTT'fr ^  TlF^fFT ^5t 

-3TT9TT cfrydl i|l Tfuf ^t?8JT3Tt qf?t 3T5 7RSTT if  7TPflf%f^> to ^ >

JJ|4tu| f^cpM < * > 1 >̂T 7T17T cr>Hct>|yt ^ffqr ' W  1?l ^ fo l^ l IpT

TRSTTSlt cpt tRf^rf 3Tf§T̂ 5T7 3ff7 PlRlill VlcjM cN^I 3fTcT?7T9> ? t  TRIT ^1

i l l ' l l  i f  ij? f ^  3 R J  “JTRTt 3T̂ STT J l^41 3>*T |f| 71? TTcfa cfff 3T?T

1?l *17^ FTcf if Jjchlf^ld cp$ 1993-94  ^  SffavSt ^  3FJ7TT7 g R W l  $
^  t o  i f  TT^4t 3>f ^ IT  ^f 7 ? ^  3Tofr ^)T yfrigid 31 .9  3^7 

t o  if 2 2 .3  i(fci?la 1?l ?7T 3TnT7 ^5f 3>*f fcpJJT 'JiHi xtif^i) |

f̂ l«TT ^  t o  if f%7cTT7 cTSIT v j^ c f,^ u | ^  f ^ ,  7 ^  ^f 3 ra ft^ 5  ftTOT

if, 3TTT^ qKI \Jolk; fT^ ^>cf*T Wrrg^fhr ^ |  gR^lull ^  -HIxS, 200 2  cf^j ?RI 

Mfd«ld ftr^fT ^ 1  cfCT ^ITO cFT f̂ fcT Ĵ g jt W5M

t ,  T O M W  1999-2 0 0 0  c f^  6-11 ^  ^  3TT  ̂ ^  if  27 .81  cfTO W5ft 

(13 .03  cTR3 W3T3Tt TTftcT) cf5T ^fPTRR |3TT t '  yft %  -^4) ^ffuRT ^  

cTSrJft ^5t 3f^5TT if %l ft>7 ^  ^JBnSft ^  fcH? '11-Hich'i wfci?ld

84  ^  ^ft f%  TT^TJ nfcRfcT 9 3 .3  ^  ^ T  t l  7 J? i?f c f )^ |  vR ^t % I- 

V III ^55fT3ft i f  d'$f^>4l T^cT ^ 7  TfS^Zf aflTTcf WT7 ^1

f̂ TST5> : OT5f 3l^Mld cpt 1: 40, illpf TT^flf ^rHW, T̂7 HT^ ^  fcP? 

5 R ^ lull ^ f  i141 <j'|'j )HI W?T if  14 ,6 0 0  Sffcrf^cRT ^5t Pl^R rl

'b'S'fl ^1 8 6 0 0  TfT^r^ T ^c ff if ^f 3 5 5  T ^ cff if T ^ c f "T f̂

^  3f)7 3 44  t'jjd 'l if «r>Hy| ^1 mSTPRr> ftlSfT 3il^lR<t> 7T70PTT
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opt ^gETR^ ^  feP? eR-tlWII ^ t  wrflxr ^5t g ?  'Jlqtgy ■?tv3PTR 'dtvRT

( JR Y )  ^ t  ^ E T T  cTPT ^3ITT|

WuppT 3fk <dd ^9R8ZT 'HsjfSld 1998 mRc|W Rnl£ 1TM
f a n  t  FfW^TT i f  W # ^R2IT i f  ^ fte flS lt ^ f  q f ^ R  PnTR^T 3Tl^qcpyr3ff 

3>t ^  ^itt ? t  ^ITf t l  f^rfcT if  ^E IR  efT% cf> feTtJ ^R g fR  ^  

JT*ffcft 3lfa ^RT cf̂ Tf vjdl l̂ I

T̂s? fid'll 3>t T̂?T t  sRillWl W R  if if 3ffc r l̂cilfeicb 
MgifeJi $  f̂ TE3s% r̂pff cfc ftchi'H if ^ s jtfe r  'wra¥TT̂ t ^?cff t l  g>
3)lf2ict> 3fft "MIHlfacb cfrc"Mlul if ^tlK  d l't ^  fcP?, “ *)qld Sfa fcfaTRT 
mR^'H-U”  S)-dJ1d f ^ l f t  '•ft \JMd<£) 3RTi* uTT ^ tt  t l  M4cft*l
frsfr cfc fcP? JIM f^ ? ff  'HgMdl ^f ^flifftnT yfef R<t>m mR^'N'II 
(Integrated W atershed D evelopm ent Project-H ills) $  fsidl^ xRoi ^T 
f ĵTTRTpT f^IT  uTHT ^ft XJcp JT?RFfar t l

W&fl ^  f P̂TlfuRT f*fa5RT ^  fcTX* 3M  cJ?TW JWRT 3R  t l  XJcp 3fR ^t
341'9vRT?uFTcR vdMdf^Wl glRlel t ,  ^T^t sfR  <|5Ty JT f̂rniT R dM H ^
»ft t l  eft ^cTef r f t  f t j  $ f  W  #  J r a w r  3T?fT t l  3JF 3 $  

•r tt t  f^> StfclRqrl 3 R I  ^  '’TBc^Jot t l  ^ft^TT 311iTl•*I

3TR ^  if  co g 'll WT^TT fcfr ^  f ^ R T  ^  foTCf M'O-Hirt 3T5T5T ^tFTTc*?^ 

^TFTJRfl ^ t  if  ? i f  ^ p f t  ?T>ftl

3̂WRT cf>T T̂CUIcH WTO: frf̂ TMT gft gif̂ cf) 2000-2001
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HIMACHAL PRADESH PLAN FOR 200(H}1*

I welcome the Chief Minister and his colleagues to this meeting for the 
finalisation of the Annual Plan for 2000-01 of Himachal Pradesh.

I will begin by noting some of the positive features. The overall 
performance of the Himachal Pradesh economy has been satisfactory. 
The growth rate of Net State Domestic Product at 1993-94 prices 
was 6.4% and 7.4% during 1997-98 and 1998-99 respectively against 
the national average of 4.8% and 6.8% respectively.

In some specific sectors there have been instances of good performance. 
The physical performance of Himachal Pradesh State Road Transport 
Corporation has been encouraging with its fleet utilisation and bus- 
staff ratio at 97% and 5.41 respectively in 1999-2000 as compared 
to the all-India averages of 90% and 7.41 respectively. However, the 
vehicle productivity, staff productivity and fuel efficiency are lower 
than the all-India averages. Allotment of profit making routes to private 
operators, compulsory operation by HPRTC on loss-making routes 
on account o f social considerations and concessions extended to a 
number of categories of persons have resulted in a reduction of earnings 
and these require reconsideration.

The performance of the State in social sectors, namely, health and 
education is worth appreciating. The State, with 77% literacy level as 
against the all-India average of 62%, according to the 1997 NSSO 
Survey, ranks 11th in the country. The Crude Birth Rate at 22.6 per 
thousand, the Crude Death Rate at 7.7 per thousand and Infant Mortality 
Rate at 64 per thousand in 1998 are lower than the all-India levels. 
Life expectancy in the State is also higher than the all-India level and 
is indicative of a healthier society.

Himachal Pradesh has been blessed with large hydroelectric potential 
in its five river basins, namely Yamuna, Satluj, Beas, Ravi and Chenab.
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So far a potential of 11647 MW has been identified. Out of this 
available hydel potential only 3139.48 MW has been exploited by 
various agencies by March 1998. The State Government may, 
therefore, take necessary steps to accelerate exploitation by all possible 
methods, including private sector investment for which preparatory 
and facilitating steps would have to be taken. Simultaneously, the 
financial position of Himachal Pradesh State Electricity Board requires 
to be improved. The rate-of-return (ROR) on capital employed in 
1998-99 and 1999-2000 (RE) has been (-) 5.41% and (-) 1.82% 
respectively and is projected at (-) 3.51% in the 2000-01 Annual 
Plan. The average revenue (203.40 paise/kwh) covers only 86% of 
the average unit cost (236.42 paise/kwh) of supply as projected in 
the Annual Plan 2000-01 and the gap needs to be further bridged.

I would also like to mention some areas in which efforts would have 
to be made more vigorously. There is stagnation in foodgrains 
production at around 14 lakh tonnes. Only 17.6% of the gross cropped 
area in the State has been provided with the facility of assured irrigation 
and consumption of fertiliser per hectare of cropped area at 34.63 kg. 
is quite low as compared to the all-India level of 75.68 kg, The State 
Government is required to take steps to increase the area under 
irrigation. The irrigation projects that are stuck or delayed have to be 
accelerated. Also, enlarged use of land for agriculture and horticulture 
should be made and horticulture crops should be diversified to improve 
the agricultural scenario.

Drinking water continues to be the main problem in the rural areas 
of Himachal Pradesh. Though the number of ‘not covered’ habitations 
have reduced from 6402 to 2738 between 1994 and 2000, the 
‘partially covered habitations’ have increased during these years from 
12878 to 12961. The population coverage was also lower at 86% as 
on 1.4.98 against the all-India average of about 92 per cent. I would 
urge the State Government to make increased efforts to cover all the 
habitations by 2004 as per the national objective.

An area of concern is the performance in regard to mobilisation of 
resources during the Ninth Plan, which has not been satisfactory as 
the State has been able to mobilise only about Rs.836.48 crore as its
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own resources during the first three years of the Ninth Plan as against 
the Ninth Plan projection of Rs. 1959.93 crore. The increasing reliance 
on borrowings and the deterioration in the State’s own funds are not 
a happy situation. The outstanding public debt at 95% of Gross State 
Domestic Product as on March 2000 is neither desirable nor 
sustainable.

However, I am happy to note that after the MOU was signed between 
the State Government and the Ministry o f Finance in April 1999 
your Government has taken initiatives in the fiscal sphere for reducing 
the revenue deficit by reducing non-Plan revenue expenditure through 
a ban on upgradation of posts, cut in government’s vehicular fleet and 
enhancement of revenue receipts through rationalisation of Sales Tax, 
hike in electricity duty and Sales Tax on diesel as well as initiating 
reforms in the public sector undertakings. I would urge you to ensure 
that the State Government adheres to the targets and the time schedule 
stipulated in the MOU.

The State Government should adopt a suitable strategy for 
development by investment in growth and development activities to 
generate employment outside the government sector as at present the 
size of bureaucracy in the State is quite large and the possibility of 
further employment in the State sector is limited.

I have touched upon only some of the important sectors and mentioned 
some steps that may improve the situation in those sectors that are 
lagging behind. I can assure you that the Planning Commission will 
continue to hold consultations with the State Government on a regular 
basis and give all the support that is possible in the endeavour of the 
State Government to build up the economy of the State at a faster 
pace.

As was suggested during the Annual Plan discussion last year, you 
may kindly take urgent steps to prepare Vision-2020 Document for 
the State as early as possible.

* Opening Remarks a t the discussion on the Annual Plan o f  H imachal Pradesh fa r  2000-01
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JAMMU & KASHMIR PLAN FOR 200001*

I have great pleasure in welcoming the Chief Minister of Jammu & 
Kashmir, his colleagues and officers of the State to this meeting for 
the finalisation of the States Annual Plan for 2000-01.

As you are, no doubt, aware, this meeting had to be deferred because 
of some constraints including delay in the receipt of the 11* Finance 
Commissions recommendations. However, I do hope that the Annual 
Plan 2001-02 of the State would be finalised well in time.

The State of Jammu &  Kashmir had to face the brunt of insurgencies 
in extensive areas retarding the socio-economic development, which 
could otherwise have been better. Given the difficult circumstances, 
we must appreciate the efforts made by the State Government for 
sustaining the pace of development during the Eighth Five Year Plan. 
The annual average growth rate recorded during the Eighth Five Year 
Plan (1992-97) was 4.7 per cent. It is encouraging to note that as per 
the State Government document, it has recorded 5.3% growth rate 
during 1997-98. This is to be welcomed.

However, the financial performance of the State during the first three 
years of the Ninth Plan is a matter of great concern. After an up-trend 
in the Eighth Plan, the Plan expenditure has stagnated during the 
last three years. In fact, the Plan expenditure has been about 20% less 
than the outlay during the period. The total revenue receipt has 
increased at a moderate rate but the State’s own revenue contribution 
continues to hover at around 25% of the total revenue receipts. The 
non-Plan revenue expenditure, on the other hand, has been increasing 
at a disturbingly high rate. Consequently, the already negative BCR 
has been further aggravated. The financial position of the State Public 
Sector Enterprises is not very satisfactory. The Government has reached 
a stage where borrowed funds, otherwise meant for planned
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development, are being utilised for other purposes with the net result 
that the States own resources, which were Rs. (-) 1604.41 crore in
1997-98 had dipped to Rs. (-) 2045.28 crore in 1999-2000.

You would appreciate that the Union Government has provided the 
State with special allocations well above the normally allocable amount. 
The per capita Central Assistance given to J& K  in recent years is 
substantially higher than even those for other Special Category States. 
The objective of the Union Government in extending special financial 
assistance has essentially been to accelerate the pace of development 
in the State. It is, however, noted with concern that a substantial part 
of it has been diverted to cover a yawning revenue gap. The debt 
burden of the State is also increasing. I am confident that you are 
fully briefed about these disquieting features of the States fiscal health.
I note that the Government of J& K  has recently entered into a MOU 
with the Government o f India outlining definite measures for 
improving the fiscal condition of the State. It is, however, stressed 
that the measures need to be implemented with the required 
earnestness and speed.

Agriculture and allied activities support more than 75% of the States 
population and contribute around 37% of the State’s income. There 
is a need for crop diversification and the use of modern inputs. Assured 
irrigation facilities constitute an important input for increasing 
agricultural productivity. The State Government should take necessary 
steps to utilise better the AIBP loan assistance to strengthen its 
irrigation network.

About 25 lakh people are directly or indirectly engaged in various 
horticultural activities in the State. There is great scope of varietal 
improvement in apple cultivation, the main horticultural crop of J&K. 
Genetic improvement in livestock population could prove beneficial 
to the economy of J& K  with its natural advantage in animal husbandry 
activities.

The resource constraint of the Government of J&K is a limiting factor 
in harnessing its large potential for power generation. The operational
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performance of J& K  Power Development Department is evidently 
poor. I would earnestly urge the Government of J& K  to opt for power 
sector reforms at an early date. Improvement in financial viability of 
the Power Department calls for rationalisation of power tariff and 
strengthening of the mechanism for collection of power dues.

Handloom, cottage industries and handicrafts are activities providing 
good opportunities for employment and earnings in the State. These 
need to be boosted further by providing the required infrastructure 
and marketing facilities. As you are well aware, focused attention on 
poverty alleviation programmes is essential. I urge you to ensure that 
the Government of J& K avails fully of the advantage of the revamped 
programmes.

On an average Rs.450 crore is being spent annually on social services 
for the last three years and more than half of it is meant for earmarked 
basic services. However, the State is ranked nationally 25th in terms of 
Educational Development Index. The enrolment ratio at the primary 
level is inadequate and the drop-out rate is also high as compared to 
the all-India position. A large number of educational institutions have 
been damaged due to militancy and the restoration work in this regard 
needs to be speeded up. Consolidation of existing health infrastructure 
and more effective implementation of a number of Centrally Sponsored 
Schemes are the need of the hour.

The PMGY is essentially a reoriented approach to improve the socio
economic conditions in the_ rural areas. It also aims at more effective 
implementation and monitoring of programmes so that the welfare of 
vulnerable rural groups is enhanced on a sustainable basis. The PMGY 
is cooperative in its approach. I would, therefore, urge you to take 
measures to make the PMGY a success.

I hope that the border villages are receiving the attention they deserve 
within the framework of your integrated planned efforts. A substantial 
amount of Special Central Assistance is being provided annually under 
BADP to implement identified programmes. This allocation is, of 
course, meant for supplementing the efforts of the State Government 
and not for substituting them.
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A review o f the Plan performance ought to take stock o f the 
achievements as well as the areas of concern and this is what I have 
tried to do while touching upon a few developmental issues in respect 
of your State. We shall be happy to extend our constructive support 
to sustain, and even accelerate, the pace of development in J&K.

*Opening Remarks at the discussion on the Annual Plan o f  Jammu & Kashmir f i r  2000-01
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I welcome the Chief Minister and his colleagues to this meeting for 
the finalisation of the Annual Plan for 2000-01 of Karnataka.

I would congratulate the Government o f Karnataka for its excellent 
performance in almost all the sectors of the economy. It is heartening 
to note that the Plan expenditure in the first two years of the Ninth 
Five Year Plan has been more than the Plan oudays approved for the 
respective years. It is noted that there has been some shortfall in the 
expenditure during the third year, i.e. 1999-2000, compared to the 
Plan outlay, even though the aggregate resources as per the latest 
estimates are more than the Plan ouday approved due to rise in SOR 
on account o f improvement in the contribution of State Public 
Enterprises, especially the State Electricity Board and the Road 
Transport Corporation. However I cannot help drawing the attention 
of the Chief Minister to certain areas o f concern in the otherwise 
commendable performance in Plan expenditure. It is noted that for 
financing the Annual Plan Karnataka has been increasingly depending 
on borrowings rather than State own funds, which, if not checked, 
will deteriorate further and put a heavy debt burden on the State 
exchequer. I understand that the State Government has decided to 
increase the user charges in the irrigation and education sectors. These 
are welcome steps but it is understood that the proposed revised rates 
would still be inadequate, which will affect mobilisation of State own 
resources.

It is noted with appreciation that during the first three years of the 
Ninth Five Year Plan Karnataka recorded a growth rate in GDP, at 
factor cost, of 5.0%, 10.5% and 5.0% respectively against the national 
average of 5.0%, 6.8% and 5.9% respectively, although the average 
growth rate recorded for the three years is 6.8% and the growth rate 
for the next two years of the Ninth Plan is anticipated to be 6.5% 

•against the Ninth Plan target of 7%, implying a marginal shortfall. I

KARNATAKA PLAN FOR 200001*
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have no doubt that under your able stewardship the State Government 
will keep up this tempo of growth.

Karnataka also deserves appreciation for its excellent performance in 
the health and family welfare sector. The health indices in the State 
are better than the national average and I understand that the State is 
likely to achieve a NRR of 1 by 2009. The State has also a good 
primary health care infrastructure even in tribal areas and it has more 
than the required number of Sub-Centres and PHCs as per the national 
norms based on 1991 population. However, the CHCs and district 
hospitals need strengthening, as the performance in certain districts 
has not been satisfactory. Large gaps exist in critical para-medical staff 
in the primaiy heatlh care institutions. I also note that the performance 
of the State in the Revised National Tuberculosis Control Programme 
is sub-optimal. Further, there has been a decline in the number of 
acceptors of family planning methods and the coverage of immunisation 
has been progressively decreasing. Therefore, it goes without saying 
that the State needs to improve the performance in family welfare 
programme so as to achieve the desired NRR of 1 by 2009.

Although Karnataka had a literacy level of 56.04% in 1991, which 
was higher than the national average of 52.21%, this situation has 
deteriorated by 1997. Despite extensive educational systems for the 
SCs and STs implemented by the State Government, the literacy levels 
of SCs / STs in 1991, particularly those of females, continued to be 
lower than that of general female population. The State Government 
needs to take urgent steps to arrest this trend and restore the good 
performance on the past with special emphasis on the education of 
SCs / STs, especially females. I notice that the share of the education 
sector in the total sectoral outlay during the first three Annual Plans 
of the Ninth Plan remains almost static at about 6%, which could be 
one of the contributory factors to the somewhat low performance in 
this sector.

The percentage of rural population living below the poverty line in 
Karnataka has declined from 36.33% in 1983 to 29.88% in 1993- 
94 compared to the all-India figures o f 45.65%  and 37.27% 
respectively. It is also noted that as per the latest estimates (1993-94)
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33.16% of the families were living below poverty line in the State 
against the all-India average of 35.97 per cent. Mr. Chief Minister, 
undoubtedly these represent a commendable performance by the State 
Government. However the Impact Assessment Study undertaken by 
TECSOK during September 1999 for the various programmes under 
the Ministry of Rural Development in four blocks of the erstwhile 
Mysore district has revealed certain shortcomings, which need to be 
addressed expeditiously so as to take the maximum benefits out of 
these schemes. I understand that the study has made certain important 
recommendations and I cannot over-emphasise the imperative need 
for taking follow-up action on these recommendations.

I am happy to note that the State Government has taken up very 
seriously the power sector reforms. The State Electricity Regulatory 
Commission has become operational and the first proposal for tariff 
fixation is under the consideration of the Commission. However, I 
would urge upon the State Government to plead before the 
Commission for fixing a rational tariff structure so that the power 
sector reforms can become an effective tool in providing quality power 
at affordable rates to the consumers. I cannot but draw your pointed 
attention to the extremely low agricultural tariff as against the large 
share of 45% of consumption by this sector. Even the rate of 109 
paise per unit, proposed during the current year, is quite low compared 
to the average cost o f supply of 321 paise. Should the State 
Government feel that subsidy cannot be eliminated overnight it would 
be worthwhile to take a bold decision that subsidy is only provided to 
the deserving targeted lot and adequate State subvention is provided 
to compensate the loss by the power utilities.

Agriculture and allied activities account for 37.6% of the State income 
and 69% of the population of the State are engaged in these sectors. 
I understand that a new agricultural policy was announced by the 
State Government focussing on efficiency in the use o f resources 
through integration of land, animal and water-based activities to raise 
productivity on a sustainable basis and improve the living conditions 
of farmers. Karnataka also grows a wide variety o f crops including 
rice, jowar, ragi, maize, gram etc. However, it has been noted that the
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average production of coarse ccreals is fluctuating from year to year. I 
have been told that even though in certain areas the production has 
declined, the average agricultural production has improved as the State 
Government has taken a deliberate policy of changing the cropping 
pattern for better yield. However, it is noted that fertiliser consumption 
is on the rise in the State and compares unfavourably on an all-India 
basis.

There are a few points of concern in the irrigation sector. I understand 
that the prevailing water rate in force from 1985 is very low and even 
though the new rate proposed by the State Government represents a 
sharp increase over the existing rate, it is still not up to the desired 
level. There is also the problem of extensive use of ground water. I 
understand that there is over-exploitation of ground water in 6 blocks 
and there are about 12 dark blocks in the State. I would urge upon 
the Chief Minister to pay urgent attention to these problems.

The industrial sector contributes about 1 /5rh to the State’s Gross 
Domestic Product and in the Eighth Plan the industrial growth has 
been about 6% per annum. Though Karnataka has been ahead of 
others in the availability of skilled engineers and technicians from 
educational and research institutions and trouble-free industrial 
relations, the State needs to provide improved infrastructure facilities 
like power, water and roads so as to keep up its tempo of accelerated 
industrial development. I am happy to note that the State Government 
has initiated a move for disinvestment and already some PSUs like 
Mangalore Chemicals and Fertilizers and J.K . Tyres have been 
privatised. The State has also set up a Restructuring Commission 
and cases of 8 units for disinvestment are under the consideration of 
the Commission.

I am happy to note that the State Government has identified education, 
housing and irrigation as the thrust areas for improving the lot of 
SCs/STs and the schemes taken up in theses areas have received greater 
attention in the Ninth Plan. However, it is a matter of great concern 
that in an otherwise well-administered State like Karnataka it remains 
to rehabilitate only 1820 scavengers out o f the identified 8800
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scavengers. I don’t want to over-emphasise the fact that the existence 
of scavengers even after more than 50 years of Independence is the 
greatest evil in our society.

Mr. Chief Minister, I have touched upon certain important issues 
and I do not want to take your valuable time by going into more 
details. During the last Annual Plan discussion with the State 
Government we have suggested the preparation of a Vision 2020 
Document for the State. I understand that the State Government has 
already constituted a number of Task Forces to prepare the Vision 
Document for different sectors, which, I presume, are steps to the 
preparation of Vision 2020 document as suggested by us.

* Opening remarks at the discussion on the Annual Plan o f  Karnataka fo r  2000-01
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I extend my warm welcome to the Chief Minister and his colleagues 
to this meeting to finalise the size of the States Annual Plan for 2000- 
01. The formulation of Annual Plan is a cooperative endeavour between 
the Planning Commission and the concerned State Government. 
Ideally, this exercise should precede the Budget presentation, which 
had not been possible this time for unavoidable reasons. The 
formulation of the Plan and its implementation call for continuous 
dialogue and interaction between the Planning Commission and the 
State Government. I hope that during the course of this year we will 
get many more opportunities to hold consultations with the State 
Government on a continuing basis.

I must, at the outset, compliment the State Government for its 
excellent performance in social development. Kerala has the lowest 
Birth and Death Rates in the country and has achieved the replacement 
level fertility rate. The Infant Mortality Rate has also been the lowest. 
It is well known that the Literacy Rate in the State, including female 
literacy, is among the highest in the country. Education up to the 
higher secondary stage is free and Kerala has also a good infrastructure 
to provide free health care. I am also pleased to note that the female 
child is generally not discriminated against in Kerala where the 
population of women outnumbers that of men. The high literacy, 
especially of women, has had a salutary effect on the demographic 
transformation in the State.

I must also congratulate the State for the considerable progress made 
in decentralised planning. I have taken note of the efforts made by 
the State to prepare district plans, which incorporate the development 
plans prepared at village and block level panchayats. I would, however, 
recommend that this process should be strengthened by harmonising 
local perspectives and national priorities. I would also suggest that
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periodic evaluation may be undertaken, which would bring out the 
inadequacies in the field level for preparing local plans and enable us 
to find out how for rural poverty has declined in the State.

The economic development of the State has, however, been quite slow. 
The State does not produce even half o f its food requirements but 
depends on import from other States. Over the years, there has in 
particular been a decline in the net sown area and the area under 
foodgrains has been declining at the rate of around 3.58% per annum. 
There has also been stagnation in the average yield of rice during the 
last 5 years. The plantation sector, though generally performing well, 
has been susceptible to fluctuation in export prices.

The State has also lagged behind in industrial growth and development 
except in the development of the tourism industry where impressive 
growth has been recorded. I do not know whether the State is satisfied 
with the quantum of private investment in the State so far. A large 
number of public sector industrial units, I am told, are making a 
negative contribution to the State’s economy. Lack of private sector 
investment in the large and medium industries coupled with 
inadequate progress in the development of small-scale, cottage and 
traditional industries have resulted in a high unemployment rate.

We are also concerned about the irrigation and power sectors in your 
State. Several irrigation projects have been continuing from one Plan 
to the other without getting completed in a time-bound manner. 
The prevailing water rates do not cover even a small portion of the 
maintenance cost. In the power sector, the reforms are yet to be carried 
out. While the physical parameters have improved, the Electricity 
Board is continuing to incur losses mainly because of the gap between 
the unit cost of supply and the average revenue per unit, despite the 
tariff revisions made recendy. The coverage of rural water supply and 
sanitation under the Rajiv Gandhi National Drinking Water Mission 
is also reported to be lower than the national average.

The Kerala State Road Transport Corporation has been incurring losses 
in spite of satisfactory physical performance. The revision in fare in 
October 1999 is a step in the right direction. In order to wipe out the
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losses, it is necessary for the Corporation to improve its efficiency 
further. It is equally important to rationalise the concessions totaling 
Rs.36 crore extended to special categories of commuters.

I have touched upon a few sectors and some specific issues, which 
have emerged over the years in the Plan implementation in Kerala. 
We need to take a holistic view of our developmental efforts to take 
the State’s growth still further. It is desirable that a long-term 
perspective plan in the nature of a ‘Vision 2020’ be adopted. Such an 
exercise can be a joint effort o f the State Government and the Planning 
Commission and can focus on a wide gamut of issues, both in the 
government and non-government sectors. I would welcome your 
reaction in this regard.

* Opening Remark at the discussion on the Annual Plan o f  Kerala for 2000-01
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MADHYA PRADESH PLAN FOR 200001*

I welcome the Chief Minister of Madhya Pradesh, his colleagues and 
the officers accompanying him in todays meeting. As a part of this 
Annual Plan exercise the Principal Adviser and other officials o f the 
Planning Commission had visited Madhya Pradesh. Detailed 
discussion has taken place with your officials on the schemes of your 
State.

I am glad that in several areas, Madhya Pradesh has taken very good 
initiatives and efforts. I have seen that Madhya Pradesh has Accelerated 
much of its developmental growth during the Nineties as compared 
to the Eighties. It is also remarkable that in Madhya Pradesh concrete 
steps have been taken to implement the 73rf and the 74th Amendments 
to the Constitution and 18 subjects have been transferred to the 
Panchayati Raj. In the field of literacy also Madhya Pradesh has made 
good progress. In the last decade female Literacy Rate has increased 
from 28.85% to about 41 per cent. I welcome this achievement. But 
it is a matter of concern that about 65% of the Scheduled Caste and 
about 80% of the Scheduled Tribe women are still illiterate. The drop
out rate of students belonging to the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled 
Tribes between the 5th and the 8th classes is 66 per cent. This needs 
special attention.

Your State has made good efforts to provide health care facilities. But 
the health and demographic indices of the Sate still remain well below 
the national level. I am glad that your Sate has brought out a Sate 
Population Policy, which has set ambitious targets for reduction in 
Birth Rate and improvement in health status. I fully believe that you 
must achieve the set aims and goals within the scheduled time-frame.

Wheat produced in Madhya Pradesh is of very good quality but the 
per unit area productivity is quite low. The productivity levels of paddy 
and other crops are far below the national averages. This requires special
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attention by taking immediate steps so that production can be increased 
and Madhya Pradesh too would become at par with other States in 
the field o f agriculture productivity.

I have been informed that the soyabean farmers are facing difficulties 
in getting proper price for their product. The possible reason is that 
soyabean cake fetches low price in the international market. We should 
also think of how soyabean can be transformed into a high-priced 
product so that the farmers need not depend only on the export of 
cake.

I am glad that the State has set up a Power Regulatory Commission 
and the Central Ministry of Energy has approved the draft for dividing 
the State Electricity Board into separate units. Now the State 
Government can accelerate the re-structuring process. There was a 
difference of about one rupee between the average power tariff and 
the average cost o f supply in 1999-2000. The difference is more 
pronounced in the case of agricultural tariff. The share of agriculture 
in power consumption is about 43 per cent. In order to reduce the 
commercial deficit, the tariff needs to be revised.

The State Government has done commendable work of transforming 
the Open Cast Manganese Mine area, situated at Tirodi of Balaghat 
district and in Jhabua district into green plains. The use of wastewater, 
especially in the waterlogged areas, can be of great help in developing 
oxidation ponds, which would be useful for the development of fishery 
and conservation of environment. They can also become economic 
resource.

Madhya Pradesh has the largest number of tigers in the country and 
this is the most sensitive area as far as illegal smuggling of wild life is 
concerned. For wild life preservation it is necessary to ensure the co
operation of the people living in the surrounding areas. Towards 
achieving this purpose, it may be necessary to make adequate efforts 
to tackle the problem of destruction of crops by Cheetals, Neelgai 
and wild pigs.
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The Planning Commission has decided to prepare the “State 
Development Report” for several States and a Core Group for Madhya 
Pradesh has already been formed. Work will start on this report very 
soon.

This year the Planning Commission has decided that a “Core Plan” 
may be determined based on the identifiable financial resources. The 
Core Plan for the year 2000-01 should be fixed on this basis.

I assure that the Planning Commission would try to give all possible 
assistance to Madhya Pradesh. As you are aware, an amount of Rs.6 
crore has been given as Additional Central Assistance to the State for 
the development of Orchha a few months ago. It is the responsibility 
of the State that this additional grant is utilised in a time-bound and 
effective manner.

* Opening Remarks at the discussion on the Annual Plan o f  Madhya Pradesh fo r  2000-01
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I extend my warm welcome to the Chief Minister and his colleagues 
to this meeting to finalise the Annual Plan o f Maharashtra for 2000- 
0 1 .

I would like to congratulate the State Government for achieving an 
annual growth rate of 7.1% during the year 1999-2000 as also a per 
capita income level, which is higher than the per capita national 
income. As compared to other States, the resource mobilisation in 
Maharashtra has been commendable and the State has been able to 
realise 65% of the Ninth Plan projections during the first three yean. 
However, the State has not been able to adhere to the projected 
structure of financing, which envisaged 3% of the resources as States 
own funds, 57% as State’s own borrowings and about 40% as Central 
Assistance. The total borrowings, however, exceeded the total resources 
mobilised during the three Annual Plan periods and consequently 
the interest liability rose from 16% in 1997-98 to 23% in the Budget 
estimate for 2000-01. The other areas of concern on the financial 
front are the negative BCR since 1999-2000 and the increased negative 
contribution of the public sector enterprises during the first three 
years of the Ninth Plan. Moreover, the annual expenditure during 
the first two years of the Ninth Plan have substantially fallen short of 
the Plan outlays, although I am told that the resources mobilised 
during the year 1999-2000 is in consonance with the approved Plan.

Maharashtra today ranks as one of the advanced States in the Union 
of India. The progress in education is commendable. According to 
the 53rd round of NSSO (1997) the literacy level stands at 74% as 
against the national average of 62 per cent. Large gaps, however, exist 
between the urban and rural areas and in 103 backward blocks, the 
female literacy level is lower than die national average. I am also happy 
to note that the health indices are much better than the all-India 
average with the Crude Birth Rate at 22.3, Crude Death Rate at 7.6,

MAHARASHTRA PLAN FOR 20004)1*
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Infant Mortality Rate at 49 and life expectancy at 63.4. The 
comparative position has already been shown to you in the presentation 
made by the Planning Commission. The State must, however, gear 
up to fully meet all the unmet needs for contraception as also the 
replacement level fertility by 2005. Steps may also be taken to meet 
the health facilities in the backward areas as also poorly performing 
districts to reduce the regional disparities in the health sector.

As per the Economic Survey of Maharashtra, the foodgrains production 
has declined and the yield per hectare is below the national average. 
Though wheat production has shown improvement, rice production 
is stagnating around 23-25 lakh tonnes. We are also concerned about 
certain aspects o f the irrigation sector since many schemes are 
continuing since the Sixth and the Seventh Plan. There is also a wide 
gap between the irrigation potential created and its utilisation. I was 
told that the State Government had already been advised by the 
officials of the Planning Commission, when they visited the State 
last, to re-prioritize the allocations so that funds could be made available 
to meet the requirements of the ongoing programmes, which should 
be completed at the earliest.

Though the Maharashtra SEB has been one of the few SEBs, which 
has been operating efficiently and earning cash profits, its performance 
has deteriorated during the past one year. The MSEB, which had a 
net commercial profit of Rs. 160.36 crore without subsidy in 1998- 
99, is now reporting a net loss o f Rs.960.26 crore in 1999-2000 
(RE). The average recovery, which was 96.7% of the unit cost of supply 
during 1998-99, is now reported to be 88% in 1999-2000 (RE). 
The SEB achieved a rate of return (without subsidy) of 1.9% during
1998-99. However, the revised estimate for 1999-2000 indicates a 
negative ROR of 10.72 per cent.

The physical performance of MSRTC in terms of accepted indicators 
is better than the national average. The fleet utilisation, vehicle 
productivity and bus-staff ratio of MSRTC for 1998-99 are 92.07%, 
306.94 kms. and 7.05 respectively as against the national average of 
89%, 278 kms and 7.6. Although MSRTC is showing operational
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surplus, the financial health of the Corporation is not satisfactory. 
The Corporation incurred a net loss of Rs. 169.64 crore in 1997-98, 
which is estimated to go up to Rs. 353.58 crore in 2000-01.

As much as 38.7% of the population of Maharashtra live in the urban 
areas as compared to the all-India average of 25.7%, putting a severe 
strain on the existing urban infrastructure and services including 
housing. The total slum population of the State as per an estimate 
based on the 49th National Sample Survey is 72.97 lakh and poses a 
major challenge to the town planners and the housing agencies. 
Though the State Government is reportedly making efforts through 
its agencies for meeting the housing requirement of the poor, the gap 
between demand and supply is clearly a challenge for the future. The 
development and upgradation o f small and medium towns would 
require more focussed attention both in order to lessen regional 
backwardness as also to check migration from the less developed to 
the more developed parts of the State.

The Planning Commission is aware of the problems of the metropolitan 
areas like Mumbai and also the problems relating to the six naxalite- 
afFected districts. The special areas of concern have already been focussed 
during the presentation made by the Planning Commission as also 
the Government of Maharashtra.

I have touched upon only some of the important sectors. I understand 
that you have considered the recent visit o f a team of officials from 
Planning Commission to your State useful. I can assure you that the 
Planning Commission will continue to hold consultations with the 
State Government on a regular basis.

As was suggested during the Annual Plan discussion last year, the 
State Government may kindly take urgent steps to prepare Vision- 
2020 Document for the State.

* Opening Remarks a t th e discussion on the Annual Plan o f  Maharashtra f o r  2000-01
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I welcome the Chief Minister, his colleagues and officers to this meeting 
for the fmalisation of the Annual Plan for 2000-01 of Manipur. We in 
the Planning Commission look forward for an opportunity to discuss 
the developmental needs of your State from time to time. This time I 
made a little departure from the previous meeting. Official-level 
discussions were held by senior officers of the Planning Commission 
led by Dr. A. K. Kundra, former Principal Adviser, at Imphal on 4th 
May 2000. This has given us a better perception of your problems 
and constraints, which we would like to address.

I find that Manipur’s per capita State Domestic Product (SDP) at 
current prices has slid down. The internal security problems have also 
adversely affected the economic progress in the State. The progress 
achieved under Indira Awas Yojana is quite encouraging. The State 
Government may now carry out housing census to know the exact 
housing shortage in the rural area.

It is heartening to note that the overall literacy level in Manipur has 
increased significantly to 76%, which is higher than the all-India 
average of 62 per cent. But at the same time it is a matter of concern 
that the drop-out rates in the primary sections are as high as 65 per 
cent. Moreover, there are significant inter-district disparities, which 
should be progressively corrected.

In spite of the low population density and difficult terrain, the State 
has achieved health and demographic indices, which are better than 
the national average. However, it is disturbing that drug abuse is 
emerging as a serious problem, contributing to high HIV infection 
rates. The State Government has to accord a higher priority for the 
drug de-addiction programmes and containment and control of HIV 
infection.

MANIPUR PLAN FOR 200001*
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It is a matter of concern that though there has been a steady expansion 
in the agricultural area covered by the major crops of the State, the 
production has fallen down. More efficient farming techniques, which 
would result in increased productivity, will need to be adopted. 
Besides, more intensive cultivation of vegetables and tropical fruits 
could also be profitably pursued in the coming years. Manipur offers 
considerable possibilities in respect of horticulture, orchids and spices. 
It has commercial potential of production of medicinal and aromatic 
plants and herbs. I suggest that you may work out schemes in each of 
these areas and also involve the private sector with a view to earn 
valuable foreign exchange for the country and generate sustained 
employment opportunities in the State.

There is a wide gap between the overall tariff and the cost of supply of 
power, even after the recent revision. This merits re-examination and 
suitable rationalisation.

The State Government has not fully utilised its irrigation potential. 
As per the CAG Report, despite the passage of 16 years, the Khuga 
Multipurpose Project, which was initially scheduled for completion 
by 1987-88, is still under construction mainly because of inadequate 
funding by the Government, poor planning and implementation. I 
understand that Bailey Bridge components, costing Rs. 54.64 lakh, 
procured during March 1987 to February 1989 are still lying 
unutilised. This needs to be looked into.

In 1999-2000 a total amount of Rs. 121.67 crore was provided to 
the State Government from the Non-lapsable Central Pool o f Resources 
for infrastructure development in the State. It is necessary that the 
State Government should send the utilisation certificates and the 
quarterly progress reports in time to facilitate timely release of funds.

I understand that the State Government, in pursuance of the MOU 
signed with the Ministry of Finance, has revised the tax structure and 
initiated measures to bring down the non-PIan, non-developmental 
expenditure. The State Government should increase the States’ own
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resources by stria financial management, better supervision of revenue 
collection and bringing some more items and services in the tax net to 
generate more income. The State should also reduce its administrative 
expenses and create assets, which would generate income to the State 
Government.

* Opening Remarks at the discussion on the Annual Plan o f  Manipur fo r  2000-01
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I extend my hearty welcome to the Chief Minister of Meghalaya and 
his colleagues to the Planning Commission to discuss the 
developmental needs o f the State and finalise the States Annual Plan 
for 2000-01. This year we made a little departure from the earlier 
practice. The official-level discussions were held by a team of senior 
officers of the Planning Commission at Shillong earlier this year, which 
provided us an opportunity to have a better perception of your 
difficulties and constraints.

The mid-term review of the Ninth Plan has revealed that out of the 
Ninth Plan allocation of Rs. 2500.62 crore, Rs. 1247 crore were 
allocated during the first three years but the actual expenditure has 
been only Rs. 891.20 crore, which was 35.6% of the Ninth Plan 
allocation. For the Annual Plan 1999-2000, the agreed outlay was 
Rs.465 crore. At the request of the State Government, made in February 
2000, this was revised to Rs 350 crore. The actual expenditure was 
only Rs. 343.28 crore.

During the Ninth Plan the State Government has put more emphasis 
on the development of agriculture as 80% of the State’s population is 
engaged in agriculture and related activities. The State Government 
has been diversifying the area to horticulture, including vegetable 
crops, which is gaining momentum. The farmers are being encouraged 
to grow spices, rubber and tea under various schemes so that the State 
could get the benefit of value-addition. Nonetheless, this sector needs 
to be further diversified by accelerating the development o f 
horticulture, floriculture, plantation crops, aromatic and medicinal 
plants and mushrooms with necessary processing and marketing 
facilities.

In spite of the difficulty in access to primary health care because of 
poor connectivity, the State has low IMR compared to the national

MEGHALAYA PLAN FOR 20004)1*
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average. The decline in the immunisation coverage and the rising trends 
in malaria cases need to be effectively tackled. There is a need to 
improve the performance under all the centrally sponsored schemes.

I find that the road intensity in Meghalaya is low at 31 KM /100 Sq. 
KM as against the all-India average of 61 KM /100 Sq. KM and only 
47% of the roads are surfaced.

Though the State is surplus in power generation, it has not been able 
to provide electricity to all the villages, as the villages are scattered 
and have very low population. I hope you will speed up electrification 
of these scattered villages possibly by using non-conventional energy 
sources. I note that over the years the gap between the average tariff 
and the cost of supply has increased from 50.74 paise per unit in
1997-98 to 98.47 paise per unit in 1999-2000. As a result, the net 
commercial loss of Meghalaya State Electricity Board during 1999-
2000 stands at Rs. 52.26 crore.

I note that the State Government has not resorted to ways and means 
advances and overdrafts due to cautious approach in regard to its 
finances. While the State has been making efforts for increasing tax 
and non-tax revenue, there is also a need to restrict its non-Plan 
expenditure so that the developmental work could be taken up on a 
larger scale.

* Opening Remarks at the discussion on the Annual Plan o f  Meghalaya f o r  2000-01
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I welcome the Chief Minister, his colleagues and officers to this meeting 
for the fmalisation of the Annual Plan for 2000-01 of Mizoram. We 
in the Planning Commission look forward for an opportunity to discuss 
the developmental needs of your State from time to time. This time, 
however, I have made a litde departure from the previous meeting. A 
team of the Commission led by Dr. A.K. Kundra, former Principal 
Adviser, with his officers had official-level discussions at Aizawl on 
30th May 2000. This has given us a better perception of your problems 
and constraints, which we would like to address.

I am happy to note that Mizoram has achieved the highest literacy 
level of 95 per cent but at the same time it is a matter of concern that 
the drop-out level in the primary sections is as high as 75 per cent.

The State Government, under your leadership, has been able to 
maintain peace, which is very important for the development of the 
State. The Central Government has recognised this fact by allotting 
Rs.180 crore to tide over your financial problems. Besides, during
1999-2000 the Government has released Rs. 62.15 crore from the 
Non-lapsable Central Pool of Resources for specific infrastructure 
development projects. I would urge the State Government to send 
the utilisation certificates and quarterly progress reports in time to 
facilitate timely release of funds.

It is heartening to know that the Government has accorded priority 
to agricultural production including food production. The State 
Government’s effort to increase the irrigated area under cultivation 
needs a further step-up with the assistance of NABARD and the scheme 
of AIBP. I am glad to see that another area, in which the State 
Government is making appreciable effort, is development o f

MIZORAM PLAN FOR 200041*
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horticulture and vegetables. I am happy to note that the State 
Government is putting greater emphasis on the construction of link 
roads for developing better marketing facilities to the farmers. It is 
necessary to recognise the large scope that exists for fruit processing 
and marketing.

Bamboo grows in abundance in Mizoram. The Government is 
providing facilities for the development o f handicrafts for utilising 
the bamboo. We appreciate the State Government’s initiative in 
proposing the setting up of an integrated bamboo processing industry 
and are awaiting the State Government’s revised project report on the 
lines discussed with the officers in the Planning Commission. I hope 
you will formulate bankable projects to tap all the resources available 
with North Eastern Development Bank.

I understand that the State Government, in pursuance of the MOU 
signed with the Ministry of Finance, has revised the tax structure and 
initiated measures to bring down the non-Plan and non-development 
expenditure. The State Government should increase the State's own 
resources by bringing some more items and services in the tax net to 
generate more income. The State should also reduce its administrative 
expenses and create assets, which would generate income to the State 
Government.

I am happy to note that the State Government has revised the power 
and water tariff from 1.3.2000 and that it has issued instructions for 
metered water supply to some of the consumers. I note that the 
Government has also raised the water charges for all non-metered 
consumers by 33.3 percent.

The State Government will generate additional revenue of Rs.9.00 
crore with the upward revision of the power tariff. Nevertheless, there 
will still be a gap of Rs. 42 crore. I understand that the State 
Government has issued a notification for the upward revision of land 
revenue. The passenger feres have also been revised. I hope that you 
will fulfill all the commitments you have undertaken while signing
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the MoU. I also hope that the State Government would reinforce 
financial discipline and mobilise resources in line with the size of the 
Plan you would like to implement.

You will recall that I have already stressed the need for a realistic 
assessment of the resources for determining the Plan size. An allocation 
of Rs. 360 crore was made for the Annual Plan 1999-2000, which 
was revised to Rs. 380 crore at RE stage. I am happy that the State 
has utilised Rs. 378 crore during 1999-2000.

* Opening Remarks at the discussion on the Annual Plan o f  Mizoram fo r  2000-01
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I welcome the Chief Minister of Nagaland and his colleagues to this 
meeting, which will provide a useful opportunity to both of us to 
address the developmental needs of your State in the context of 
determining the size of the Annual Plan for 2000-01. As you are 
probably aware, this time we have made a little departure from the 
earlier practice. Official-level discussions were held by a team of senior 
officers of the Planning Commission headed by Dr. A.K. Kundra, 
former Principal Adviser (State Plans), in the State Capital earlier this 
year. This has given us a better perception of your genuine difficulties 
and constraints.

I am happy to note that significant progress has been achieved in the 
social sectors as reflected in literacy level of 84%, rural connectivity of 
90%, electrification of 96% villages and potable water supply to 81% 
villages, besides sound health indicators. It is, however, a matter for 
concern that the performance of the State in the acceptance of family 
planning methods has of late shown a sharp decline. Moreover, the 
coverage of immunisation has also declined.

The mid-term review of the Ninth Plan has brought out the fact that 
the progress, both in physical and financial terms, in many sectors, 
particularly in the poverty alleviation programmes and agriculture 
sector, is far below the targets. During the first three years the 
production of foodgrains and commercial crops was about half of the 
Ninth Plan target, whereas the production of oilseeds and pulses was 
only 18% and 11% of the respective targets. It has been noticed that 
according to a study done by the Tata Economic Consulancy the extent 
of diversion of the supplies under PDS in your State has been 100% 
for wheat, 40% for rice and 24% for sugar. I would like your 
Government to take steps to curb these diversions. The long-practised 
Jhumming cultivation has resulted in a sharp decline in soil fertility

NAGALAND PLAN FOR 200041*
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and crop productivity. Soil conservation needs to be accorded top 
priority. For sustainable development o f agriculture action needs to 
be initiated to utilise the irrigation potential created and increase 
agricultural production and productivity.

The congenial climatic conditions in the State offer considerable 
potential for horticulture development. Efforts being made by the 
State Government by way of financial and technical support for the 
development of orchards and production of spices and cut flowers are 
commendable. I hope this would facilitate rapid development of 
horticulture and, in turn, generation of employment and incomes in 
rural areas. I am happy to note that the State Government is making 
efforts to encourage tree plantation by creating awareness and 
facilitating technology transfer so that it can become a people’s 
movement. I hope this would help in enlarging the area under forest.

The Indo-Myanmar Border Trade Agreement has opened up new 
opportunities to exploit trade potential. It is satisfying that the trade 
points have been identified and the building up of necessary 
infrastructure has already started. I hope that the State Government 
would take full advantage of this opportunity to generate income and 
employment.

Development of tourism, especially the eco-tourism, provides avenues 
of raising income and employment opportunities for the youth of 
Nagaland. Action needs to be initiated to encourage tourism, including 
training programmes to inject professionalism in tourism-related 
activities. However, adequate infrastructure would have to be built 
with the participation of the private sector. Above all, it would be 
necessary to create a climate of peace to take full advantage of the 
potential o f tourism.

I understand that the operating loss of power utility has increased 
from Rs.16.08 crore in 1997-98 to Rs.28.35 crore in 1999-2000 
and the T& D  losses remain much higher than the all-India average. 
Against the average tariff of 190 paise/kwh, the average cost of supply 
was 399 paise/kwh in 1999-2000, leaving a large gap of 209 paise/ 
kwh to be bridged. There is an urgent need to revise the power tariff
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suitably, which has not been revised since 1995. The completion of 
the Likim-ro hydel project, partly funded out o f the Non-lapsable 
Central Pool of Resources, should be expedited.

A total allocation of Rs.61.08 crore was made for Nagaland from the 
Non-lapsable Central Pool of Resources in 1999-2000 for 12 projects 
in different sectors against which Rs.46.08 crore have been released. 
Till date, the utilisation certificates for three projects only have been 
received. It is essential that these projects are monitored closely and 
the utilization certificates sent to us to enable the release of further 
installments well in time.

A Memorandum o f Understanding was signed by the State 
Government in April 1999, which provided for various measures to 
control fiscal deficit, including expenditure and cost management, 
additional resource mobilisation by way of enhancing tax and non
tax revenue, effecting reforms in power and transport sectors, etc. To 
implement the MOU, the State Government has informed us of some 
measures they have taken for curtailing of non-Plan expenditure, 
increasing the role and responsibilities of Village Councils, raising tax 
and non-tax revenues and setting up expert/high-powered committees 
for rationalisation and redeployment of manpower and suggesting 
measures to effect reforms in power and transport sectors. However, it 
appears that the implementation of these measures during 1999-2000 
has not been effective. I hope that the State Government agrees that 
these measures need to be pursued much more vigorously so that the 
MOU is implemented in letter and spirit.

'  Opening Remarks at the discussion on the Annual Plan o f  Nagaland fo r  2000-01
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I welcome the Chief Minister and his colleagues to this meeting to 
finalise the Annual Plan for 2000-01 of Orissa.

It is heartening to know that the State has taken a number of measures 
to promote prudent fiscal management in order to address the grave 
financial position of the State. The withdrawal of existing Sales Tax 
concessions, levy of Entry Tax, withdrawal of subsidies to major and 
medium industries, simplification of regulations regarding the settling 
up of Sales Tax disputes, abolition of 50% of the base level vacancies, 
reduction of the existing manpower in government departments and 
other such measures will definitely help the State to tide over its current 
financial crisis.

Orissa was the first in the country to take up power sector reforms. I 
must compliment you for this. The State Electricity Regulatory 
Commission has been in position since 1996. Although three tariff 
orders have been passed and implemented, the financial viability of 
the power sector has not yet been achieved. This is mainly due to the 
high level of the T&D losses of about 48 per cent. In order to make 
the Orissa Grid Corporation financially viable, it is essential to take 
appropriate steps to reduce these losses. I am confident that you must 
already be taking the corrective measures for this.

We have been informed that the progress in the disinvestment process, 
as spelt out in the MOU signed by the State Government, has been 
proceeding at an uneven pace. I would request you to ask the concerned 
departments to ensure compliance with the MOU so that the financial 
position of the State improves. The State Road Transport Corporation 
with just 250 buses and over 4500 employees provides only 4% of 
the transport service in the State. The operational viability o f this 
Corporation needs to be reviewed on a priority basis.

ORISSA PLAN FOR 200041*
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Coming to the social sector, I am constrained to point out that the 
social indicators of the State are a cause for concern. The Infant 
Mortality Rate at 98 per thousand is the highest in the country. The 
literacy level is low at 51% against the national average o f 62 per 
cent. The level of female literacy is only 38% compared to the all- 
India average of 50 per cent. The percentage of rural population living 
below the poverty line as per the Expert Group estimates of 1993-94 
is 49.72% as compared to the all-India average of 37.27 per cent.

School education needs special attention so that the existing high 
drop-out rate is reduced. The 13,000 vacancies of teachers in schools 
should be filled at the earliest and the primary school system should 
be suitably linked up with the ICDS so that the girl child can attend 
the school. Per capita expenditure on education, which is Rs.396 
compared to the all-India average of Rs.535, needs to be increased.

The health facilities, particularly in the remote areas, need to be 
strengthened. The problem of vacancies in the health and education 
sectors is especially severe and needs to be tackled through innovative 
methods. In the discussions held recently in the State capital by our 
officers it was learnt that out of the 80 Mobile Health Units in the 
KBK area, 40 Units did not have doctors. I hope that the existing 
vacancies will be filled in on a contractual basis through the Zila 
Swasthya Samitis immediately.

The economy of the State has unfortunately been a victim to a series 
of natural calamities. In six out of die last ten years the State witnessed 
either drought or floods or cyclones. These have ravaged the State. We 
note, however, that the KBK area of the State has an average rainfall of 
1150 mm-1200 mm from June-end to September. If properly 
harnessed, keeping the topographical characteristics in view, this area 
inhabited by extremely poor people can be drought-proofed, which 
will eventually lead to agricultural prosperity. It will make an 
appreciable dent on the poverty of the area.

We are concerned that agriculture, which is the mainstay of the 
economy, has suffered and agricultural productivity has not kept pace
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with the average for the country. Foodgrain production has actually 
declined from 78.3 lakh tonnes in 1995-96 to 57.90 lakh tonnes in
1998-99. This is against the target o f 158.10 lakh tonnes for the 
Ninth Plan. This requires a multi-pronged approach including the 
use of better quality seeds, increase in the use of fertilizers and disaster 
proofing, particularly drought proofing through watershed 
development and afforestation. The target for milk production for the 
Ninth Plan is 40.30 lakh tonnes. Against this only 7.50 lakh tonnes 
is estimated to have been achieved in 1999-2000. Further, the State 
has barely exploited about a quarter of its production potential in the 
fisheries sector. This also has a tremendous employment potential, 
particularly for poor fishermen. It requires very little capital investment 
to achieve this.

Although the State Government has made efforts to change some of 
its policies, such as the policy for non-timber forest products, whereby 
60 items of NTFP have been transferred to the control of Gram 
Panchayats, the present policy of nationalisation of certain critical 
NTFPs such as bamboo, sal seeds and tendu leaves also needs to be 
reviewed. The discussions with the State Government departments 
have also shown that the problem of timely release of LCs, particularly 
to the forest department, continues. As a result, the afforestation 
programmes continue to suffer.

We are happy to note that amendments are being made in the 
regulations relating to alienation of tribal lands in the scheduled areas 
of the State. We hope that letter will be matched with spirit so that 
the tribals are able to regain control over their land and retain it as 
well. The resettlement and rehabilitation policy needs to be reviewed. 
Whenever a large project is planned, transparency in land acquisition 
and rehabilitation measures may be ensured and the local people taken 
into confidence.

I am pleased to learn about the strides made in information technology, 
particularly the setting up of the Gramsat project. This system should 
be used to increase transparency at the grassroots level by transmitting 
information on the type of projects being funded and the amount of
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funds flowing into each Gram Panchayat. The State Government has 
made laudable efforts in attracting software export units. This will go 
a long way in mitigating the problem of unemployment among the 
educated youth.

I need hardly say that the KBK districts of Orissa need special attention. 
While it is important that adequate fund flow is maintained to this 
region, the administrative arrangements for implementation of 
development programmes need to be streamlined. The office of the 
Administrator, Special Projects is yet to be shifted to Koraput although 
a decision to this effect was taken long ago. I would request you to 
take immediate steps in this direction, as it is important that a nodal 
officer takes an overview of the development problems as well as the 
funds available for development. The High-Level Committee that has 
been set up for the area should be activated. This Committee would 
provide a very useful common forum for representatives of the Central 
Government and the State Government to discuss the problems of 
the area and chalk out an Action Plan with elected representatives. 
We are concerned about the endemic poverty of the region. The region 
is being treated at par with Special Category States for AIBP loans. It 
is only the joint effort of the State and Central Governments and the 
people of the region, which would help mitigate the problem through 
an approach, which includes drought proofing, improvement in the 
education and health facilities and more responsive and effective 
administrative arrangements.

The preliminary work on the Orissa State Development Report has 
started. This Report would give us the status of the socio-economic 
development of the State and also serve as a policy advocacy document. 
This will be a joint effort of the State Government and Planning 
Commission and I hope that work on this Report will be completed 
as per schedule.

* Opening Remarks a t the discussion on the Annual Plan o f  Orissa f i r  2000-01
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I take great pleasure in inviting the Chief Minister o f Pondicherry 
and his officers to this meeting for the finalisation of the Annual Plan 
for 2000-01 of the Union Territory of Pondicherry.

At the outset, I would compliment the Chief Minister for the excellent 
health indices achieved by the UT of Pondicherry. The Birth Rate has 
been 18 per thousand as against the all-India average of 26.4 per 
thousand in 1998 and the Infant Mortality Rate has been 22 per 
thousand against the national average of as high as 71 per thousand 
during 1997. I also find that the UT has been maintaining excellent 
track record of managing the AIDS control programme.

I would also like to compliment the Chief Minister for the increased 
revenue collection of Rs.478.91 crore against the Budget Estimate of 
Rs.411.71 crore during 1999-2000.

It is gratifying to note that as in the health sector, the UT 
Administration has performed very well in the field of education as 
well. The overall literacy rate in the UT has jumped from about 75% 
in 1991 to 90% in 1997 against the all-India average of 62% with 
additional feature of gender divide coming down from 14.5 percentage 
point to 8 percentage point during the same period. In its otherwise 
commendable performance in the field of education, the UT needs to 
pay more attention to improve literacy among the Scheduled Caste 
population whose literacy level continues to be about 56 per cent. I 
would urge the UT Administration to pay urgent attention to this 
problem. One more programme of the UT worth mentioning in the 
context o f education is that the U T Administration has been 
implementing various schemes including 15 self-help groups formed 
with the assistance of Southern Regional Centre, Chennai, in which 
economic activities are also involved, so that the targeted neo-literates, 
basically women, arc encouraged to continue studies.
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Agriculture continues to be the backbone of Pondicherry’s economy 
with 50% of income coming from this sector, which also supports 70% 
of the rural population. However, with progressive urbanisation and 
other industrial activities the net cultivated area is likely to decline by 
around 10% by the end of the Ninth Plan, which underscores the need 
for ensuring that such diversion does not adversely affect the rural 
population. The UT has a high level of fertilizer consumption, which 
would call for soil testing and if such a testing indicates adverse effect 
on the soil, the same needs to be corrected by use of bio-fertilizer and 
organic manure. I understand that the UT Administration is seized of 
these problems and is taking necessary corrective steps.

Another area o f concern is over-exploitation of ground water in 
Pondicherry. There is an urgent need for recharging ground water as 
also for regulation of exploitation of ground water. I understand that a 
Bill to regulate the use of ground water in Pondicherry was presented 
in the last session of the Assembly in April 1999. This needs to be 
enacted as a law for attaining the desired result.

It is noticed that the performance of the Administration under the Rural 
Poverty Alleviation Programmes is not up to the mark with Employment 
Assurance Scheme showing particularly poor performance causing 
concern. Considering the importance of the programme, I need hardly 
emphasise that the Administration would pay a serious and urgent 
attention to this programme for the benefit of the rural population. This 
also underscores the need for elected Panchayats so that the problems 
of rural people get adequate attention. I would urge upon the Chief 
Minister to ensure that elections to the Gram Panchayats are held at 
the earliest.

Even though Pondicherry is an industrially backward area, due to the 
sustained efforts of the Administration, it has been able to make steady 
progress towards industrialisation. But, I am told that die State-owned 
Anglo French Textiles Corporation, which was hitherto competing with 
other mills in the organised sector, has now been incurring losses for 
the sixth consecutive year due to various factors. The problems need 
to be sorted out on priority basis and the health of the mill improved at
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the earliest. The UT Administration would like to consider setting up 
effluent treatment plants at various industrial sites so as to keep the 
environment eco-friendly. The UT Administration may also give due 
priority to prevention of soil and coastal erosion by planting o f tree 
saplings on the banks of rivers, channels, tank bunds, road sides and 
coastal areas, in a big way.

In the power sector, the financial performance of the Pondicherry 
Electricity Department has been noteworthy with average tariff 
charged being more than the cost of supply o f power in the past. 
However, I find that for the year 2000-01 the average tariff rate is 
lower than the average cost of supply. There is a need to reduce the 
gap by rationalisation of tariff so that Pondicherry restores and 
maintains its past healthy record of recovery. The average agricultural 
tariff continues to be very low at 8 paise per unit and this calls for 
immediate revision. The Electricity Regulatory Commission needs to 
be in posiuon at the earliest to expedite power sector reforms.

I find that the record of providing Basic Minimum Services (BMS) in 
the UT has been satisfactory. The number of primary schools as per 
norm has been set up. So far as primary health care is concerned, 
there are more Sub-Centres and PHCs than required as per the norms 
for 1991 population. Also it has more manpower than the required 
number, except specialists, at the CHCs. It is important that the UT 
builds up appropriate referral linkages between the primary, secondary 
and tertiary care institutions to meet the complex health care needs of 
the population, including management of non-communicable diseases. 
All the 264 villages have been connected with roads and safe drinking 
water has been provided to these habitations. However, all the four 
regions of the UT, being located in the seacoast with ferro geological 
formations, frequently meet with qualitative problems of salinity, iron 
and fluoride in water, which needs focused attention. It is heartening 
to note that the UT of Pondicherry has already eradicated manual 
scavenging.

Pondicherry has a network of 577 kms of bus-plying road under PWD. 
The emphasis in the Ninth Plan should be on improvement and up-
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gradation of the existing roads and qualitative upgradadon of bridges, 
etc. It is noticed that Tourism and Transport Corporation, a 
Government agency, has been incurring losses. Considering the 
prospect of tourism, the Administration may explore the feasibility of 
private sector participation in road transport and tourism sectors.

In view of the resource constraints I would urge upon the Chief 
Minister to prepare a core Plan, which should get priority in resource 
allocation vis-i-vis the non-core Plan.

Mr. Chief Minister, to-day’s meeting is for flnalisation of the Annual 
Plan 2000-01 but I take this opportunity to appreciate that your UT 
Administration has initiated action on the preparation of Vision 2020 
Document for Pondicherry.

* Opening Remarks at the discussion on the Annual Plan o f  Pondicherry fo r 2000-01
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I extend a cordial welcome to the Chief Minster o f Punjab, his 
colleagues and the team of officers to this meeting.

Annual Plans arc operative means for fructification of long and 
medium-term development objectives. Meaningful attainment of 
targets and objectives is possible if such Plans are carefully formulated 
and then implemented in time. In seeking to objectify this process, 
the Planning Commission has always endeavoured to play a supportive 
role. By way of providing a new orientation to this role, I have asked 
the officers of the Planning Commission to undertake frequent tours 
of the concerned States so that they can be more interactive with the 
State Government and I have every reason to believe that this has 
proved useful. I would also add that the presentation we have just 
seen about your State is another feature introduced from this year, 
which will help to make the Annual Plan discussions with the States 
more interactive.

I must reiterate that the formulation of a realistic Plan and its effective 
implementation will always pay dividends. As a starting point, I think 
we could observe that Punjab’s Plan expenditure in the first three 
years of the Ninth Plan has been rather less than the agreed outlay. It 
is also a matter for concern that the committed expenditure has been 
increasing rapidly in comparison to the moderate growth in revenue 
receipts. The tax-SDP ratio for Punjab is declining over time. In 1997- 
98 this share has been 7.3% and is substantially less than that for 
Kerala (14.3%), Karnataka (12.2%) and Gujarat (10.5%). Large sums 
of borrowed funds are being drawn upon, inter alia, to sustain PSEs. 
Let us also note that Punjab could not fully avail o f the conditional 
portions o f agreed Central Assistance mainly relating to EAPs and 
AIBP. It would be advisable for Punjab to take up more EAPs., as is 
the case in States with comparable economic setting like Maharashtra, 
Karnataka and Tamil Nadu.

PUNJAB PLAN FOR 200M1*
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The growth rate of the State economy, which was 5.4% during the 
eighties, has dropped to 4.1% in the first two years of the Ninth 
Plan. Punjab, with its commendable level o f human development 
performance and infrastructure base, is expected to play a leading role 
in the country. Punjab’s per capita income (viz. NSDP at current 
prices) of Rs. 19500 for 1997-98 continues to be the highest followed 
by that of Maharashtra, Haryana and Gujarat. Its level of foodgrains 
production continues to be excellent. Consolidation, diversification 
and further augmentation of a multi-faceted developmental thrust in 
agro-marketing activities will need an assured provision of input services 
by the State Government. I am confident that Punjab will rise to the 
occasion and will simultaneously address problems like depletion of 
water table in some areas, excessive use o f chemical fertilizers and 
deteriorating soil health.

In one prioritised area, that of modernising an extensive irrigation 
network, Punjab seems to have been depending rather heavily on loan 
assistance in recent years. The State’s Irrigation Department is also 
incurring operating losses. Viewed in this perspective, your policy of 
supplying water for irrigation free of cost does not seem to be advisable, 
quite apart from the question of wasteful use of a precious natural 
resource. In such circumstances there is a strong case for levying 
rational irrigation charges and adoption of better water conservation 
techniques.

Punjab has already augmented its installed power generation capacity 
by 420 MW in the first two years of the Ninth Five Year Plan. It is 
unfortunate that the time and cost overruns for the Ranjit Sagar Project 
have been excessive but this negative picture is mitigated somewhat 
by the expectation that all the four units of the Project are to be 
commissioned during the present financial year. There is concern about 
the deteriorating financial performance of Punjab SEB with its net 
commercial loss o f Rs.1340 crore in 1999-2000. The Planning 
Commission feels that the present policy of supplying free power to 
farmers is not in the larger interest o f either farmers or the State 
exchequer. Under the circumstances the State should go in for
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rationalisation of power tariff, which, it may be recalled, is one of the 
items of the MOU for fiscal reforms. The goal of providing continuous 
good quality power to consumers at a reasonable price raises the 
question of power sector reforms. It would be encouraging to know 
that Punjab has initiated steps in this direction.

Priority should be given to the creation of infrastructure. However, 
the State is relying heavily on NABARD and HUDCO loan assistance 
for financing the prioritised works of construction, modernisation and 
upgradation of infrastructure. The States road transport undertakings 
have been able to show good operational performance in terms of fleet 
utilisation and staff productivity but they are simultaneously incurring 
losses. Streamlining of overhead expenses and rationalisation of fore 
structures seem unavoidable.

The efforts of the State Government aimed at industrialisation appear 
to be mainly directed towards providing incentives to prospective 
entrepreneurs in large and medium scale industries. However, the 
agro-based and small-scale industries, with their employment potential, 
deserve the special attention of the State Governmment.

Improved provision of social services to all, with special attention to 
the vulnerable groups, is a must for a progressive and caring society. I 
would urge that development of institutions and infrastructure for 
social services and their consolidation should be comprehensively 
prioritised in the Plans. Disbursement of money to beneficiaries should 
not be the sole indicator of achievement. We must also recall that 
Punjab has a proud tradition of meaningful private initiatives for 
providing help in such fields as welfare of the disabled, help for 
destitute and medical attention to victims of accidents. These initiatives 
must be nurtured and strengthened.

A great deal remains to be done for villages. Here I would draw your 
attention to the Pradhan Mantri’s Gramodaya Yojana (PMGY). It is a 
new initiative in place of the earlier BMS from this financial year and 
it aims at assured provision of sustainable human development at the 
village level. I solicit your full cooperation to make this venture a 
major success. The Panchayati Raj Institutions (PRIs) are now entrusted
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with planning and implementation of a large number of social sector 
and rural development programmes. I would urge that PRIs should 
be functionally empowered with devolution of adequate funds. You 
may recall that the Government o f Punjab was given ACA of Rs.20 
lakh in 1998-99 for the preparation of State Human Development 
Report. I would request the State Government to get the report 
prepared expeditiously.

It appears that you have scheduled the NABARD-aided rural water 
supply scheme for implementation from the current financial year. 
While on this subject, it is also suggested that the Government of 
Punjab may fully utilise the Central funds available under the Rajiv 
Gandhi National Drinking Water Mission.

Your performance in the education sector deserves special mention. 
Punjab has fully achieved the national norms for establishment of 
schools at different levels. Punjab also has in position a good network 
for imparting technical education. I am happy to know about your 
programme for setting up the first ITI for disabled at Patti in Amritsar 
district. Your programme for prioritising information technology (IT) 
development in the State is also well appreciated. You will, however, 
have to make special efforts to improve female literacy in Ferozpur, 
Bhatinda, Sangrur and Faridkot districts.

There are certain areas with special developmental problems because 
of geographical location or topographical features. In the vicinity of 
the Kandi Hills, the Government of Punjab is implementing the second 
phase of the WB-aided Integrated Watershed Development Project. 
Supplementary developmental efforts for the area should be 
strengthened under State Plans too. Developmental programmes for 
areas in Punjab along the international border also deserve more 
focussed attention under the State Plans.

Coming now to the environment, I would like Punjab to initiate the 
Agenda 21 process across the State, both in the countryside and in 
the towns and cities. Let the municipalities and local authorities chalk 
out a sustainable future for the cities. Let Punjab, one the most 
prosperous States in the country, lead the way in providing dean air,
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water and civic amenities to its citizens. Let it develop efficient, effective 
and sustainable waste management systems, set up oxidation ponds 
for sewage treatment in every town and city and ensure the treatment 
of industrial effluents to prevent contamination of soil and water from 
which it draws sustenance. Let an Award on the lines o f the “Green 
Panchayat” Award be introduced for the cleanest and greenest city in 
the State and let local participation be encouraged. Such an Action 
Plan would be particularly desirable for some of its older cities where 
the problem of ground water pollution needs to be seriously addressed. 
Fluoride pollution in Ludihana and Sangrur, nitrate pollution in Patiala, 
Faridkot, Ferozpur, Sangrur and Bhatinda and chromium pollution 
in Ludhiana are causes for great concern.

Punjab has been through a very difficult and challenging period. You 
have applied the healing touch and brought die smile back on the 
face of Punjab. The time has now come to take tough decisions to 
mobilise resources to steer the State back to its rightful place on the 
path of progress. The brave land of the Gurus deserves no less. Punjab 
has for long been the pride of the nation, its valiant sword-arm, capable 
of the highest achievements and the greatest sacrifices. I am confident 
that it will yet again take the lead in many areas of development.

Let me wish you all success in holding the XI National Games. Before 
I conclude, I must congratulate you for the success of the various 
programmes organised for celebrating the Tercentenary of the Khalsa.

* Opening Remarks at the discussion on the Annual Plan o f  Punjab fo r  2000-01
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W W R  e f t  m P h )  i f lu R T  2 0 0 0 - 2 0 0 1

3  ?T5rWH qlPta 2000-2001 >̂f WT ^  ^  fcHJ gcil^
ifH  «lc)<+> if 3ft? *Hcp <M64('lRli l'l B̂T 'W i<ld ctWdl ]||

A ?J'5*T -FRWR 5̂t <Wl4 ‘J'TT 'cll^ll 3)io41 ■cTl'jJ'-i) 3Ti9)R ^  ?31% 
^  fcTCf ?FST ^ '̂ ■U ?R3TER 'JST̂  «PT 'Hlbcl R>̂ 11 cff^T Ht<JT
4lv»HI ^  c?kH 'H'HhMl'l v̂ di'l ?faEr if ?RKI g>t vJM<t|(2| T̂cfP̂ vFR) 
^  ?i^f ^  WWTT t  <Kilfa> ?I'3<3 1*RT 4 m HI ^  22525.83
c b ^  WTTT ^  3FJ*TPT cJcfHT if M&tI cft*T ^ i f  3> cFTH^T

8216.42 <T>'<'|'$ ?otn? (36.5%) I?t 'STT̂ T̂̂fiĝ TT t l  f̂hff t̂faFFT 
^  fen? 3^ iP id  funding pattern 3ft ĉHT if # 3ptt <£
3>f WTTf̂ tf vĴ df«|t|| vjc'Hlg'Jl'Icb c1<4k M'Kjd c[Rcff cRfff̂ j <|><?t
#3RT ^W pff ^  UfvRRT ?>q if ?F3J ^  \3WR 1997-98 if 94.26% ^  
939>? 1999-2000 *f 299.66% t f  5 #  ^5R ?m  *F> WTER 
(TjWsir^ 1997-98 if (-) 20.49% % 1999-2000 if (-) 262.77%
?? ^  aft? k̂-TTtuRT '{M'W oEpj cf> UlclVId ^  ^  if 3*̂ HlPld STR
y r a p i  if  tff trafcr § £  t i  ?mrf*r, jtc ftc t i  t  %  ?t«®r % f t #
cf>? 3ft? fa^d if c5T 3ft? l̂? f̂TSFfl «3RI if 10%

gRT a w  ^T Pl<i-5tui &'<<& OTT if 5526 ^  «f>f
? p tr t  <+>'('̂  sn tn ? if 'gyw  3>?% f^rtj ̂ e?  ?Tuf^n#hr x sw r

t l  3TRIT t  fifr ?n5?I f?T  fe?TT i f  3ft? SIFt 3&TTI

?TuR$rR ?r^j ^cb  MRcÎ H Pl̂ lH «F5T <1|'W(̂ «t> TRTF̂ hj t l
1998*99 ^  tcT? vî '̂lRlcll, Stef TO Stfclf̂ H cJî H vjc^Kchdl 3ft? 
f̂ PW ^T TO WW 3l^ld, 3Tfeef T̂RcT 3ft>Hd ^  89%, 278 f^JclWtS? 
3ft? 7.6 <̂ f4xt ^?RT if 90%, 280 f^cfPflZ? 3ft? 5.9
t, v}W4> ^ d ?  chi4 P̂t ^itdi t l  24.5.1998
^  h p j  ?n w R ”r t o  ^ r  sf%  f e e W t e ?  2 9  ^  ^  ? f t  ^ 5? ^  2 4  

^>? \»ll^ ^  'I ?  f^cfR  ^f>?^ 3ii<)?^<t>dl t ,  sr^ fsn  5?f^T

f̂ nT*T gft ftrftq R̂ fct ?̂ Ĵcsr TWra tI%7TTI
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w w h  f ^ c f  f^xfhr R^ilct 3  ^ y w  f^xj g>t srraszraKTT 

t l  1999-2000 (?t.3t.) 3^7 ^T3RT 2000-01 3  f^ReT f̂ RTcT

XTf^Ftfrnft *R flfctoTPT ^  3fl? sftacT '!M W  # 7

^5t MR) ijPicJ 3fNl?T el Mid ^  ^tW «(% ST'rR ^  q>IXul f^Efi?R9T 

3ft *WI«HI t l  Spftf 3fFjfS T jfte  efFTcT 35T ^ c T  62%

'HpifcHd t l  qiPif^cf> Terra vjjt 1992-93 ('tl+dRqj) ^  259.50 TO

2IT, ^  1999-2000 (Wfitffeld SP^TH) 3  WS3R 1512.85 ^  WcTRTI

W  t l

#, «i4H ' I ^  R« j k  ^  3)Rad ^TRcffa 3 )i^ , >jfr 1983-84 stK
1993-94 3 M?T: 45.65% 37.27% ^  foRT 3 W  T O T? ^

^  1983-84 ^  33.50% ^  1993-94 3 26.46% cWF> gR^ ^  M M
3ft <1'<I51I tll^ll I 12729 'WT̂ f 3>t J?f% oJjf̂ T <|«$4| 3TO

pel'll 3  1997-98 9356 (q^Hll cplHcil tR) f%R JffcT
oqRrl 3TRT ^R ?T«?I T O R  SRI JRITO fcR^ vjfT^

31 iciyiicr>cii t l

g)W 'HHlfaq> <{Jx(q>l ’ft >§pR f^niT vjtl'll 3T*lfi$RT t l  3fr? *TftcTF

?TT«RclT ~5K 54.98% 3ffc 20.44% t  3ffeef iTRtfRi *ff8Rcll 3 flW

5 ^ =  52.21%, 64.13% sfft 39.29% t l  ^rftcTT 'HIWell ^  XR H JH

vJTT̂  3j|q?^cpdl t  d>$f<fc4) 5>T ^>oT 3l^4ld,

3)%oT ^TRcfal sfrflcT %  ^ »T  t l  5*T3> 3TfctftcRT, STfeeT ^ R  t r

3t?i1|t|cl v5p»T ^7  Xjg f$T?J ^  ^7  ?TuReTH 3  3rf?T9> t l  3ft? X^tFT

kc«if«fii 3?%ef TTRcffa ?cR ^  3>*T t l  ^  ^  ’O w K

^NcHS^ ^ R d  ^  3frf uFFFTcf •<<♦51*4, cbcr̂ Jl°l <t>Î Ssf>*4 ^

R l^ iq i  ^  ^E IR  W  cft&cl t ,  ^R TF% T t l

’ITOI 3)T 3 H f ^  'ff^OT 1999-2000) «l€JI'Wl ^  \JcMI^ t o t W f  

3RTvjft 3ft? "̂ Teft ^  'dcMl«5'1 if Rlxiqc 3?R >H^?f 4>^dl t l  5l<?lil >̂, 

^Iqci 3fl? ^  ^ N t  ^  \jcmi«5'1 #  1997-98 ^  1.90 dl<a ^  y<w<iel

1998-99 ^  2.05 oIT?? ^  cFSTT 3rat& ^  cfl^H ^

^  67.01 cIR5 cPT ^  68.80 eTRI S*T ^  t l  3 R M  vicmcJH

3fl? 3jf̂ ra> W3I% foTXJ tjRTcf ôT ^  Jlfcf t ^ R  vi<5^ vi^Vl
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Mtrfllfed fttj vfT̂r ^  3)iq?<J<?>dl 11 f̂ rfcT if 7JEJR ^  fcP? 311 q *<<<*> 
WTRT ft*J 'jII'I 3»t 3ll<HMct>d| ^1 1999 if ^  

yfof <?if if Bicf It if ftm ■w TRfTEnr afk cif̂ ci *r$t f̂ ŝHTsf! 
3>t iJTT ^ 7WET if Ml̂ f*t<r>dlv f̂ ratRcT gvHT felT if Tilt 

t l

7T5TWH if *f7F3fef eft 3ffc TflST

I t  srflra>rer sngrcff if ^rrft ■ywfrr ^reeft TFmrraff vhfr xiFft if 
<K?fRi5<5 I f t  s fk  'UKH'i g>t w w  gst s i h  if ^
f?pj 7i? 3)iq?ii4> t  f t  snft ?ra  it eft irf ^cRT g5t 
r̂gTZRTT £  XTcf) a n w  ^fcf MER ofr feT? 3TEZT7FT c ^ n j l

arsrilR) Trran if P ^ ic ^  eT«n w i t  ^  xjg •*jv5rcT ^  3fcpra  
i t  TTvSJ ^  3>jj ‘HHl'l if uToT-^R if Ruiqc 3TT̂  1? 3ft>f STEZRpff 

i f  fldcii I  f t  yj^ 3rraR?ra w ? ft  if \5i?T tt?^  i t  f t  «rcf ^5t 4j uicini 
% uj^t <1*1 WH! I, SRTjftf^ *1131 if vlcf Pi <*>101'I cfSJT vJM^Vl ^  £f>Kul 
^rft if 3fT t I  -yi^m ^  '■w'ftr^ 7t R&rfci aft? |Rft wr Tit t i
■qtvRj 3n7fFf ^  3 iR|4>iR 4) ^5t €t*r jjrt  sp f f  ?Tcf I t  if  ft<7  *n j 

^Rpf tt?  ^ 1  tpejt f t  *f|vjjc;i ^Kgtpxfr if ^  7jt£rPt 01 ■*r*iJI 35% ^cbK 
st cWTfit >3% 3jpT I t  W l  ^  BTcfcT if cTRlT v3fT 71^11

Tjf^ 7^I-7QTg cfiT 'Mcf|q\>i'icp g5T  ̂ f^ IT  ^nn BtcTT eft W K  71? 

'frw sn f t  flgd ^  TjsnrfcT tor Tft^ ^  wft it gtiRf 75% it yTRti 
3RT: ?*T ^Sliq ^TI Hl '̂l f t  §u'SM*4t )̂T MtHel-l 3^7
3Tf^P ysjiddl ^  ft^IT vHFTT n̂f%tr| -d̂ cniyt ^OiRl^t | ?̂T TWJ ^
^>wto, 7FR7JT ^  'HHIttH ^5t Ptf?qcl 7W ^  3fRfFf H'iivJJll,

vWft 7T55I I^PRR 5̂t R^fct W H I 5̂7 7?T It  I TT̂ TJ ^  fcTCJ 7j|t 

'tjaiq I  f t  iTuPTR 3TR9RH 'KftM ^  3T?nt5T Rpft 5<T>ddl ^  
v3Hl̂ , vTeRftR TRER «Dl4il>*ll, M̂ Vl ^  fcHJ Sfitt̂ ld <1*̂  vSTof
5̂t ^T: vJMih-*! 5̂7̂ t cfnra? «RT̂ f cTSTI ' ^ d  ^  Sfftt^jot XJW 3^?nPft

vsM^Vl ^ t  Pl<if5td ^57% ^  IcHJ f^ rm w  vJMI'tl 3iH'1l^ feftj 3fEZRFT 

I vJ’WI cfj'iHfl v»ctl'j>Rl 5T0IT# ^tT ^TP? T ^ t  ^  fcP? I t  3)iq?i((t5 ^flt 

% <jfc<f) 71? ift <jPlf?qt1 fenj 3liqsf<<cr) I  f t  3̂T?f ’Qpft ^5t

csraw i ^>t mit ^T: trr=ft ^ t anrra h  I t  «rr7t, ^ n f t

^rt^TRw, anft I t t? i #i
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ygjVT ^  Pie<£), W 9  TJcT \3filVl R«pl<i 3>t ?Tv5*I
3  fclSITeT 'H«s»iiq,ini t l  glcliR), T O ,  3rf^5T9T 4rail Wlcf *£&! «rep? 

ft̂ TT t t  'JT3̂  ^  WIB? WctT F̂TcTT t l  Tfi?^ ^  *icHl6 «fT
t  3  1J3TT4 ^ T  ?F>?T ^  3T37 t t  \itlVfl ijW lS 'l f^JT vSTTtJI 

3)dl4l ^  'd w K  ^  3 T jfc l 35WTT f%  W  4 f ^ R T  ^ -5 t  

<J»|<ll»t|iM <J>f cfv5f cp̂ |

JTH3 R«t>m f r M  ^ JR  35?^ % ?IXSI 7R5CT7 gRT f̂ 5TJ "»TTJ MO I'M) ift 
T̂CHRT 3>7cf % r̂w WQ'il %  Rm)(5 3>T 3tfrR Wf f^n  XflTTJ cT8JT

5'd<+>i ^Tefsr ô 'd-yi \5fnri

*¥ 3TFt <t>gHi t(i^ ii %  •<ib$ y  yi4)ui «w4d>*i, ■̂$<*>’1 xjw gd) 
cTSfT UtlMH'dft TTPTt̂ T 4'l'Jl*1l ^  3T?nf?T f ^ r  u||̂  c||<̂ 3i|«ie'l'l 
t̂vjiwh g>r orm qgxpui s ift  r̂aftraf ^hncRi ^  ?rm f^R -f^rsf ^  

f^5tj «n ? t  t l

d ^ r  ^  ^  t t  5TcT t l  % 'HTT5RTT ^

<il\jni srryW ^  3ilti<friR<i'i ski snft i r a  tt *f f^ s  tjtt gft gp^ 
?T5?i '$> Icf^ v3m<jVT) *iht t l  % arrn^r faw ra  f e n  wrctt ^  f̂naRT 
3TRft*T ?FHT T O > R  ^  7F72T Pi <J Pi cl 3TTETT? XR f c g R -f a #  uJT$ ^W^TTl

Rt»ei cnf*5ct) ■zfpjRi trgf ^  «fl'dH ^ sttct ji4 i sn,
n w i 'l  T̂vKf ^  fcTTJ f^vR 2020 dtll't cfj^f $> fcJTJ, ^5W  3||cjVi|cb 

^ *T  vJdl l̂

f̂ T ?T5?t ^  ?IT8f ^ yNwH «F> giSPHt tft 3TPtf%5T <fVdl ^ f^  %
3m j a ft ?  grf^g? '■uIort 2 0 0 0 -0 1  c w t t i^ R id  f ^ F T  5 ^  ^

^ 3R^ f^9R Tfmz ^ l

5JQ7EWH, zfuHl 3T7Vtrf g77f faff Wpf Zf&T ŴVTĤf HIW, 97"fifa 2000-01 — tfOlWM
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I welcome the Chief Minister and his colleagues to the Planning 
Commission. We, in the Planning Commission, look forward every year 
to this opportunity to discuss the developmental needs of States. This 
time, however, I have made a little departure in that senior officers of 
the Planning Commission have visited the States prior to these 
discussions. You might recall that a team of Planning Commission 
officers headed by Dr. A. K. Kundra, formerly Principal Adviser, State 
Plans, had visited Sikkim and held useful official-level discussions in 
the State Capital. This has given us a better perception of your potential, 
genuine difficulties and constraints, which we would together try to 
address.

I find that Sikkim’s per capita State Domestic Product (SDP) at current 
prices has grown at a rate of 12.6 per cent. The progress achieved 
under Integrated Rural Development Programme, which has a direct 
impact on poverty alleviation, is quite encouraging. Sikkim has also 
been able to implement the basic minimum services programme 
successfully.

It is heartening to note that the overall literacy in Sikkim has increased 
significandy to 79%, which is higher than the all-India average of 62 
per cent. In spite of low population density and difficult terrain, the 
State has achieved health and demographic indices, which are better 
than the national average. The State is likely to achieve the replacement 
level of fertility shortly.

Sikkim offers considerable possibilities in respect o f horticulture, 
floriculture, orchids and spices, which, if given proper support, would 
create more employment opportunities within the State. Sikkim tea is 
known world-wide for its aroma. However, production is limited to 
only 300 acres of land. Similarly, there is a need to fully exploit the

SIKKIM PLAN FOR 200041*
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commercial potential of production of medicinal and aromatic plants 
and herbs in the State. I suggest that you may work out schemes in 
each of these areas and also involve the private sector with a view to 
help earn valuable foreign exchange for the country and generate 
employment opportunities.

Sikkim has a large potential for development of fisheries. The limited 
availability of trained personnel being a constraint, it is imperative to 
strengthen the extension facilities through training of educated youths.

Sikkim being a land of natural beauty has attracted domestic and foreign 
tourists. Owing to the States inherent strength, tourism has become a 
promising area with considerable potential for generation of 
employment and income. 1 am happy to learn that the State Government 
has already taken a number of initiatives to promote tourism of various 
kinds like heritage and adventure tourism and has formulated a Master 
Plan for tourism development in Sikkim. The State Government may 
also explore the possibilities of involving private sector participation in 
financing and effective tourist management in the State.

In the power sector there are a number of ongoing schemes, which 
have not been completed for a considerable period of time. I would 
advise that these schemes should be expeditiously completed before 
taking up new projects during the Ninth Plan period. There is a wide 
gap between the overall tariff and the cost of supply, even after the 
recent revision. This merits re-examination and suitable rationalisation.

Sikkim is rich in bio-diversity. The latest Forest Survey indicates an 
increase in the green cover. Sustained efforts need to be made to 
improve the quality of forest cover further.

I understand that the Government o f Sikkim has made the Annual 
Plan document 2000-01 available only this week. You will appreciate 
that it is in the interest of the State to ensure that Annual Plan documents 
are prepared in time.

You will recall that I have already stressed the need for a realistic 
assessment o f resources for determining the Plan size. You will
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appreciate that Plans must be realistic to be sustainable. An allocation 
of Rs. 250 crore was made for the Annual Plan 1999-2000, as against 
Rs.237 crore for the previous year. However, the State is expected to 
utilise only Rs. 176.08 crore during 1999-2000.

You will agree that the people of the State can derive the fixll benefit of 
Plan implementation only when Plan programmes and personnel 
requirements are closely monitored in professional manner. This is not 
possible in a situation when a State Government has no organised cash 
management. Besides, there is not a single officer responsible for budget 
formulation and there is very little review of budget estimates. I would 
strongly urge you to remedy this situation.

1 understand that a sum of Rs.32.01 crore was released under the 
Non-lapsable Central Pool of Resources during 1999-2000 but no 
utilisation certificate has been made available till date for any of the 
schemes.

1 am told that the State Government, in pursuance of the MOU signed 
with the Ministry of Finance, has revised the tax structure and initiated 
measures to bring down non-Plan non-development expenditure. These 
efforts would lead to mobilisation of additional resources of Rs. 2.25 
crore and a saving of Rs. 10 crore owing to economy measures. It is 
heartening that the proposed rationalisation of subsidy on foodgrains 
sold through PDS will result in a saving of Rs. 30 crore.

* Opening Remarks at the discussions on the-annual plan o f  Sikkim fo r  2000-01
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TAMIL NADU PLAN FOR 200001*

I welcome the Chief Minister, his colleague and his officers to this 
meeting for finalisation of the Annual Plan for 2000-01 of Tamil Nadu.

I would like to begin by congratulating Tamil Nadu for achieving the 
distinction of being the second major State to achieve the replacement 
level of fertility. Population stabilisation is vital for our economic 
progress and I hope your achievement will encourage other States to 
augment their own efforts. I also note that there has been a substantial 
reduction in the severe grades o f malnutrition in children and that 
blindness due to vitamin-A deficiency has become rare. I must mention, 
however, that although the Crude Birth Rate has remained below 20/ 
1000 for the last five years, Maternal and Infant Mortality Rates 
continue to be relatively high. The State has to fully operationalise 
the primary health care institutions, especially the first referral units 
and achieve rapid reduction in IMR.

Tamil Nadu has also shown commendable progress in the field of 
education. The latest NSS estimates show a literacy rate of 70% in 
1997, which is 7.34 percentage points higher than it was in 1991. 
However, the gender divide is still high at 20 percentage points. I 
note with satisfaction that the drop-out rate in I-V classes during
1998-99 was as low as 14.52 per cent. However, the dropout rates in 
classes I to VIII were still high at 26% for boys and 34.6% for girls. I 
am told that the policy o f  the State Government is to provide 
elementary school education in all the hamlets with the population 
of more than 300 within a radius of one kilometre. I am also happy to 
know that computer education at senior school level is being given 
top priority by the State Government. Further, it is heartening to 
note that the State Government has taken a number of steps in the 
field of information technology by setting up Technological Park near 
Chennai.
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I am glad to know that State Government undertakings like TIDCO 
and SIPCO T are channelising their investments in creating 
infrastructural facilities rather than direct investment in the projects. 
This will undoubtedly encourage private investors to set up industries 
in your State.

Let me also mention some problem areas. Regarding the performance 
of the State Government in the mobilisation of resources for Plan 
financing during the past three years of Ninth Plan, I observe that the 
overall level of realisation of resources has been generally consistent 
with the projected levels. However, it may be noted that while there 
is an appreciable growth in tax revenue, the State can further increase 
its level of non-tax revenue through upward revision of various user 
charges. It is a matter of concern that since the level o f borrowings are 
already high, the dependence on borrowings may have to be reduced 
in view of the growing debt burden of the State Government.

We are concerned about certain aspects of the irrigation sector in Tamil 
Nadu. The prevailing irrigation water rates were last revised 37 years 
ago, i.e. in 1962. They are one of the lowest in the country. I am 
confident that you will agree with me that it is advisable to revise the 
water rates upward at the earliest.

There is also the problem of excessive use of ground water. In 25% of 
the total blocks in Tamil Nadu, the ground water exploitation exceeds 
100% of the yearly replenishment, thereby causing a serious problem 
of high content of nitrate in water. This problem affects 10 districts 
in the State. In this context, the State may like to reconsider the 
policy of zero power tariffs for agricultural purposes, which contributes 
to excessive use of ground water. There is a case for enacting legislation 
for comprehensive ground water regulation.

As regards free movement o f foodgrains within the country, I find 
that there arc still some restrictions imposed by the Government of 
Tamil Nadu on the movement of paddy and rice outside the State. I 
would request the Chief Minister to consider lifting die restriction on 
the movement of paddy and rice as the idea is to treat the entire
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country as one single food zone so as to bring about uniformity and 
some stabilisation in the price of foodgrains throughout the country.

I find that there is immense scope to speed up the utilisation of funds 
allocated under Centrally Sponsored Scheme for development of 
horticulture.

I would also like to draw your attention to the fact that the World 
Bank-aided Water Resource Consolidation Project needs to be 
expedited.

May I also draw your attention to the problem in the power sector, 
which affects all States. The power sector in Tamil Nadu is better 
than the national average in terms of productivity and efficiency 
parameters but the volume of subsidy remains very high. I would 
request the Chief Minister to implement the recommendations of the 
NDC Committee on Power at least in fixing agricultural tariff. Over
charging the industrial sector in order to cross-subsidise other sectors 
makes industry un-competitive. You have made successful efforts to 
attract private investment in your State and therefore high industrial 
power tariff should not act as a deterrent. There is therefore a need to 
have a rational tariff structure. The Electricity Regulatory Commission 
needs to be made fully operational at the earliest.

The physical performance of the State Road Transport Undertakings 
has been consistendy excellent. With the recent increase in fares, the 
deteriorating financial performance has considerably improved. 
However, the fare level of road transport services is still lower than 
what is prevailing in other States. A slight increase in fares would 
make the contribution of State Road Transport Undertakings positive.

Water being a scarce resource has to be protected from getting polluted. 
The setting up of common effluent treatment plants for leather units 
has improved the economy and ecology of the area. Efforts may be 
made to set up such plants for other industries.

I have touched upon only some of the important sectors. I understand 
that you have considered the recent visit of a team of officials from
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Planning Commission to your State useful. I can assure you that the 
Planning Commission will continue to hold consultations with the 
State Government on a regular basis.

As was suggested during our Annual Plan discussion last year the 
State Government may kindly take urgent steps to prepare Vision- 
2020 Document for the State.

* Opening Remarks at the discussion on the Annual Plan o f  Tamil Nadu fo r  2000-01
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I welcome the Chief Minister and his colleagues to the Planning 
Commission and I am sure that this occasion would afford an 
opportunity to deliberate on the developmental needs of Tripura in 
the context of determining the size of the Annual Plan of the State for 
the year 2000-01. I am happy to note that the State Government has 
made an attempt to formulate its Vision-2020 Document providing 
a long-term perspective of its socio-economic goals.

This time the Planning Commission has made a departure from the 
earlier practice. Ms. Somi Tandon, Adviser (State Plan), Planning 
Commission recendy visited Agartala to hold an official-level discussion 
on the Annual Plan 2000-01. The visit has given us a good idea about 
the achievements in various sectors of the State’s economy and also 
the financial resources that would be available for the Annual Plan 
2000-01. Till last year, Tripura could spend about 49% of the Ninth 
Plan ouday. You would recall that we had agreed to an outlay of Rs. 
475 crore for the Annual Plan 1999-2000. The actual expenditure as 
reported by the State Government is placed at Rs. 452.51 crore, 
significantly higher than the previous year’s performance at Rs. 392.25 
crore.

I, ih my DO letter dated 22nd February 2000, had stressed the need 
for a realistic assessment of resources for determining the Plan size. 
You will appreciate that the Plan exercise must be realistic. Otherwise, 
any ouday determined would not be sustainable. Despite a significant 
increase in the transfer of funds from the Central Government of the 
order of Rs. 180 crore on account of the award of Eleventh Finance 
Commission, the Plan resources of the State for the current year have 
come down. This is on account of a substantial increase projected in 
the non-Plan revenue expenditure.

TRIPURA PLAN FOR 2000-01*
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It may be recalled that an amount o f Rs. 10 crore was earmarked 
during the year 1998-99 from the Non-lapsable Central Pool for taking 
up transmission schemes in the power sector. During last year, a sum 
of Rs. 51.41 crore was allocated for a number of schemes in regard to 
power, schools, irrigation and the new capital complex projects at 
Agartala but only Rs.22.50 crore were released, since the DPRs for 
other projects were not received. You would agree that infusion of 
financial resources alone cannot achieve the objective o f Plan 
development for which the key lies equally in the efficient and timely 
execution of schemes.

I am happy to know that as a step towards decentralization of the 
process of Plan formulation, implementation and monitoring, the State 
Government has launched on 7th February 2000 in West Tripura 
district a programme for resource-based participatory planning and 
in subsequent years this is supposed to be extended to other districts 
as well. It is reported that rural development programmes have faired 
well during the first three years of the Ninth Plan.

While a sizeable portion of the population depends on agriculture, 
efforts made to bring larger areas under high-yield varieties, including 
rice, which is the major crop, as well as to increase agricultural 
productivity have not met with much success as yet. A good potential 
exists for the development and promotion of horticulture crops and 
plantation crops like tea, rubber and spices. Given proper technical 
and financial support, this sector could emerge as an expanding source 
of employment within the State.

It is quite heartening to note that the State has accorded priority to 
minor irrigation schemes. Besides, minor irrigation works have become 
eligible for assistance under the Accelerated Irrigation Benefit 
Programme (AIBP). The funding pattern has also been liberalised in 
favour of the Special Category States, including the North Eastern 
States, to the extent of 3:1 between the Centre and the States instead 
o f the earlier funding pattern of 2:1. I would advise that the 
Government of Tripura to consider the “One Lakh Shallow Tube Wells 
Scheme” adopted by Assam, which involve active participation of 
beneficiaries in terms of finance and subsequent maintenance of assets.
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I understand that Tripura has a literacy rate o f 73%, which is 
significantly higher than the all-India average. The female literacy 
rate has also increased to 66 per cent. However, the literacy rate of the 
weaker sections o f society, i.e., Schedule Castes and Schedule Tribes, 
has registered a growth rate, which is 20% less than the State level.

As on 31“ March 1999 in Tripura 806 villages have been electrified,
i.e., 94.3% against the village electrification position of other North 
Eastern States, which is 73.08% and against the all-India level of 86 
per cent. However, per capita consumption of power in the State is 
considerably lower than the national average of 338 units. Gas-based 
power generation holds out promising prospects. With the recent 
revision in the power tariff and also improvement in transmission, it 
is expected that the State will be able to reduce the losses being incurred 
by the State Electricity Department.

Only about 12% of the workforce is reported to be engaged in the 
industrial sector. Tripura, however, has scope for growth of agro
horticulture-based and plantation industry. Its handicrafts and 
handlooms are also famous for their fine artistry and motifs. Tripura is 
also the second largest rubber growing State in the country. Natural 
gas in non-associate form is the major mineral resource of the State. 
Planned development of natural resources, including the gas reserves, 
can facilitate the process of growth of industries and create employment 
opportunities in the State. The development of skilled manpower also 
merits priority.

The performance of the Tripura State Road Transport Corporation 
(TSRTC) has not been satisfactory. Both fleet utilization and vehicle 
productivity need to be improved. The Corporation is incurring heavy 
losses and to arrest that situation the existing passenger fares need to 
be rationalised.

I am happy to learn that Tripura is making the best use of the outlays 
available for health. The health indices in terms of Birth, Death and 
Infant Mortality Rates are better than the national average. However, 
the shortfall in respect of sub-centres, PHCs and CHCs, as per the 
norms of 1991 population, needs to be bridged in order to extend
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further the health care facilities in Tripura. Besides, in view of high 
HIV infection rates in the neighbouring States, Tripura has to improve 
its ongoing AIDS prevention and control activities.

The forest cover in the State constitutes about 53% of the geographical 
area. However, the dense forest is only about 33% of the forest cover, 
while the remaining area is degraded forest and a well-conceived action 
plan needs to be prepared to improve the quality of the forest sector.

At the end, I must emphasise the need for a cut in administrative 
expenses to a reasonable extent and a prudent fiscal policy to mobilise 
additional resources, so that the Central Plan Assistance is fully utilised 
for developmental activities only and for the creation of infrastructure 
in areas like communication, roads, power and the like. Such 
investment in infrastructure would facilitate the process of agricultural 
and industrial growth and thus create employment opportunities in 
the State. Funds being made available from the Non-lapsable Central 
Pool need to be utilised effectively and timely. I understand that, 
barring the transmission scheme, utilisation certificates for the other 
schemes have not been made available.

'Opening Remarks at the discussion on the Annual Plan o f  Tripura for 2000-01
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I welcome the Chief Minister of UP and his colleagues to this meeting 
for finalising the Annual Plan for 2000-01 of the State. The principal 
objective of this annual exercise is to exchange views with the States 
on their developmental problems and, of course, to settle the size of 
the Annual Plan.

It is a pleasure that the Government of Uttar Pradesh has accepted 
our suggestion on the concept of a “Core Plan”. This should encourage 
financial discipline in the implementation of the plans and would, 
inter alia , help in reducing the expenditure on non-productive 
schemes. Last year there was a wide gap between the Plan size and the 
resources available. I am grateful to the Chief Minister that in this 
years budget of the State he has kept the Annual Plan size on a feasible 
scale. This bold step of the Government of the Uttar Pradesh should 
be an example for other States to follow. Large schemes on paper are 
worthless unless backed by adequate resources.

I am happy that the Uttar Pradesh Government has taken 
commendable steps in the field of financial reforms and has taken 
solid steps towards reducing the fiscal deficit, reducing the number 
of Government employees, taking economy measures in respect of 
administrative expenses, increasing the fee o f higher education and 
strengthening the Panchayats for decentralisation of administration 
over the last six months. The bold step of transferring 80,000 
Government employees and 3 lakh primary teachers to the Panchayats 
is appreciable. I hope that the State Government will be able to adhere 
to the time schedule mentioned in the Memorandum of 
Understanding signed with the Ministry o f Finance.

One-sixth of India’s total population lives in Uttar Pradesh. This State 
is abundant in natural and human resources. Still it is backward 
economically in comparison with other States. The per capita income

UTTAR PRADESH PLAN FOR 2000-01*
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of the State, which was near the national average in 1950, is about 
40% below the national average now Thirty-five per cent of the total 
population of the State was below poverty line in 1987-88 but after 6 
years this has increased to 40% in 1993-94. A large number of bold 
steps are needed to accelerate the growth rate. I would like to draw 
the attention of the Chief Minister to the fact that in order to attract 
private investment, improvement in power, transport and other 
infrastructure sectors as well as improvement in law and order will be 
necessary.

Agriculture productivity should be increased in the State, particularly 
through increase in area under irrigation by recharging and 
scientifically exploiting the ground water resources. Also, all the 
obstacles in the way of processing and marketing of agricultural produce 
are required to be removed. There is a prospect for increasing vegetable 
and flower production in the State but the infrastructure relating to 
transport should be improved. This year we have provided adequate 
funds for rural roads, which should be made use of by the State.

There is a need to focus on the benchmarking of the State’s key 
industries against its competitors at home and abroad. Modernisation 
programmes need to be taken up to make the State’s traditional 
industries more competitive. The State has for long produced some of 
the finest weavers in the land but they have not found their rightful 
place in the world market. The possibility o f collaborating with 
Institutes of Fashion Technology and fashion houses needs to be 
explored to elevate the handloom product to the international fashion 
market. The State must not allow its traditional areas of strength to 
decline but should focus on developing niches for them and help 
their developmental efforts.

Tourism, recognised as the world’s largest industry, has vast 
developmental potential in UP. Tourism generates larger employment 
opportunities than any other sector of the economy. Many countries 
have regarded it as an answer to their economic problems and used it 
as an engine of economic growth. There is tremendous scope in UP 
for developing health and meditation centres for international tourists
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apart from the Buddhist circuit. Heritage tourism would also stimulate 
employment in remote and backward areas and reduce pressure on 
the agriculture sector.

While the whole country is expected to achieve the Net Reproduction 
Rate of 1 by the year 2010, UP is expected to go beyond the year 
2100 to achieve this rate, if the present trend continues. For UP to 
achieve a significant reduction in the birth rate, it is important to 
reduce its Infant Mortality Rate, which is at present 85 per 1000. 
The low percentage of institutional deliveries (15.7%), the large 
number of vacancies of doctors existing in rural areas and inadequacy 
of ANMs to provide essential health services are some of the constraints 
to reducing the Infant Mortality Rate. Also, 49.9% of girls continue 
to get married below the age of 18. The percentage of births of the 
order of 3 and above remains as high as 59.8% and inadequately met 
needs for contraception are some other factors that require attention. 
Therefore, for population stabilisation, ensuring health and maternity 
services according to demand as well as an action plan needs to be 
rigorously implemented through gram, kshetra and zila panchayats 
in partnership with voluntary agencies.

On the whole, the State has made impressive progress in spreading 
literacy and registered an increase of 14.4% in the literacy rate between 
1991 andl997. Even then, special attention needs to be paid to female 
literacy among the Scheduled Castes. Against the State’s average female 
literacy rate of 41%, the literacy rate among the Schedule Caste women 
is reported to be only 8 per cent. An area, gender and community- 
specific approach is required to spread literacy in the State.

The position regarding natural resources is also a matter of concern. 
Since degraded natural resources impair economic development and 
physical well-being, an action plan in the nature of the Agenda 21 
needs to be formulated for each region of the State to enable remedial 
action to be taken up. At present UP has a forest cover of 11.5 per 
cent. After the exclusion of the hill areas from the State, this will 
decline to about 3 or 4% only. A forestry action plan would have to 
be prepared for the development o f forests and agro-forestry should
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be encouraged to meet the heavy demand for fuel, fodder and industrial 
wood. With 11 lakh hectares of degraded land at its disposal besides 
a base of 60 social forestry divisions, 4 agricultural universities, 30 
agricultural colleges, 71 Van Chetna Kendras and 45000 Gram Sabhas, 
it is not difficult for the State to achieve success in this area.

There is a lot, and much more, that could be done and needs to be 
done. UP is the heart of India and the heart of India must be strong 
and resurgent. What is required is the will to harness its talents and 
the capacity to move towards the desired objective. I am fully confident 
that the UP Government would accept this challenge and a new era 
of all-round development would begin. The Planning Commission, 
on its part, proposes to prepare an Uttar Pradesh Development Report 
with the active cooperation of the State Government to provide the 
necessary policy input for the accelerated development of the State. 
A Core Committee will soon be set up for the purpose and a thorough 
study of the State initiated.

* Opening Remarks at the discussion on the Annual Plan o f  Uttar Pradesh for 2000-01
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vTcR clft <ilRfc|> t f tu R T  2 0 0 0 - 2 0 0 1

3 \3tR S&?T ^  <̂st| ■H-=n 3ft? vjHcfi 'Ĥ '̂lRlil'l >̂T TTvZI 3ft <JlR<fr ^tuRT 
2000-01 3tfcW WT ^  efr fcT? fcTIs? <l<33> i f  'rtHlct <*>>(dl f?l

cllR t^  ufsb^l cffj ' t lw) $  WSJ vi*1 cjt) fc|cf>|'Hlc*4<f>

W1VJT3ff fa?n?-ftTCf ^T T  3fR <3Tf$ct5 l|W*ff ^  3n^T7 ^T f̂ TElW

JW~TcFT WRT Id 1% tfW H^l TTWJR' % ‘<<t»l't ^TFf”  3>T F̂ TRT 'gSlM 
>(41cf)i>( g>? f^nrr 1?l §'«'^ ti'M'iisff cfr ^jRrt^zR if IcItDsnjfrrfFr 
an̂ TT, TTT®l TTFT ar '̂TS'T'ft wftunl (non-productive schemes) ^  

if f̂t 3>*ft 3JRhftl Rw>e) qP̂  4)'jhI 3>T an^R cT81T \34oW 
TRTTEFTt if 3T§a 3RTC 8TT ufr ci||d^|Rch ^ ) f  t l  3  3>T 3TTOTtf
^  f t  'd'Fl't ^  TpStf 3) quie if 37f*ft t̂uPTT 35T 3)|cf>K TfSJĴ *K 
SfraT̂ cT 77IT t'l v3tI7 U^?I cpT 2fjT <ngRicr> ^ JT  3Rf Tr l̂ft ^  feT̂
’ft 3T59r7°fhT ^cjie^ui ^1 <?>mivji W 4l'Jl'll «HI  ̂ 35T <f>)4 *r€f 
t  y R  cT3> 7RTTEPT ^  {?fl

1̂1? f=n$ 35T f^Z T  t  f t  s JrR  Jf^?T TRcRR ^  f^ rfh l TJSJTif ^  t o  if 

tRRT^ft^J g j^ T  \3d|i) | f  cRTT vF#%  ftWol 6  ♦igll'l ^  *3ftTR <N W  ’EJT5T 

3 ^ ,  'H ^i'Sl if cfFft 3ft j w m f < ^ u i )
^  TTTO if fiRTcZJTft ^TfiTf ^  f̂ TSTT ^  if  <]1sf tJW

$RTT>FR ^  ^  f^ T  XfrfTOcft 3>t ct>^ gft f e r r  i f  cfl'H

^ > T  vdoi«i f| 80,000 «n^-qiR<j) cT?7T 3 ctKI 3 IW 1f t t

if W M im R d ^ 7 ^  5̂T TTT?f^> ^1 3TT91T
g?r?n ^  f t  '(ivii 'dx<r>i'<, f t r  *)5iici  ̂ ^  'Hr<y ^’WisRci ar^i^i if 

"vjfwiRga TFRJ-3I^g^ff 5̂T Midi I

'■HKdq^ g?T V5FRR55T ^ 1  B 3 5 t f t ^ T  ^ r R  H^9T if  7531 t l  W  TT5?I

Sl<J>lctcfj 3jt7 MH<I TRTTEFTf i t  ^  f t ?  ^ft 3HT TTuQt g d 't l  if

3 T lf^ i W I i t  ipiT t l  TFSI #  JTfcT cqf^cf 3 M  #  1950 if T l ^ f

afrHcT $  arRTTRT sft, 315 <|6^y 3 ft w  ^  cPT^nT 40 Mfrigid -ft^ t l
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1987-88 if cj>d 3>T 35 Mfcl¥ld ’TFT 7T ^ t  <̂31 ^  f̂rcf

SIT, TR^j 6 ^  W K 1993-94 if ^TF 3TfcT?TcT 40 HfcTSTcT t?f M l

Rchl'H cR ij #^t cIT̂  £  fcf^ vdOI'l 3iiq*<jq5dl
t l  P ifc i ^5t arrester t c j  ^ R ci^ h ctstt s f î srraT fe)

^RtHT (infrastructure) >R̂ ft ^trotf 3>t viMcif̂ J, JRIHFT if 
qi'WfifRn, ,?nRf tiiwT ^ ^jeir ^ 8  ^ r  f t  Rl îoc w r i ^  b^tfi t, 
fuFigft 31^ 3  '̂isq *icfl \tft cpT £ZTH 3)l4>P$d cue'll H|^|| |

^Tug Rffqd <j>fa v3?Wf 35t, R^lq ĵuTef ^  WOT cTSIT 
^f!R (recharge and scientific exploitation of groundwater) cf> w * i  

«T3T̂  ctft 3iiq?4|cfJC1l t l  T̂TSI ft  FTSJ cf>ft vlcMlcJ cfr H'ti'tcf»<u| 
(processing) 3fft R|mum (marketing) ^  ^Rcf if 3JT̂  gTott wxqcl 
cf?f ed*1l ift 31|c|5»<fg5 t l  if TPcT, ^Ts t̂ cTSTT 'JSf vJWIctf g>T 3T35I 

t  tR ^ f?Rt mRcî  ^fasff amrrf̂ cp f ^ert g>r ^ etr% 3ft 
3)|q^i|cbdl t l  cp$ tPT̂  i4l*Tlul 'd>$q̂  ^  fcltl Millkl EH 'd̂ e)<aJ 
<*»{|i|| t  fvRTgn efW Pf̂ 9I 3>t vJcSMl |

'Tlvsq- g? v3#ifr gft, ^?r g  f^ ? i  if \d*ich sfcRtff*Ftl ^  y<r>No) cT3> 
oTFt *R SIR q jR jfl uTT̂  cfjt 3)iq?qq>dl t l  ^F5*f ^  WRFTcT vd&Fl'l 
3>t 3ft? 3lf?Ig> wfciq'l'fl ■SRT̂ 'ft Sii^Plqjlq^'i0! q>l4sb*i
%tT gft uf'frrtd t l  ^FHI 4  eP% W RI ^6d'<1’l ^iq>-< t  ^R^J

ft?cf 3MR if \J% zrailpcJd WFf glRict ^ft '§3TT t l  3IcRI^f*I $!?M
<MI< VJCMIĈI )̂t of v>||̂  ^  fcĤ  iflejlPl< l̂ FWpft
cT®TT X̂ 9H ^  T̂T8I >H5ifl41 cf>t *̂̂ *1 icJHI ^ t  ’Sft Î cf5^ ^ t
3liq?^chdl t l  ^fy?I -3nT% W^RFRT ^ ( S  5t5(t ^T W 1!  ^fft ? t^  ^TT 

3TT̂  Rct>l'Mlĉ q> 5RIRff ^ t  'Hgmdl 5RH 5R f̂ ^  fci^
tjg j ^n f^njyt w h  Rcti'i ^r  h ipt  ^ R i d  w rft’Ti

fyf^r ^  ^efRT ^  WT H M dl JITO t ,  ^  f t w m
3>t ^ tR  y^Vl if  <̂ gd Sft^Ri 'd '^ iq ii t l  sfsJajgw T  ^  f ^ t  3 P I  5 t w  

^>t ^?HT if  3Tf6r?7 %uPTR 3fW?Rt )̂T q><dl t l  ^
sm ^t snf^Bfi ^ r a r s f t  ^ r  vjct> 'M îitiM i m  t  cwt 3itf31«h 

f^cpRT ^  T̂cp F fSR  ^  ^  if  ppff7!  f^RTf t l  ^ tR  5f^?r i f  3f7R t^R l

Tr4s^>f ^  fciM T̂3t ^  arfirai 'Mi' t̂i xj4 sift <̂ *sti ^ t Rq>i+i
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ftsjiici n̂rrâ TT t l  “ ^RcS* ^ R ^ ”  (heritage tourism) f̂ 
^  Tjg eNt *t %vfTM ^  3ra?R *£ if cTSJT W
^TTl

^  ^  W^R ^  (crude birth rate) ^  2010 W  2.1 Ft vsrtf
3>t 3fT¥TT t ,  vJ tR  5&?r 35t “̂ F  JTTO ^  2 1 0 0  ? t  3 f f ^ i  W RI

cT’t ’TT, J I f %  'SfT t̂ ctfl \3xR JI^?r 3>f \5F*f cTT^

i t  fcH? ftrej * ^ d i  ^  (infant mortality rate) 3>t WcmI WfcT t

^  1% ŝ ?T yfcT 1000  85  t l  ti'WlPich srtfcf (institutional
delivery) W nfclTRr (15.7%), yl4H &at if Rtfocflq^l ^  3^t
'«<&if( if <gi(?ft *?% ̂  5T87T 3)Pfql4 *)qnj JRPT 35?^ ^  fcft?

g>T tp q fo  'ti'fSMi if 5  t^RT ^  <tm<fc t  vSTt f^RJ ^c^dl 

35t ^EIT?^ 3>t f^STT i f  ®nt|cr> t l  3TcTM 3Pft tft 4 9 .9  UfcRTcf

finfclcr?f3Tt cfjj f tq ig  18 ^  ^  35*f 3TPJ if {?fcf ?!RT, 3  W %Wtf $t
gjJT if 3 ^ t  ^  gft HfcRIcRIT 5 9 .8  nfcl?id cT3> ? F ^  cfajT ^

pN'lt(ct>) 3TTcT?JRFvcfnj 3Pff ift WT i t  * jf f  -T F t’Tf <|HI? 3T̂ !T

q>Kq> t l  3Jcf: X5Fnrh5JT f f c w W ,  ^  feTtJ JTFT ^  3Pf?TR 'Hl-^QT xjg

JfvT-T*T ^qisff vi *-) d <st| cl I ^Plf?c)ct Ml't ^  ̂ rTSPHTSJ *«![*£>«?>
*^'Rl<il g>f if TIFT, S fa  3(1? futdi mxi|i|dl ^  TITEZPT i t  tjg> cpTif

<ilvi|-ii g>f q j^ i^  ^TZltf^cT fcptj uTT̂  3?t 3l 14 944x11 t l

>̂c1 fteflqj'i, •<I'j 4| % ^TRRciT 5PTTR ^ t  f^?IT if 3 R $ f JFffcT g5t t  cWT

W«RclT if 1991 ?t 1997  ^  # r f  14 .4  PfcRRT gft FT%?f t l

’ ft, s i ^ R i d  unfcRfr j rftefT'3it s fK f ^ n ?  g t r  f ^

3liq?<4cr>dl t l  ?r>*f Hf^cHI T̂TeRcTT ^  41 wfd?id ^  ^

^ r a ^ f  a i ^ R t d  unfrRft 4?f nf^diart if 8  wfci^M t l

V I i f  TfRRcTT ^T  JT57R ^  fcPJ Stt, fePT (gen d er)

f^Rl°C TJJTt̂ f ^5t 3(|q?<JcDdl t l

'JS R  U^?T HI<Jjfc|cj7 *HTEpff ^>f f^rfcf »ff f̂ TcTT g>T f ^ I  t l

ft<J>'>e flTfrfcfgi ^ r t t s r  (d e g ra d e d  natural r e so u rce s)  anfSrgj f ^ R T  

^  ^llfdq) q>c-i)l°l ^ f  s ff^  ^ fc f  t ,  ^W ?Tc*ra> ^  ^  ^  fcHf

^  Wĉ<+> ^  t ĵfwgl-21 tt <t>l4 iffuRT wfcimftd f̂ 5tj
«IT% 3ng?W cTr t l  f̂, H ^ r  if  11 .5  JlfcRRT «t^  t f
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t o t  7T5*f %  3teFT FT ^  ^TF T̂TaT 3 3TSM 4 HfvRRT 

cR> f t  7F  yfftnrrl ^  ^  Inch'd XJ3 TT^T ^  ijEPT, ^  cfSTT sftefrffa) 

<̂̂ •11 3ft *nit ^tFT 35t ĴTT ^  feTCf ciiP|cf>) cfvt Mlrflif^d f t t j  

«fT^ ^  W  'llP l'l’) giTZi-^ffvFTT & J R  ^T*ttl ?F3?J ^  ĴRT 11 cTTCS 

ĵf^T t?t%, 60 'MWlfutcr) qiPtcti) JPTFTt ^  3TraTR, 4 

ftw fttllcra t, 30 <Wotofi, 71 ^  ^ H T  3 v^, 45000 T m  7TOT3ff 

>3T8I TnstT ^  folvj ^  'dLf>dcll Ml*d 'i'll <flfcH •Tff gill *tlf^ I

3|[cT % «ft ft^H  W  'H'fcdl & 3 ft? ft^IT yTFTT 3)lq?i|qj f l  vJtR

S&?f *TR<T 3>I ^  £  3ft? ^  ?T?TcRT TJcT tpRo?ejH?ftcT FfaT Wlf^l 
^ W f l  ^  eft t M  ^fT ciiip-flii v j^4t cftt HTOf c h ^  ^  fcf^  ?TS?J 3>t 

JlfcWTsft ^  OTcTTsft ^  vdH '̂l 3>t 5TWi?if$d 3?tl ^  !J?T fcf?3RT 1? f t  
■3tR  3>t 7R3H? ?7T ^'flrfl 3>f T ^ ftR  3 5 ^  3ft? T t^  3  «lg^<fl 
fcf35RT 3JT XJ3> Hill ^1? 3)K«T {jPTTI iTlvHI 3t|ifl<l, 3ppft 3 fl?  it, >(|\r£j 

3> cff?F f^3>Rt 3TT3W3) -HRl'ld JRFT 35?^ foP? ?F3I 7R35R

^  7 fft* I  TIF^FT i t  vTrR 5T̂ ?1 f%35RI R ^ lc  ctqR 35?^f 35T M'Wld 'Hsldl 

1?l ? ? t  <3t?^ T[3> 3>T? 'Hftfcl 3>T ?ft¥  f t  ft^TT u ll^ ll cfSTt ?F3?I

3>T f t ^ c t  3t?ZRH 3p?o f t m  WI^tTl

'iHlt^sT 5)1 v iqttici v3fR UcjSII c|5t qiR<?> iil'Jl-ll 2000-2001
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WEST BENGAL PLAN FOR 200041*

I welcome the Chief Minister and the Planning Minister o f West 
Bengal and his colleagues to this meeting for the finalisation of the 
Annual Plan for 2000-01.

It is a matter of satisfaction that per capita NSDP at current prices is 
progressing consistently for the past few years though it is still lagging 
behind the all-India level. The fiscal health of the State, which has led 
to the downward revision of the Annual Plan over the past three years, 
is causing anxiety. The State has been increasingly depending upon 
borrowings rather than State’s own funds for financing the Annual 
Plans. The State’s own funds as a percentage of aggregate resources 
have been deteriorating. The non-Plan revenue expenditure is growing 
at a faster rate than the revenue receipts. The interest liability as a 
percentage of the revenue receipts is growing at an alarming rate and 
is likely to cross 48% during the current year, which would be the 
highest in the non-Special Category States. Equally alarming is the 
fact that the tax-SDP ratio has been declining. The recovery ratios 
remain low and there is a large negative MCR (net). We hope that the 
State Government would be taking strong measures to raise tax and 
non-tax revenues, improve the functioning of PSUs and cut down 
non-development expenditure.

In the field of agriculture, the State has made noteworthy progress in 
the production of rice, potato and fish. Though the State is the largest 
producer of rice, in overall productivity it ranks 8,h in the country. 
This can be improved by popularising hybrid rice cultivation and 
increasing coverage under high-yielding varieties as also by using green 
manure, biofertilizers and plant residues to improve soil health. The 
productivity of wheat has remained stagnant since long and pulses 
production has declined because o f area reduction. This could be 
increased by encouraging cultivation in rabi fallows. The increase in 
area coverage and productivity levels of oil seeds needs to be further
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pushed up by increasing the area o f rabi oil seeds and encouraging 
integrated nutrient management. Diversification to horticulture 
production is constrained by lack of good quality planting material, 
storage and processing facilities and marketing infrastructure, which 
require focussed attention. Further increase in potato production seems 
to be constrained by lack of agro processing facilities, which may be 
explored through private investment. The regulatory arrangements 
for cold storage also need to be reviewed in the light of the provisions 
introduced in other States. The jute production is not likely to stabilise 
unless the procurement operations are efFective and the retting facilities 
are extended on a much wider scale. The possibilities of collaboration 
with Bangladesh for increasing productivity, value-addition and pricing 
may also be explored.

In livestock development milk availability can be increased by 
increasing fodder production, improving the productivity of local non
descript cows and buffaloes through breed improvement programme 
and better health cover. Though the State ranks first in inland as well 
as total fish production in the country, there is urgent need for 
enhancing the productivity through desiltation of tanks and ponds.

In the field of irrigation the State Government needs to give priority 
to the completion of projects, which have been continuing since the 
Fifth Five Year Plan. There is a pressing need to revise the water rates 
and to improve revenue collection with a view to reducing the mounting 
losses on account of the gap between the average revenue realisation 
and estimated average working expenses per hectare. The CAD activities 
in the State have not received adequate attention. The under
provisioning of State share has constrained the drawing of adequate 
Central funds. The State also needs to vigorously pursue the concept 
of participatory irrigation management to improve efficiency of water 
use, maintenance of field channels, distributories and branch canals 
with funds raised by farmers through fixation and collection of water 
rates themselves. While the level of realisation of minor irrigation 
potential is extremely high in the State there is considerable scope for 
developing ground water resources for agriculture in the State. The 
use of Treadle Pumps, which are quite successful in Bangladesh, may
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also be considered. In respect of Watershed Development Programmes 
in rain-fed areas there is need for convergence of different schemes at 
district and sub-district level so as to avoid duplication of efforts or 
resources.

We are aware that the Government o f West Bengal is seized of the 
problem of arsenic contamination in ground water and measures are 
being taken by them to tackle it with their limited resources, 
supplemented by the Central Assistance from Rajiv Gandhi National 
Drinking Water Mission. While the projects taken up in this regard 
should be completed expeditiously, there are several options to supply 
safe drinking water in arsenic-affected areas such as deep tube-wells, 
utilisation of surface sources, arsenic removal technique through 
domestic filters and handpump-attached arsenic removal plants in 
piped water supply schemes. The domestic filter devised by the All 
India Institute of Hygiene & Public Health, Calcutta costs around 
Rs. 300-400 and a large number of such filters installed in villages of 
West Bengal are reported to be working well. In order to provide 
immediate relief to the affected villages, the Government may consider 
such short-term options also. Even though there is no over exploited 
or dark block in the State in terms of ground water resources, the 
State Government should draw up a plan for recharging natural 
drinking water sources, which may also help in dilution of arsenic 
content in areas where the problem is marginal. There is also a need 
to take up rainwater harvesting seriously as a cheap and sustainable 
source of drinking water supply. The performance in the field of 
sanitation requires to be improved.

The expenditure under major rural development programmes for the 
year 1998-99 was only 65.4% of the total allocation and with respect 
to the total available funds, it was even lower at 58.73 per cent. 
During the same period, the total allocation under the major rural 
development programmes was Rs. 560.88 crore while the total release 
was much lower at Rs.374.20 crore. The opening balance at the 
beginning of 1998-99 was also huge at Rs.250.28 crore. It is also 
observed that the State had a huge opening balance of Rs.255.18 
crore at the beginning of the financial year 1999-2000. This is a
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matter of concern as it indicates a low absorptive capacity o f the State. 
The decision taken by the State Government for devolution of financial 
resources to the PRIs is a step in the right direction of empowering 
these bodies. It is suggested that the programme for training of PRI 
functionaries may be speeded up for effective utilisation of resources 
allocated to them.

The State needs to take up a comprehensive programme for the 
development of primitive tribal groups (Lodha, Birhor and Toto) 
through enhanced share of allocations. It should attach top priority 
to eradication of manual scavenging and rehabilitation of liberated 
scavengers. We are glad to note that the State Government has taken 
steps to implement the recommendations of the State Commission 
on Women to ameliorate the conditions of widows from West Bengal 
residing in Vrindavan and other parts of Uttar Pradesh.

In spite of low per capita income and high population density the 
health and demographic indices of the State are substantially better 
than those at the all-India level. West Bengal with Crude Birth Rate of 
21.3, Crude Death Rate of 7.5 and IMR of 53 per 1000 can achieve 
the replacement level of fertility within the next two years if the unmet 
needs for contraception estimated at 17.4% are met. It is suggested 
that the State Government may focus its efforts to provide for them. 
It is also essential that funds available under various health programmes 
and World Bank-assisted Secondary Health System Project are 
optimally utilised to improve .the quality and access of health services 
to achieve a further decline in both IMR and fertility. The large 
ISM&H infrastructure available in government and private sector needs 
to be effectively utilised and healthy lifestyles encouraged and sustained 
to reduce the non-communicable disease burden. Sufficient allocation 
should be provided to the nutrition component of ICDS.

The State Government’s commitment to achieve universalisation of 
education by die end of the Ninth Five Year Plan has been noted. We 
hope that there would be adequate resource allocation for this purpose. 
The thrust on the construction of school buildings, qualitative 
improvement of teaching by involving Village Education Committees,
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alternative forms o f schooling to cover out-of-school children and 
improving the ratio between primary and junior high school facility 
reflects sound decisions. However, the literacy rate among SCs and 
STs, particularly among their women, needs to be increased by 
appropriate measures. Vocational training facilities need to be enlarged 
by optimal utilisation of existing training facilities as also by greater 
utilisation o f 10+2 vocational stream. The efforts towards 
vocationalisation of education have not received encouraging response 
so far and the matter needs a close look. There is also a need to raise 
the standard of syllabi and of teaching to bridge the gap between 
acquired and demanded knowledge.

In the power sector, while the generation capacity has improved with 
commercial generation having started in the first unit of Barkreshwar 
Thermal Station, the utilisation of funds under EAPs for T&D works 
and Purulia Pump Storage Scheme needs to be improved. The gap 
between tariff and cost of supply needs to be reduced and the recovery 
of outstanding revenue arrears o f West Bengal Power Development 
Corporation and West Bengal State Electricity Board need urgent 
attention. The Regulatory Commission set up by the State Government 
should be effectively utilised for revising the tariff. I hope that the 
steps taken for energy audit to identify areas o f maximum losses, as 
also for surveillance against theft of power to reduce T&D losses of 
WBSEB, would be vigorously pursued. The State Government has 
taken a commendable initiative to set up Rural Energy Development 
Corporation by involving local PRIs for taking electricity to remote 
rural areas. The sustainability aspects of the projects taken by the 
Corporation may, however, be kept in view.

The State Government’s efforts to improve die operational efficiency 
of STUs through better management, replacement of over-aged fleet 
and improving facilities available to the passengers are appreciated. 
However, there is a need to enhance the bus fares and reduce the 
surplus manpower to reduce losses. The decisions o f the State 
Government to increase the bus fare of diesel-run vehicles ranging 
from 6% to 20%, introduce VRS in the Corporation and one-door 
bus for reduction of staff requirement have been noted in this regard.
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We assign high priority for development of roads both for facilitating 
mobility and improving the accessibility. The National Highway 
Development Project costing over Rs.53,000 crore has been launched. 
Out of the dedicated fund, which will be financed from cess on fuels, 
a sum of Rs. 990 crore has been earmarked for the current year as 
assistance to States and UTs. An outlay of Rs. 2,500 crore has been 
earmarked for development of rural roads to improve connectivity to 
villages in various States and UTs. This will be a part o f Pradhan 
Mantri Gramodaya Yojana. I am sure that the State o f West Bengal 
will immensely benefit through these schemes.

We are glad to note that the State has taken steps to improve the 
position of sick PSUs by strengthening management and bringing 
down losses and it has set up a small strategic group of business experts 
to advise in this regard. Based on the steps taken, positive results have 
been achieved in respect of some sick PSUs. It is hoped that it would 
be possible to progressively reduce the losses and, where necessary, to 
close down such units. Also welcome is the decision of the State 
Government to stop concessions to attract investment in industry 
with effect from the current year. The State Government should create 
adequate opportunities for providing necessary skills to the youth for 
absorption in the up-coming areas of new industrial investment like 
information technology. There is also need to provide adequate 
allocation to cottage and small-scale sector as it has greater employment 
potential and spread and at relatively lesser cost.

The State Government needs to carry out a survey to estimate the 
present level of urban housing shortage and to prepare a comprehensive 
urban housing strategy to mitigate the shortage for people living below 
poverty line. We appreciate the efforts of the State Government to 
effect convergence of various schemes operated in slum areas.

The implementation of projects under Integrated Development of 
Small and Medium Towns needs to be reviewed with a view to dropping 
projects, which have either not been started or not making adequate 
progress. Institutional finance also needs to be tied up for increasing 
the potential for development in these towns.
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We have learnt with satisfaction that the municipalities under the 
jurisdiction of CMDA have been made scavenger-free by conversion 
of dry latrines into wet latrines. The management o f solid waste 
generated in the slums continues to be a major problem, which needs 
to be tackled on priority basis and in a manner that the waste is 
converted into a resource-generating product. It is hoped that this 
would receive attention under the proposed phase II of the DFID- 
assisted project. The measures to improve the financial position of the 
urban local bodies through revised water tariff, enhanced property 
tax, land use fees etc., need to be pursued vigorously.

The State has a low overall forest cover though its increase observed in 
the 1997 assessment is encouraging. However, the allocations for 
afforestation have been reduced. There is a need for higher allocation 
and timely release o f the allocated funds for improving the coverage of 
the afforestation programmes. Detailed guidelines need to be issued 
in order that funds earmarked for the Panchayats for this sector are 
not diverted to other activities. The dynamism of the Joint Forest 
Management movement of the initial years needs to be sustained to 
realise its potential for forest conservation.

The State needs to take stringent measures to improve the quality of 
environment in air, water and in the coastal areas, which is 
deteriorating. The capability of State Pollution Control Board should 
be strengthened financially and technically to discharge this 
responsibility. In this connection, the situation arising out o f non
payment of the water cess proceeds to the State Pollution Control 
Board by municipalities requires improvement. Necessary steps may 
be initiated for setting up facilities in consultation with industry, and 
through its participation, for management of chemical and hazardous 
waste. The institutional arrangements for effectively and 
comprehensively assessing various development projects from 
environmental angle would need to be strengthened. Considerable 
thought should be given to promote and facilitate local-level 
participation in environmental improvement programmes for gening 
better results.
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The Planning Commission had suggested to the State Government 
last year to prepare a Vision Document regarding the development 
perspective of the next 20-25 years and also a Human Development 
Report indicating the status and progress in respect of various social 
indicators of development. We hope, it would be possible to complete 
the work during the current year and utilise the information and 
proposal emanating from these documents to make special efforts for 
speeding up the development of backward areas such as North Bengal. 
We would also suggest that the State Government may prepare material 
for visual presentation concerning development activities, reform 
measures, administrative innovations and areas of social mobilisation 
where considerable progress or success has been achieved, which could 
be suggested to other States for adoption.

* Opening Remarks at the discussion on the Annual Plan o f  West Bengal fo r  2000-01
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APPROACH TO TENTH PLAN*

Hon’ble Prime Minister, my colleagues and friends,

Let me begin by thanking the Prime Minister for convening this meeting 
of the Full Planning Commission and giving us time on two separate 
dates. The focus will be on the approach paper to Tenth Five Year 
Plan. As you are aware the Tenth Plan period begins from 1" April 
2002. We hope we will obtain the approval of the Prime Minister and 
the Full Planning Commission to the Approach Paper after which it 
will be submitted to the Cabinet. Thereafter, we will seek the approval 
of the National Development Council and prepare the Plan in time for 
its scheduled launching.

We initiated the preparation of the Tenth Five Year Plan some time in 
October last year. In fact, the work on the Tenth Plan started after the 
mid-term appraisal of the Ninth Five Year Plan was presented to the 
Full Planning Commission in September 2000. The Tenth Plan is going 
to be perhaps the most ambitious of all our Plans. It was not very long 
ago when the GDP growth target of 6% per annum seemed unattainable. 
The traditional barrier of 3.5% to 4% growth was broken in the Eighties 
and the post-reform period has seen an average of 6% plus growth in 
GDP. The Nineties have demonstrated the resilience of our economy 
in the face o f several shocks. India has been one of the ten fastest 
growing economies in this period.

Despite the improved growth performance our progress in the other 
dimensions o f well-being, such as poverty, health and educational 
indicators, has not been as satisfactory. In order to meet the aspirations 
of our people, we have to improve the social conditions of living, which 
would include adequate high quality employment, reduction in gender 
gaps, improvements in health and education and a healthy environment. 
These objectives depend, to some extent, on our ability to raise 
appropriate economic resources through higher growth.
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The Prime Minister had directed us to take on the challenge of doubling 
the per capita income in ten years. We have responded to the challenge 
by proposing that the Tenth Plan growth target should be 8 per cent. 
Raising the growth rate of the economy from 6 to 8% is achievable but 
I must emphasise that it is far from easy. In fact, the economy is 
currendy decelerating and the international environment is not ideal. 
Major efforts will be needed to achieve acceleration. This will involve 
a significant increase in investment rate as also a major improvement 
in efficiency.

Growth per se cannot be the only objective. We also need to redress 
regional disparities in social and economic attainments. The Plan has 
to address with greater vigour the need to release the latent energies 
and stimulate private initiative in various facets of our development 
process. Ultimately, we have to plan for an environment that provides 
ample opportunities for all to actualise their potential individually as 
also collectively for the nation as a whole.

This is possible provided we stretch ourselves to the maximum. We 
had to raise more tax and non-tax revenues, reduce non-Plan 
expenditure and provide more funds for Plan, which can no longer be 
considered as a residual part of expenditure. We have to usher and 
implement many more policy and procedural reforms, particularly in 
the States, which impact upon investment and improve the level of 
governance.

There are some other related issues also that need to be considered by 
NDC and hence have to be considered in the meeting today. Most of 
these are consistent with the proposed Plan approach and include the 
following items:

1. Special Category Status to the States o f J& K  and Assam with 
retrospective effect from 1969;

2. Placing Uttaranchal on the Special Category List;

3. Status Report of the NDC Sub-Committee on Transfer of CSS;

4. Performance of Core Plans;
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5. Revision of Gadgii Formula and Change in the Loan-Grant Ratio in 
respect o f Central Assistance to State Plans;

6. Draft Approach Paper to the Tenth Plan; and

7. Agenda for the N D C Meeting

With the permission of the Chairman, I would suggest that we consider 
these other issues before we take up the draft Approach paper for 
discussion. We thought that it might be a good idea to take up our 
discussion of Approach paper in two parts. Today we would have a 
brief presentation on the macro dimensions including objectives, targets 
and strategy for the Tenth Plan. This could be followed on the 29th by 
a discussion on the major issues and decisions that need to be taken in 
the light of the objectives that we had set before us for the Tenth Plan.

* Opening Remarks at the meeting o f  the Full Planning Commission held on June 27.
2001
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STRATEGIES FOR TENTH PLAN *

It gives me great pleasure to welcome you all to the 49th meeting of the 
National Development Council.

Since Independence, the process o f planned development has harmonized 
our aspirations with available resources for a common national goal. The 
National Development Council, at the apex of our policy making structure, 
has been guiding the course of this development process. It is a forum, 
which has fostered consensus-building amidst diverse and varying 
perspectives. The Plans embody this spirit of cooperation and mutual 
understanding. We can be proud of this unique example of democratic 
decision-making in a federal polity.

The Five Year Plans lay down the road map and strategy for realising 
our developmental aspirations. They seek to bring together various 
development agencies in both the public and private domains for the 
attainment of our goal. They provide the basis for the Centre and the 
States to act in concert. We have gathered here today, on this momentous 
occasion, to primarily discuss the Approach Paper to the Tenth Five 
Year Plan, the first of this millennium. There are some other items 
also on the agenda.

While preparing this Approach Paper, we were conscious of two issues. 
First, that it should reflect a broad cross-section of public opinion and 
expertise in identifying the objectives and also the instrumentalities for 
realising them. We have, accordingly, carried out consultations with 
experts, academicians and representatives of agriculture, industry, social 
sectors, voluntary organisations and labour unions. We took note of 
their suggestions and circulated a draft to all the State Governments 
and Central Ministries for comments. Most o f these views are reflected 
in the draft that is now before you.
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Secondly, we have a definite time frame for completing our exercise. 
After the endorsement of the Approach Paper by the N D C today, 
with your cooperation, we shall press ahead to launch the Tenth Five 
Year Plan on sdiedule, i.e., on 1* April 2002.

I now have great pleasure in requesting the Hon’ble Prime Minister to 
give his inaugural address.

PRESENTATION

Let me begin by thanking the Prime Minister for his inspiring address 
and setting the tone for todays deliberations. As he has pointed out, 
there has been progressive convergence in our ideological and 
conceptual positions on economic and social policies. We have to 
channelise this consensus into decisive action for the welfare of the 
people. The country expects this apex body to send a clear signal of 
our collective political will to pool our resources and energy for the 
greater good of the nation.

The first item on the Agenda is the consideration of the Draft Approach 
Paper to the Tenth Five Year Plan. In proposing that the Tenth Plan 
GDP growth target should be 8% per annum we are, no doubt, stretching 
ourselves. We do so as we are acutely aware of the urgency to meet 
the needs and aspirations of our people. We consider this achievable. 
After all, as Slide 2 indicates, we have succeeded in raising our growth 
rate from about 3.5% in the first three decades of our Independence 
to nearly 6% in the next two.

The Approach Paper stipulates monitorable targets covering economic, 
social and environmental dimensions of human development. Slide 3 
gives the objectives and Slide 4 the monitorable targets of the Plan. 
For the first time, as you can see, explicit targets on issues like 
accessibility to drinking water and primary education, and indicators 
like infant mortality rate and maternal mortality ratios arc being 
specified. Policy constraints, which discourage growth of employment, 
have to be addressed.
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The Tenth Plan Approach Paper also envisages a State-wise break-up 
o f these targets to enable the requisite policy focus for reducing 
disparities. As you can see from Slide 5, a multi-pronged approach 
has been adopted to integrate growth with equity and social justice. 
Agriculture development is appropriately a core element of the Plan. 
There is also an added emphasis on bringing about rapid growth in 
sectors with high quality employment opportunities. The sectors that 
need special focus include information technology-enabled services, 
entertainment, real estate and housing, modem retailing, tourism and 
transport.

We, however, have to take note of some recent trends. O f late, there 
have been visible signs of deceleration in economic growth. The global 
economic environment, at present, is also far from ideal. The fiscal 
position of the Government, both at the Centre and the States, is rather 
precarious. Today, the governments, across the country, borrow not 
only for investment but also to meet a substantial portion of their revenue 
expenditure. This is an unsustainable situation and severely restricts 
our ability to raise public investment to the desired levels. These and 
related concerns were highlighted in the mid-term appraisal of the Ninth 
Five Year Plan. In the slides that follow, we have attempted to bring 
out the essence of these concerns and proposed corrective action.

Slide 6 lists some macro issues. You will see in Slide 7 that States 
with higher per-capita income such as Maharashtra, Punjab and 
Haryana have not done as well- as Gujarat, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka 
and West Bengal in the 1990s in terms of growth rates. Madhya Pradesh, 
Rajasthan, Orissa and Bihar continue to lag behind.

Slide 8 highlights the deterioration in the fiscal situation of Centre and 
States in the 1990s. The deterioration has been sharper in the States.

As you can see in Slide 9, the States had a positive balance from 
their current revenue up to 1990. The situation was manageable till 
1997-98, after which point the adverse impact o f the Fifth Pay 
Commission becomes obvious. At an aggregate level, for both Central 
Government and States, the deficit from current revenue at the
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beginning of 1990s was around Rs.5000 crore. This deficit is now a 
staggering Rs.90,000 crore.

Slide 10 shows that at the Central level the ratio of revenue deficit to 
fiscal deficit has risen sharply from about 20% in 1993-94 to 65% in
1999-2000. As against the 1980s, when we were borrowing only to 
meet our capital expenditure, we are now borrowing more and more 
just to meet our current expenditure on salaries, interests and subsidies.

We see in Slide 11 that there has been a 200-fold increase in the 
Pension Bill of just 15 major States. It has gone up from around Rs. 100 
crore to nearly Rs. 19,000 crore in the last 25 years.

In Slide 12 you see a continuous decline in the ratio of Plan ouday to GDP 
both in the Centre and the States. The decline is sharper in the case of the 
Centre. As a result, we are not investing enough for our future. Nor, 
unfortunately, ate we adequately maintaining our existing assets.

As shown in Slide 13 there are other concerns, namely the persistence 
of many controls in agriculture, trade and industry. The flow of private 
investment in infrastructure is also below expectations. More 
importantly, the institutional framework and delivery mechanism are 
acting as a drag on the pace of our development. Growth in investment 
must go hand in hand with growth in efficiency.

The stipulated growth rate and changes in its sectoral composition 
require a significant increase in the investment rate to 30-32 per cent.
1 would like to emphasise that neither the growth target nor the social 
indicators o f well-being can be attained merely by increasing the 
quantum of financial resources. Efficiency and effectiveness must be 
the touchstone of our policies and programmes.

Slide 14 shows the deterioration in the composition of public expenditure 
of the States. Not only has the Plan expenditure component of the 
total expenditure declined but also the share of capital expenditure has 
fallen even further.

Fiscal correction in both the Centre and the States is a critical element 
for raising the investment rate. The agenda for fiscal correction shown 
in Slides 15 &  16 highlights the importance o f improving government
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savings by nearly 3% of GDP. This would require not only raising 
revenues through improved tax-GDP ratio but also realising user charges 
on a number of publicly provided services. Growth o f non-Plan 
expenditure also needs to be moderated.

Slide 17 highlights the approach to mobilising resources for the Plan.

Disinvestment has been identified as an important source for funding 
the Plan. Our recent experience has not been encouraging. These 
resources are critical for the Plan. For the success of the disinvestment 
programme it may well be necessary to de-link the functional control 
over public sector undertakings identified for disinvestment from their 
administrative ministries. There is also need to sensitise labour to the 
proposed disinvestments and to generate awareness and create 
consensus on the rationale and long-term benefits of disinvestment.

There are too many policies and regulations, which stifle initiative and 
private investment in many sectors. These need to be addressed 
expeditiously.

Improving government’s interface with the public, quality of public 
expenditure and, above all, enhancing the productivity of existing assets 
have to be the cornerstone of our strategy. The Approach Paper has 
outlined a number of measures in this regard, as shown in Slides 18 
and 19.

One of the important issues that-also figures later in the agenda is the 
increase in the number of Central and Centrally Sponsored Schemes 
over the last few decades

I have, since last year, taken personal interest in pursuing an exercise 
to undertake a ministry-wise evaluation of all die ongoing Central and 
Centrally Sponsored Schemes, even subjecting them to principles of 
Zero-Based Budgeting, with a view to deciding on their transfer or 
convergence or weeding out, as the case may be, prior to the 
formulation of the Tenth Five Year Plan. With the cooperation of my 
colleagues in the Union Cabinet I hope we would be able to complete 
this exercise in the next few months.
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Our experiment with the concept o f Core Plan has been encouraging. 
In this approach critical programmes in each sector are protected from 
any inadequacy of resource allocations so that the intended benefits 
from these projects are fully realised.

We have to optimise the use o f our limited resources. There is significant 
scope for improving the deiivery-mechanism for poverty alleviation 
schemes. We need to improve accountability at the local level by 
involving the Panchayati Raj institutions.

I now turn to sectoral issues. The Approach Paper recognises the 
serious gaps that are emerging in infrastructure, particularly in power, 
railways, agriculture and irrigation. Slides 20 and 21 show the concerns 
and the Tenth Plan approach in the power and railways sectors.

The flow of private investment in infrastructure has been below 
expectation. In many instances the requisite enabling policies arc not 
yet in place. The Central Government at the initiative of the Prime 
Minister has launched the National Highway Development Programme, 
which is progressing well. There is a similar initiative on rural roads. 
Power sector reforms should get a new impetus through the 
Accelerated Power Development Programme.

Incidentally, let me draw the attention of this august body to the 
developments in China. Like us, they are also in the process of 
formulating their Tenth Five Year Plan. They have demonstrated 
successfully that even a developing country with similar constraints 
such as ours can sustain high rates of economic growth over extended 
periods.

Agricultural development has been recognised as the core element of 
the Plan. As indicated in Slide 22 inadequate capital formation and 
effective credit support are some of the major concerns in this sector. 
The Approach Paper has identified the need to have a comprehensive 
land-use policy, as also a fresh strategy for irrigation and water use. 
Regulatory controls and policy framework rooted in the era of food 
scarcity have limited relevance in today’s context. The management 
of our food economy needs a fresh look. There is, now, a general
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support for disbanding export, trade and credit restrictions on agricultural 
and agro-forestry products. These will have to be pursued in the course 
of the Tenth Plan.

The key to the success is given in Slide 23

A National Blueprint for administrative and procedural reforms needs 
to be devised and implemented. Our administrative framework and 
the delivery mechanism have to be transparent, accountable and non- 
discriminatory. Corruption and inefficiency cannot be tolerated. There 
must be rewards for performance and penalties for failure. Reforms 
and strengthening of the judicial system and procedures is an important 
element of this strategy. Let us resolve to meet these challenges. Let 
us make the Plan a true success.

The consequences of inaction are too serious to contemplate. I draw 
your attention to the Slide 24. Not only would growth falter and 
unemployment rise, but also it could well threaten the cohesiveness of 
our social fabric. We cannot afford to fail.

India of the 21“ century has to be a nation of growing capabilities and 
equal opportunities for all. It has to take steps for mainstreaming of the 
deprived and the excluded. It has to make an all-out effort for 
empowerment o f Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes and weaker 
sections. It also has to address gender concerns. It has to be a land 
where regional and sectoral perspectives are not allowed to cloud a 
holistic national vision.

With these words, I commend the Draft Approach to the Tenth Five 
Year Plan for endorsement and approval by this august body.

The second item on todays agenda is the Report of the NDC Sub- 
Committee on Criteria for Allocation of Funds under Major Rural 
Poverty Alleviation Programmes. It may be recalled that this Committee 
was set up in pursuance of a decision taken at the last NDC meeting. 
The Committee discussed various criteria for allocation of funds for 
poverty alleviation and there was agreement on continuation of the 
presendy used criterion, i.e. 15% adjusted shares as approved by the
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Full Planning Commission under the Chairmanship of the Prime Minister. 
This criterion would form the basis o f allocation till the end of the 
Ninth Plan. The Planning Commission has set up an Expert Group to 
re-examine this criterion in the light of the latest estimates on incidence 
of poverty as also the observations made by some State Governments.

The third agenda item pertains to the Status Report of the NDC Sub 
Committee on Transfer of Centrally Sponsored Schemes (CSS), which 
was also set up in pursuance o f the decision taken at the last NDC 
meeting. Several exercises have been carried out in the Planning 
Commission in consultation with the Central Ministries and Departments 
both to identify the CSS that could be transferred to States or could be 
converged or weeded out. In a meeting of this NDC Committee, some 
State Governments were of the view that there was need for further 
work before the Committee could make any recommendations for the 
consideration of the NDC. This issue is being pursued. We hope to 
complete this exercise prior to the commencement of the Tenth Plan.

The fourth agenda item relates to placing Uttaranchal on the list of 
Special Category States. The newly formed State o f Uttaranchal 
conforms to the characteristic of Special Category States. The Union 
Cabinet has already approved according it the “special category” status. 
It is now put up to the National Development Council for endorsement.

The last item of the agenda is the Mid-Term Appraisal of the Ninth 
Five Year Plan. It may be recalled that this Document was circulated 
by the Planning Commission some time in December last year to all 
the Members of the NDC. This is now being formally placed before 
the NDC.

I now request the Hon’ble Prime Minister to guide the deliberations.

* Welcome Speech and d eta iled  presentation at the 49‘k National Development Council 
Meeting on September 1, 2001
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NDC APPROVAL OF TENTH PLAN APPROACH 
EXPLAINED*

As most of you are aware, the Approach Paper to the Tenth Five Year 
Plan received the unanimous approval of the National Development 
Council (NDC) on Saturday, the 1st of September 2001. Since all the 
relevant documents -  copies of the final approved Approach Paper, 
the Prime Minister’s opening address, my opening presentation and 
the Prime Minister’s closing remarks -  have been made available to 
you, I will not take the time to go over these in any detail. Instead, I will 
briefly take you through the developments that have occurred since 
we met last on June 30, 2001, when the Approach Paper had received 
the approval of the full Planning Commission and will give you a flavour 
of the discussions that took place in the NDC meeting.

Prior to placing the Approach Paper before the NDC, the Union Cabinet 
met on 17th August 2001 to consider the document. During the course 
of this Cabinet meeting, a number of very useful suggestions were 
made by various Ministers, which went towards substantially 
strengthening the Approach Paper. In particular, issues like urban 
development and strengthening of power and telecommunication 
infrastructure in rural areas were highlighted. Recent calamities have 
also shown the vulnerability of livestock and its effect on the poor. 
Given the importance of the animal husbandry sector to our growth and 
poverty reduction targets, such situations need to be addressed. These 
and many other suggestions were suitably incorporated in the draft 
Approach Paper before it was sent to the National Development Council.

In the NDC meeting, we had frank discussions on many issues and the 
Prime Minister’s closing remarks reflect the consensual thinking that 
emerged through the interaction. All the members were conscious that 
business as usual would no longer serve the purpose. The need and 
desirability of accelerating the growth rate of die economy were shared 
by all and it was recognised that this would require a paradigm shift.
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To be completely honest with you, I was somewhat apprehensive about 
the course that the N D C meeting could take, as the draft Approach 
Paper is frank and direct in its analysis and calls for a number of 
difficult political decisions. As it happened, the discussions were 
refreshingly businesslike and constructive. There was practically no 
dispute or disagreement on the major objectives and strategy of the 
Approach Paper and almost all the Chief Ministers were fully supportive 
of our proposals. I had of course been aware of the fact that over the 
past few years there has been a steady convergence of views among 
different political parties on the broad strategy of economic development 
and the need for reforms. What has come as a surprise is that this 
convergence now appears to be an almost complete congruence.

One point that emerged very clearly, however, is that despite this 
unanimity of views, progress towards a more rapid implementation of 
the reform agenda is being held up by competitive politics. A number 
of Chief Ministers observed that every political party would be opposing 
reforms in the State where it was in opposition, while pushing for exactly 
the same reform in the State where it was in power. A similar problem 
could be seen at the Centre as well. The Chief Ministers, therefore, 
suggested that an all-party meeting should be convened under the 
Chairmanship of the Prime Minister on the major reform issues. I am 
happy to report that the Prime Minister has agreed to this proposition 
and steps will be taken to convene such a meeting. At the top of this 
agenda are labour and power reforms. Hopefully, future meetings will 
further widen the agenda for discussions.

Another issue, which was repeatedly highlighted by almost all the Chief 
Ministers, was the need to reduce the number of Centrally Sponsored 
Schemes and to provide greater flexibility to the States in the selection 
and design of their implementation. As you are perhaps aware, this is 
not a new issue. At the time when NDC had approved the Ninth Five 
Year Plan, it was agreed that a sub-committee of the NDC under my 
Chairmanship would examine the feasibility of such a transfer. There 
has been some progress but apparently not enough to satisfy the 
States. In the Approach Paper to the Tenth Plan too we have 
emphasised the need to effect a significant reduction in the number
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of Centrally Sponsored Schemes and to provide greater flexibility to 
the States. The Planning Commission is supervising the process of 
identifying the schemes for transfer, convergence and weeding out. 
I hope that by the time the Tenth Plan document is ready we would 
have made a substantial progress in this regard.

Many States also raised the issue of the high interest burden that 
they were facing, particularly on Central Government debt. There 
was a plea both to reduce the interest rate on Central Government 
loans to States and to change the loan-grant ratio for non-special 
category States from the existing 70:30 to 50:50. Rescheduling of debt 
was also suggested by some. These demands would need to be examined 
in the light of their implications on Central finances. The Finance Minister 
is seized of this problem and it will be our effort to come up with a 
formulation that would meet both these conflicting requirements.

One of the other items of the agenda was granting of Special Category 
State status to the newly created State o f Uttaranchal. Expectedly 
this was unanimously endorsed. However, some other States also 
expressed their desire to be given the same status. This too is not 
new. We have agreed to the suggestion that the criteria for granting 
special category status to States may be examined afresh.

All in all, I must say that this NDC meeting has been a very pleasant 
and encouraging experience. Our political leadership has displayed 
great courage and willingness to rise above partisan politics. The 
kind of support that the Approach Paper has received from the NDC 
has greatly bolstered my confidence in the nations ability to achieve 
the targets set for the Tenth Plan. The Centre will no doubt have to 
lead by example and also provide the forum for resolution of 
differences.

The net outcome of the NDC meeting is that the Planning Commission 
will now take up the formidable task of preparing the Tenth Plan 
document with renewed vigour and a heightened sense of purpose and 
commitment.

* Opening Remarks at Press Conference on National Development Council Meeting on 
September 3, 2001 in New Delhi
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I welcome the Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh and other members 
of the States delegation to this meeting convened for the finalisation 
of the Annual Plan for 2001-02.

First of all, I would like to compliment the State for its earnest pursuit 
of the economic reforms. We note that the State has taken initiatives 
like single-window clearance, electronic governance, water users’ 
associations and other people-centred measures. It is noteworthy that 
private investment has been attracted for infrastructure and health 
care. Andhra Pradesh leads other States in the production of poultry 
and is among the front-runners in the production of rice, fish and fruit 
too. As per the Census 2001 the State has achieved a decadal growth 
rate of population of 13.86%, against the national average of 21.34 per

The State has made a remarkable achievement in the field of information 
technology and also attracted indigenous, as well as, foreign investors 
to this knowledge-based sector. Hyderabad has now been brought on 
the global map of information technology. The Indian Institute of 
Information Technology symbolises the creative collaboration between 
the State Government and the private sector.

There are, however, some areas of primary concern, needing priority 
attention of the State Government. The average annual growth rates 
of GSDP and per capita SDP have been lower than the all-India 
average. As per the Census 2001, in literacy the State ranks 28lh among 
35 States/UTs. In respect of key health indicators like Crude Birth 
Rate, Crude Death Rate, Infant Mortality Rate and Life Expectancy, 
the State lags behind many States though its position is better than the 
national average.

The State has been facing financial crisis due to growing debt as a 
result of rising public expenditure on subsidies, salaries and pensions.

ANDHRA PRADESH PLAN FOR 2001-02*
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The State Government has signed a MOU with the Government of 
India on fiscal reforms. I am confident that the State Government will 
pursue the implementation of the reforms.

The States economy is mainly agrarian with 71% of the population 
depending upon agriculture. As against this, the Plan allocation of 2.25% 
for this sector is very low and in the irrigation sector also the public 
investment has stagnated, inhibiting the exploitation of the agricultural 
potential.

I am glad to see that the rural population below poverty line in the 
State has declined from 15.82% in 1993-94 to 11.05% (30-day recall 
period) in 1999-2000, against the corresponding all-India figures of 
37.27% and 27.09 per cent. It is notable that women-empowering Self 
Help Groups with their large membership and extensive coverage have 
built up a sizeable corpus of funds and are contributing to the alleviation 
of poverty by their economic activities, which are fetching them sizeable 
additional incomes.

As indicated above, the literacy level in the State is lower than the 
national average and there is a wide gap between rural and urban 
literacy rates. About 40 lakh children are still outside the school network 
and the drop-out rates in the primary and upper primary classes are 
also very high. The State Government needs to take suitable measures 
to tackle these issues on priority. Success in achieving the goal of 
universal elementary education, in conjunction with other rehabilitative 
measures, would go a long way in addressing the problem of large 
child labour also.

Many of the State PSUs are incurring losses. It is essential for the 
State Government to take vigorous steps to reduce the burden on the 
State exchequer. At the same time, the State Government should 
encourage handlooms, handicrafts, khadi and village industries, which 
have large potential of generating additional employment.

In the transport sector the performance of the Andhra Pradesh State 
Road Transport Corporation is certainly good in terms of fleet utilisation, 
vehicle productivity and fuel efficiency and up to 1996-97 it was one
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of the two profit-making Corporations. However, after 1997-98 it 
has become a loss-incurring entity, which is a cause for concern.

In the irrigation sector the taking up of so many new schemes without 
completing the spillover schemes would result in raising the cost and 
delaying the benefits. Water conservation measures, like Neeru-Meeru, 
are indeed laudable. Properly implemented, this scheme would help 
augment the ground water resources.

’  Opening Remarks at the discussion on the Annual Plan o f  Andhra Pradesh fo r
2001-02
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I am glad to welcome the Chief Minister of Arunachal Pradesh and his 
colleagues to the Planning Commission. As you are aware, a team of 
Planning Commission headed by Somi Tandon, Adviser (State Plans) 
visited Arunachal Pradesh in October 2000 and held a fruitful official- 
level discussion. This has given us a better perception of your potential, 
genuine difficulties and constraints, which we would together try to 
address.

It is heartening to note that appreciable progress in the creation of 
social and physical infrastructure has been achieved. While the overall 
literacy level has increased to 60%, 59.5% o f villages have been 
electrified and 90% of the villages receive potable water supply. The 
health indices in terms of Birth Death Rates and Infant Mortality are 
substantially better than the national average. Increasing trends in per 
capita Net State Domestic Product in 1997-98 and 1998-99, both at 
current and constant prices, are positive signs of development of the 
State’s economy.

However, a review of the performance in the first four years of the 
Ninth Plan revealed that the achievements in some sectors are much 
below the targets, both in physical and financial terms. During the 
period 1997-2001, a total ouday of Rs.2530 crore, including a total 
Central Assistance of Rs.2197 crore, was provided. The expenditure 
of Rs.1421 crore, reported for the first three years of the Ninth Plan, 
is 10.5% less than the Central Assistance of Rs.1587 crore, provided 
during the same period. This scenario calls for a realistic assessment of 
resources for determining the Plan size, as well as vigorous efforts to 
mobilise additional resources.

While agriculture and allied activities are the mainstay of the people 
o f the State and have the potential for rapid economic growth and

ARUNACHAL PRADESH PLAN FOR 2001-02*
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income and employment generation, these sectors have not been given 
due priority in terms of allocation of outlays, which has been only 
8% of the total outlay during the first four years o f the Ninth Plan. 
With administrative cost accounting for about 50% of the expenditure, 
very little is left for development schemes and programmes. 
Performance in the agriculture sector has fallen short of the targets. 
With the prevailing practice o f Jhum cultivation, soil and water 
conservation programmes assume significance. However, the progress 
has been tardy and needs to be improved.

A huge gap of 48% between the creation and utilisation of minor 
irrigation potential, is a matter of concern. I find that inadequate 
attention has been paid to the command area development and, as a 
result, even after the completion of irrigation works, the benefits of 
growing minimum two crops have not reached the farmers. This 
requires immediate corrective action.

As you are aware, the Border Area Development Programme has been 
designed to tackle the special problems of the people living in the 
border areas with the objective o f strengthening the social 
infrastructure and filling up critical gaps in physical infrastructure. 
Progress in the implementation of BADP schemes and utilisation of 
funds has also been poor and needs to be improved.

While the State Government has taken some tentative steps for power 
sector reform, it should make the State Electricity Regulatory 
Commission functional as soon as possible. Though power tariff has 
been revised in April 2000, it is still way below the cost of supply, 
which is very high. The Government should try to reduce the cost of 
supply by minimising the administrative cost, operating and 
maintenance cost and T & D  losses. It is appreciated that the 
construction of some of the ongoing micro-mini hydel schemes has 
been handed over to NHPC/NEEPCO for their accelerated completion 
and construction of transmission lines to power grid. It should be 
ensured that the transmission line is complete by the time the projects 
are ready.
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The progress regarding connectivity of villages during the period 1997- 
2000 has been good. Yet, more than half the villages remain to be 
connected. With the provision of Rs.35.00 crore for rural roads under 
PMGY in 2000-01, priority should be accorded to the construction 
and improvement of rural roads. Efforts should be made towards repair 
and maintenance of mule tracks and suspension bridges as well as 
improvement of the functional efficiency of the State Road Transport 
Corporation.

The level of ground water development in the State is only 23.64% 
as against the all-India average of 31.92 per cent. The State should 
implement rainwater harvesting and watershed development 
programmes for recharging the springs and streams as also to provide 
a supplementary source of water.

Since 1998-99 a total o f 18 projects involving an investment of 
Rs.325.38 crore have been approved for funding out of Non-lapsable 
Central Pool of Resources and an amount of Rs.65.84 crore has been 
released for 13 projects. In the current year a sum of Rs.4.48 crore 
was released for the electrification of 60 tribal villages and Rs.3.70 
crore for strengthening the sub-transmission and distribution system. 
The progress in most of these projects has not been reported, except 
for two projects namely Ranganadi transmission line and Kathalguri 
Deomali transmission line. The utilisation certificate has been received 
for only one project, namely Itanagar Naharlagun Water Supply 
Scheme. May I add here that monitoring of projects needs to be 
streamlined to contain the cost and time overruns and ensure their 
completion on time.

* Opening Remarks at the discussion on the Annual Plan o f  Arunachal Pradesh f o r  2001-02
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I welcome the Chief Minister and his colleagues to the Planning 
Commission for Annual Plan 2001-02 discussions. I congratulate you 
for your victory in the recently held elections in the State and hope 
that under your leadership the pace of development in the State would 
accelerate.

You have taken over at a time when the State is facing an extremely 
difficult fiscal situation. During the last financial year, the State was 
in overdraft for 283 days, which is the highest in the country. More 
than 87% o f your revenue receipts are absorbed by committed 
expenditure on salaries, wages, pensions and interest payments, leaving 
very little room for maneuver. I am informed that the debt-servicing 
burden of Assam will increase significantly during the period 2003 
to 2006. It will be extremely difficult for the State to spend on 
development and fulfil the aspirations o f the people unless drastic 
measures are taken to curtail administrative expenditure and raise 
revenues.

I am happy to note that the growth of population in the State has 
come down from 2.17% in 1991 to 1.74% in 2001. The State has 
also achieved lower decadal growth of 18.85% than that of 21.34% 
for the country. The sex ratio, which was 923 females per thousand 
males in 1991, has also improved to 932 in the Census 2001, which 
is almost equal to the national level.

The efforts of the State Government in the field of literacy have resulted 
in increasing the literacy rate from 52.89% in 1991 to 64.28% in 
2001. The State has made progress in the field of male and female 
literacy. However, the State needs to check the drop-out rate in standard 
I to VIII, which is very high.

The percentage of population living below the poverty line in the 
State declined from 40.86% during 1993-94 to 36.09% during
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1999-2000. Rural poverty, which had increased from 42.6% during 
1983 to 45.01% during 1993-94, has come down to 40.04% in 
1999-2000, which is much higher than the all-India estimate of 27.09 
per cent. The Government should make efforts to reduce this further 
by improving the implementation of anti-poverty programmes and 
enhancing productive employment in agriculture.

The Mid-Day Meal Programme in the State has not been working 
successfully as the State Government is unable to lift the quantities 
offered to it due to inability to meet the high transportation cost. 
The State Government is urged to review the programme and ensure 
that the children in the schools get the much-needed nourishment 
that they are entitled to.

The agriculture sector, which provides employment to about 82% of 
population, is not able to sustain it. The agro-climatic conditions of 
the State hold promise for the development and promotion of 
horticulture and plantation. This sector can be made more effective 
by making provision for good quality planting material, efficient 
extension network and post-harvest plantation including processing 
storage and marketing of these crops. I have been informed that the 
scheme “Krishak Samaridha Yojana”, under which 1 lakh shallow tube 
wells would be installed and which was taken up by the State 
Government with the help of Planning Commission and NABARD, 
has borne promising results with an increase in the area and production 
of rice. I would urge the State to keep up the good work.

The reforms and restructuring of the power sector is a welcome step. 
The restructuring of the Assam State Electricity Board would definitely 
bring in viability in the power sector. Immediate attention needs to 
be paid to increase the PLF, which is very low. The T& D  losses also 
need to be restricted. The rural electrification programme in the State 
needs to be stepped up, as the percentage of villages electrified in the 
State is much lower than the all-India average. I also find that there is 
a gap between the average cost of supply and the average tariff, which 
is also widening. Therefore, the State may consider increasing the 
average tariff and reducing the losses of the Assam State Electricity
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Board. I would also suggest that the State Electricity Board might 
make efforts to eliminate the incidence of pilferage of power, which is 
a critical action in support of any reform.

The tourism sector, if promoted effectively, would provide not only 
employment but also add to the income of the State. The State may 
also consider a tourism policy to encourage private investment. Suitable 
incentive packages may be offered to the tourists through these agencies 
to attract them.

Finally, I am glad to note that the State Government, with the help of 
the Planning Commission, has made considerable progress in the 
preparation of the Assam State Development Report. This Report is 
expected to set out the blueprint for increasing the growth in the 
State. We look forward to its early completion.

' Opening Remarks at the discussion on the Annual Plan o f  Assam fo r  2001-02
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ft?T ? ?F3*I 3)t <flP5«t> ^TvFTI 2 0 0 1 -2 0 0 2  3>t 3 iPt h  ^  \3^<4 ?t

fe lF ft  TTf t33>  if ^ rf^ IcT  f t F R  3>t 15?a i 3ft? ?TF9tf*pff 
35T $  'WMlfl 3)?clT I? I 3 F  3<t ;;M t  M-cipc5Ti) qlvjiMl 3)T atfcPT 3 ^  t  TT ? ^  

ftg K  TT3S? 3)t 3 F  cuf^cr* zffupTT £  I

■3F 3>3<?f <{Jx|t(| g?[ 3n3FW f3H 3>?% 3>T 3f3?T? *Tiff f  3|R^ y i^ l  ^  

H?ll'tH 3ft? 3t«5«Jcl'WI ^  3T^ if E3PT 3)|<J)®C 3>?^ 3>T ’ ft ^3) 3T37?? f  I

3 ^  2001 if ?T^I 3>t 'Jt*i'«<Wi c<?T 3>t ^>of uFRRSTI 35T 8.07 irflRRT %, 

Rjl'tl'tl PMul'l ^  W3ra ift, T̂F cpT cft?T?T 3^1 ?I^3 3̂ T 'W  f l  'Rf
>JTvS£r ^  'MHlf^lcf) 3ft? 3)l(«i<?) ?T3k T3) Pt-dl ^  <4>KUI f  I F^TT^t if, 

?T3ir 3^t 'HM'Wl vji’i'd’istii if 3)Pi<jBid cff f̂ 1? I 3 ^  1991-2001 ^  3ST3) 

if ^FFI ?F^t3 \3H?Rs3T if 21.34 IlfcRRT 3)t f t ,  f^FT? 3§t uRThSTT 
if 28.43 IllcRRT 3>f ^ W 3 ^ : ?3T7®T 3ft? tfft3T? cbc^ll^l qx^JPMl
3)T 3fT? f t t j  tjtt gpg v jq i^  gjr ?Tvj7T if vFRRsZJI ^  f^J^t3)?Di *J? 35tf 

5THT3 ^  W  t l

'Jl'l'ti'teiii if R^lq ?<?} ^  0-6  3TTg 3 ^  3 ^ t  3>T 3ift)cr> 3i^Mld %

yft 15.42 Wpl^ld 3) ?F^t3 afl'tfd 3?t <JcHI if f^FT? 19.59 PrfcRRT f  I 
f^FT? if ePPT1! 46.68 5(fcf?IcT dVl Tlft4t 3>t >!<ai ^  *fl*l v>flq»Mi4*i 35?ct 

|t I HtvjO) 3TP§ ^  ^  ^-®2 3>^F5 3 ^ t  35t m'|'1ui 3TTFT? vJMol«£l 35?HT 
xj3) rpitcft t i  ?rr«Rcn 33^  3t?r jrora 3n3W3) #i f%Fr? ?nft
^fluHTsff if JTf̂ r cqf^T ?lftr 71^ 3)??TT f  f^Rfif JTOt̂ cT

3TI3T33) t l

RRiec ^ i q l  ^  feR f̂ cpqd f t  t o t  3)t 3ff? ?T3k T 35^PTT I 3tyRT

SutiVl 3R-3T? lltSRT ?3)Wt f^35TRT 3>T jnTT^t ?TTEFT q iiA  if 3 T ^

3>t ^*T3)I ^?  3ef ^ctT ?FT t  I F^T 5?T ?Tv53 3)t 46.68 HfrRRT 
vR?h3TT ^ t , 3̂ft ^  %, (c|cf>Rid 4>'('il % 3ft? 3)t Si (cl

ol|Rd 3TTJI 3>t 33FTT ^1 ?if tf?n 35?^ ^  feP? ?F5*f 3>t t^^T?R ? if W^t 
cTPft fn fti

f ^ R  eft ih vR T  2001-2002
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WHlPSl$ i t  f%FR 3>t m h  3>l f ^ f
t  I 2001 3ft uFTWTT 3> 3T^TR  f$WK WT WSRcTI UK i f t c f  4 7 .5 3  

y fcH#TcT t  uff -T t& ^d 'fTRJ ° f  ^TRcT ^  3 flW  ^TT i f  t  «lfc<t> W ft 
T̂vRT 3frr 5f^?ft 3ft ^cM I if  ^ft W f t l  ^  f^rfcT feFT? if

f^RTf gft ^TSRcTT gft t  ^ft T̂TsT 3 3 .5 7  JffcfTRT t  I if JUSTf^R? f̂ TSTT 

3ft f^ lfct 3T3fr ^fift t  i f |c T  % ^ c H l gft ? * IR ^  a/r^t t  I 26  JffcTCIcT 

q>4d ^  3?HJTW SR I t t  4dt<l WT t  I ^<^d= 

cRR^ft ^  tP H ^W T  cP0T 1 i t  5  cf^> * f o f  wl'S'l ciiet Rellf2i4) 3ft 
if 6 6 .3 3  wRlsfld t  \>ft V I^O  3fafcT 5 0 .2 5  jrfcffRT % quitf) 

3ff?t3> t  I PT  3>5TT 3TT3 cl3> ^  cf>T S fq d lc p l 35>T eft 5̂5TT 
if qlRsldl et^ 3Tef 100  R ^ llsW t if ^  ^ fc T  13 fct?JT?}f ift =P8TT 8  cTcp 
yg-cici t  l aifciRcw 3ft cjjTĝ nfSjg> cravftgft ftrarr 3ft 3?fa
arfSraj o jf t  ^  3ft a r r a ^ ^ i  t  l

xfonj i r h  3*?̂  Tffunr ^  ywl^i# ^ r  3tf if
gjT 3 JrfrRRT if aft̂ t 3Tf̂ 3> «FRT% 3tlq(cld 3ft Tpff «ft 

ftRT  ̂ it 70 sfcRRT EFRrf̂ T tt 73  ̂ 3ft TRftl Tipftw &^f if ftforH3>f 
cTSfT 3(P|ql4 TcfRSZr 4̂1̂ 1 W4H <♦>'!'! ^  fd̂ ’ R|RjpH4tI XJ3 ^0^0^70  
^  f ^ f  *J3t 3ft 1RT ufpfT 3H4itt14> t  I «l1'H«yi 3>t f^R 35 f̂ ^  fcTTJ 
?n*r, &sr 3ff? f̂ rcTT 3ft r̂rftt* f% ^ *3Rp4> >d•*icj-Ti 3ft ^I'Flqi^
^  ^  4'l'H'll 3RTlj cTSIT <t>^l4 cb l^n^ct ^ T l  3?T^.^t.^f.TJ^T.

«Nf oH'*ff«t>l  ̂ <w4$t>^ ^T  f^RTR 7 W  ^f, *cil<b) cT^ f^TT

T̂HT WTft l̂

if ijfif ^ K ' l  ^  ^RT if ^|cT t t  IPlfcf t  yTsrf^ f^ F R  1950  
if ^ e ir  arf^rPrznr ^ rar  ^Fofi ^tvht ®ni srf?ra>f?r iii4)ui tfEr$

’J jjf ^  3R?J^T araW R f^cR°T ^  ^R D J ftcT t  I

F̂»57 if f«f^cft trg> jP)4l<Jl 3fl4?4q>dl t  fyRT  ̂ f^5RT ^7 'jft 
3tsJot|<j<wi H4ifci Pf'4y t  I ^f 'W ^R tiw ui,
^ iq ^ iR ic p  tlld'l ^ jf cb*l <*><<-ii, ^ tiK  <t>i4jt)*f cfPJ ch'iHI, «(<t>l4l q ^ d l l
cWT m̂ qui - f%cR^T oJjgWT if ■g^TR cff^ 3nf^ PidI'd  31l«JWc(3dl t
I ^  r̂35T ^R 9)R  i f  ’ ft 3f^iTO tf^TT f%  'OT ^TTvT ^  5N t if vf?T
ft'Jicft 'J ’R W  ^RPTT ^F^TT Ft, ^F f ^r3ft ^  %  tRHRjiJcf 3lt7 >Hdd ^ tc f t  

^T  f^qSTRi Wf$> ft\j|cft vi«4H«c| R^fcl if  ^ 9 R  cfHfl
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mRc^h ^  if 3 r * r t  fay-? w  t l  ? ^ r  <spiR c=fT̂  3ft

3liq*<j<t>fli t  I if  'H'^chl 3>T vjflcf XJ3 ? %  f>f% ^
^  feP? tJ3> 4 1tJ* lo R l ytuRT «Ml4) ufFft tii(^i< cTlf^ fcrf^FT ^ ”ff if 

3>TCf 35t ^ T  fcp?TT \5fT I

sf'FT 3>t uFRRSIT 3>T ^ ® 7 3T1WR t  I 3>t 3)f§|cbi;n
? R  ?i(qd f^pfc •Htfl t ,  IFHfcTCJ' ^ 3 1  i f  <i<l«i) 3> ^ R  i f  3>*ff cTRT
^ 5 R t : TJ3 ^ > ft-3 lft3?t ^  WTT5H «TSI  ̂ ^R f5! ^  3v^T t  I ^
H'tl"1dl 3 ft 3M  t  1% <jpfa v3̂ Ml<< i f  ^FHI 3TR*T PM'WI 3?t f^rfcT if  

■ W  t  I :|5fa-qiP)q?] ^  f^cpRT t<j cndi4, <gdi4 ^  f ŝr>*j ^  f^Rmt 3>T 

^Ref «HMI j^ lT l

yivii) if tTWRTcT ■ '̂liq f f  ^cfi t l  31l?ll «H dl l |  f^> 'MVq̂ K 'fl3*MlP|q>
3RWT3Tt cfc 3Î «)M \J% 'MificKl q-iiq^ efl̂ fr 3>T *i*lfo1ch '(jRtll vj4d«J 
3RI% 357 3T3?R TRPT <?>VTl I

R * l'd  i f  3? fe flj 3 ? f  JPTT f̂ 35cPT vjoi'l 3>t 3 ilq^ 3> dl t l
vJM^cKI 3 P J3#  3>T^rrt 3 f a  STRR if  ^ETR 3R3> 3 fl?  f!HT«fal
xpjtRnfr ^  tnrf̂ cf m m  Jfra ;ft*?3 t?RT i r̂vsfr ^
Pt'fl P l^ l  STO 3R% if  '«H><?ldl T̂Pft t  f^RT^T f^3>RT 3>t 3 7  i f  3^KT$t 
^ S t t  sffc  c W t 3>T v W i k  f̂ Tcfr t  I fagiy 3>t ^  f ^ t  3)iq>Ra 3R^T 

t §  HAim q>V*) Wlft^ I ?^T \3^W 3ft ^  t g  MRqg-i cT8IT 3 R I
atl^lRqi 'FPTFTT ^ s i t  i f  ’g q R  35t 3H3?i|cbdl I ST̂ TRT̂  if

cfaJT m « f? ld l WfPT ^  s r f ^ R f  if  f^c^tqRDT gfR  vjpr 
3SR I, '9Trf% cZigWT if -gsjK, ^ 5  t  fyR 3?t 3 fR  f̂

yft 3>T HTH 3TT35f̂ cT q>"MI q l^ u  I ^T? ^TcfP?«R3> *tHoii t  f̂ > 
^ 7  gft cirfiScb ■qtyRT 2 0 0 1 - 0 2  3>T 3TI3>T? ^cff tir|c|ifli| jjI-j HI ^  

9R1ST5R if  ^ 51 t  «WT 3TO %  âtcT fe lT
^  t  I

v̂ fTT 3llM<t>l 3T3W  t  y'l'4HI 3jiqVl ^ S 7  f^3)RT R ^ i  T O I  ^?T 
t  ^  7P>ni f̂ 35RT 3>t 'WĴ 'tai fnft I 3TT?IT t  T̂3?T T O R

^?t c iw  xrrir’ft i

vsMlbW <RT vi t̂lldH <(|W* ilWfl 2001-2002
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I welcome the Chief Minister and his colleagues to this meeting for 
the finalisation o f Annual Plan for 2001-02 o f Chhattisgarh. The 
creation of the new State of Chhattisgarh with effect from 1st November
2000 provides an opportunity to the State Government as well as its 
people for better administration and faster development of the State. 
There are many teething problems that a new State would be facing 
but I am sure that they are being resolved effectively and in a manner 
that is administratively sound.

For working out the Annual Plan 2001-02 the Principal Adviser and 
other officers from the Planning Commission visited Raipur on 31st 
January 2001 and had detailed discussions with the Chief Secretary 
and other senior officers of the State Government. I understand that 
the situation of resources has improved in the meanwhile. This is a 
happy situation. I appreciate that the State has been able to create a 
positive balance from current revenues for 2001-02. Since the year 
2001-02 is the last year of the Ninth Plan I would suggest that special 
efforts should be made to complete the ongoing schemes within the 
stipulated time so that spillovers to the Tenth Plan are minimised.

Chhattisgarh possesses most of the rich mineral resources o f the 
composite State of Madhya Pradesh. The world-famous reserves of 
iron ore in Bailadila and coal, limestone, dolomite, bauxite, tin, gold 
and diamonds and many other valuable minerals are found in the 
State. With these abundant natural and mineral resources, the State 
should set about further exploring and fully utilising them for faster 
industrialisation o f the State for generation o f employment 
opportunities and wealth and for reducing regional disparities. The 
State Government should also explore new areas of growth and 
employment such as IT-based activities and services and involve private 
sector participation in a big way.

The State is better placed in regard to power position. Chhattisgarh 
generates 779 MW, i.e. 35.7% of the power of the composite Madhya

CHHATTISGARH PLAN FOR 2001-02
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Pradesh, while it consumes only 21.8% of the total power generated 
in the composite State. Thus, it will have surplus power of 13.9%, 
which it can utilise for industries in the State. The constitution of 
Chhattisgarh Electricity Board is a welcome step.

I appreciate the review of agricultural policy by the State Government, 
which proposes to bring fundamental changes in the cropping pattern 
and aims at increasing the area under double cropping, oil seeds and 
pulses. So far, only 12% of the total cultivable area is irrigated in the 
State, which has also resulted in low productivity per hectare. There 
is utmost need for the creation of additional irrigation facilities. I, 
however, feel happy that the State Government has given priority for 
the completion of Hasdeo-Bango major irrigation project in two years 
to create an additional irrigation potential of 1.29 lakh hectares. 
However, the water rates, which were revised in 1992 by the Madhya 
Pradesh Government, require further revision.

As per the Census 2001 the literacy rate in Chhattisgarh at 65.18% 
in relation to 65.38% at national level is satisfactory. However, the 
gap between male and female literacy rate is very high, which needs 
to be bridged. The districts such as Bastar, Sarguja and Raigarh, where 
literacy rates are low, would require faster development of educational 
facilities. There is a need for reorientation of the programmes towards 
the education o f girls and empowerment o f women in various 
productive activities. The State Government initiatives to provide free 
computer education to girl students in the 9th to 12th standard under 
Indira Suchna Shakti Pariyojna is noteworthy.

I would like to assure that the Planning Commission would provide 
its full support and cooperation from time to time for rapid and 
balanced development of the new State. The Planning Commission 
provided Rs.30 crore as Additional Central Assistance for infrastructure 
requirements of the States capital during the last financial year and I 
hope that infrastructure improvement would become visible in the 
current financial year.

* Opening Remark at the discussion on the Annual Plan o f  Chhattisgarh f o r  2001-02
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I extend a warm welcome to the Chief Minister and her colleagues to 
this meeting to finalise the Annual Plan 2001-02 of the National 
Capital Territory of Delhi. We are now in the final year of the Ninth 
Five Year Plan. There is need to take a closer look at what we have so 
far achieved in order to prioritise our efforts for the Tenth Plan.

The Government of Delhi has been maintaining a basically strong 
financial profile during the first four years of the Ninth Plan. However, 
the scope for improvement in the realisation of its revenue potential 
needs to be fully explored as Delhi has one of the best revenue bases 
in the country. Special efforts need to be made in improving non-tax 
receipts. In the backdrop of unmet needs and urgent priorities, there 
is a need to enhance the Governments development efforts and step 
up the pace o f implementation of schemes and projects by fully 
utilising and making efforts to mobilise additional resources. Delhi 
is in a position to set an example for the rest of the country in 
systematically and consistently raising resources.

Delhi has taken the first step in power sector reforms by setting up 
the Electricity Regulatory Commission. But it has yet to traverse the 
path of unbundling the Delhi Vidyut Board. The transmission and 
distribution losses, one of the highest in the country, are a matter of 
serious concern. This has to be addressed on priority.

Crying out for attention is improvement in the transport sector. I am 
glad that there is progress regarding construction of Mass Transport 
System. However, the pace of implementation needs to improve. A 
master plan for mapping of the underground systems of power, water, 
communications etc., is an urgent necessity to reduce disruptions in 
daily life of the public due to construction activities.

Delhi has an extensive road transport system with buses carrying 62% 
o f commuters. However, the performance o f  Delhi Transport

DELHI PLAN FOR 2001-02*
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Corporation leaves much to be desired. The vehicle productivity, staff 
productivity and fleet utilisation of Delhi Transport Corporation are 
lower than the national average. All this suggests that the task of 
overhauling the Corporation needs to be taken up at the earliest.

While the educational levels are generally better than in other States, 
primary education needs greater attention. I learn that the gross 
enrolment ratio in primary schools is around 80% only. Added to 
this is a high drop-out rate of around 23% overall and 55.17% for 
Scheduled Castes. In this context, the effectiveness of the Mid-day 
Meal programme to address these problems needs to be evaluated.

We are faced with a different situation in the case o f secondary 
education. A study conducted in 1998-99 showed that in 58 schools 
where the pass percentage in Class X was less than 10%, the physical 
and academic infrastructure was poor. The Delhi Government may 
like to consider addressing these issues suitably.

In the health sector, although Delhi was the first State to initiate the 
Pulse Polio campaign, there has been a progressive decline in the 
immunisation coverage over the last three years. There is a need to 
strengthen routine immunisation.

Sewerage and waste disposal systems are inadequate in relation to the 
requirement and need considerable investments to improve. I notice 
that long-term plans have been drawn up for sewerage disposal and to 
augment water availability in Delhi. While these programmes would 
take some time to materialise, I would like to draw the attention of 
the Delhi Government to the need for a closer look at the distribution 
system of available water in Delhi. Efforts need to be made to restore 
balance in water distribution and provide safe drinking water to the 
4.22% of Delhi’s population for whom wells, rivers and canals are 
still the only sources of drinking water.

Finally, I welcome your initiatives such as Right to Information and 
Citizens Charters to bring about responsiveness in the administration 
and good civic governance with public participation. You now need 
to take up the challenge of ensuring that these initiatives actually
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translate into a more positive experience for your citizens in their 
interface with public servants at the cutting-edge level. According 
priority attention to the difficult task of reducing delays, harassment 
and corruption in provision of public utility services such as electricity, 
water and public distribution would boost the image of the city and 
be a signal achievement for the Government.

*Opening Remarks a t th e discussion on the Annual Plan o f  Delhi f o r  2001-02
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I welcome the Chief Minister and his colleagues to this meeting for 
finalising the Annual Plan for 2001-02 of Goa.

Goa is a small State that came into being very recently but is already 
in many ways a developed State. It has the highest per capita income 
in the country and has been maintaining a rate of growth of around 
6% in the last two decades. It is the first State in the country to have 
achieved the replacement level of fertility. Goa is the second State in 
the country to enact a Tourist Trade Act to regulate and control tourist 
activities in the State. In the field of education also Goa’s record is far 
better than many other States. The literacy rate, which was 75.5% 
in 1990-91, rose to 82.32% according to 2001 Census. The 
Educational Development Index prepared by the Planning 
Commission places Goa at number two position among all the States 
in India.

The proportion of the population below the poverty line in Goa is 
fairly small compared to other States. The performance of the rural 
development schemes has been satisfactory on the whole. I would 
only like to reiterate, what I had said during my discussions with 
your predecessor last year, that you should take early action to devolve 
more funds and powers to the Panchayati Raj institutions to empower 
them suitably.

I would like to mention that there was a substantial gap between 
Plan outlay and Plan expenditure in the first three years of the Ninth 
Plan. The State Government has to make concerted efforts to utilise 
the Plan funds in executing the developmental programmes in a time- 
bound manner. Along with this, steps need to be taken to reduce the 
non-Plan revenue expenditure further. An assurance was given to me 
last year during the Plan discussions that Goa would go in for a big 
VRS. I presume that necessary steps in that direction are continuing.

GOA PLAN FOR 2001-02*
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In the agriculture sector the important plantation crops are coconut 
and cashew. As I had pointed out last year, the existing productivity 
levels are low and replanting and rejuvenation measures need to be 
taken to increase the yield levels o f these crops, which could fetch 
good income to farmers. I hope that the State Government is taking 
necessary action in this regard. Moreover, keeping the interest of the 
farmers in view, there should be a judicious check on the conversion 
of agricultural land for other purposes. You may need to adopt stringent 
measures to ensure that the farmers do not deliberately leave their 
land fallow with a view to eventually having it converted.

In the irrigation sector the Tillari Irrigation Project has been under 
way for a long time and needs to be completed early so that benefits 
flow to the farmers. You may also like to introduce bye-laws for 
rainwater harvesting to avoid drinking water supply problem in the 
years to come.

As I had pointed out last year, the transmission and distribution losses 
in the power sector continue to be high. I understand that some 
measures have already been taken to improve the quality of power 
supply and to connect the Goa system with the 400 KV lines.

Tourism is one of the mainstays of Goa’s economy. The tourist traffic 
to Goa almost corresponds to the population of the State. There is a 
need for a comprehensive Master Plan for sustainable development of 
tourism. Care will have to be taken that the mining activity in Goa 
does not cause environmental hazards like air pollution, deforestation 
etc., which would not only be harmful to the people o f Goa but 
would be a deterrent for tourism. Further, I feel that the State needs 
to put in more efforts in its urban planning and particularly in 
providing underground sewerage. Funds for the latter could be raised 
by increasing the water rates to a reasonable level as also charging the 
house owners for this facility.

In the health and education sectors, where the overall record of the 
State has been excellent, there are some areas that require a little more 
focused attention. In the education sector female literacy still lags
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behind male literacy. With regard to the vocational courses being run 
in the State there is a need for better linkages widi industry and trade 
so that employable youth come out of these schools. Further, Goa, 
being a tourist centre, has a high reported sero-positive rate and the 
AIDS Control Programme needs to be strengthened. Drug abuse is 
another issue that requires the attention of the State Government.

To tackle the problem of unemployment in the State full advantage 
should be taken of the comparatively pollution-free environment to 
encourage software development parks as has been done in other 
similarly situated States. In addition, Goa could prepare the ground 
for taking advantage of its vast biodiversity and go in for promotion of 
biotechnology and Indian Systems of Medicine. Floriculture and 
horticulture are two other areas offering employment potential in your 
beautiful State.

* Opening Remarks a t the discussion on the Annual Plan o f  Goa f o r  2001-02
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I welcome the Chief Minister of Gujarat and other members of the 
State’s delegation to this meeting, convened for finalising the State’s 
Annual Plan for 2001-02.

First of all, I must compliment the State for expecting an annual growth 
rate of more than 7% during the Ninth Plan period in spite of two 
successive years of drought and a devastating earthquake during 1999-
00 and 2000-01. The State’s Gross State Domestic Product (GSDP) 
grew by 2.8% during 1997-98, by 8.9% during 1998-99 and by 
(-) 2.7% during 1999-2000. To achieve the projected growth during 
the Ninth Plan the State’s growth during 2000-2002 would have to 
be substantially higher.

However, I note with concern the lower realisation of State’s aggregate 
Plan resources in the last four years at about 61% and the worsening 
of State’s Own Revenues, which may, in the long run, reflect on the 
overall performance of its economy. I understand that the State has 
resorted to heavy borrowings and shown some of the non-Plan 
expenditures under the Plan because of the difficult times it has passed 
through in the recent past. However, it is required to make more 
serious efforts in increasing the realisation of revenue receipts, non
tax receipts and at the same time, contain non-Plan, non- 
developmental expenditure and revision of pay in the revenue 
expenditure side.

An area, which requires the pointed attention of the State, is the poor 
performance of the agriculture sector in general and crop husbandry 
in particular. The productivity o f crops, on an average, is very low. 
The potential in the productivity levels o f coarse cereals like jowar, 
bajra, small millet has not been fully exploited. The same is true of 
the other crops like maize, groundnut, tur, soyabean, castor seed etc. 
The State is, therefore, advised to attempt a complete overhaul o f its

GUJARAT PLAN FOR 2001-02*
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agricultural policy, which may encourage growing crops appropriate 
for particular agro-climatic conditions. Analysis shows that wrong crops 
are being grown in wrong locations without reference to agro-climatic 
resource endowments. For example, out of about 6.5 lakh hectares of 
paddy, only about 2 lakh hectares are under right conditions. The 
balance is either upland or rainfed, an environment, which is hostile 
for paddy cultivation. Gujarat is the only State, which is not 
implementing the Marine Fishing Regulation Act, which affects, 
among other things, the fish catch very badly. The State is not observing 
the closed season during the breeding period -  a practice, which is 
biologically and environmentally improper. The productivity o f inland 
fisheries, even in the areas of Fish Farming Development Agencies 
(FFDAs), is the lowest in the country. There are vast tracts of vacant 
semi-arid and arid lands, which can be greened by putting under 
economically useful trees. Gujarat, famous for its great strides in the 
field of dairy the world over achieved by better management input, 
has not taken steps for conserving its indigenous animal wealth, like 
Zafarabadi, Surti and Mehsana buffalos, Gir and Kankrage cows, 
Patanwadi and Marwadi sheep and Zalewadi, Kachchi, Mehsani, 
Marwadi and Surti goats, which are world famous. The dairy 
movement seems to have bypassed the Saurashtra region altogether. 
Absence of cooperative or public sector organisations in the region 
leaves the very poor dairy farmers of the area at the mercy of private 
traders. I am confident that if this alone is taken care of as a poverty 
alleviation measure, the already low poverty figures of the State will 
come down further. I have no doubt that the State Government will 
address these problems on priority.

It is gratifying to see that the State has been showing consistently 
good performance in the industrial sector as it makes the second largest 
contribution to the net value addition in the country. The State’s 
new Industrial Policy, announced in 2000, should also give a phillip 
to this growth rate. The progress in the case o f  disinvestments and 
closure o f unviable public sector units is also commendable.

The State s performance in terms o f health indices namely, Birth Rate, 
Death Rate, Infant Mortality Rate and Life Expectancy has been better
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than the all-India average. However, the decadal growth rate of 
population, as per 2001 Census, is higher at 22.48%, as against 
21.34% at all-India level. Ten districts o f Gujarat out o f a total of 25,
i.e. 40%, are in the lower half of 569 districts o f the country in regard 
to this social indicator. In fact, Dohad, the Dangs, Valsad and Surat 
are in the bottom 25% at serial numbers 463, 479, 480 and 555 
respectively. Similarly, 5 districts of Gujarat have higher percentage 
of birth order in 3+ category. The unmet needs for family planning 
services in the State are high at 8.5% and need to be bridged. Districts 
like Panchamahal, Banaskantha, Dohad and the Dangs have very poor 
indices from demographic point of view. Only 20.9% children are 
reportedly immunised in Dohad and Panchamahal and 45.6% in 
Banaskantha, against 53.3% children immunised at national level, 
Amreli (46.3%), Kheda (43.5%), Bhavnagar (41.5%) are also below 
the national average.

Gujarat has an overall literacy rate of 69.97%, which is above the 
national average of 65.38% as per 2001 Census. The State ranks 15th 
amongst all States/UTs in total literacy and in fact has slipped down 
from 14th position as per the 1991 Census. Among the districts, 
Banaskantha, Patan, Surendranagar, Jamnagar, Junagadh, Kheda, 
Panchamahal, Dohad, Narmada and the Dangs are more backward.

In 8 districts out of 25, the female literacy rate is less than the national 
average and should, therefore, be cause for concern. The literacy rates 
are 80.5% and 58.6% for male and female respectively. This gender 
disparity is observed to be more glaring in the Schedule Tribe 
population.

The State, however, is to be complimented for making rapid strides 
in elementary education. The State has been able to provide a primary 
school in every revenue village and thus has achieved the national 
norm of access to a primary school within one kilometer of a village. 
The growth of enrolment o f Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribes 
students has also been impressive. However, the poor enrolment ratio 
at the upper primary level, reflecting high drop-out rates in I-V classes, 
more than 50% for boys and 60% among girls, is a matter of serious
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concern. The State Government may like to examine whether this is 
connected to poor implementation of the Mid-Day Meal Scheme 
under which the State barely lifts 30% of its allocation.

I am happy to learn that the State Government has now taken the 
initiative for setting up an exclusive Department of Women & Child 
Development. It is hoped that the schemes meant for the welfare and 
development o f women and children, which are now being 
implemented by other departments, have been brought under the 
proposed W &  C Department to give the much-wanted thrust and 
attention for effective implementation of these very schemes.

As per the new Gujarat pattern for the Tribal Sub-Plan (TSP), the 
State Government has decided to earmark 17.57% of the outlay of 
State’s Annual Plan every year for TSP. It is, however, observed that 
the flow to TSP in the State has been reduced from the allocation 
level of 14.32% in 1999-2000 to 13.25% in 2000-01 and is proposed 
to be brought down to 9.76% during the current year (2001-02). 
The allocation for the Special Component Plan (SCP) meant for welfare 
of Scheduled Caste, has similarly been brought down from Rs.125 
crore in 2000-01 to Rs.101.70 crore in 2001-02. These are also 
matters, which need pointed attention of the State Government.

At the end, I would suggest that the State Government should 
rationalise and minimise the number of schemes, either by converging 
or by weeding out the redundant schemes in the interest of better 
governance.

‘  Opening Remarks at the discussion on the Annual Plan o f  Gujarat f o r  2001-02
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s R i f lu l l  e f t  cuf^fcb T ltvR T  2 0 0 1 - 2 0 0 2

4', p r  tscR if  ^Riiiun c£ Tjppfhj gwn'-jfl, ^ 3 ^  3tT?
3?fS|cf>lRifl cRT 6lf3<fr 'kiHId qj'Jdl ^1

eRiiiuii *trct ^ if f̂ xjg> tl Tf̂ t 3̂T $ ^  \if ofrnt
M «lcl?ld if tl *JF Rt'Vll 1̂ t %  ’J'T
4l̂ )'r(i3Tt 3ft goni if, 'ft4) ■iTlvjfHi if, sR^ii ^ f̂ RT if *4) 3ii4)
tl ^  f^?W t %  3TT̂ft *M<|d f>fa 3ft? 3f$fr-̂ 75FiT # Wcf W 
R̂i||U|| aî Jarawr if ft̂ RT ^ OT tl

arnrpff ciiPJcr> ■qtvpn cfsn <5,ti*fT iil̂ m ^ f̂ >RT ttI% «(<*î  
^ ?RT 'd̂A| g>T STFcT <fr>'Pl ^ 'W,<<t>K 3>T 5RTRT (fry-l tfifl

6Rillull ^  H14T 'jffyRT ^ fell! g>e1 SPJ’fTfer MR«ji| 9310 tfW'l'5 <>44
tl TO rfR if am 31  ̂ted qRapi T̂ cTWT 78 %
«Hdl tl rR*̂  ĴF H14T 4lM'll t̂RcZRI 3>T 9̂ef 58 % tl
'rar d̂di 1 1% 3fRiRcKi r̂tteft st̂ rt >rf1'*ii cTcp [̂tnr "rtf <tKî  Tnj
3fft fjfJ^TF^RH 6PT?n ^ f  3fr? ^<j (b ^ff 3l|c|?i|ct>fl| t l  ?^T TTFcJ <5»f

‘rf f^ T  i f  'dtvRT 3(I4>K OT cfv?ct STFT if TOfT W=TT wrft^fl

^  1992-93 if Ff̂ mnT cfr 7FKI <3dll3 if g>T f̂ RTT 8.34 % SH
yff ^  1999-2000 if 7.7 % ff TRT tl W  f̂ rfWf ^  3$t
Pl'̂ cti WS tl ?̂-#3RT '{I'jf'W oZPI if «i(N T̂cTR 3F5T Mlrl̂ ld ^  
1997-98 if 13.7 % £ 333R ̂  2000-01 if 22.3 % cT?F> & VW tl ?# 
Ŝ TR; TOiR 5RT WTf̂ T 7TR̂ f 3>T 4<ŴJl *fT*f 1992 £ 3TcT 
=̂P 1264 W l ^ «rê r *TT̂ 2000 g> 3rn cT̂ 4246 Wf 
f̂ W  tl cfanft, 1999-2000 BCR if ÊTK f3TT tl

if ojRf xr tohm r̂gr? sik srfcrRw 'troran BCR if 
"gw ?f)t ti

W ulTW M-d'-ldl ^  t  ̂ ĥuFTT ^ \ld4i<<i oIW
Ml><1 fcl l̂ t l  W  ^  ftPl’H HQJK ^  T<l<1cil sif? if^ 41^
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g> ^  ^ t? ° i fan  t i  iRzmm: if wraer g>T vicMi<M ajfecr ’ TRtfto
afrfra 3ft <JcRT if tfinJcf? f ,  f t ?  ’ ft *IF ^ft W TT^ 3 ?  (?fW T 50 
% ) i f  cpli^l ^frtf f l  3T^f R<jJd *TFT $> 4>l<°t ?JWf>TSpf Î'UcH'I 3ft 
vjc'jicjqjdl <)]cft fa f *M  «cf>t'<1 ^  vJc’TTcf'T 3 ft 3tfT% 3 ft ’ ft 'd+tlcm f l  

^rat, 3ft? t?3  3*1 ’d ? f i w r o  *fft f  I enihi (vjxk) wct
«pn3 3ft? Tjw ifmrgR 3>*ft 3  Ft ? f t  t|3T ?3T?s2i 3>t jPTiftr 3>? ?gy 

f l

cpft 3>t aft? stt^ tcr w ^ r  3ft ’ft a n ^ w c u  f l  3*faH ?3ft*tf 3ft

^qft<J>fl qxcfi 3fl? 'Rt tlecfj| 3>T SfllPlol cfKcl f^J 10^f *il«MI ^  <<t'<lr1

cr>|il̂ '-c|4l*i ^  fcT'j 5TT '(My if oqmcf) <cp)*i <j<n* | ■jjf
Tp ft f t  f  f t  ?T5*T ?f?35T? % '+»<Hd JlWcft if 4R<4<Sh ^  IcTJ

fcfgfe'ft 3?t 3fKrzR 3 > ^  f ^  f ^ r w  3 ot TrfecT ftzrr % sft? srprnft

10 cf®ft if ■QTCTFT vicMlcj’-t 3ft s ir 'll  ch'i'l ^  %  STJRPft 3ft?

RW TPft TF ’f t t  ti? >{^ftcl ftcfT? 35?^ ^  fcT? f t* R  2020 <W1I^«I ŴTT 

?ft f  I ?TvHf ?f?3>T? % M^hicH  3ft? MrHI tfeiVi ^  St f̂ if 351*^

Vi-'ifa 3ft f , cTSITpt, M  ^  «l'lfct& ?f?TTEFff 3ft '(J'ifea ^•ilkj ?^s f̂ 

^  foP? VJM^CW \3M|i| f t ^  wIT  ̂ 3ft 3l|c| î|a>dl f  I ?T5JJ if ^M t 3? 

ftRTT? 3ft ift W lf liR j  f l

?JvHJ ^ STEjSl fiNlTf 'H'+fl<HI3iT 35T ?Jv3R fttll f  I 3lft)tbdH TT’TT̂ TT 
HfcRRT 3> T*1! if TjftcT ?t’n W  ^  tcP? 78.77% ^t gclli if 84.34%
fl eraTft, ?fcT̂ \3f f?ra> (SYL) t̂f?, ??ra5t 3T^: ?Fsft̂ i h<j>Ri ^ f
c^ ctjKUI, 5«tict)l ’JTT ^RT SfcfW f t  ^  ?WR?IT f  I 4l'k)c| if, ^ST

if ??sn ? f ^ f  if, v ic ^ M  ^  f^cT if $?f^T  ^ft?I TFUEIH 3iiq?^cp f l  

■JIF f t  t i l  ^ 1  f  f t  t o t  if ^-vjrcT cRT STfcT-^TF^ f t  ?FT f , f t ? f  

H? ira> dMI Î ^ t  3nc|^cpd l f  I

?Iv5?I R ^ d  t o ^  ^EfT?t ^  'lTrf ''T? 3T5TH? f  I SfFT^ ?F3?I f t^ c f  

3fFtpT W lftd  ftziT  f ,  juf?f^r f^Elt?0! 311^51 Tft ^ t  ^>? f t ?  f  I

SRif) ^ c f  62 ^?t ftdl<tlci sift? (KWH) f l ??T WT? <j5f̂  
if sft? gft snft ift f  I in̂ srnf aft? ftRw (T&D) FrtM  f̂cT 
srfift 11 1999-2000  if Ff^rmr ^  f̂ ftj w  eft® ^fe? 67.3 %  ^
3ff^cf ’TRcft̂ I 3fft% 5̂t fcRf if ?f?f (53 %  ) f  I vicMŴ idl if ^EfK 

3|{clR<?d vid4l«H ^f^hviRIsft if 3t'j'tit||*l 3ft? ftf>T?T (R&D) l̂Alt
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tR 3of felT WTT 3M ?W  t l  VM 'iiWK c^Rd f^cT f̂ cbl'H
3>pfa>*T (APDP) ^ 3 R p fa  3?fa3> srfSras fadta t??rrtt  3>t h pt
v33I 'fltbeft t l

gR41°TT ^  tfRT '«•§<*> 3TTE||Rct> 'H'W'Hl 3>T cillMcp ^cqctj t l  3fT3?335cTT 
ĝ cfi dot>M 'EFTRH 3ft t l  Rlnil '3F>T f%®RT t  ^Ri|lull 3jT
■JTT̂t Flfa Ttf t l  if, 7F3?I T O R  % qtf̂ lf̂ Mch ^R^l if 35T 
3 ? ^ T  3r?cTT f  I if, Bf^TRT <& 3rfM ^ 3>*^ [Rifj ^  fePT ^ R {c b
&̂3T Pt<jfrt (VRS) 3>T V)'tdl<4 V'Ssil *11̂11 I f̂ FFT 3>T P ĉh l̂ 3ft

?PfTW3ff 3>T »ft FfaT 3Tft^l

3 F  'Heilq 3>T f ^ T  t  %  TT^I *lVq->N if *fT^ 2 0 0 2  ef3> ftfSTT ^

35T of$3 P l^ R f l  % 3T  t l  5 ^  WtTRIT 'W  t  2001

cf3> * 4 el: Mv )̂cpyi<i gft xjqcrfSr 3 ft 3N?II t l  *p?f W  ufRcP? 'Meilq

f|3TT t  3)IM<ti'l 41414^ Tpft Rjtcll if ^ d )  ^  3?t

1 3t$oT, 2001  % Mtllilefl <M TTW Rt 3ft 'din') 3>T M'tdM t l

if f̂ l̂ J sfr? v41 ci'i 3Tc2JT9TT TTefTWuFR? t l 3T?ftfttcT
'jRT 37  if tjett? 3ft '5 «fT5?r t l  erarrft, Ji»4l'i f ^ n  3jt f ^ 3  ^fBeiisit
3ft germ if 3Tf̂ t3> R^*ldl (3jRsM *fRcT 927 *17 1000) 3ft cJcHI if 865 
t l  7T\5?I 7T73>TC 3ft ?7T eTStf ^  3)R°ft W  HTR ^TT illlf^  3ffa ?7T 
SRTcJeR, fuRTc  ̂ SRJSfT Tpfrf >dl'HlR>tcb-3tl(2icf> mR ÎIH ?t 'Hcbef t , if 
TJtIR ^  feTCT ct>i44lfcl 3^7 3>l4 3tvRT «Hl4l *lTft^l

f^3)RT 3^ J U  t t  3vT fpT3T t l  W'ff35T 3 F  3T^ Hf?) t  3T"3 Ĵsf

^ s c q ^ i  ^ftf t l  f%:'Hr^g  7K53 '«'<«t>K TFj^T ^  f%3>RT 3>t oiimeb ĵffuPTT

^ 3 R  3R%  eft f^rfcT if t l  ^  fc)35TOf 3>t J lfcl ^3T c p ^  if
TrFTTe^ 'd^meii 313R 357% ^  ? if  JRTRcTT tnftl

w w  m  ■wmtf’i w>i. sRami if) mf9m titvMi 2001-2002
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I welcome the Chief Minister and his colleagues to this meeting for 
the fmalisation of Annual Plan for 2001-02 of the State of Himachal 
Pradesh. The meeting for the fmalisation of Annual Plan 2000-01 
was held in November 2000. So, significant changes in the 
developmental position of the State or its resources may not have 
occurred in this short time. For the Annual Plan 2001-02, the Principal 
Adviser and other officers visited Shimla on 12lh January 2001 and 
had detailed discussions. Since 2001-02 is the last year of the Ninth 
Plan, I would suggest that special efforts should be made to complete 
the on-going schemes within the stipulated time so that the spillovers 
to the Tenth Plan are minimised.

The overall performance of the State in the first four years of the 
Ninth Plan has been encouraging. Against an approved outlay of Rs. 
5430 crore, the expenditure was Rs.5817 crore. However, the overall 
resource mobilisation at Rs.3935.25 crore during the first four years 
of the Ninth Plan as against the projected aggregate resource of 
Rs.5700 crore, which works out to only 69.04%, is a matter of concern. 
The resources mobilised by the State, which showed an improvement 
in 1999-2000, rather declined in 2000-01. The borrowings at 
108.03% during the first four years of the Ninth Plan, as against 
projection of 68%, to finance the Plan outlay may put the State 
Government in a debt trap. The increase in interest liability as a ratio 
of revenue receipt from 40.5% in 1999-2000 to 47.5% in 2000-01 
points to this danger. This cannot be permitted and steps must be 
taken to reduce the revenue expenditure immediately. There is a great 
urgency to have a serious and critical look at the number of employees 
of the Government including those on work-charged system.

I am aware that the State Government has embarked upon wide 
ranging fiscal reforms such as private sector participation in core

HIMACHAL PRADESH PLAN FOR 2001-02*
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sectors, rationalisation o f user charges, better targeting of subsidies, 
decentralisation and delegation of powers and constitution of regulatory 
commissions. These efforts may, however, take some time to yield any 
significant results. The diversification in the farm sector, specifically 
efforts regarding growing off-season vegetables, exploitation of the 
potential of tea plantation, citrus fruits, kiwi, mango, litchi and nut 
crops, are steps in the right direction. To make the dairy operation 
viable, the State may concentrate on value-addition activities.

The State Government should explore new areas of growth and 
employment such as IT-related industries and services and offer 
locational advantages to private sector rather than incentives of tax 
concessions alone. In order to make the State more attractive for tourists 
it would be necessary to ensure private sector participation in tourism 
in a big way. In the case of power generation and distribution, transport 
and maintainance of ecology, the participation of private sector is 
inescapable and preparatory action should be taken to make a big 
leap possible in the Tenth Plan.

There are Centrally Sponsored Schemes under implementation in the 
State, which include a Growth Centre at Kangra, Export Promotion 
Industrial Park at Baddi, Entrepreneur Developm ent Centre at 
Parwanoo, etc. The State Government should complete the Centrally 
Sponsored Schemes expeditiously and facilitate development o f related 
infrastructure for boosting industries in the State.

I am told that there are about 1600 small-scale industrial units in the 
State, which have not installed proper pollution control equipment. 
According to a study by the National Environmental Engineering 
Research Institute, common effluent treatment plants are not feasible 
for these units, as the effluents generated are heterogeneous in nature. 
Therefore, appropriate individual methods should be used to check 
the pollution from these units. The State should also work out an 
industrial siting policy.

Though there has been a significant growth in literacy in the State, 
the difference between male and female literacy is still high at 17%,
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as per the 53,a round of NSSO in 1997. Special attention is, therefore, 
required to increase rural female literacy. The gross enrolment ratio 
during 1998-99 for tribals in the age group 11 to 14 was quite low at 
58.56% for male and 51.33% for female. Concerted efforts are, 
therefore, also required in this direction. There has been no growth in 
technical institutions like Regional Engineering College, Polytechnics 
and Industrial Training Institutes in Himachal Pradesh since 1997. 
The State Government may encourage private entrepreneurs to open 
engineering colleges and technical institutions.

The financial position of Himachal Pradesh State Electricity Board 
has been a cause for concern and needs to be improved. A strategy to 
improve the negative rate of return on capital employed needs to be 
evolved besides reducing the gap between the average tariff of 221 
paise per unit and the average cost of 260 paise per unit, which covers 
only 85% of the cost of supply. Similarly, the financial performance 
of Himachal Pradesh State Road Transport Corporation needs 
improvement by reorientation of policies.

* Opening Remarks at the discussion on the Annual Plan o f  H imachal Pradesh f o r  2001-02
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I welcome the Chief Minister and his colleagues to this meeting for 
finalising the Annual Plan for 2001-02 of Karnataka.

I would like to begin by congratulating Karnataka for its achievements 
in almost all the sectors of economy. However, regarding the 
performance of the State Government in mobilisation of resources for 
financing of the Plan, we have some concerns. The State has been 
increasingly depending on borrowings to finance its Plan and the 
dependence on its own funds has been progressively decreasing over 
the past four years. This is a matter of concern. Unless efforts are 
made at this stage itself to increase the States own funds for financing 
the Plan and for containing the non-Plan revenue expenditure, the 
fiscal health of the State may deteriorate in the long run.

Crop productivity in the State has remained stagnant over the last 25 
years. The focus should be on increasing productivity by appropriate 
package of agricultural practices and better water management 
practices, more specifically in view of the rainfed farming in large 
areas of the State.

It is gratifying that the State Government has initiated the programme 
of setting up Raitha Mitra Kendras, which will eventually cover all 
the revenue circles in a phased manner. I am told that these Centres, 
through the cooperative efforts of the private and public sector, will 
extend the benefit of the latest technologies to the formers and also 
serve as useful centres of information to the farmers regarding their 
input and output. That the State Government has decided to involve 
the public and private sectors in running o f these Kendras is a 
progressive measure.

The State seems to have done a commendable job in the area of 
watershed development and by involving non-governmental

KARNATAKA PLAN FOR 2001-02*
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organisations in this gigantic task. The State Government’s assessment 
is that a sum of Rs. 2500 crore is required to tackle the development of 
all watersheds. I would like to congratulate the Chief Minister that a 
comprehensive watershed development project costing about Rs. 700 
crore has been launched on September 22, 2001. I am also told that an 
ambitious scheme regarding rejuvenation of old irrigation tanks is also 
under negotiation. These are measures for which the State needs to 
be congratulated.

I am also happy that the State Government has taken initiative to 
improve veterinary services by allowing the use o f the public 
infrastructure by private professionals. I would, however, like to mention 
that, as against an amount of Rs. 160 crore earmarked for purchase of 
medicines, only about Rs. 32 crore were spent last year. There is thus 
a big gap between the earmarked funds and the expenditure. These 
would have affected the veterinary services in the State.

Provisioning of agricultural credit also needs serious look. Although 
the recovery of the short-term cooperative credit is satisfactory at 
70%, it is extremely poor at 20% in respect of medium and long-term 
loans. The Kisan Credit Cards scheme is an innovation meant to improve 
the availability of credit to the farmers. However, there is a need for 
close monitoring to ensure that the objectives of the scheme are met in 
letter and spirit.

The health indices of the State are better than the national average. 
The current trends suggest that the State is likely to achieve the NRR 
of 1 by 2009. However, there has been a decline in the number of 
acceptors of family planning methods in the State in 2000-01 (up to 
January 2001) as compared to the corresponding period of 1999-2000. 
This is a matter of concern.

Though Karnataka has higher literacy rates compared to the national 
average, the decadal growth of literacy during the period 1991-2001 is 
not as impressive. Besides, there is a gap of 19% between male and 
female literacy levels. Literacy level of SCs/STs is also low. This 
situation calls for special attention of die State Government.
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At primary level, the drop-out rate in Karnataka is lower than the 
national figures. However, it is higher at the middle level. During 1999- 
2000, the drop-out rate at middle level for boys was 59.82% and for 
girls it was 65.35% and both combined, it was 62.47 per cent. The 
corresponding all-India figures are 51.96%, 58.00% and 54.53% 
respectively. Studies have shown that the serving of hot cooked meal 
everyday ensures better attendance and retention of children in schools. 
It is surprising to note that in your State, under the Mid-Day Meal 
Programme, of the 3 kg of foodgrains per student per month, only 2 kg 
is being given once a month. The remaining is sold to meet the cost of 
local transportation. This practice is against the provisions in the scheme 
and needs early remedial action. Steps should also be taken to provide 
hot cooked meal to the children.

Another area of concern is the large number of vacant posts of teachers 
in the primary, secondary and higher secondary schools. To compound 
this is the problem of absenteeism. I am happy to note that your State 
has introduced a scheme, Minchina Sanchara, to ensure the presence 
of teachers in schools. The joint inspection by the officials and non
officials will have a good effect. However, the State Government may 
like to consider empowering parents’ associations and the local 
Panchayat to check the attendance of teachers and take action against 
defaulters. The problem of absenteeism among the functionaries, both 
in the education and health sectors, in rural areas has become endemic 
and calls for strong measures.

There was a serious shortfall in the construction of classrooms in the 
State. In spite of funds being allocated, the construction lagged behind. 
This needs immediate attention.

I find that there are wide variations in the socio-economic indices of 
the different regions of the State. For example, the districts of Gulbaiga, 
Bidar, Bellari, Raichur, Bijapur, Koppal and Bagakote have poor health 
and educational indices. Special measures are needed to take care of 
this problem.

The prevailing irrigation rates in force from 1.7.1987 need revision. 
There is also the problem of excessive use of ground water. I understand
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that there is over-exploitation of ground water in 6 blocks and there 
are about 12 dark blocks in the State.

The State has launched power sector reforms and enacted the 
Karnataka Electricity Reform Act in 1999. The Electricity Regulatory 
Commission, which has been set up, has already started functioning. 
These are progressive steps. However, in spite of decisions at the Chief 
Ministers’ Conference to charge at least 50 paise per unit from 
agricultural consumers, in Karnataka it still continues to be as low as 
31 paise. The estimated net commercial losses, without subsidy, for 
the years 2000-01 and 2001-02 are of the order of Rs. 1674.9 crore 
and Rs.2340.10 crore respectively. The situation calls for urgent 
attention of the State Government if the basic strength of the power 
sector is to be restored.

I have touched upon only some of the important sectors. As was 
suggested during the Annual Plan discussions last year, the State 
Government may kindly take urgent steps to prepare Vision 2020 
document of the State.

*Opening Remarks a t the discussion on the Annual Plan o f  Karnataka f i r  2001-02
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I take great pleasure in welcoming the Chief Minister of Kerala and 
his colleagues to this meeting organised for finalising the Annual Plan 
for 2001-02 of the State of Kerala.

At the outset, I must compliment the Chief Minister for Kerala for 
the excellent achievements in the fields of health and literacy. The 
State has the highest Literacy Rate in the country, i.e. 90.92% 
according to the 2001 Census against the all-India average of 65.38%, 
the lowest Infant Mortality Rate of 14/1000 against the al- India 
average of 70/1000 as per SRS 1999 and the highest female-to-male 
population ratio 1058 females to 1000 males against the all-India 
average of 933:1000 as per the 2001 Census. Further, it is noteworthy 
that there is very little difference in health indices between urban and 
rural areas in the State. Kerala is the only State with a decadal 
population growth rate of less than 10%, against the national average 
of 21.34 per cent. Kerala is the first State to have achieved the 
replacement level fertility (TFR of 2.1) by investing heavily in the 
social sector. The State has retained its pre-eminent position in the 
sex ratio with females continuing to outnumber males.

I also note that under the National Literacy Mission (NLM) the 
State has made continuing education a necessary component of its 
activities in order to achieve the goal of universal literacy. However, 
concerted efforts are required to see that the achievements of NLM in 
the last decade are sustained and that the learners do not lapse back 
into illiteracy.

It is also heartening to note that Kerala has been doing well in the 
implementation of decentralised planning. Roughly 30% of the Plan 
outlay is passed on to the local bodies for implementation of various 
schemes at the local level. The preparation of village resource maps by
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the Panchayats is an initiative that deserves replication in other States. 
The Self Help Groups (SHGs) formed with women below poverty 
line are doing remarkably well and these women are actively 
participating in the village-level development. The State has also 
constituted the State Finance Corporation (SFC) to review the financial 
position of the Panchayats.

I also find that the percentage of rural population living below poverty 
line in the State has declined from 25.76% in 1993-94 to 9.38% in 
1999-2000 as against the all-India figures of 37.27% and 27.09 per 
cent. This is indeed praiseworthy.

The agriculture development in the State has, however, not been very 
impressive. The production of foodgrains has fallen from 12.98 lakh 
tonnes in 1980-81 to 7.9 lakh tonnes of which rice accounts for 7.7 
lakh tonnes in 1999-2000. This was mainly due to diversion of area 
to high-value non-food crops. The State’s efforts at maximising rice 
production have, however, not yielded any tangible results. The State’s 
coconut and cashew nut plantations are old and in certain areas are 
severely affected by pests and diseases. It is also a matter of concern 
that the sharp fall in the price of graded natural rubber from Rs.39.88 
per kg in 1997 to Rs.29 per kg in 1999 has affected over 7 lakh 
farming communities of Kerala. Moreover, demographic pressure on 
the limited land resource has been leading to extreme sub division 
and fragmentation over the years.

The growth of industrial sector in Kerala has been slow as compared 
to some of the other States. The State Government, however, has 
reoriented its industrial development strategy in recent years by 
moving away from direct manufacturing activity and concentrating 
on the provision of suitable infrastructure to stimulate private sector 
investment. It has recendy set up an Electronic Technology Park. In 
so far as the PSUs are concerned it is noted that only 3 out of the 72 
units are making profits. Although the State is proposing to restructure, 
modernise and make all efforts to revive these units, I hope that early 
positive action will be taken in this direction. Due to shortage of land
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the State Government cannot attract very large industiy and has very 
rightly chosen to promote tourism as an industry. The State has vast 
potential in this area and all-out efforts are required to provide world- 
class facilities but at the same time preserving and protecting the eco
system.

The other sectors causing concern arc irrigation and power. The 
achievement in the irrigation sector is neither commensurate with 
the additional investment made during this Plan period nor anywhere 
near the Plan target. Several irrigation projects have been dragging 
from one Plan to another without getting completed in a time-bound 
manner. The water rate recovery is only around 29% of the O&M 
charges. Lift irrigation schemes have not been successful due to very 
low rates. The process of restructuring and reforms initiated by the 
State Government in the power sector has been very slow. Although 
the Power Department has been divided into three wings for 
generation, transmission and distribution, all of them continue to be 
in the public sector. Besides, the tariff for both agriculture and domestic 
purpose is very low.

The perform ance o f  Kerala Road Transport C orporation  is not 
encouraging both in physical and financial terms. The operating 
expenditure o f the Corporation is more than the operating revenue 
on account o f  introduction o f  pension scheme for the staff and also 
the commercial borrowings to meet the shortfall, etc. The fare structure 
requires further upward revision. The concessional travel scheme 
causing an annual loss o f  around R s.50  crore m ay have to be 
rationalised  or the am ount sh ould  be reim bursed by the State 
Government. I am sure these issues are already getting your attention.

'Opening remarks a t the discussion on the Annual Plan o f  Kerala o f 2001-02
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5&9T T f^ I q i R *  <||yi«ii 2 0 0 1 -0 2  3>f 3 j f e f  WT ^  fePJ 3  

S[7T t c ! ^  if «1I*1*R«» aifr? viicfi '(15<4'lRl<j1 3>T 'NMld q^cti i ||

]J7f 'JTvHI 3>T fe liq ? 1 'IcIHV, 2 0 0 0  3>f §3fT t l  l^fhE Fre TfvHf

JWTcT ^FFT ^f TIuRg 3 f^ T  ^  JW  cpjff ^  WT if sfhf fa ^ d  

3u^fd Jl?EH if ^  j^TT W iRb wdi)'tHi<& i f  3fT^Tcf f a ^ d  v ic s lw  

T T ^ T  ’ TEZJ f e p T  3>T 3 5 .6 6 %  vJc^WH ^Rcf t l  cTSnft, *5#?TT C

if tfcHiRd Re^d 35T *TFS 2 3 .8 6 %  vJM*iVl ch'icil t l

W IW ^I 1 1 .8 %  R t^d Tat ^TT fyffr \3% WKll'tl'ls 3T2fgi 7F\5?jt

'y^cH I M^4ll I *fHI jfelT Ta^FT % Ff% ^lcft FTf% W  4 6 %

oFTTJIT JI4I t l  y<t)IV, ^  i f  5lPl ^T  3T^RH 4 1 %  eFTRTT 7Tm

t l  cTSJlftf, q^HH  TfHf Jf$?f TTSJf ^  tTRf ^ i ^ i R d  TRTIEFtt ^  3TefW 

cfJlU?! TRTIEPT, uTcf, %F?R ^ le iq iy  M R f^fclill 3 ^7  'id4l<4H if 

-«6itiq> 1J^T t l  TTR3f <tjfc|qjRid f e f f a  T fflfe r  «tMK, q<®dl

|*3TT afleilPicp Sfof 3 f a  «fFcf<f <iW H  t l  q iq ^ < , T̂vŜ T ^

feTF3R  ^  q>KU| TM^T R t^d if  q^Ptiil tJTT ^>7 MHI H^?l 

^  -srfijcf? cjjfS'i ■==r̂ f Bhrri

JWRcfT t  f e  *TKJ 5T^?I % tfaRIcft ^  W  if 3TraTfe> ?ll*H  

SRTeft 'd*+>cidlkj<5q> c fP J («b*ll t l  ’MW K fJTCT cTP^ 3?f Tr4t vJcJK 

"flfct^'l c|vfF 7f 'fTv3?J if 3?l£ilRlqi Pt^Vl if <jfti ’ ft TTOTcT t l  §<l*f 

T̂EZT JT^?T affe fr ffa i ^  T f e f  if  ?^T iRJT t l  O T W T

if yfr f^STI yfRT t ,  t  f ^  R cpm  ^  ^5I f

t r  aiPT f e n  yn^l

1993-94 3fk 1999-2000 ^  ^ST fefjRT 7T3?I if aff^m

fef>RT ^?f T̂Tir 1 .8  « (d ?ld  7f c|57 * 1 6 ^ ^  R k iq c  TfR

3TT TJ^I W  y^?T if TTfcT Tjg?? vjeMI<Jct>dl fR g r f :  gP l^ l if TT^f g m

t l  ^  ^g?5i w  f^rent ^ fe rrs it , ^ui«w w iei fKsff a f k

tm  V & l eft *ftviRT 2 0 0 1 -2 0 02
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jjfcf ^  M l 7!  ^  <*>KUI t l  3TRTT cfRcFT ^  7F3I

vFTC3>R ?7T *R 'ĤRTd E3PT epftl

3TJyf W  Jf^fT ^  $<^cj^|PtcrH, ^ F T 5 R ; 7fT€I JRR35*>T TJ3 a n c ^ tU 'g c t i  

h|€J|P i<$ 4lel vjdVl t l  ^T? $?T 3  Mgell 7F33 t  yfijt ^ # 9 R  

^  feH? Sn fe ^ Jo f 35T v s ^ iq i  ^ 5 ?  §3TT t l  7T3?I 7T735T7 sTPT 3TfEn1%

*r aiisnRd sfieftftnfj ffom 3> fcty *rrcft gsnĴ fci w f̂ 3R 357
ĝ>eft t  Wif^5 3ft? W I  v̂ Ĥ lRri 3iT SidRftd eTPT t l ^Tf

^erf iMrfWt (Information Technology) f̂a-titefrffaft (Bio- 
Technology) ^  sfltfrf̂ W 3PJWIFT 3ff7 f̂ TRT *R GSTH ĉ f̂ d 357
7T3Kft t l ÎvWl 3ft 733 3ft7 f ^ f t  f^9i 3)|cr>Rd 35^ ^  fcITJ 
f̂ 4uM 357% 3ft t l  '<|\>*l if M4d"l viejVl ^  f̂ 35RT ^  foP?
3TftT5T ThmFfiXT f  fuRgJT *1?̂  ift gtf̂ T %Sf W  tl 3TRcT if 3F ^W m  

t  WFT fa?3 ^  cffa faTRTcf ?T!?7 -'t9«J<lgl, TTNft 3#7 *TT5f tl *j4dl 
$> TPjf̂ TcT R<j>i>h 7t 3j|fc)lRcb 7R3'TT, s?)cic1 'dtlVl 3ft? 3><?k vJfii'Hl 3>T 
'FERT: ft35RT f̂TTTl

«I'«|R> ftb e l 3»£ 3 ft qlf^cfr <i)uHI WWfoft if vjccl'id % 3T  M  t ,  afrflsT 

3H^f9 cTFTcT 3^7  3ft7TcT fa ^ d  ^J<?3537 3> yft 6 5 %  3>T 3TcR t ,

W ik i fcfttr \3Ttft 3ft 3n3?335\TT t l  sJTT^ 3ToTI3T, TT^T 7R3H7 7 .20  $7f 

5f% ^ P te  3 ft ^ T  <|>fa fae jd  3J?3>37 if 50  Jlfcf ^P ld  3ft 357% 

W  f^ 3 R  3>7 7T3?cft t l  4 l^ u |  3ft7 f ^ 7 ° I  glP)<jI «ft 3 1 %  f ,  3ft Ml^q°l 

^53 R d'?ul ii^ilcfl if  3ft 35^ 357^  2 3 %  7 1 ^ 3  3i1<ld cT3i cTPJ uffft 

3ft 3TT3?33KTf t l  fT ft 5t35T7, W T 5f^?T 7T^3T M fee-i pPW  ^  

if 3^7 ^E fR  Rj's1 «ll') t l

3^ 1999 ^  arjJTFff 35 aî TTRi TIvSl if 30.7 Hfct f^ R  ^W37 TP^T TtR 
'R 26,1 UfcT BvTR «RT 37 3ft ĉHT if 3|cf 3?flW t l  TTvHT if 91 3ft 37 
% ^ - 3 7  TP^I 7tR tR 70 if 3rf̂ m> t l  3^ 1998-99 ^
^7B amftfuRT 357nj "T̂  71^ 3  mR<3K 73R«3 T^TW-II 7t tTcTT 3 cRTT t  
%  >|R if ^3cf 20.1%  3Rjtcmf fWRTT TTmpff if 3?f7 29.7% 73RS3 
3JT30lf3wJf SRT 3Rlf Îcft t l  f^tfl 35T 3HI f̂ SRI 3 f  t  12-24 W  
3fT̂  3^ ^  3^3t if % ^3cT 22.4 %  3 ^  tt T^t t3#=T f%#^T <TlMlR4l' 
^  1 7̂>5 f̂3>T WRf 3>7 7 t  t l
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ftlSH ^  t o  if, Ml^dl TTieRcTf 3 ?  i f  3 ft? 3ff%RF> >gETR f^5TJ \jn% 3ft 

3 fM ^ch dl #  3T3 ’ ft 3T% cf ^TRcf 'R R  ^  2 5 %  3ft p ci'll i f  $?>**-

Hf^dt ?TfSf?cTt % eTT^PT 3 0 %  351 3^?f 3 R R  %l *fKI H ^ l if 

'5flf%/«n«rrfcT *lfe d l TTreRcTT 3 ?  ’ ft 3 R  ^  3fsrfcT sh*f?|: 1 8 .1 1 %  3ft?

10.73%  #i jrraf*f35 3ft? Miuifito> # f f  ?*iif w  ’ ft, ftrera'i 3ft 
^dHI % *lf^dl f§W3ft eft irfcRRT 3ft 331% 3ft 3fT3W3)ciT ^1

W  if 3 0 -f^ 3 # 3  3TTETR ^R 55^ ^t? ^  vs>Wl<wi oZRJ
■5ISI ^  3T^?TR 3^  1999-2000 ^  ^l?FT Jl3)4t ̂ 37 it  %txf 3ft XFRhSIT
3>T HtcRfcT 3ffefcf *fRcT ?5R 3> 26.10%  3ft ^eFTf if 37.4%  t  3ft? 3 ?  
PtRfld ?*F ^  Rl*di 3)1 f ^ I  Ijl iR m R  3ft 3 ?  Rtfct 5̂T$ 33t 
if f%3t t ;  ^ i f  ’f t^ 3  if «PT Tl^R t o 3 i  TR £ZfR ^ct ?JEfRT \5TFTT tlif^^l

frRTT 3>f ^ ?f?f t o  ??T3ft 3Tf^3> 3tuRT3ft ^  f^xT-Mltlul 3> feflj v3̂ TfiT 

TR ?JuYT 3ft 3Scft Pl‘4'<fli ^1 ?TvST ^  \3EJT?t 35T ' t o ?  3 ^  1997 -9 8  if 

4 6 .3 8 %  i f  3 ^  2000-01  if 7 4 .2 7 %  cT3> 3 3  *T3T t l  #3PTT ? R W f f  3* 

WfcT̂ RT ^  ^  if ?FHr 3 ft f%^ft f̂ rf̂ T 3 *f 19 9 7 -9 8  if 2 0 .3 6 %  i f  3 ^  2000- 

01 if ^T535? (-) 2 3 .1 8 %  i t  ?fy R 3  5fTf^T3t ^  MfvRRT 3> T!1? if  eZTTuf 

%3 f% ?tR  3 S  ??T $1 3 $  1 997-98  ft 3 1  1 5 .5 % , 3 *f 1998 -9 9  if 1 7 .1 % , 

ctf 1999-2 0 0 0  % 1 7 .4 %  3ft? 3 ^  2000-01  % 1 9 .2 %  an I ?^T f ^ 1 M  3ft 

3ft? 35% i f  if3>T \5TPTf % fv R fit :3 fDT 'jfTcf if  i t  33T yfT >d<*> 3ft?

■^ft Sf^frRft gft ’ tfcfsjj i f  ?f*T3 H? if3R T  1?l

3  3TT?TT 3R3T ^  fcp ?fu?I ?f?35R  McjyiRifi g ft TTPft3T^t ^  TTfSI ?ft 

''H'R'TlcH, ? f3 ?3  ^fluRf 3TRfnT 3ft 3TEZreRTT % 3 ft?  'gtf SR f W T H^?f ?f^ 3  

y|\j<j R<d i'« R mI c  3ft ^ r r f f  i t  *T£2i ŵ i ^  f^3?RT ^  %??r  cpi4 ,41Ri 

fc|cbRfci 35?% if  ? r ?ra m  f% ^*fti

vJIIHIH, #3HT airat1! <W *TT«n>T: *WI Ĥ ?I ^wHI 2001-2002
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I welcome the Chief Minister of Maharashtra and other members of 
his delegation to this meeting, convened for finalising the States 
Annual Plan for 2001-02. As the meeting is taking place during the 
peak of Ganesh Chaturthi celebrations, I avail this opportunity to 
offer my greetings to the Chief Minister and the people of the State 
on this occasion.

Consistently a front-runner in industrial production, Maharashtra, 
which is the second largest State in area, with the creation of three 
new States, has become the second most populous State of the Country. 
It is among the top five States in regard to achievement in literacy. 
The health indices o f Crude Birth Rate, Crude Death Rate, Infant 
Mortality Rate and Life Expectancy are better than the all-India average. 
The decadal growth rate of population, though lower than that of the 
preceding decade, is still higher than the all-India rate. The State 
should now gear up to achieve the replacement level fertility by 2008.

However, it is a matter of concern that according to the India Rural 
Development Report-1999, prepared by the National Institute of 
Rural Development (NIRD), Hyderabad, the levels of poverty and 
social infrastructure development vasdy differ as between the different 
regions of the State. Some regions of Maharashtra have high ratio of 
poverty going up to 50 per cent. Similar regional imbalances have 
also been noticed in regard to rural health infrastructure. Some districts 
have low literacy rates. In some other districts, female literacy is 
significantly lower. The State Government should formulate suitable 
policy initiatives to mitigate rural-urban, as well as inter-regional 
disparities.

Maharashtra is the richest State in the country in terms of gross 
domestic product as well as per capita income. It has been the leading
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State in terms of public and private investment. Maharashtra had 
been a model State in terms of fiscal management until recendy. The 
debt burden of Maharashtra, in terms of State domestic product, 
remained the lowest among all States. However, of late, the fiscal 
situation of the State has deteriorated considerably and fast.

In the past a substantial share of the Plan financing was done by own 
funds of the State. The balance from current revenues used to be 
invariably positive. However, the performance of the State during the 
first four years of the Ninth Plan indicates a depressing picture. The 
total borrowings during this period exceeded the total Plan outlay. 
Over 18% of the borrowed funds have been used to meet the revenue 
expenditure on the non-Plan side. The State had been principally 
depending upon bonds and debentures, small savings and negotiated 
loans. The borrowings through bonds and debentures by parastatals 
with State guarantees during the first four years of the Ninth Plan 
work out to almost three times the projected bonds and debentures 
for the entire Ninth Plan period. As a result, the outstanding debts of 
the State, both direct and contingent, have been mounting. I urge 
the Chief Minister to take early steps to contain the debt over-hang of 
the State.

The heavy dependence on borrowings to meet Plan and non-Plan 
expenditure is a result of the slow growth in State’s own revenues and 
its inability to contain soaring establishment expenditure. My 
impression is that with appropriate policies for shoring up tax and 
non-tax revenues and containing establishment expenditure, the State 
should be able to reverse the recent trend in a couple of years and re
establish its primacy as a fiscally prudent State.

The State provided the highest priority to irrigation sector during the 
Ninth Plan. However, the State has undertaken works simultaneously 
on a large number of new major and medium irrigation projects 
without completing the ongoing projects, some o f which had 
commenced even prior to the Fifth Plan. This has been so in spite of 
AIBP funding being available for such projects. Thus, creation of
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potential and its utilisation are low. The State should complete the 
old projects at the earliest and also prioritise other projects for their 
early completion so that the return on such large public investments 
start flowing in. The State is advised to take prompt measures to broad- 
base the membership and activities o f the water users’ associations 
also.

The Maharashtra State Electricity Board (MSEB) used to be one of 
the better-managed Boards in the country in terms of both physical 
and financial performance. However, the financial performance of 
MSEB has started deteriorating over the last four to five years. The 
net commercial loss without subsidy has increased from Rs. 10.77 
crore in 1997-98 to Rs. 1403.60 crores in 2000-01 (RE). This is 
primarily due to the increase in the gap between the cost of supply 
and average tariff from 7p/KWh in 1997-98 to 48p/KWh in 2000- 
01 and due to the increase in revenue arrears as percentage of sales 
revenue from 26.11% in 1996-97 to 48% 2000-01. The T&D losses, 
which used to be 15% in 1996-97, have increased to 30% in 2000- 
01 (RE). The MSEB is yet to initiate significant reform measures. In 
fact, it is yet to decide on unbundling of generation, transmission 
and distribution as a practice, which has been followed by some SEBs. 
Given the critical importance of health of MSEB for development 
and financial health of Maharashtra, the power sector reforms deserve 
the highest priority.

The financial performance of Maharashtra State Road Transport 
Corporation (MSRTC) is not satisfactory even though the parametres 
of performance, i.e. 92.5% fleet utilisation, 315 kms physical 
productivity and 7.15 bus-staff ratio, in 2000-01 have registered 
improvement. The net loss, estimated to have been suffered by the 
Corporation in 2000-01, is Rs. 118.14 crore

As per Census 2001, the 41 million urban population of the State, 
which is 42.4% of its total population, in absolute numbers is the 
highest in the country. This has severely strained the existing 
infrastructure and services, including housing. The incidence of urban
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poverty in Maharashtra is higher than the national average. Suitable 
measures would, therefore, need to be taken in this regard. The 
development and upgradation of small and medium towns would 
require more focussed attention with a view to mitigating regional 
disparities. For the mega city o f Mumbai 47 projects costing 
Rs.808.30 crore were approved and the Centre has released Rs. 141.86 
crore of its share up to 2000-01. It is suggested that the remaining 
projects may be pushed up for early completion. As Maharashtra is 
having a strong GDP base, it should not be difficult for them to 
finance the development of the Mega city. It is understood that 
Mumbai Urban Transport Project is going to be appraised by the 
World Bank shordy. Fast completion of the Mumbai Sewage Disposal 
Project will improve sanitation in selected slums and the quality of 
near-shore water.

As was suggested during the Annual Plan discussion last year the 
State Government may take urgent steps to prepare Vision-2020 
document for the State.

• Opening Remarks at the discussion on the Annual Plan o f  Maharashtra f i r  2001-02
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I wclcome the Governor o f Manipur, Adviser and officials o f the 
State Government to this meeting for the finalisation of the Annual 
Plan for 2001-02. As you may be aware, a Planning Commission 
team had visited Imphal in December 2000 and held official-level 
discussions with the State Government. This provided us with an 
opportunity to have a better perception of your difficulties and 
constraints.

Manipur has made considerable progress in the development of basic 
social and economic infrastructure in recent years, although the gap 
between the per capita income of the State and at the national level 
continues to be fairly wide. The literacy rate in the State is above 
the national average and health indicators also compare favourably 
with the all-India averages. The yield levels o f rice and maize are 
also higher than the corresponding all-India levels.

At the same time there are at least two over-riding concerns that are 
affecting the development process in the State. The first is the law 
and order situation and the alleged interference of underground 
elements in the collection o f revenues and implementation of 
development works taken up by the State Government. Such a 
situation impinges unfavourably on the level of economic activity. I 
trust the State Government is taking all necessary steps to improve 
the ground situation. It is also desirable to demonstrably highlight 
the improvements made in the law and order situation, as this is 
necessary for attracting outside investments.

The second major area o f concern is the grave condition of State 
finances, which is now threatening the development process. I am 
informed that in the case of a number of departments the Plan funds 
are being largely utilised for payment o f salaries. The State has been
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in overdraft for a record number of 263 days in the last year. The 
State has not even been able to avail o f its entitlement o f various 
Centrally Sponsored and Central Sector Schemes.

There is a need to insulate the development process from the 
consequences o f the weak financial position and other difficulties. 
For this the State Government would need to ensure that the schemes 
for which Central financing is available are fully provided for and 
the State’s share protected. This would at least enable a minimal 
flow of funds for development on account of these schemes.

The recovery o f user charges in electricity, water for irrigation, 
technical education etc. needs to improve considerably. Downsizing 
of the administrative machinery is also necessary since it is clearly 
not financially sustainable at present.

Alternative employment opportunities must be identified and 
encouraged. Young people need to be gainfully employed by 
encouraging land-based productive economic activities suited to the 
region, such as fisheries, dairy development and animal husbandry. 
The number of educated unemployed is also high. For them it is 
necessary to promote activities related to sectors such as information 
technology, which have the potential to grow in spite o f the 
geographical disadvantages of the State.

Under the Non-lapsable Central Pool of Resources eleven projects 
with a commitment of over Rs. 240 crore are under implementation 
in the State. The State Government needs to expedite the 
implementation and submission of utilisation certificates for these 
projects. There is also potential for taking up a few more good 
infrastructure projects with short gestation, preferably entrusted to 
competent Central agencies for execution. This would ensure that 
the projects are not affected by financial and other local constraints 
and get implemented in time and within cost. The Leimakhong 
HFO Based 6X6 MW Thermal Power Project is a good example of 
this.
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Manipur is presently facing a window of opportunity, in which the 
pace of development can be accelerated. I urge the Governor and 
the State Government officials to make a determined effort to bring 
this about. Planning Commission will be happy to support the State 
Government in its endeavours in whatever way feasible.

* Opening Remarks a t the discussion on  the A nnual Plan o f  Manipur f o r  2001-02
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I welcome the Chief Minister of Meghalaya, his colleagues and the 
officials to this meeting for discussing the States Annual Plan for 2001-
02. As you may be aware, with a view to further the process o f State- 
level interaction a team of Planning Commission led by State Plan 
Adviser Ms. Somi Tandon visited Meghalaya in December 2000 and 
held discussions with the officials of the State Government. This has 
provided us with an opportunity to have a better perception of your 
difficulties and constraints.

Meghalaya has made considerable progress in the development of basic 
social ahd economic infrastructure in recent years. The road density 
has increased considerably. The health statistics of the State are more 
or less comparable with the national level. Above all, the State is surplus 
in power generation.

I am glad to know that the Government of Meghalaya has encouraged 
the cultivation of Oyster and Button Mushroom. The farmers have 
absorbed the technology and are growing the same in locally designed 
low-cost mud houses. However, it would be desirable that the subsidy 
element is withdrawn in a phased manner from these schemes and 
these are encouraged to run more on commercial lines.

There are certain areas of concern. As per the latest assessment, the 
forest cover in the State has shown a decline of 24sq. km compared to 
the previous assessment done five years ago. Increasing the forest cover 
should be given its due priority.

I find that during the ten-month period, April 2000 to January 2001, 
the Government of Meghalaya has lifted only 86.76% of their allocation 
of rice for BPL families. I also notice that as per a study conducted by 
Tata Economic Consultancy Services, there was diversion of 54% of 
rice in the State of Meghalaya. This will need to be looked into.

MEGHALAYA PLAN FOR 2001-02*
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It is good to note that the transmission and distribution losses in the 
power sector have been maintained at 20-22 per cent. But the gap 
between the cost of per unit production of electricity and the tariff at 
paise 75 per kWh is quite large As a result the MSEB is continuously 
incurring losses.

The Planning commission has been responding positively to the needs 
of the State. We have already agreed to release Rs 32.63 crore from 
the Non-lapsable Fund during the current financial year. The State 
Government would need to monitor these projects and make available 
the utilisation certificates and quarterly progress reports well in time, 
which will entide them to draw further installments.

I find that the total expenditure during the first four years of the 
Ninth Plan is only 78.68% of the Plan ouday of Rs 1727 crore.

While I appreciate the efforts made by the State Government to 
increase the tax and non-tax revenue I find that the financial position 
of the State has been deteriorating over the last three years. The gross 
fiscal deficit in 1999-2000 was more than double o f the 1998-99 
level and was budgeted to increase by 30% in 2000-01.

In spite o f considerable progress made in social and economic 
infrastructure in recent years, the gap between the per capita income 
of the State and at the national level has been widening. This 
necessitates that focused attention is given towards better utilisation 
of social and economic infrastructures already created in recent years 
for income-generating activities. In order to achieve this, the State 
may have to increase its role as a catalyst for income generation in the 
private sector, adopt more comprehensive fiscal reforms and tune up 
its planning procedures. At the same time, special efforts would need 
to be made to increase income levels o f people through special 
livelihood projects especially in rural areas. I am confident that with 
your vision, will and determination the State would be able to meet 
these challenges and embark on a sustainable development.

* Opening remarks a t th e Ja cta tion  on  the Annual Plan o f  Meghalaya f o r  2001-02
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I welcome the Chief Minister, his colleagues and officers o f the 
Government of Mizoram to this meeting for the finalisation of the 
Annual Plan for 2001-02. As you know, a team o f Planning 
Commission headed by Ms. Somi Tandon, State Plan Adviser, visited 
Mizoram in November 2000 and held discussions with State 
Government officials for the Annual Plan 2000-01.

Mizoram has mainly agriculture-based economy. Its secondary sector 
is very weak but has a very large service sector, with public 
administration accounting for 15.9% of the NSDP at current prices 
in 1997-98 as against the all-India figure o f 5.8 per cent. The 
contribution of electricity, gas and water supply has increasingly been 
negative indicating a trend towards increasing subsidisation and 
inefficiency. This calls for immediate reform of the power sector in 
the State.

I am happy to note that the progress of Mizoram in terms of human 
development indicators has been commendable. Mizoram has 
achieved the highest literacy rate in India. Unemployment rates for 
Mizoram are much lower than the all-India averages in 1999-2000, 
as per 55,h round of NSS, and the rural unemployment rate has 
declined compared to 1993-94. The IMR is the second lowest in 
India, next only to Kerala. Living conditions in Mizoram are ahead in 
many respects with Mizoram standing first in houses with toilet facility, 
as per National Family Health Survey-2 (NFHS-2). Mizoram has 
done reasonably well in child immunisation also.

However, there are areas of concern. The quality of education needs 
a lot to be desired with drop-out rates much above the national average. 
Urban unemployment rates are on the increase from 1987-88. Fertility 
rates have been increasing with natural growth rate o f population
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increasing from 10.2 in 1998 to 11.5 in 1999. The percentage of 
households with drinking water that is piped or from a hand pump is 
much lower than the all-India average. I am sure that the Government 
of Mizoram will assess these trends and initiate appropriate remedial 
action.

As per the latest assessment, the forest cover in the State has shown 
a decline of 437 sq.kms, as compared to the previous assessment, 
which is a matter o f serious concern. Increasing the forest cover 
should be a priority area for the State Government.

Mizoram has a weak industrial base. State-led industrialisation will 
not be able to sustain this sector in the new liberalised environment. 
The State has ample potential in food processing and bamboo-based 
industries. The State should come up with a development model 
wherein the role o f private investment should become a critical 
component.

To avoid loss o f precious human life and property arising out of natural 
calamities, it will be essential to establish proper legal framework for 
the orderly and planned development o f crowded human habitations. 
The State Government needs to put in place such a framework in 
respect of Aizawl and other urban areas.

You will recall that I have been stressing the need for a realistic 
assessment of the resources for determining the Plan size. You will 
appreciate that Plans must be realistic and sustainable. This 
necessitates the State Government widening its tax base and reducing 
the revenue expenditure so that the Central Assistance is fully utilised 
for Plan schemes.

So far 14 schemes at a committed liability of Rs.296.5 crore have 
been sanctioned under Non-lapsable Central Pool of Resources and 
Rs. 87.87 crore has been released. Besides, a sum of Rs. 10 crore 
has been released for strengthening sub-transmission and distribution 
lines and Rs. 0.34 crore for electrification of tribal villages. It is 
essential that the implementation of projects should be properly
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monitored so that there are no cost and time overruns. Release of 
further funds to the on-going projects will be linked to achievement 
o f specific physical targets in each quarter.

*Opening Remarks at the discussu Annual Plan o f  Mizoram fo r  2001-02
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I am glad to welcome the Chief Minister o f Nagaland and his 
colleagues to the Planning Commission. As you are aware, a team of 
Planning Commission headed by Somi Tandon, Adviser (State Plans) 
visited Nagaland in December 2000 and held a fruitful official-level 
discussion. This has given us a better perception of your potential, 
genuine difficulties and constraints, which we would together try to 
address.

It is heartening to note that an appreciable progress in the creation of 
social and physical infrastructure has been achieved. The overall literacy 
level has increased to 84%, as much as 90% of the villages have been 
connected with approach roads, 96% have been electrified and 75% 
of the habitations receive potable water supply. The health indices in 
terms of birth and death rates and the infant mortality are substantially 
better than the national average.

However, a review of performance in the first four years of the Ninth 
Plan revealed that Plan funds were being diverted for non-Plan 
purposes. The Plan expenditure o f Rs.784 crore, reported for the 
first three years o f the Ninth Plan, is 29% less than the Central 
Assistance of Rs.1103 crore provided during the same period. The 
scenario calls for a reduction of non-Plan expenditure and for vigorous 
efforts to be made to mobilise additional resources.

While agriculture and allied activities are the mainstay of the people 
of the State and have potential for rapid economic growth and income 
and employment generation, these sectors have not been given due 
priority. As administrative cost accounts for a substantial proportion 
of the expenditure, very little is left for development schemes and 
programmes. The performance in agriculture sector has fallen short of 
targets. With the prevailing practice of Jhum cultivation, soil and
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water conservation programmes assume significance. However, the 
progress has been tardy and needs to be improved.

While congenial climatic conditions offer considerable potential for 
development of horticulture and plantation crops, the achievements 
during the period 1997-2000 have been far below the targets. The 
potential of floriculture has also remained to be exploited. With proper 
financial and technical support, this sector could emerge as a major 
source of generation of employment and income in rural areas.

Both physical and financial progress with regard to poverty alleviation 
programmes like SGSY, JGSY, EAS and 1AY etc. has been much below 
the targets. One of the reasons cited for the poor performance is 
reduction in State’s share. I would like to request you to ensure full 
provision for the State’s share to avail of the Central share so that the 
poverty alleviation programmes are implemented effectively.

The Indo-Myanmar Border Trade Agreement has opened up vast 
opportunities to exploit the trade potential. It is satisfying that the 
trade points have been identified and building up of necessary 
infrastructure has already started. I hope that the State Government 
would take full advantage of this opportunity to generate income and 
employment.

The operating deficit o f power utility has increased from Rs. 19.80 
crore in 1997-98 to Rs.26.92 crore in 1999-2000 and T& D  losses 
have been higher than the all-India average. Against the average tariff 
o f 190 paise/kwh, the average cost o f supply was 505 paise/kwh in 
1999-2000, leaving a huge gap of 315 paise/kwh to be bridged. There 
is urgent need to revise the power tariff suitably, which has not been 
revised since 1995. The State Government needs to initiate action to 
reform and restructure the power sector and take steps to set up State 
Electricity Regulatory Commission on its own or as a joint commission 
with other North Eastern States.

Since 1998-99, a total of 14 projects involving an investment of Rs.153 
crore have been approved for funding out of Non-Lapsablc Central
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Pool of Resources and an amount of Rs.68 crore has been released for 
13 projects. In the current year, Rs.6.63 crore has also been released 
for strengthening o f sub-transmission and distribution system and 
Rs.0.35 crore for electrification of tribal villages. Review of progress 
of these projects indicates that work has started late due to delayed 
release of funds to the implemendng agencies. May I add here that 
timely release o f funds needs to be ensured, besides streamlining of 
monitoring of projects to contain cost and time overruns.

To implement the MOU singed in April 1999 the State Government 
has taken some measures for curtailing of non-Plan expenditure, 
increasing the role and responsibilities of Village Councils, raising tax 
and non-tax revenue and setting up Expert/High-Powered 
Committees for rationalisation and re-deployment of manpower 
and suggesting measures to effect reforms in power and transport 
sectors. But I understand that during 1999-2000 and 2000-01 their 
implementation in reality has not been effective. I would suggest 
that the State Government should pursue these measures much more 
vigorously.

*Opening Remarks a t the discussion on the Annual Plan o f  Nagaland f o r  2001-02
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I welcome the Chief Minister and his delegation to this meeting to 
finalise the Annual Plan of the State for 2001-02. This Annual Plan is 
being drawn up at a point in time when the State is going through a 
severe financial crisis. The problems have been compounded by the 
rebuilding required after the October 1999 cyclone and the drought 
and floods, which have ravaged the State recently.

I must congratulate the State Government for taking a series of measures 
to maintain fiscal discipline and prudent management o f the States 
finances. The White Paper on Orissa States finances is a bold attempt 
to recognise and address the current fiscal situation. Measures such as 
rightsizing the bureaucracy through a complete ban on the creation 
of any new post, selective ban on filling up base-level vacant posts 
with the objective o f abolishing 50% o f these posts by September
2001 and the introduction of various austerity measures would help 
in cutting down the non-Plan expenditure of the State Government. 
Revenue generation measures such as withdrawal o f Sales Tax 
incentives, uniform floor rates of Sales Tax, introduction of a broad- 
based Entry Tax and Profession Tax, steps to prevent leakage of excise 
revenue, etc. are moves in the right direction.

Orissa was the first State to take up power sector reforms. The 
introduction of any new system has teething problems but I am sure 
you will overcome them and retain your position as the pioneer of 
power sector reforms. For this the financial position of GRIDCO will 
have to be strengthened. Moreover, transmission and distribution 
loss has to be reduced, energy audit put in place and 100% metering 
of consumers ensured.

The State Government has made a beginning in the process of 
disinvestment in Public Sector Undertakings. It has already closed 8 
units and has drawn up a programme to divest, sell, dose or restructure

ORISSA PLAN FOR2001-02*
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29 more units in the next four years. Steady progress in this regard 
and close follow-up are required in this regard so that these enterprises 
do not become a further drain on the States finances. The State 
Government also needs to take immediate remedial action regarding 
the State Road Transport Corporation and the Orissa Lift Irrigation 
Corporation.

The literacy rate in the State has shown considerable improvement in 
the last decade and has increased by over 14 percentage points to 63 
per cent. However, this is still below the all-India level. Compounding 
the problem are the large variations at the district level and the low 
female literacy rates in some of the districts. Other social indicators 
also continue to be a cause of concern. Orissa has a very high death 
rate and infant mortality rate -  highest in the country; severe grades 
of undernutrition and high morbidity due to malaria are major 
problems especially in the tribal districts.

Though the State Government has taken steps such as centralisation 
of purchase of drugs and filling up vacancies in the tribal and rural 
areas, the health care in remote and rural areas still requires considerable 
improvement. I am pleased to learn that all the 80 Health Mobile 
Units in the KBK districts are functional and weightage has been 
given to posting in these areas for admission to post-graduate courses. 
The State Government needs to continue the ongoing reform processes 
such as levy of user charges, ensuring maintenance and cleanliness 
through innovative schemes to improve the quality of care.

In the education sector also the State Government has taken a number 
of measures such as introduction of the Orissa School Adoption 
Programme, Enactment o f the Orissa School Education (Community 
Participation) Act and introduction of computer education in high 
schools with private sector participation. However, strict monitoring 
is required at the field level to ensure actual progress at the village 
level.

Agriculture in the State has suffered a major set back because of drought 
conditions followed by floods. As agriculture is die mainstay of the
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economy of the State, the problems faced in increasing productivity 
need to be addressed immediately. Steps also need to be taken to 
ensure smooth functioning of the Public Distribution System so that 
the farmers get a fair price for their produce. Further, the distribution 
of foodgrains to BPL families has to be streamlined in order to tackle 
the problem of malnutrition. It is our joint responsibility to see that 
nutrition levels are raised to a point where the scope for putting labels 
on malnutrition deaths do not remain. The State should take full 
advantage of schemes like Antayodaya Anna Yojana, Annapurna, NSAP 
and other such schemes. The food for work programmes also need to 
be geared up in the drought/flood-prone regions.

Low productivity is a major obstacle in both the primary and secondary 
sectors. The industrial sector needs special attention. The development 
of this sector as well as other crucial sectors such as tourism depend 
on good infrastructure and a well-developed information system. The 
establishment and widespread use of the GRAMSAT System will go a 
long way in ensuring transparency, dissemination of information as 
also help in disaster management.

I am pleased to note that a senior officer has been posted as the Chief 
Administrator, Special Area Development (KBK Project) at Koraput 
and is monitoring and supervising the implementation o f various 
programmes. I am also glad to note that the line departments have 
evolved their own monitoring mechanisms to strengthen the 
implementation of programmes in the KBK region. It is only through 
sincere efforts and constant supervision that this area can be developed. 
The State Government has made sincere attempts to address the policy 
issues raised by us. Though fund constraints are a bottleneck, good 
governance and an efficient delivery mechanism will go a long way in 
helping the common man in the rural and remote areas of the State.

* Opening remarks a t the discussion on the Annual Plan o f  Orissa f o r  2001-02.
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I take great pleasure in inviting the honourable Chief Minister of 
Pondicherry and his officers to this meeting for finalising the Annual 
Plan for 2001-02 of the Union Territory of Pondicherry.

At the outset, I compliment the Chief Minister for the excellent health 
indices achieved by the UT of Pondicherry. The Birth Rate has been 
17.7 per thousand, as against the all-India average of 26.1 per thousand 
in 1999 and Infant Mortality Rate has been 22 per thousand, as 
against the national average of as high as 70 per thousand during
1999. I also find that the Union Territory has a favourable sex ratio -  
i..e, the number of females per thousand males—which has registered 
an increase from 979 in 1991 to 1001 in 2001. The UT has also 
been maintaining an excellent track record of managing the AIDS 
control programme. I would also like to commend the UT for 
consistently utilising the Plan funds over various Annual Plans.

I am happy to note that the bio-village developmental programme, 
being implemented in 19 villages, is aimed at utilising the natural 
endowments in the Union Territory optimally. If implemented 
successfully, this programme will go a long way in transforming the 
village economy.

With progressive urbanisation and other industrial activities the net 
cultivated area in Pondicherry is likely to decline by around 10% by 
the end of the Ninth Plan. There is, therefore, a need for ensuring 
that such diversion does not adversely affect the rural farmers. It is 
reported that the UT has a high level of fertilizer consumption, which 
would call for soil testing and if such testing indicates adverse effect 
on the soil, the same needs to be corrected by use of bio-fertilizer and 
organic manure. I understand that the UT Administration is seized 
of these problems and is taking necessary corrective steps.

PONDICHERRY PLAN FOR 2001-02*
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Another area of concern is the over-exploitation o f ground water. There 
is an urgent need for recharging the ground water as also for regulating 
the over-exploitation of ground water. I understand that a Bill to 
regulate the use of ground water in Pondicherry was presented in the 
Assembly in April 1999. I presume that this Bill must have been 
enacted by now for attaining the desired result.

It is a matter of concern that the performance of the Administration 
under the rural poverty alleviation programmes is not up to the mark 
with the Employment Assurance Scheme showing particularly poor 
performance. Considering the importance of the programme, I need 
hardly emphasise that the Administration should pay serious and 
urgent attention to this programme for the benefit o f the rural 
population. This also underscores the need for elected Panchayats so 
that problems of rural people get adequate attention. I would urge 
upon the Chief Minister to ensure that elections to die Gram Panchayats 
are held at the earliest. It is also noticed that the Central funds allocated 
for computerisation of land records have not been utilised folly, which 
needs immediate attention.

Due to sustained efforts, the Pondicherry Administration has been 
able to make a steady progress towards industrialisation. But it is 
learnt that the Sate-owned Anglo French Textiles Corporation, which 
was hitherto competing with other mills in the organised sector, has 
now been incurring heavy losses due to various factors. The Mill needs 
to be modernised on a priority basis and its health improved at the 
earliest.

In the power sector I find that from the year 1998-99, the average 
tariff- is lower than the average cost of power supply. There is a need 
to reduce the gap by rationalisation of tariff. The average agricultural 
tariff continues to be very low with 8 paise per unit and this calls for 
immediate revision. This would help better management o f the 
precious water resources. The Electricity Regulatory Commission needs 
to be in position at the earliest to expedite power sector reforms.
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It is heartening to know that all the 264 villages have been connected 
with roads and safe drinking water has been provided to these 
habitations. However, all the four regions of the UT, being located 
along the seacoast, frequently meet with qualitative problems of 
salinity, iron and fluoride, which need focused attention. Pondicherry, 
being a flood-prone UT, the Administration should continue its efforts 
to give due priority to prevention of soil and coastal erosion by planting 
tree saplings on the banks of rivers, channels, tank bunds, road sides 
and coastal areas in a big way.

It is noted that while the literacy rate of the UT in 1991 was 74.74%, 
it showed an increase to 81.49% in 2001. This is definitely higher 
than the all-India average but more attention needs to be paid for 
improvement o f literacy among women, which stands at 74.13%, 
and of the Scheduled Caste population, whose literacy continues to 
be below the literacy rate of the male population.

In order to cope with the unemployment problem the UT 
Administration has to expedite the networking of training institutes 
with the industry and change over to market-driven trades to improve 
employability of those who pass out from ITI and Polytechnic. For 
the development of industrial infrastructure, a Growth Centre under 
the Centrally Sponsored Scheme has been approved for the UT. The 
UT Administration has to provide infrastructure facilities, like power, 
water, telecommunication and road connectivity etc., for this Growth 
Centre. Keeping in view the growing demand for employment by 
the unemployed youth, the UT Administration needs to take steps to 
facilitate the setting up o f consumer industries and create more 
opportunities for providing necessary skills to the youth for absorption 
in the up-coming areas of new industrial investment like information 
technology. Handlooms generate the largest employment next only 
to agriculture and provide employment to about 10,000 persons in 
the UT. This sub-sector has great potential to enhance production, 
employment and exports and therefore, needs attention.
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I understand that infrastructure development and improvement of 
Pondicherry port will attract many private companies to use the port 
for cargo movement and this will be a source o f earning foreign 
exchange for the country. Further, the natural endowment of long 
stretches o f inshore water, inland water and brackish water of 
Pondicherry offers a vast scope for development of fisheries and this 
needs to be tapped fully. Early construction of the fishing harbour at 
Pondicherry will help provide basic amenities for berthing a larger 
number of fishing vessels, which will be a boon for the fishermen 
community.

Tourism is another area with potential for this UT. You may like to 
explore the possibility of private sector participation in road transport 
and tourism sector with a view to providing world-class amenities so 
as to make Pondicherry a tourist destination beyond “Aurobindo 
Ashram” .

* Opening Remarks a t the discussion on the Annual Plan o f  Pondicherry f o r  2001-02
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I extend a cordial welcome to the Chief Minister of Punjab, his 
colleagues and the team of officers from the State Government to this 
meeting.

Punjab is one of the prosperous States of India. Its per capita income 
is one of the highest and the percentage of people below poverty line 
is one of the lowest in the country. This is a tribute to the 
entrepreneurial spirit of its people. However, the annual growth rate 
of the State economy, which was 5.3% in the eighties, was followed 
by a decelerated pace of 5.1% during the Eighth Plan. It is a matter 
of concern that it has further gone down to 4.4% during the first two 
years of the Ninth Plan. I am confident that the economy of Punjab, 
with its strong agriculture and infrastructure base and human 
resources, has the requisite resilience to spring back to a higher growth 
trajectory.

The anticipated expenditure in the first four years works out to around 
80% of the approved ouday. But it is only 58.8% of the Ninth Plan 
outlay. The committed expenditure is increasing rapidly in the face of 
a moderate growth in revenue receipt. A phenomenal growth in BCR 
gap of the State is a matter of concern. The State’s dependence on 
borrowing is also increasing.

During 1997-2000 the tax revenue of the State has recorded a 
reasonable growth of 13.8% but the receipt of non-tax revenue has 
fallen substantially. The share of tax in the State Domestic Product, 
which was 6.69% in 1992-93, has gone down to 6.38% in 1999-
2000. Interest payment as a percentage o f non-Plan revenue 
expenditure has increased from 28% in 1997-98 to an estimated figure 
of 33.31% in 2000-01.

• t
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The State’s economy is primarily agrarian even though the contribution 
of the primary sector to the GSDP has declined from 49.13% in 
1980-81 to an estimated 40.49% in 1998-99 with corresponding 
increase in the percentage share of the secondary sector. Services sector 
has not expanded, as it should have. The State has achieved the Ninth 
Plan target of foodgrains production mainly due to high yields in rice 
and wheat. However, wheat-paddy rotation has its adverse effect on 
the health of the soil. There has been over-exploitation of ground 
water. The production of cotton and oilseeds as well as maize has 
fallen in recent years due to shrinkage in area. The production of 
fruits and vegetables is commercially viable but needs adequate cold- 
storage support. The WTO regime calls for a fundamental rethinking 
on the minimum support price system. The State Government has 
drawn up a programme, called the Second Push to Agriculture and 
Allied Sectors, during 2000-01. There is obviously a need for taking 
a comprehensive look at the agricultural scenario in the changed 
context since the heydays of the Green Revolution. The programme, 
‘Second Push to Agriculture’, should be for a period of five years. 
While designing the programme, the existing schemes should be 
dovetailed and new elements included. Biotechnology should form 
an important component of the programme.

In the forestry sector, the OECF (Japan)-aided Forestry Development 
Project is the most important one. The Forest Survey Report 1999 
indicated 2.8% area under forest cover but the State Government has 
reported it as 12% and half of it as the Government forestry. There is 
obviously a need for reconciliation of these figures as there is a large 
difference between the two estimates. It is heartening to note that the 
State Government has introduced cultivation of medicinal plants as 
well as plantation of bamboo. These have great potential and should 
be encouraged.

Better management o f water resources through upgradation and 
improvement in the intensive irrigation network is an item of priority 
in the State. Water for irrigation is now free. Pricing o f irrigation 
water is essential for its economic use. There are about 1500 Water
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Users’ Associations to supervise the construction and maintenance of 
water-courses and imparting awareness among the farmers in about 
1000 villages. However, the revenue component of O&M charges is 
high due to 11,000 surplus staff. The State Government may have to 
think of offering VRS to the surplus staff.

It is a matter of concern that the net commercial loss of the Punjab 
State Electricity Board is on the increase. The average tariff charged 
during 1999-2000 accounted for only 62.38% of the average cost of 
supply. About 37% of the available electricity goes to the farm sector, 
which is perceived to be non-remunerative. However, the State 
Government would be well advised to abide by the decision of the 
Chief Ministers/Power Ministers Conference of 1996 and 2001 to 
charge at least 50 paise per kwh. Unmetered supply of power to 
agriculture conceals the actual level of T&D losses, which apparently 
seem to be comfortable as compared to the all-India figure. The State 
Government may go in for energy audit measures and install meters 
for all the consumers by December 2001. The State Government has 
recently set up the State Electricity Regulatory*Commission. The 
Government may, however, ensure that it is made functional without 
further delay.

The Punjab Roadways Corporation has been incurring losses reportedly 
due to a large fleet of over-aged buses and large revenue expenditure 
coupled with sluggish revenue receipts due to concessional fares. 
Concessional fares to various categories of commuters account for about 
50% of loss. The Corporation may rationalise the bus fares and consider 
offering VRS to its surplus employees. The State Government may 
seriously examine if the Corporation should not be privatised.

Even though the literacy rate in the State at 69.95% is slightly higher 
than the all-India average of 65.38%, the literacy rates in four districts 
are below 50 per cent. No district is covered under DPEP now. There 
is a preponderance of SC students and those belonging to low income 
groups among the drop-outs. The State Government representative 
said during the Annual Plan discussion at Chandigarh that the mid
day meal scheme is not well accepted. Perhaps, suitable alternatives
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to it like supply of uniforms, books etc. may be explored. It is 
commendable that the Government of Punjab is involving the village 
education committees with a view to improving the quality of 
education imparted in schools.

The demographic and health indices are generally satisfactory. However, 
the sex ratio in the State is highly skewed. The female to male ratio, 
which was 882:1000 against the all-India sex ratio of 927:1000, has, 
according to 2001 Census, dropped to 874 against slight increase in 
the all-India average to 933. This is a matter of serious concern and 
poses a challenge for empowerment of women. The State Government 
should go deep into the causes of this phenomenon and formulate a 
strategy and an action plan to correct this imbalance, which, if not 
corrected in time, will have serious socio-economic implications.

According to the India Rural Development Report 1999 prepared by 
NIRD, Hyderabad, poverty ratio in the southern region of Punjab is 
17.5%, which is notably higher than that of northern Punjab at 7.6% 
in 1993-94. The State Government may like to initiate corrective 
measures to redress this regional imbalance.

About 28% of the population in the State belongs to Scheduled Caste 
and more than half of them live below poverty line. The SC Component 
Plan, however, is in the range of 7-8% of the total Plan funds of the 
State. The Government should take steps to correct this imbalance.

I have tried to mention some of the areas of concern. However, I am 
sure the State Government will take measures to inject buoyancy in 
the States economy and work out the road map for faster development 
of the State during the Tenth Plan.

* Opening Remarks a t the discussion on the Annual Plan o f  Punjab f o r  2001-02
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I welcome the Chief Minister and his colleagues to this meeting for the 
finalisation of the Annual Plan for the year 2001-02 of Rajasthan.

A team of the Planning Commission visited the State on 22nd and 23rd 
May 2001 and sector-wise discussions were held by the Principal 
Adviser with the State Government officials.

At the last meeting, held in connection with the finalisation of the 
Annual Plan for 2000-01 I had mentioned that whereas the State had 
mobilised 73% of the Eighth Plan projections, the mobilisation of the 
resources during the Ninth Plan had deteriorated considerably. The 
financing pattern of the Ninth Plan had projected the Central 
Assistance at 43.3% and borrowings at 51%, with the own funds of 
the State contributing 5.7% of the aggregate resources. Against this, 
the likely achievement during the first four years of the Plan indicates 
that the borrowings of the State would be 169.93% and the States 
own resources would be (-) 104.45 per cent. The high liability of 
interest payment, as a percentage of non-Plan revenue expenditure 
and revenue receipt, is a matter of serious concern. However, I am 
happy that the State Government has taken some stringent steps for 
effecting economy in non-Plan expenditure and for improving the 
overall financial position of the State. The State has experienced 
drought conditions for the last three years successively and 1 
understand that this has constrained the States finances due to priority 
expenditure on drought relief work.

It is a matter of satisfaction that the latest estimates for 1999-2000 
indicate that the number of persons below the poverty line is 15.28%, 
which is one of the lowest in the country. The efforts of the State 
Government in improving the educational level also deserve 
appreciation. The literacy rate has improved from 38.55% in 1991 
to 61.03% in 2001. However, this is still below the all-India average

RAJASTHAN PLAN FOR 2001-02*
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and special efforts are required to raise the female literacy rate, which 
is only 44.34 per cent.

In spite of good physical performance of the State Road Transport 
Corporation as reflected in fleet utilisation at 92% and the vehicle 
productivity at 299 Km per bus per day, the financial health of the 
Corporation is not satisfactory. The Corporation has not been in a 
position to generate enough revenues to meet its fleet acquisition 
requirement.

In the power sector Rajasthan is one of the few States to attempt 
reforms and create five companies including three distribution 
companies. It is necessary to introduce proper monitoring systems for 
these new companies, especially for parameters like T& D  losses, which 
are quite high at about 31% and need to be brought down appreciably. 
The average tariff is considerably lower than the cost of supply and 
the distribution companies are incurring commercial losses touching 
Rs.1676 crore during 2001-02. The State Government departments 
owe about Rs.521 crore to the erstwhile RSEB, which in turn owes 
Rs.516 crore to various Central Government undertakings. If this is 
realised, it would help in clearing the dues of the RSEB. I would also 
suggest that the State should exploit the deposits of lignite and go in 
for new power generation programmes, as it would avoid transporting 
coal from far off places for the thermal power stations.

The health indicators of the State point to a lower level o f health 
services. The Infont Mortality Rate is as high as 81. Although the 
State has more than the number of Sub Centres and PHCs required 
as per norms of population, in many of the remote rural areas the 
existing Centres are not operational. There is also a shortfall of 49 
Community Health Centres and even the existing Centres are not 
functioning as first referral units because of lack of specialists. These 
deficiencies need correction expeditiously.

We are in the last year of the Ninth Plan but the integration of various 
health institutions such as rural hospitals, sub-district post-partum 
centres, sub-divisional hospitals and centre of Indian system of medicine
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& homeopathy into a wdl knit three-tier rural primary health system, 
envisaged in the Ninth Plan, is not being effectively achieved. The 
health care programme for women and children also needs 
improvement. The total fertility rate (TFR) of the State is 4.2 against 
the all-India average of 3.3 and the unmet needs for contraception are 
higher than the all-India average.

In the area of agriculture the State, being predominantly rain-fed, 
wide fluctuations are observed in the production of crops over the 
years. There is a need for better utilisation of the existing irrigation 
potential and reduction of water losses during conveyance in addition 
to popularisation of water saving devices. Allied agricultural activities, 
like fish production, have a lot of scope but they have not been exploited 
adequately.

In order to take a composite look at the development status and 
potential of the State, the Planning Commission has decided to finance 
the preparation of State Development Report for Rajasthan and some 
other States. The Social Policy Research Institute, Jaipur has been 
given the assignment, as was recommended by the State Government, 
and it is hoped that it would produce a useful report spelling out the 
constraints and possibilities of development of the State as well as an 
implementable time-bound action plan.

I have touched upon some of the important aspects and I would assure 
you that the Planning Commission will continue to help the State as 
much as possible and that consultation and interaction between the 
Planning Commission and the State will continue on a regular basis.

" Opening Remarks at the discussion on the Annual Plan o f  Rajasthan fo r  2001-02
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I welcome the Chief Minister, his colleagues and officers of Government 
of Sikkim to this meeting for the finalisation of the Annual Plan 2001- 
02. As you may be aware, with a view to further the process of State- 
level interaction in the formulation of Annual Plan 2001-02, a team 
of the Planning Commission, headed by the State Plan Adviser, visited 
Sikkim in October-November 2000 and held discussions with State 
Government officials.

The available data on the Net State Domestic Product o f Sikkim 
indicate that the economy of the State is coming down with the Net 
State Domestic Product at current prices registering a nominal growth 
of 8.4 % in 1997-98 as against the growth of 25.1% in 1995-96 and 
18.7% in 1996-97. The slow-down has been substantial in the case 
of primary and secondary sectors. I am aware of the efforts that the 
Government of Sikkim is making to strengthen the State economy 
and its desire to create an environment conducive for the flow of private 
capital into the State. I hope that the result of this effort would get 
reflected in the economic aggregates of recent years.

The achievements of Sikkim in terms of human development indicators 
have been noteworthy. Sikkim has achieved a Literacy Rate of 79%, 
which is higher than the all-India average of 62 per cent. The Birth 
Rate, Death Rate and Infant Mortality Rate are lower than the all- 
India averages. The living conditions in Sikkim are ahead in many 
respects, particularly in respect of households having electricity, toilet 
facility and pucca houses as per the National Family Health Survey-2.

However, there are areas of concern. The reported drop-out rates for 
the primary and upper primary levels are quite high. The quality of 
education needs to be improved substantially. Unemployment rates 
in Sikkim are much higher than the all-India averages. Compared to 
1993-94, the unemployment rates in rural areas as well as in urban

SIKKIM PLAN FOR 2001-02*
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areas have increased in 1999-2000 indicating a worsening of the 
unemployment situation in the State. The National Family Health 
Survey-2 has brought out the fact that the morbidity indicators in 
Sikkim in respect o f tuberculosis, asthma and jaundice are not 
favourable. I am sure that the Government of Sikkim will look into 
these areas and initiate appropriate remedial action. As per the latest 
assessment, the forest cover in the State has shown a decline of 60 sq. 
Kms compared to the previous assessment, which is a matter of serious 
concern. Increasing the forest cover should be a top priority.

In an era of integrating markets each State has to evolve its own 
development strategy based on its natural endowments and 
comparative advantages. Resources should not be spread thinly but 
directed towards the focus areas. Sikkim has potential in areas like 
horticulture, cash crops, medicinal plants and herbs, animal husbandry, 
precision industries, hydel power and tourism. I understand that the 
State Government has identified these areas for focused development. 
Since many of these sectors are labour intensive, these will address the 
problem of rising unemployment in the State. I would like to impress 
upon you the need for having a perspective plan for the development 
of these areas. I am glad that a Master Plan for development of tourism 
has been drawn up.

I need hardly to emphasise the importance of the responsibility of the 
State towards the people below poverty line. Identification of BPL 
families and providing them food and other security is very important. 
The C & AG Report for the year ending 31st March 1999 has drawn 
attention to the non-implementation of the TPDS and called for 
identification of BPL families in a time-bound manner. I understand 
that the State Government has carried out a survey to identify the 
BPL families. I urge the State to complete the work of identification 
of BPL families expeditiously, if not done already. I find that during 
the ten months ending January 2000-01, the Government of Sikkim 
has lifted only 49.5% of its allocation of rice for BPL families, thus 
losing a vital resource destined for the poor families.

The C & AG Report has strongly felt the need for making arrangement 
for distribution of cooked food instead of foodgrains under Nutritional
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Support to Primary Education. This needs to be looked into. The State 
has lifted only 21.4% o f the allocation o f foodgrains under this 
programme in 1999-2000.

The Sikkim National Transport has been incurring losses over the 
years. Even in the transportation of PDS commodities, the cost is 
reportedly very high. There is an urgent need to undertake reform of 
this sector. The freight transport requirements of various Government 
Departments and others should be increasingly met through private 
sector operations.

The fiscal health of the Government is a pre-requisite for a sustained 
economic development. The award o f the Eleventh Finance 
Commission has eased the fiscal situation of Sikkim. However, fiscal 
reforms touching upon the areas of tax revenues and tax administration, 
levy of user charges, curbing non-merit subsidies and rightsizing of 
the government would need to be pursued. Efforts initiated by the 
State Government have resulted in an increase in the States own tax 
revenue. However, the growth rates have slowed down in the past few 
years. The State has one of the lowest ratio of own tax revenue to 
revenue expenditure among the States in India. There is a need to 
make serious efforts to expand the tax base. The debt position of the 
State is alarming and debt, as a percentage of GSDP, was 53.6% as on 
31“ March 1998 as against the all-State average of 20.3 per cent.

So far 11 projects have been approved for financial support under 
Non Lapsable Central Pool of Resources at a committed liability of 
Rs. 121.76 crore. A sum of Rs. 64.29 crore has been released. Besides, 
a sum of Rs.1.5 crore has been released for strengthening the sub
transmission and distribution systems. It is essential that the projects 
are properly implemented so that there are no time and cost over
runs and for this, the State Government must regularly submit the 
quarterly Progress Reports and utilisation certificates.

* Opening Remarks a t the discussion on the Annual Plan o f  Sikkim f o r  2001-02
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I welcome the Chief Minister and her officers to this meeting for the 
finalisation of the Annual Plan for 2001-02 of Tamil Nadu.

I would like to begin by congratulating Tamil Nadu for achieving the 
distinction of being the second major State to achieve the replacement 
level o f fertility. The State has undertaken several initiatives in 
improving health and nutrition services for the vulnerable population. 
Measures like integrated nutrition programme and reorganisation of 
primary health care services have helped achieve substantial 
improvement in ante-natal registration, institutional deliveries and 
immunisation coverage. There is very little urban-rural difference in 
the birth rate suggesting that the access to contraceptive services in 
rural areas is improving. However, there is a need to improve the 
availability of referral services in the rural areas to reduce the urban- 
rural gap in infant mortality rate, which is 39% in the urban areas 
and 58% in the rural areas.

Tamil Nadu has also recorded a commendable progress in the field of 
education. The literacy rate in the State has increased to 73.47% in
2000-01 from 63.7% in 1991. The rise in female literacy from 
51.33% in 1991 to 64.55% in 2000-01 has had an enormous impact 
on various demographic indicators of the State. However, the gender- 
divide, which is still high at 18 percentage points, has to be bridged.
I note with satisfaction that the State has hundred per cent trained 
teachers at primary and higher secondary levels of education. Efforts 
have, however, to be stepped up to provide regular refresher courses 
for these teachers. I am also happy to know that computer education 
at senior school level with active private participation is being given 
top priority by the State Government

TAMIL NADU PLAN FOR 2001-02*
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I am glad to know that the Government o f Tamil Nadu has taken 
certain initiatives to secure new investments through provision of 
infrastructure facilities, funding and other assistance necessary for 
orderly growth of the private sector. This will certainly attract and 
encourage many national and multinational private investors to set 
up industries in your State. Further, it is heartening to note that the 
information technology industry has opened up tremendous 
opportunity for the promotion of software export. Also, the proposal 
for establishment of a Bio-Technology Park will be a feather in the cap 
of the State Government.

Regarding the performance o f the State Government in the 
mobilisation of resources for Plan financing during the past four years 
of the Ninth Plan, I observe that the overall level of realisation of 
resources has been generally consistent with the projected levels. 
However, it may be noted that while there is an appreciable growth 
in tax revenue, the State can further increase its level of non-tax revenue 
through an upward revision of various user charges. Further, as the 
level of borrowings is already high, the dependence on borrowings 
may have to be reduced in view of the growing debt burden of the 
State Government.

The initiative of the State Government to form Farmers’ Groups for 
maintaining irrigation system is certainly a step in the right direction. 
I am confident, and you will agree with me, that it is advisable to 
revise the water rates upward on a regular basis to restrict misuse of 
this scarce resource in your State.

There is also the problem of excessive use of ground water. In 25% of 
the blocks in Tamil Nadu ground water exploitation exceeds 100% of 
yearly replenishment, thereby causing a serious problem of high 
content of nitrate in water. This problem affects about 10 districts in 
the State. There is also a case for enacting legislation for comprehensive 
ground water regulation.
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Water, being a scarce resource, has to be protected from getting 
polluted. The setting up of common effluent treatment plants for 
leather units has improved the economy and ecology of the area. Efforts 
should be made to set up such plants for other industries.

I am happy to note that you are planning to provide cold chains and 
cold storages for horticulture produce and that you are working on 
specifications for exportable items. I find that there is immense scope 
to speed up the utilisation of funds allocated under the Centrally 
Sponsored Scheme for development of horticulture. The potential in 
this area is enormous if properly exploited.

I am told that the State Government has devolved 29 items of functions 
as listed under XI Schedule of the Constitution to the PRIs. I hope 
that along with this, the administrative and financial powers will also 
be delegated to the PRIs.

I would like to draw your attention to the problem in the power 
sector, which affects all States. In Tamil Nadu the power sector 
performance is better than the national average in terms of productivity 
and efficiency parameters but the volume of subsidy remains very 
high. Overcharging the industrial sector in order to cross-subsidise 
other sectors makes the industrial sector un-competitive. You have 
made successful efforts to attract private investment to your State and, 
therefore, high industrial power tariff should not act as a deterrent. 
There is, therefore, a need to have a rational tariff structure. The 
Electricity Regulatory Commission needs to be made fully operational 
at the earliest.

The physical performance of the State Road Transport Corporations 
has been consistently excellent. But with a low fare rate of 22 paise 
per k.m. with effect from October 1999 all your State Road Transport 
Corporations are incurring losses. A slight increase in fares would 
make all the difference.
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Tamil Nadu has great tourism potential, which has to be tapped by 
providing basic infrastructure to encourage private sector to participate 
in this area. Innovative market management and publicity based on 
a long-term vision will go a long way in making your State a major 
tourist destination. The preparation of a Master Plan would help in 
this direction.

An area o f concern is the continued prevalence of child labour involved 
in match making and fireworks in places like Sivakasi. Figures show 
that there is a marked decline in number due to various interventions. 
But you will agree that stringent punishment needs to be imposed on 
the offending employers in order to get rid o f this social blemish, 
which has been drawing adverse media attention all over.

I have touched upon only some of the important sectors.

* Opening Remarks a t th e discussion on the Annual Plan o f  Sikkim f o r  2001-02X
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I am glad to welcome the Chief Minister and his colleagues to the 
Planning Commission.

As you know that a team of the Planning Commission headed by Ms. 
Somi Tandon, Adviser (State Plans) visited Agartala in October 2000 
and held fruitful official-level discussions. This has given us a good 
idea about the Plan performance, States potential, genuine difficulties 
and constraints, which we would together try to address.

I am happy to know that the State Government has accorded priority 
to agriculture, which provides employment opportunities to a sizeable 
proportion of the population. The Perspective Plan prepared by the 
State Government for achieving self-sufficiency in food by 2010 is a 
step in right direction. As I said last year, a good potential exists for 
the development and promotion of horticulture crops and plantation 
crops like tea, rubber and spices. I would emphasise that the private 
sector, if properly motivated, would help facilitate investment and 
transfer of appropriate technology in agriculture and allied sectors. 
These sectors would emerge as an expanding source of employment, 
especially o f educated youth within the State.

It is heartening to note that on my advice the State has taken up a 
Shallow Tube Well Scheme on the pattern o f Assam, involving the 
active participation o f the beneficiaries in terms o f finance and 
subsequent obligations for maintenance of the assets. You will, however, 
need to tie this up with NABARD’s RIDF before your proposal for 
financial assistance from the Non-Lapsable Central Pool is considered.

I am glad to know that pisciculture has been given priority next to 
agriculture in your Plan proposals for 2001-02. Given the area of 
water bodies in the State, it is important to concentrate more on 
scientific aqua farming to boost fish production.

TRIPURA PLAN FOR 2001-02*
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In view of the special characteristics o f the North East the new 
Industrial Policy has focussed on industrial units based on locally 
available raw material and skills. Given the industrial climate in Tripura, 
small units, especially with agro-horticulture base, and household 
units like handlooms and handicrafts need special attention. Sericulture 
is another area, which has tremendous potential in terms of 
employment and income. Bamboo holds considerable promise for 
Tripura. The Prime Minister has also highlighted its importance by 
launching a Bamboo Development Programme on the occasion of the 
‘World Environment D ay. I appreciate the interest taken by the State 
Government to develop this valuable natural resource so that its full 
potential is realised for the benefit of the State economy. I wish all 
success to the two-day Workshop being organized at Agartala this 
month for this purpose.

Tripura has a literacy rate significantly higher than the all-India 
average. The female literacy rate is also higher. The literacy rate of the 
weaker sections of society is, however, depressing and the drop out 
rate of 51.24% at the primary school level is alarming. I feel that this 
problem needs to be addressed immediately by conducting a study 
to identify the reasons and by initiating suitable measures for its 
rectification.

In Tripura 94.3% of villages are electrified, compared to 73.08% in 
other North Eastern States and the all-India average of 86 per cent. 
Funds have been released from the Non-Lapsable Central Pool for 
electrification of 10 tribal villages in Tripura. Gas-based power 
generation holds promising prospects. The Rokhia Gas Thermal Project 
(Extension) for 21 MW, being funded from the Non-Lapsable Central 
Pool, warrants speedy completion. With the recent revision in the 
power tariff and also improvement in transmission, it is hoped that 
the losses o f the State Electricity Department would be reduced, if 
not eliminated.

The performance of the Tripura State Road Transport Corporation 
has not been satisfactory. Both fleet utilisation and vehicle productivity
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need to be improved. The Corporation is incurring heavy losses and 
to arrest this situation the existing passenger fares need to be 
rationalised.

Forest cover in the State constitutes about 53% of the geographical 
area, of which dense forest is only about 33% leaving the remaining 
area as degraded forest. The State is now permitted to use certain 
portion of degraded forest for growing bamboo and rubber. An Action 
Plan should, therefore, be prepared quickly for this purpose.

At the end, I must emphasize the need for a cut in administrative 
expenses and a prudent fiscal policy to mobilise additional resources 
so that the Central Plan Assistance is fully utilised for developmental 
activities and creation of infrastructure in areas like communication, 
roads, power etc.

We have approved ten projects at an estimated cost of Rs. 505 crore 
for funding from the Non-Lapsable Central Pool and so far a sum of 
Rs. 94.58 crore has been released for eight projects. Besides, a sum pf 
Rs.7.96 crore has been released for sub-transmission and Rs.72 lakh 
for electrification of tribal villages. I am happy to note that the State 
Government has promptly responded to my advice for sending the 
requisite DPRs and UCs, where necessary. This has facilitated us in 
making timely release of funds for new and the ongoing projects. I 
appreciate that the State Government has supported our suggestion 
to involve the Border Roads Organisation for improvement and 
construction of roads to ensure their timely completion and quality.

* Opening Remarks at the discussion on the Annual Plan o f  Tripura f o r  2001-02
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Pi el 41 fyRTif cJtoT JT5RR SRcTT ^7 3 R  l?f% TPTf^fT %l

Tl'KT % TfTSfTcTT E7ff7 3?f fefT if 3F5?f TRfcf 3>t £  3ff7 *lfi?dl TTraTcfT ^7 

iff Id erfcfR 3)^ijfqd vfffcTzff Tff%cfT3ff ^  fcP? Oi'ta 5RTRT

v3fT% 3(iq?^cr)di 1?l WI«yP)<fc %8Tf if ’ft 7Tu?T % JFTfcf 3>t ^1 ftfHT- 

fira Pl^cW ^>7% ^)f 3T3?T f%°fa foTSIT 1? ^ f^ R  ^  vT^RN

HltilPicp f$R3T W  vrtllcjl S IR  \3TT% 3(iq?4|<T>dl ^1 fcffTR M^VlSflldlSft

TT'CET vflwcl 'i'l ftlSTT 3>T f̂uf̂ cT 3TOT7 «I*1Î  3lic|«q<t>cii

t  3it7 $ttt ^>7% ^  feftf ^  sHf cf>T f^?n vr&

\3^R ^TRTT vjfRT 3<p|qi4 j?l W^t % f^ffR ^  Jffcf ̂ jfrf ^  cfrWI

3iiq?«(q> ^  chqift) $<mĉ  f^n  ̂ cf5t f%en 3f^t 7 ? wnpff 3ffr 3Rf

7Iy?tf ^  it >pqtrt ^  tn^itl fyRl ycr>i>i TT5?T % i|f^<bct %5TT 
^  ^5f if ^  if 'Hsfl'ltl-l ^57% ^  fcT>7 '3BHJ ^  v37ft JfcffR 

w i f t *  aft? ^rtid^  Hiwjftch ftrsn ^  fon? ’ft g ^ r  ^sr% ^ i f  3<k

gRuftr ?pf ^  zwt & fcf^ a>Rr w  3?rerTRcf >w>)*f «RFft Ft’fti

3rmr ^  7Tj?r % Pt<j>«ici Higj(ficp <d (̂tcil sff? ezjr f^u  Bt̂ n aft? 
^0)u«l-21 ^Nff 'Jit«RT «IHÎ  ^  Id S’ ^Vll I
\5tef- M^qui aff7 -g? ^  m̂ i>I i f  v^F t ^  feR  ^  ^TjRT

•Hi't ^  <w'if̂ > 5T^»r >̂T Tt^f SftcTffR (diarrhoea)

W'H-i <Ĥ 4) QlHlRifl (respiratory diseases) 3^7 ’flfcTOT^ (cataract) ^  

t  3?t7 4)*llRi(i 3̂tT7 JĴ ST if cCT^t ’TTSfT if uflcft f  I
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TfTf^rf ozrawr w  ’ft h if t  3?f v rs m  t l  w ? r c f t  ^forr,

cRI^S if ^Ipra-Ifcf TR Sfmf^T ^ R t l%  5RTvR57 $  ftrfar ^  £p5f 

Piqi'Htil tljf o H I  M^bi'l 3tfft ol*  ̂ 'Jtcll^ Î'H ^  '^cIM ^  t l  ?^ft 

cR? Tirat 3  ’ft tj^ft ^tvRP? «l*ftul f ^ R T  ^  £P3 ^  eft v5fl TTgnft t l  ^TTT 

%  ^Tfa if 'W'fcfcll ^  if TPPoTcfT Mlkl ^R^Tf g?f^T *!tf tfVll 3^W 

^R/dcr>'H gft TTTft T̂T7! if 3>*ft 3TTtpft| \3rR JJcJSfr if 3f? 4 Ufcf?Rf ^f ’ft 

3*T &3f 7F THJJ t l  fTffoT? TTvZf 'HVcblV 3>f <-bR qiPtqj) cbl4

■̂ ftuFTT ^rpft t^ft f t̂'H'  ̂ sfitiiRiq) cra^t 3ft ’rrft +ii*i ^ f  PbAii wr

7fcf>l

vjchWi  Slof if ^ f  TT^I if 1996-97 ^f ’ft 3fttra5 'dcHk'l ]g3fT 

t l  efCT 3ft f̂, vJcsM if ftR  ’ft ^ f t  Tift t l  7F31I 3>f frifrl 

3ti*il«HI 3?f 3TT^?^5cTT t  cTff̂ > T̂5f 3ft 'JR'Rctf 3> T̂oT J-l4tH

R>i|l «Tf Tf^l j^ci'ia-s if 'jTc! 'H «^1jI 3^7 \3tR  h^?I if ’J-Wef ^  

5̂llP)cr> ^tlPT 3ft 7f3^ 3d?l3> yRiRcT t l  T̂FT cf3> tt Sfa 35t

3Tf?PT TOT ^  stMK-TOT 3jt? WTvTR-WT 3ft ^xHl \j4rt«) 3RFft vjfpft 

tn f^ i 3> W M N r ^t 3ft 4)vjhi ^rpft crar

vSWT^f 3ft «I(£MI ftrf 3ft? 411*̂ 1 'M-sctTl 3> foftj JTTO EH ijft cRW 

% w f m  if HP5T Wf TT^I

ttvhj i f  tR- ^ c T  arf^rcf) v r t r s t t  f % ^  3R cft t l  ^^rfcTd 

vJWRthdl ?SI% Cf> fcT̂ r ^Rf '331% ^fifl TO  tt 3ftdlRl<l> f^JRT 
^5t '?ftW f % ^Sf% 3TTcf??raxn t l  ^ H T %  ^  f^E5^ ^  ift ^Sd«l 

f ^ n  «JT, m4 c ^ ^ft ^TTT 5T? t  fv R f^  crsft f^>R T  f^T T uIT <Hd>ctl 

t  W iR i W  efW 3 ?k  '<ly)4IK IRPT ^RTT t l  3RT; ^ r R  ^>f

M̂ ScH tR  xjg> *ii'ta'<-^rFr ^ t h t  sftr P i^ i  cpt 3n*iBio ^RcT 

Pi^?ich-fJra ■;ftfcr 3imi*ft ^ 1 ^ 1  f ^ %  ^rat if ^nspiR ^5t wstett

ftc l'U  3^7 ^PITI §^ft ? R ?  TTvBI ^  TR” RTncf 'dtiVl'l

git 3if§ra5 sfcRfnft ^  mftcfi sfk  f^vii^’fi ^  ^ w t r  3jk smr^fr 
3pt «|<il4l P ld  «i+<*>cti t l
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3̂xR pft?T '3FRR2JT 3ft? ^FPef 3% ^1% Ht&T 3>T f̂ 35RT 
fcI^jRT 3? 3% W f f t  ?cf <T35 SFTlftcf eb^lll ^3tT? 5f^?I 3?f 31.1 5 %  

uFRfM T 3% Vftff ^3 T  ?f *OT? cHHl 3ft? ?F33T 3?t jrfcf “ iR fl 3THI 3% 

3TRt ^ciHI 3tic|^cp t l  $*TT ^  feP? ?T'3*T 3% 7% it ^ 4 ) 3? *T? 

f̂ cr>|̂  cfc>HI T̂HTl

\3t T? 3% 3TT% 3TST% 35T <*>l4 tJ3f> *pft? t  3ft? f?T 3>T^ if fJf

3 n W r ^  cRF 'Hgil'h ^TT ^gTFcf f  I ?T'3*I ^  f^g5TO 3 ?  3% 35?%

3ft <fcn? 35?% cfr fet^r aTI'jihi arrat7! (*ri ?T3?i ?r35t? ^  'Hs^i'h

£ tjg> f^pw fate eta? gft ^tt *gt t l fate gft <taT$ % $?r <& \*pft 
*n%t ?R«n3it sft? wrcteRTTsif ^gradi eft w  ?tt t l  i% 3rtefr t  %  
'JfR  H&jl f5«T>l'M RMlti 5j?T fc|?llcl ^  'H^dl^'isi) fcT3>RT 3>t f^TIX? 

^3tf^xT 35?% % ?FPcf frtti

'bHIt̂ St iTlullI 34|t|Vl cPT vWyidH <J1: 5Ĵ ?t qiR<r> tffyRT 2001-2002
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v jtw r a c r  c*|f^Td> ih v R T  2 0 0 1 - 2 0 0 2

<f '3fRTWcf 3> cTSSTI vHcp 3 c f 3> 3T^f 'H<Wl 3>T 7F SJ 3 ft <1lf*}qj

Evil’ ll 2 0 0 1 -0 2  3>f 3rfcFT TOT 7T*«Rft ^ ocJj i f  73FRT ^ l  ?7T 

<t<J3> 3>F STPfjfyRT 357% if  3>T *JT3I <frK°l 7P3*I 3>T 3lPlf?V o fa?T cWT 

mR “ i w w w  ■zffuHT w flFm  3% cT r̂ 3 >t% i f  sR F rsfaT  7 t t  t l

cb*talR 4l, ^RfTtj efSTT TP^rfrT 3> f^fT^FT % iff 7T\3?I 3?t HKf^lcb

t l  ^  fiiwi'H t  f^> 3T3 ^  ^  3)R)<tji!#la: FcT 3>7 fcP? ? f i f  cTSIT 3T3 

TTvKT «TFcf7 R cW'H <j')'j)Hi ^  ct>i4 *t 3TJntT7 ^HllI TTv̂ T % 3 ^  2 0 0 1 -0 2  

fcHJ *J3> B^TR 4»<l-§ 7 ^  cpT J i b ’ ll mR « j 4 773T t l  

7Fj*J 3>T 'W'fcd ^ o j [  vacHic; §>«4> ^  if 2 9 .7  Mfcl?ld 3> <il«iqH

3% <?5?i1cii t  fuf7T% 9 S  cjiqd c||pl«j5l cTOT <H<icJl 2 0 .3 %  71t°T ^  7t 

cTSTT 50%  qeD^tp S fa  % 3TRTT t  fyRfcPT 18 .9%  «4IHI< ^iCct *J3  Vtelyel 

^  9 .7 %  mR ĉ -H, ^ v l  ^  7T3T7 ^f cTSJT 14 .2%  TTg^FT, TT’T R  *?3 

cplRcp ^arT3Tt ^  3TTcTT t l  g le lifo  T T ^  3ft hR ^ R tI 3TFJ ^  3)^HH  

viMcl®) t ,  3^f 1996 -9 7  3> fcT? ^ s l f a  'tl 1 R s ^ <4 T F R R  1[RT W c W

3 j7TC[ Slfcf 3 | f ^ f  'ticpci \}cMK TT^fa 3ft7?cT 12 ,8 0 5

cfrt ge l'll i f H-qfcifl ^ ?T f *17 1 5 ,2 3 2  aft I cTSITfa, 3 F  7T3?T if  etcici

3ft ql'tafclcfr f^rfcf 3>t $R ^cT cf»id1 t l  7FS*I ^  « l4 M  f%35TO f^*TFT gNl 

STRfrf̂ RT f%T? TP? Tfcfepif ^  3 t^ tiN  TPft « i * f lui nRqi'?! if  Tt 3 6 .4 4 S

*1^41 3ft ^73T 7t ^q'i<4lM 'i 357 7 ^  t l  3*fff%  f^937T'ft*I SR T O ff^ f

'«il<Sq<^l<4 TJxRT \dMd«) *tg f t ,  ^prf «ldl<«l *TCIT t  7FHT % 57T $RTfvR 

^  fcR FTcT tf if TfKpT3H|t ^  7ITSJ TJ^ TRSffcTT f m  ^  F̂ cTTffR f^ ?  
f |  3T«Jcyc)WI f ^ F T  ^T=ff t g  f^3>ra 3 ^  7hT3cWI 3TFTnff 3 ^  if  

v3Md*T # ^ 1

TTuy 3JI \Ji'i'diRSi|tpl<J <̂ x(ct>|cf> TTG^to sfhHcI % P td d i-\3c ia i t

g«IT 3>*T 39T3>hl vRTRSTT 3 7  3^7  3 T ^  foHT STJ'TRT 35t cjiflloi t l
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3T̂ TcT pci'll % 3FJ*TTf%cT v3F*T <?7 ^5*5 ^  f^ R T
^  «ft 3Tt^ %i xsra% Tr^r sta  % 3 .s  *Rf?7 3>*t t ,  irnftvi £rsf % 10.5 
g>r cR sfhfRr 9.4 tft  sfi&r 3rf§re> t i  ? r a t%  ^ o f  ftrej *[c^
37  52  T T ^ I  3fl7TcT ^  *J<W4d t ,  ill41<J| f f o j  *f?§  3 7  'tP $V  sflTRl 

'H*fcP5T 7 5  t  fv R R ft 3%7 7T5*T ^  TfPftW St^ff i f  vJcf>ee fxjf^ioHI 

g> *tthpt % o th  «n% gSt w i^ ^ c n  #1 w jft
3TEEJT t  f% «ttfcia>l ^  37 WTeR? 37 srft&J 3>*T t  ^TF «llfef<t)l 
f ^ j  3>t OTfcT 3>r 7j33> t i

*TW73T 3 7  s ftm r  6 5 .3 8  sfcRTcT i f  ’ ft 3 ? R  7 2 .2 8  JlfcRFRT t l  u R W

R<*>l*l 7 JW  cfSTT foR  fa®F>RT ^J33> 'FPC 7*r ^  OTfcT 3ft 3%7 
tHkT ctWdl t ,  7Fj ?I if  cft^ fufi^ t  vjff TfreRctf ^  MW cl if 3T5ft 5ft 
t l  % 'StTWT#, M<sqtd 3&7 gRgn t l  S i^ lx ifl \5fTfcT^/3Fjp?Jf^r
w^r^nfrrat ^  mI^hi 7n$R?n 37 ’ ft R m i 3?t f^ ro  t i  t t^ i  if 3f 
^jef anf^r ynfcrat f  - 7r^\ o t t  33?ti \Hci> f%3>RT ^  f?r^ Tresr^ cwt 
facpRTJR’ 'zft^TTXJ ^ ijK  efft uil-fl qlf^i' cTSTT feT? Sfici-nRi?m
cpt<)*i f%fe OTcW #1  ?7T 7WI if Sjf Wnfcf 3>t <® ul amftoif if 3^  
2002 if {?f% 3TeT f^ft + 1 0  <li*ld 'l if ’ ft ^4)^1 Ft’ ffl

'v m  ^ r f ^  ■Jsj’tuFfT if * jf  vsRtd tjrm ■»tot % fcp ^rRraof tŝ rar sffcf - i i ^  
3^7 %l 3Rf: c|tcttct,<ljn^ Jfi^PT, ^T, 3 f^  yfeT ■fRTTEH
fl^Pf ^  JT?W 73% f  I 7fu?J ^  fcH? ?IW t
f^ ld lc iK  ^[ftRfe|f?)cjJ]i) 33^?PT ^flvfRTV ^ I R  ^  ?[STT ^ -$ l4  ^

4>i^P^ci 7n3?i cBt ■grf^r f^> % aftpft w *rt ?^rn? cwr Trrg^rRR’
’TT̂ ilcjî l gsT ar^ra' sfr? ^ r  w e r  ^ i  if 1931 i f  ^fi w t
f^lPTPT t l  R 4id if MtJUJd cRt eft JT^R  TFJ^t Pi<i"aui ^  
Sf^ fcf Sift f% 7fv*f 7R2PR cf5T ? f̂T % l vJtf'tWcl
M'qî d ^T 3rî f%5PT 2001 % 5̂ T TR ĝ T f ’̂TFT ^  «l<*rl §t? Pl4^iul 
^  ^  if ofniY ^  JMfl4>iPlilT ^ T  3?f t l  3RT: 3rfSrf%?PT ^vf
^ n w  7̂  %  y^iRd chy î *n1%tr craarr ttsjt ai^f^d aicii^Mi it
3ff7 'JfHldl 3>T 'ti6<|j*i ^RR^d cP7% fcHf TBTnfhj «)Mdi ^  7TISJ 57T 
^R f%WR-f^# f^njT W=n I II? VTFRf t  fcp TT’ ft T̂tEft <1% 
"Hytw ^  ahnfcT efRT v^Pfi sprfespcT w rftt?, ^ivw  % en%
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^Toft 3TPT, ^?-<W'^’ft 4>CI  ̂ 3ft? g*T Slsft tR  3lfd{t>*Hl'l cf>T ?TvHJ c£ 
q i ^ R l  3ft? vflq*l feflj «lf<T ^ ? I  <9d'<l t l  HWT̂ t ?J®CT vJMl4l g>f 

^  fen? t g a ?  trRgFT  ^farr ? r a R  3ft?  w r i t o  ?pprEr gft * r n f t ^ t  

*THg-^ ftqw ^  ^  fefcj stra?w  t  vjft g r̂ cr®rr v3fa
3TRsf3 g?t %-'dH<rt*Kll % g j^ c f t  q>W“t 1[?T W I  ? t  t l  3RT:

q ^ v T lq  5raw F̂fcTcT, ^S)lPter> cfSTF ’̂q>)<2>ri 'zjtuFTT 3>t 3 )iq ^ q > c ll t l

*TF ^ I c R  f t  t  M  % 3TOFft iftuHT % 3THMil'k1 ^Toft gft
Mg-qH gft t l  3TTOT gft W TW , ^ t  g>T TI3;T,
'idlefl vfeRRTTEHf g% ^T= ’R'TT, g^f WcT, <fR cTSTT WR7*ft ■'ifclRfslii)
g>T STc îTcr^ l̂, g% Ŵ TcTf ^TT, #g> cfff W F R T , F fc f f%e"P[ 

j/l^P lq il ?ReiH cTSJT l^cTgjefT 3ft? g-tdRicM ^  ĉ£l<J>d f^ R T  ^  feH? 
W?Jtg? («'j|1§'1 cf>’S< g% % 'WR| q>'i11 3ft? vdtiqjl STI^PtqJlqx0! ^?f 
fe?lT % ?Ttt ^ 7  t l  3R f 3PMiRc1 ^Tsff % ^J^TT y ld lR l^ , ifoRI W ^ ,  
^ 5 -gcf^ t Ml el-1, ■grttff cTSTT 3ft*l£f|4| tftcrf cfft -WlRcbl \J£)Vl,
^IcMW H, *TCJ*T3Rft W ^T  cFKTT <*>■&}$) ^  w f l  g> f ^ R T  cf?f 3  R l^ lR * !

4)<<11 Hl^ll I git Micpfciq) oTPT ^T̂ T '$> f^5RT g>t 3ft? SIFT ^Tf
•qiftU; I

^  *TF WTSfR JRFTcfT f t  t  ?T^f % ^  3THJOTT % T?g5
g>T *i<h f^iii t  'jfr ?fMt ?f?n sftasffg tfteft ^  ftg5RT g>r ?jsjigRfeRT 
3ft? ^R^Rild d^cfj % Pl^M <frVll cT8?T ?fr£T 'HWlI g%
g>t q>|4|^*qij^ ^  ?R % 4<5'1lRo f^JT •‘1̂ 1 t l  % sflHtflil
cMI f̂rsfr tR TJcp cqmq> q W l^  ^ I R  ft>?IT ‘GrHI îf̂ v* aft? 'lad'll 
g>t WJH % '('istcl iTT̂ t ct>l4*flRl q-ii^ yTP?! ?T3?J % STT^f^i i+)iARiii1 

g>t f^TT?ftet ^TTOT '3tPTT ^ n ft^ i

?T3?I ^)f f^5RT , vrft ?F5!r ^  We)l<J»Rl ^  ^  f^x iicbe im

t ,  ^R 3 f f ^  ^of ^ n  wrfttyi cl^HH # 5  w f f  g  f^frTR ^  
g^TRn vstptt nif^v; I ??¥t m^ ix, ^Iciyici ^Tcw vjfiiVi g s ig r  ^ n  

■■dlf \̂' cTSTT 3T lt# t?3n ? ?TfRrar HcMMI<tH  %g w  W ^ 'a i # g R  

cb't-Tl W ft^fl Htocfl vjcmicJ«J>1 ^  fcT^ ^F 5 R  cic*)'flq>l >80116 t jg  f^RTR 

^raTaft g>r '«wRicb yiFfsin ? tvrt % g>rf% ?n% % w ^ ra T  g>? ? t̂ ttt 

t l
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3>T JH*S>fifa> f^lTTT, MlRRfyfclcfcl, 3>raf, W I W  Tjg

3TIE2nf^j m4cH g>T Ml^fcl* WPT ^Mlcil t l  1̂1? 'WTZR W>H"idl 
t  yxRT9?f ^  f^TRT if ftvft ^ W f  3>t w f t ^ f  ^  ^

3  ^ r i  g5t w h t  sit t #  t  cr®n ?7r 35t4 $  fen?
3lfl)PrW ^gef tt  TTI7T f^OI W  t l  TW ffa eft^ cTW 13^T 
czraf 3T& n4ctt>l 3ll<t>f*Jd <tW'l cfr feTT ^<S q ld l^ l
3)iyiR<s tttert i f  ^  a n r o r a j  t l

gRgJK yiR* M4d<t>1 ^  feftj TT^  3>T JT%?T gT7 t l ?pfft t  f% W 7 
if  ciilgK l w  stfcra^ cr&rr f ^ r w ?  ^ s z r  arg^R t <p r

^  'HHii 3rf^R> 'Hom if  'zrrf̂ RTt ezjh i f  t o r ?? tfst % \‘cb

f^ R T ^ T , W P ft 3TT0nR^ 7t73RT &H7 3*7% 3>T JR cM  %5UT t l

ĝ̂ FTT 5fa-itRl<£) 3 m R ^ T i facfjfttd W& W  7Tu?J g>T "SWR ftl$TT 
if t je r t  wldlPicfj], i/tii'iRit+n-^nr?} >frcrnj ctsjt ^

'WFTcf oR^T t l  u fp R R  ^  ^  ^  HZFt

f^rf ?<f i f  t t  W T  <fc>H! ^{7> 3>7 cFTT! ?7T 8 ^ 9 )  if f^P^t

WM tfr 3 3 M  ^TT ,5lft^l

4)̂ 111 STTtfRT ^T? cJ'idHl x)|^|| f̂ > 7FSJ 3PJ% f̂ cht'HlcHch \d^4l 3% 5fM
3>7% if clufl 7t 5Tnfct 35^1 'T̂ l TTuZI ^  7 ^  if, IT? ^fajT^TRjt % ^ 7

7?rt |tr  craTT 3PT% Tftf̂ RT TTTmFft ^  JTHTcft TOfn 7t 3m%t fMhT f^ffcT
vdftld jra^Ff £(HI ^ 3 ^  TTutft vfTft 'l<Hlcl4l ^T ^  7T9hIT t l  TT^T 

3TT% STHWUtfl ^T3t W  HJPT ^TT 79?Nt Sf̂ TcfT % sra l̂T
cMT 'riiqtii*fl'ji<l«D ^i*flcRJi tjg  OTT^t f^zrF^FT ^gf^f^RT ^>7%

M*lfcl Tnft̂ IT cRT t̂ t|t1%It| ^jtht ^  M4I'H1| 'H4>Hdl

<t>l,H'1l cPTctT ■§!

ijRRT anfrt >̂i vjyqre^ ’rww: g?Rra?f g>t gif9g> q|«m 2001-2002
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I welcome the Chief Minister of Uttaranchal and other members of 
his delegation to this meeting to finalise the States Annual Plan for
2001-02. The delay in holding this meeting is primarily due to the 
uncertain finances of the State and its consequent inability to expedite 
the planning process. The division of staff, liabilities and assets has 
also contributed to the teething troubles of the State. I believe that 
these issues have now been resolved for the most pan and the State 
can now proceed with the business of sound development planning. 
The State has budgeted for a Plan ouday of Rs.1000 crore for 2001- 
02.

The State’s Gross Domestic Product shows a contribution of 29.7% 
by the primary sector, of which 9% comes from forestry and logging 
alone, 20.3% from the secondary sector and 50% from the tertiary 
sector, of which 18.9% comes from trade, hotels and restaurants, 9.7% 
from transport, storage and communication and 14.2% from community, 
social and personnel services. Although the State’s per capita income 
estimates are not available, the per capita Sate Gross Domestic Product 
provided by the CSO for 1996-97 was Rs. 15,232 at current prices 
against the national average of Rs. 12,805. This, however, may present 
a somewhat distorted picture of the actual conditions in the State. 
According to a survey conducted by the Rural Development 
Department of the State, 36.44% of rural families live below the poverty 
line. As reliable disaggregated statistical information is not available, 
I am informed that the State has recendy signed an MOU with CMIE 
for the purpose. The growth rates for different sectors of the economy 
would presumably become available next year.

The State’s demographic indices compare favourably with the national 
averages and show a lower decennial population growth rate and a 
better sex ratio. The estimated birth rate, death rate and natural growth

UTTARANCHAL PLAN FOR 2001-02*
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rate are also better than the national average. While the death rate of 
3.5 in the urban areas is low, the death rate o f 10.5 in die rural areas is 
higher than the national average of 9.4. Again, though the total Infant 
Mortality Rate of 52 is lower than the national average, the rural Infant 
Mortality Rate of 75 is at par with the national average and requires 
the special attention of the State through improved medical services in 
rural areas. Interestingly enough, the female infant mortality rate is 
lower than the male infant mortality rate in the State indicating a 
progressive attitude towards the girl-child.

The literacy rate o f 72.28% is also above the national average o f 65.38 
per cent. While the Human Development Index and the Gender 
Development Index clearly show a progressive trend, there are three 
districts in the State, which still lag behind in literacy. These are 
Uttarkashi, Tehri Garhwal and Haridwar. Also the female literacy 
rate among Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes is a cause for 
concern. The State has two primitive tribes, the Rajis and the Buxas. 
A conservation and development micro plan should be formulated for 
their development and 100% central funding availed of. The progress 
made in this regard would also be reviewed at the Rio + 1 0  summit to 
be held in South Africa in 2002.

It has been righdy observed in the State Annual Plan that the Uttaranchal 
region is extremely fragile and sensitive. Therefore, issues relating to 
environmental management, forest cover and water resource 
management assume great significance. It is important for the State to 
prepare district-wise ecological management plans and to implement 
them stricdy. The State must build on its long tradition and experience 
of community participation and management o f forests. Van 
Panchayats have been in existence in the State since 1931. In the past 
they were allowed complete control over the management of the 
Panchayat forests even though the ownership continued to remain with 
the Government. The recent Uttaranchal Panchayat Forest Rules 2001 
have created some misgivings in the minds o f the people with regard 
to the increased control of the Forest Department over these forests. 
The Rules should, therefore, be widely disseminated and discussed
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with the local population to avoid ill-informed criticism of the State and 
to secure the co-operation of the people. It would be advisable to bring 
all die villages under joint forest management. Unauthorised graiing, 
forest fires, illegal felling and encroachments on forest areas are a 
major threat to the flora and fauna of the State. Effective protection 
measures and community support are essential for the prevention of 
man-animal conflicts, which are presendy on the increase on account 
of a reduction in the forest cover and non-availability of prey for wildlife. 
A sustained, scientific and integrated plan for wildlife management is, 
therefore, necessary.

I am happy to observe that the State has identified its thrust areas in 
the Plan. The establishment of a Disaster Management Centre, the 
setting up of new Van Panchayats, the recharging of depleted water 
resources, rainwater harvesting, the diversification of agricultural and 
horticultural activities, the promodon of tourism, the setting up of a 
wool-bank, the revival and modernisation of the Kashipur Design Centre 
for the integrated development of handlooms and handicrafts are steps 
in the right direction. Other thrust areas that I would recommend are 
in the field of information technology, fisheries, sheep rearing, medicinal 
and aromatic plants, development of a souvenir industry, floriculture, 
bee keeping and musk deer farms. The State should concentrate on 
the development of areas in which it has a natural advantage.

I am glad to learn that the State has set up a Board headed by the 
Chief Minister to guide the development of aromatic and medicinal 
plants in a systematic and planned manner and that the Jari Bud Shodh 
Sansthan has been designated as the implementing agency of the Board. 
A status paper should be prepared on medicinal and aromatic plants in 
the State and the future strategy chalked out keeping in view the 
endangered species. The ayurvedic pharmacies in the State should 
also be activated.

The State should place greater emphasis on sheep development, an 
activity suited to the topography of the State. The existing sheep farms 
and wool extension centres should be strengthened. Similarly, cold water 
fisheries should be encouraged and a blueprint for pisciculture prepared
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with the help of ICAR. Sound technical advice and the timely provision 
of extension services to fish cultivators can help the State to bring 
about a ‘blue’ revolution.

The State’s natural endowments make it a natural destination for eco, 
adventure, health and spiritual tourism. I am happy to learn that a 
Tourism Board is being set up with a view to enabling investment 
and participation of the private sector in the development of tourism 
in Uttaranchal and that an Act for this purpose has already been passed. 
Investment in the infrastructure required for maintaining a clean 
environment is particularly essential for attracting the high spending 
tourists to the benefit of the local population.

Haridwar is the gateway of the State for religious tourism. I am glad 
that the State proposes to create world-class, permanent infrastructure 
in view of the large numbers that visit the city every year on various 
festivals and more particularly during major events such as the Kumbh 
and Ardh Kumbh.

The State’s thrust on developing an infrastructure for information 
technology, IT in education, IT-enabled services and e-governance is 
a welcome step. I am happy to learn that the first Earth Station in the 
State will be operationalised within the current financial year. Private 
sector participation in this sector should also be encouraged.

The Planning Commission would like to see the State make steady 
progress in the achievement of its developmental objectives. As a new 
State it can avoid the mistakes o f other States by eschewing a bloated 
bureaucracy and managing its finances judiciously to make effective 
use of limited resources. The State should focus on its thrust areas, 
avoid proliferation of schemes and carefully monitor and review its 
progress to ensure effective implementation. I wish the State all success 
in its endeavours.

* English Version o f  the opening remarks made in Hindi at the discussion on the Annual Plan o f
U ttaranchal f o r  2001-02
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I welcome the Development and Planning and the Finance Minister 
of West Bengal and other members of the delegadon to this meeting 
for finalising the States Annual Plan for 2001-02.

Though it is a matter of great satisfaction that the State Domestic 
Product (SDP) and per capita SDP have been showing consistent 
growth in real terms for the last 3-4 years, the weak fiscal position of 
the State is a matter of concern. In fact, this has been responsible for 
the downward revision of the Plan size during each of the last four 
years. This may also impinge upon the real growth of the State 
economy and adversely affect the programmes and projects being 
implemented by the State Government in the long run. Public debt 
has been growing at an alarming rate during the recent years. The 
accelerated growth of Non-Plan revenue expenditure during the last 
three years is mainly responsible for this. We sincerely hope that the 
State Government would make serious efforts to contain the Non- 
Plan, non-developmental expenditure and mobilise both tax and non
tax revenues by making them more broad-based.

The progress made by the State in the production of rice, oilseeds, 
potato and fisheries is praiseworthy, whereas the potential in the 
production of wheat, pulses, animal husbandry and dairy has not 
been adequately exploited. West Bengal is the largest producer of rice 
with the overall productivity of 2243 kg/ha ranking fourth in the 
country. However, with a view to further improving the productivity 
and raising production of rice, die State could bring more area under 
Boro/Summer rice by creating additional irrigation facilties, 
introducing and popularising hybrid rice cultivation and increasing 
the coverage under the high-yielding varieties, especially in

WEST BENGAL PLAN FOR 2001-02*
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unfavourable uplands and low lands. The productivity o f wheat has 
remained more or less stagnant for long and now it is below the national 
average. The State Government must adopt suitable varieties and 
encourage increased use of micro nutrients in the deficient areas. The 
reduction o f area under pulses could be made up by encouraging 
their cultivation in rabi fallows. No doubt, the State has been successful 
in increasing oilseeds production by bringing more area under oilseeds 
and raising the productivity level. However, there is scope for further 
increasing the area under Rabi oilseeds and for raising productivity 
by encouraging the use of gypsum.

Let me again insist that the State Government should give priority to 
the completion of the ongoing irrigation projects, which have been 
continuing since the Fifth Five Year Plan and enhance the utilisation 
of its ground water potential. Looking at the current Five Year Plan, 
the pace of achievement o f irrigation potential has been very slow, 
which should be speeded up. In minor irrigation, the over-exploitation 
of ground water due to Boro cultivation is a cause for worry and would 
warrant exploration of alternative methods. It is seen that there is a 
wide gap between the average revenue realisation against the estimated 
working expenses, which could be bridged by revising the water rates 
that were fixed way back in 1977. The pace o f command area 
development activities in the State in general is slow. Survey of the 
command area and micro-level planning are lagging behind, in 
particular. The State Government is advised to review the CAD 
Programme and accelerate the work relating to construction of field 
channels, warabandi and land leveling under the Centrally Sponsored 
CAD Programme.

It is heartening to note that the percentage of rural population living 
below the poverty line in the State has declined from 40.80% in 
1993-94 to 31.85% in 1999-2000. I am, however, constrained to 
point out that the financial performance in terms of utilisation of 
funds, as against the total available funds, in the implementation of
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poverty alleviation programmes has been low and die State has lost 
considerable amount of money due to its inability to provide matching 
share or because o f large opening balances at the beginning o f the 
year, which has led to shortfall in releases against the amount 
sanctioned.

It is seen that the commercial losses o f West Bengal State Electricity 
Board have further increased in the current year. The main factor 
responsible for this is the large gap between the tariff and the cost of 
supply. The State Government should take suitable policy initiatives 
to make the Board commercially viable. The revenue arrears of 
WBPDCL outstanding against WBSEB should be released on priority 
basis. Steps should also be taken to reduce T& D  losses, which are 
likely to increase to 30% in the current year, as against last year’s 28 
per cent.

It is satisfying to note that in terms of health and demographic indices, 
the State compares favourably with the national figures. In terms of 
CBR, CDR, IMR and life expectancy, the performance of the State is 
better than the national average. The State is likely to achieve NRR 
of 1 by 2009. Though the State has provided a substantial increase 
in outlay for health sector in the successive Annual Plans— for example 
136.9% increase in 2000-01 over die previous year— the outlay for 
primary health care has been decreasing over the years. Adequate 
funds should be provided for primary health care to bridge the critical 
gaps in the infrastructure.

In the education sector it is hoped that the State Government would 
be able to fulfill its commitment to achieve universalisation of 
education by the end of the Ninth Five Year Plan. It is appreciated 
that the literacy level of the State is above the national average. But 
one discouraging feature is the persistent high drop out rate at the 
primary, as well as, upper primary level, which should be gone into 
at length.
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The steps taken by the State Government for attracting industrial 
investment are to be appreciated. The efforts being made by the State 
to encourage the now all-important IT sector are also appreciated. It 
is also necessary that the State should create adequate infrastructure 
for imparting to the youth the skills required for their taking up new 
challenges.

Under the Centrally Sponsored Scheme of Mega City, the funds made 
available have not been folly utilised. Though various projects are 
being taken up under the Scheme, many o f the problems in their 
implementation have been observed to be common. Many of the 
projects under the Integrated Development o f Small and Medium 
Town, which have either not taken off or not made much progress, 
should be reconsidered by the State. The poor response from the 
commercial banks to the ‘self employment’ component under Swaran 
Jayanti Shahari Rojgar Yojana is affecting the other components of 
the scheme. The reasons for such response should be looked into.

The State Government’s initiative to decentralise planning for the 
construction o f roads through the elected Panchayat bodies and 
Municipalities in the rural and urban areas respectively is a welcome 
step. The State needs to speed up connectivity programme in the 
remaining villages under PMGSY.

The factors responsible for the continuous losses being incurred by 
all the Road Transport Corporations should be identified. Though 
some steps in this direction have been taken by the State Government, 
they must strive harder to improve both physical and financial 
performance of these corporations.

* Opening remarks a t th e discussion on the Annual Plan o f  West B engal f o r  2001-02
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TENTH PLAN & ANNUAL PLAN 2002-03 
OF ANDHRA PRADESH*

I welcome the Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh and other members 
of the State’s delegation to this meeting for the finalisation o f the 
Tenth Five Year (2002-07) Plan and the Annual Plan for 2002-03 of 
the State.

Andhra Pradesh has initiated a number of economic reforms and the 
State deserves to be complimented for pursuing them eamesdy. The 
effects of privatisation, increase in foreign direct investment (FDI) 
and other allied reforms, however, are yet to start reflecting in the 
composition of the Gross State Domestic Product (GSDP). The 
primary sector continues to contribute almost one third of the State 
Domestic Product. Although the States GSDP as well as per capita 
income have been registering annual increases, the growth has not 
followed any consistent pattern. In the first two years of the Ninth 
Plan the utilisation of Plan oudays was very good but the same tempo 
could not be maintained in the subsequent two years and the utilisation 
fell short of the agreed outlays. The State expects a better performance 
in the terminal year of the Ninth Plan.

The aggregate resources for the Ninth Plan were approved at Rs.25,150 
crore at 1996-97 prices. The actual realisation is about 102.2% of 
the Ninth Plan projections. However, the financing of the Ninth Plan 
has undergone significant changes. As against projection, there is 
massive deterioration in States own fond and a shortfall in realisation 
of Central Assistance. As a result, the State has resorted to a high level 
of borrowing to finance the Plan. The borrowing far exceeds the Ninth 
Plan projections. For instance, the negotiated loans and other finances 
were 243.%, debentures and bonds 263%, SLR-based net market
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borrowings 197% and loans against small savings 150 percent. 
Similarly, die Tenth Plan projections of financing are more or less on 
the pattern of the Ninth Plan realisation. The Plan is being financed 
by borrowings to the extent o f 59% and Central Assistance of 48% 
while the contribution of States own fund continues to be negative. 
This is a matter o f serious concern for a forward-looking State like 
Andhra Pradesh.

Andhra Pradesh has achieved a remarkable reduction in the population 
growth rate during the 1990s. The decadal growth rate has come 
down from 24.2% in 1981-91 to 13.86% in 1991-2001. It is even 
more creditable that this has been accomplished in spite o f relatively 
low per capita income, literacy and age at marriage. Keeping in view 
the response of the people during the nineties, the State should 
redouble its efforts to achieve the social indicators like IMR, MMR 
and improve the nutrition level so that the decline in fertility and 
mortality is sustained.

The achievements of Andhra Pradesh in the field of information 
technology and its use in the day-to-day governance are widely 
acknowledged. However, the States literacy rate of 61.11%, as against 
the national average of 65.38%, does not go well with the IT image 
of the State. Moreover, the gender gap is even more than twenty 
percentage points with 71;85% of male literacy rate against 51.17% 
of female literacy rate and the drop out rate is as high as 66.5% in 
classes VI -VIII.

Overall the State has succeeded in bringing down the poverty level. 
However, pockets o f high poverty do still exist and intra-State 
disparities are sharp. I note that the State has identified districts and 
mandals where special attention needs to be devoted to poverty 
alleviation programmes. The State has also achieved noteworthy success 
in promoting and nurturing self-help movement and organisations of 
women. The self-help groups deserve every encouragement as they
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have provided new opportunities to a wide cross-section o f poor families. 
The progress made by the State through the Janmabhumi and Clean 
&  Green Campaigns is noted. Whereas most o f the States have 
constituted District Planning Committees (DPCs), Andhra Pradesh 
is yet to take action in this regard. I would urge the State Government 
to set up the DPCs at the earliest.

The agriculture sector contributes nearly one third of the GSDP and 
supports 71% of the States population. The State has improved crop 
productivity during the Ninth Plan. The States effort to increase the 
per capita availability and consumption of milk, meat, eggs and fish 
during this period is also noted. Andhra Pradesh has been the pioneer 
in palm oil production. Similarly, the State ranks second in inland 
fisheries as well as silk production. I note that the States Tenth Plan 
strategy righdy help the development o f agriculture sector. In this 
context, there is need to increase the flow of credit to farmers.

While recognising the importance of irrigation development in the 
successive Plans, there has been a tendency to take up more schemes 
than are warranted by available resources. It is a matter of concern 
that major irrigation projects are languishing without completion. 
However, the State Government has availed the fast track facility under 
AIBP to complete three major irrigation projects in a year’s time.

The State’s industrial sector contributes 16% of the GSDP. The State 
ranks third in the country in mineral production. It is heartening to 
note that industrial growth rate, which has been 5.41% during Ninth 
Plan period in the State, is being targeted at 10.7% during Tenth 
Plan period. Industrial dispersal in the State, however, is not even. 
The State Government should take special measures to promote 
industrialisation in the backward areas.

Andhra Pradesh is one of the progressive States, which has initiated 
power sector reforms. It has unbundled the APSEB and also formed 
four distribution companies. The State Electricity Regulatory
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Commission has issued two tariff orders in the meantime. However, 
even after two tariff orders, the average tariff rate is only 65% of the 
average cost of supply per unit. The net commercial losses for 2001-
02 (RE) stand at Rs.2,429.45 crore. The share o f agricultural sector 
in total consumption is stated to be around 40% during die previous 
year but the exact share is not known as most o f the agricultural 
consumers are not metered and are charged average rates. The average 
agricultural tariff is only 31 paise per unit. The State may like to pay 
attention to these issues to improve the financial health of the power 
utilities in the State.

The performance of Andhra Pradesh Road Transport Corporation, in 
terms of fleet utilisation, vehicle productivity and fuel efficiency, is 
commendable. However, revenue generation is a matter o f concern. 
There has also been some shortfall in achievement of targets in respect 
of Andhra Pradesh State Highway Project. I hope the shortfall o f this 
externally aided project would be made good during the current year.

Andhra Pradesh has set itself an ambitious vision -  Vision 2020. The 
challenge before it is to turn this into reality.

* Opening Remarks a t th e discussion on the Tenth Plan and Annual Plan 2002-03 o f  Andhra 
Pradesh.
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TENTH PLAN & ANNUAL PLAN 2002-03 
OF ARUNACHAL PRADESH*

I welcome the Chief Minister of Arunachal Pradesh and his colleagues 
to this meeting for discussions on the Tenth Plan and finalisation of 
the Annual Plan for 2002-03 of the State. Arunachal Pradesh is among 
the first few States to be invited for these discussions, indicating the 
importance we attach to the efforts being made by the State.

Looking back, I find that the performance of the State during the 
Ninth Plan has left much to be desired. In overall terms there is likely 
to be a shortfall of between 20-25% in the achievement o f the outlay 
targeted for the Ninth Plan. In each and every year of the Ninth Plan 
so far, the State has been unable to fully utilise die Annual Plan oudays. 
This has been both due to inability to mobilise adequate resources as 
well as weaknesses in project implementation. For instance, under 
the Non Lapsable Central Pool of Resources, only 60% of the funds 
released so far for priority projects identified by the State have been 
utilised.

There is a need to gear up the administrative machinery to improve 
the pace of project implementation to increase utilisation of Central 
funds allocated to the State. Monitoring and supervision of works 
and proper preparation of projects are equally important. The Planning 
Commission has made arrangements with the Indian Institute of 
Management, Kolkata for providing training to the officers of North 
Eastern States in the skills of project preparation and appraisal. Slots 
provided in this programme for the Arunachal Government last year 
were not fully utilised. I would urge the State Government to take 
full advantage of this facility. I trust that during the Tenth Plan serious 
efforts will be made to have more realistic Annual Plans and improve 
Plan performance.
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The State has made progress in the social sectors, particularly education. 
The literacy rate has risen to 54.7% in 2001, with the reported 
provision of access to primary education within 2 kms for 84% of the 
population. There remain, however, areas of concern. Among these 
are the high drop-out rate of over 50% at the primary level and the 
gender gap of about 20% in male and female literacy. The State has 
also not been utilising its allocations for the mid-day meal programme 
for school children.

In the health sector, no information is available on the progress of 
disease control and family welfare programmes in the State. This needs 
urgent attention. The State was unable to set up the State Referral 
Hospital within the required five years period for which Rs. 50 crore 
had been provided by the Tenth Finance Commission, Agriculture is 
the main occupation of the State with two-thirds of the work force 
engaged in this sector. In the Ninth Plan, agriculture received relatively 
less emphasis in the Plan outlays. While the State has to contend 
with extreme climatic conditions and difficult terrain, there is 
considerable room for improvement in both production and 
productivity of major crops. In the Ninth Plan, there were shortfalls 
of over 50% in the target for foodgrains as well as oilseeds. Jhooming 
continues to be a major agricultural practice. The State needs to better 
appreciate its adverse environmental effects and take steps accordingly 
to stabilise cultivation practices.

The State has congenial conditions for development of horticulture. 
In the Ninth Plan the area under horticulture increased more than 
the target but the production was below target, indicating continuing 
poor productivity in this sector. Medicinal and aromatic plants have 
the potential o f value-addition, which the State can capitalise on. 
Efforts would also have to be made to bring about convergence of 
research support as well as development of post-harvest infrastructure 
in order to promote horticulture development in a big way. In this 
context, the indication by the State of the agriculture sector being a 
high priority for the Tenth Plan is welcome.

In the case o f various Centrally funded rural development programmes, 
like SGSY, SGRY, JGSY, the performance of the State has not been
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satisfactory. In none of Ac years o f the Ninth Plan were the available 
Central funds fully utilised. At the same time, in the period 1993-94 
to 1999-2000, the reduction o f percentage o f people in the State 
living below poverty line has been only 6% as against the all-India 
drop rate of about 10 per cent. There is, therefore, a need to attach 
greater importance to these programmes.

Poor rural connectivity remains a major infrastructural bottleneck in 
the implementation of programmes and providing necessary services 
to the people. I understand that only 45% of habitations are connected 
by road. I would urge the State to take full advantage of the Prime 
Minister’s Gram Sadak Yojana (PMGSY) under which all habitations 
with over 250 populations can be connected with Central Assistance.

In the power sector, transmission and distribution losses are presently 
as high as 45 per cent. Similarly, against the all-India average of 54 
paise per unit, the establishment and administration charges of the 
Arunachal Electricity Department are Rs. 4 per unit. These matters 
need to be looked into.

Finally, I would like to touch upon the need for the State to tap the 
possibilities for promoting eco-tourism and adventure tourism in the 
State. This would help create non-traditional employment 
opportunities in the rural areas. The State may like to think over the 
issue and develop a coherent private sector-led strategy for putting 
Arunachal on the tourist map of India. In this, as in all other sectors 
o f importance to the development o f the State, the Planning 
Commission will be happy to support the efforts o f the State in any 
way possible.

* O pen ing Remarks a t th e d iscu ss ion  on  th e  Tenth P lan a n d  A nnual P lan  2002-03 f o r  
A runachal P radesh
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TENTH PLAN & ANNUAL PLAN200243 
OF ASSAM*

I welcome the Chief Minister, his colleagues and officers o f the 
Government of Assam to this meeting for discussions on the Tenth 
Plan and the finalisation of the Annual Plan for 2002-03.

The Ninth Plan is now in its terminal year. As against Rs. 8983 crore 
agreed for the Ninth Plan at 1996-97 prices, the aggregate outlay for 
all the five Annual Plans put together was only Rs. 8172 crore in 
nominal terms, mainly due to the inability of the State to mobilise its 
own resources as projected. Out of this, the State is expected to be in 
a position to spend only about 80%, indicating a need to gear up 
project implementation.

The fiscal situation of the State continues to be worrying. In the last 
financial year the State was in overdraft for the highest number of 
days among all the States in the country. The committed expenses on 
salaries, wages, pensions and interest payments are more than the 
entire revenue receipts o f the State from all sources, leaving no room 
for manoeuvre. Debt servicing is projected to increase substantially 
between 2003 and 2006. The fiscal crisis is impacting severely on the 
development programmes. The State has lost hundreds of crores of 
Central funds for various poverty alleviation programmes because it 
has not been able to provide the matching State share. Downsizing of 
administration, outsourcing of services, increased cost recovery and 
revenue mobilisation and restructuring o f finances should be the 
highest developmental priority of the State Government.

In this connection, I am happy to note that the State Government 
has formulated a medium-term fiscal reform programme and is also 
in dialogue with multilateral agencies for obtaining external assistance 
to support fiscal reform. We would strongly encourage the State to
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follow through these initiatives. The Planning Commission is ready to 
assist the State in the implementation of the reform initiatives.

Agriculture is the mainstay of the people o f the State. As a result of 
the Krishak Samriddhi Yojana, rice production has increased and the 
State is now marginally surplus in foodgrains. There is a need now to 
look at diversification o f agriculture with a view to obtaining the 
maximum benefit out the increased irrigation capacity created. Greater 
attention needs to be paid to storage, marketing and creation of 
necessary post-harvest infrastructure.

With a large area under water bodies and high internal demand for 
fish, pisciculture is a potential sector of growth. The local demand for 
fish far outstrips the supply and the State reportedly imports over 
25,000 tonnes o f fish annually from Andhra Pradesh. Little public 
investment is needed to spur the growth in this sector. One of the 
factors limiting expansion of fish production is the policy of giving 
water-bodies only on short-term leases, which discourages investment 
by private entrepreneurs. The State may like to consider long-term 
leases of “beel” fisheries to encourage investment by private operators. 
This alone may help increase production in a short period.

Reports indicate that the State has lost 820 sq. kms of forest area 
during the period 1993-99. This is a cause for concern. There is a 
need to strengthen the joint forest management, get all the forest 
divisions to prepare working plans and look at ways and means to 
stabilise cultivation practices and find alternatives to Jhooming in the 
hill areas.

Despite steady growth in overall literacy in the State, the literacy 
level o f 64.28 % in 2001 is still lower than the national average. 
More than 5000 habitations with over 200 population reportedly 
still do not have access to primary education. The drop-out rates are 
high at 69% at die primary level. The State is unable to take advantage 
of the mid-day meal programme and is lifting less than 10% of its 
entitlement. These areas need attention. Among other things, the 
State needs to look at innovative schemes adopted in other States like
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the Education Guarantee Scheme for providing universal access to 
elementary education.

In the power sector I am concerned to note that there remains a large 
gap of Rs. 3 per unit between the average cost of supply and the 
average tariff being recovered by the State. The Plant Load Factor 
(PLF) o f thermal plants of Assam State Electricity Board is only about 
18%, which is among the lowest in the country. Action needs to be 
taken to ensure that the power sector is restored to commercial viability 
and health.

The river Brahmaputra is the lifeline of the State. Yet its potential as 
an inland waterway is largely untapped. The cost of transportation of 
goods by river is almost half that of transportation by rail. You may 
like to look into the matter and consider initiating steps for revival of 
communication along the Brahmaputra river and its integration with 
other modes o f transport. This has the potential to spur the 
development of region and also give a boost to river-based tourism, 
which should ideally be a unique selling point of Assam.

Finally, I am heartened to note that the State is projecting a 6.3% 
rate of growth of State Domestic Product over the Tenth Plan, which, 
if achieved, would be more than double the recent trend. To enable 
the State to devise strategies to achieve a doubling of historical growth 
rate, the Planning Commission along with the State Government is 
preparing an Assam Development Report. Recently, a Workshop was 
held for the purpose in Guwahati under the guidance of Dr. K. 
Venkatasubramanian, Member, Planning Commission. We hope that 
this Report will be finalised shordy and be of assistance to the State 
in forging a new growth path over the Tenth Plan and beyond.

'  Opening Remarks a t the discussion on the Tenth Plan and  th e Annual Plan 2002-03 o f  Assam
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2002-03

ftpiy tfhi 3>t <w4I <iiv>iii afr? grf*fo> f̂nsHT 2002-2003 
if g w h ft  aft? r̂r wr»ra if jrt^rtt >̂t
3TJJTg t l  f t lR  ^T ?fcT?Rf ifrWYIIcfl t  1R tJ  fc tf TT̂ T *§?T 7ft
TPTTJTOff if  ffeRT §3TT t l  fa?R  ^  *J?3I *Ht ^  TTFf̂ f 3f̂ 3f>

g)T4 t ,  3ff7 R ĉ I'H ^  g>raT if F*TT̂ t ^H<t>I*HÎ  3ffc TfivJfT1! 
6*1 ?lI vJ*1cp 7TT2I t l

*f ? 7 f  3 f37R  * R  S t fe e f  TfTTcfto TcR <JeRT i f  f t l R  if ffo>R f ^  f ^ F T  

s n i^ g j  s f k  'HiHifitcb ^ g g > f tR  s w  ^ tcftt ^ i^ d i f l  f % R  *n7?t t N  

^  3 R I  TTvZfl 3>t p ci'll i f  3M(tl<T> t l  TTH^ ftcbl'H 7}^35T3> 3ft?

fcFT araFTFRTT '«jx)<T>iq> ^  >H*<4 i f  IpFRfjt Tt^ft xlv^'l i f  &l

faeix if 11̂ 141 ^3T i t  'frtf 7 1 7 ^  eft^ft ^T  flfcRRT 1 9 9 9 -2 0 0 0  if 3iRg<ri

*tR # q [ 7 ?R  3> 2 6 .1 0 %  3?f ^cR T  it  4 2 .6 0 %  t l

*11*13 cfjeEfTOI $> 3RT ^ c r >  ftTSTI ^  T^TTezj t l  ^  2001  3>t v>HJluMI 
^  a i^ T R  f^ F R  i f  TnSRcTT ^ 7  3)Rgcr1 VRcfhl TcR ^  6 5 %  cjd-ll if 

4 8 %  t  I *lf^etl 7TT?T7cTf ^ 7  3THl^ ^TecRspfta t  ^"iRb f^H 7  if 3 4 %  t  3ft? 
StftsTcl VTRcfhT 7cT7 ^R 5 6 %  t l  ?7T P R  f a ? R  g>f 3 ffe e f  *TRtffa HH<*>i 
cra> Mgn^ if cbt'+Tt 7FTO eFT vjiis>-*i| | HTO: 7P?t 3t(|5Qcr> 3ft? >Hl*ll(v>|cr> 

'{J^4>'l if f a ? R  >̂T 781PT TRTf 't fa l  t l  |pT cf®tff cj5t 3Tf7 cffa -Sld-I 
<f>T 7 m  an  tr t t  t i  R isk  ^rfcr «<sn i Bt^n ? n fe

^?r  $> a r r f e j  R <pm  $> ? w  ^>f 5 ira  5̂7 t t ^ i

f^5R 5̂t f«S Wft 7TCBI ftfSf ^f 3f?T5T cj>*̂ l̂  f^ T  ?T, v57R>T
sri ĵgjcnr dvraVi ^ 1  ^frff q w f h i  % j r t  ^  trra if it ’ft
if f^?R 3 T ^  TfCTcf f̂r̂ FTT MR<̂ |4| ^  vJM^Vl ^7 ^  if 7TOT T̂#f 71f %
3^7 3?raR g d n  if if 5000 ^ i f ^
t > ^  it 3ff̂ g> gft 7^t t i  5#  jranT; Ptfit?fi J> w i*fr>i if
3ic*lR|ct> tp*fl 7 ^ 1  «pqel ‘ ixlfl 'i**jc i*l if, "ff^t tl'l'JtHII
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JJSPT ^  885 cTSf> <£«£)<4 ^tfefuT % <*>*11 7??f t l  4|wHl

auf TJETR cTT% ^  feHJ JTt̂ TT ĵR  3jfr
(̂jjpl'WT ^5t «JWil f̂*TT fuRT^ fcPJ VI ̂ 4 7R95R 3vf ^  1 R  'HdtS

#  M  t l

w w fh r ytuRT $  TTvHI ^  f^cpRT ^  fePJ TRW Sft 35T 
PwicrWUT gR=TT 1?RT Xj4 SFlfcf ^  TR 3TCRR <t>'Hi l^TT <TTf̂ > 3JF 

3 r t  vm 'i 3> 7Fra$5f Ft uthji n̂? iii'j'ti $> fert*
7R35R gRI c^TR f&4l '141 4'l^Hl ^T r^yf Xjg? 3T5St Sgwiici t ,
7Ty*T ^  TFHRnaff, yiyfil<J)c1l3Tt g>T j^FTiJpft % f^njT w
1 3 ft?  <j>u Piuî 4 ^  <^i44)(ci4) ^5t ^  t l  5 ^  sfhr arr^ «nji4 i

yfHT ^  cnft> SlUraJ f t ^ d  3 lk  ^ST  & jRjf ^  fcHf itfct Tjtf
<t>l4$M ^  Pt<»Mu| 7TfcT WT TTcfrl ^3RT3ff ^  jrHl«f4>l$) cf)|A|^4)-i, 
7T«?I ^  TRTTEFft ^  f^TtTR ^  vsMl îl 3ffc ^  3)113 <t> >ftgl4dl 3R% 
4icft ^  m  Tnft ^TcfsEi f^xthr ^  cran
WRRft VM TRSirait *T 'dRld f t̂f?T<)<J»{0l 7t TTv9 ^  f^5RT c-TPT 3>l 
SIFTPft ^RT f̂ JIM  f^HIT W

^TF y fR ^ T  )4'd"lcll ^  f%  <Wl<fI f̂fuFTT ^  W  % <j |\>m i

TOTrat *t 'OTcREf TRJTEFft ^  3)d^d Rfa'M W ft 'fT̂ fcTcT cf??% 35T 
3TORJ fa m  t l  ^  2 0 0 2 -0 3  # 5 R T  3  5® T y ^ f ®5lt,

TTRHT flrerr an fe  % (A llo c a t io n ) WffT t l  ?%  W  « i*?|ui 
3fl7 HtJH ^  q>KU| y|\ji| \Ĵ T vJMIifl ^it '3W ^l^lf^t^di ^*ft 
t  f v R ^  vlcMWttJdl 3fhf «|4I*»| f^cfjRT #  ^ 9 R  cfRIT yJT TT^I 

uteRhR H9^EH sfrf Vfijfcf Xjg T̂oT ^  jn fR  ^  ^ET TRFR
3fk TTuTt ^TEf *TFft '3'T?f$f ^Id 6)gddl 1̂ 5TM «ll^

^  «^cT 3ITfe) cTT»fr ^T iftvHI % SHlftcl f^JT  fpn t l

7FRI ^ 60% v»T#T $ flra it [̂fcltmj f  I 3Pft ift 1% OT̂ >R % ipcT g5t
ThTTcZRTT t  fuRWI 3T»ft yS^Vf T̂ff f^TI W  t l  Pifcl4H ^oft d^^'H 
W»)*< fyi'tl 3IPI% '̂ Ttrff̂ cT cb̂ HI 1̂ )41 t, ^  J*)cfl-'̂ if̂  4>l4l'<4H 
^  f^rarf Tj4 R̂'TR̂ T if ^  t l  ^yict W  ^  3fufTV 

g>t yfPrî d  s n ^  ^ r  t r w h  ^ r t  TRg snft % u t ^ i
ft^d|cr>yu| c|^iiH RJyfci 55t ^3ct 'gij, 3fl7 TFRT cPT
WcTT t l  cpf^ $ R R ^ ° i  H a h #  ^  fefJR T \55lf f̂> $*1!ic
t l
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fttfoft g if^ j ĵtuFTT (2001-02) $  T O  F*T% ^ 7 ?  fag<T STsRP % 
^ yiy, ? f js i  3> v^ct ? r ttsh T  ^  ? p to  <̂ i6ri ^ f  ^nr 3 e i  f ^ n  sn i ?F3?t 
<£ f ^ m  3* foTtr snft tft umftg>cTraT^ ^  t l  yra,

g^rprf^r >mhc|i ^ r  y i^ fc i^  ?rerra*tr ^ r  R<pi«i <t>Hi <t>i4 t

? fs j 5Ri snpft ^Ri<w f*wrr? g?f s rraw w r t l  A, Rtai4 3ft? t o  
PrzhroT % ?i'j*i ?Rgn? % t o  snn4**fi ^  fen? xjsnt^Wf 3ft?
^  3TcPtcT <i>'5<)<J PiRlil'l g?T 'ff^il 'WT ? t  vJ^RfPT cp'C'l 3>T 3TTJJW fr'to'ii I 

3T5 ?T9f) vJMdfttlill <J>t g e l’ ll i f  ?<?5Wt ^  3ld*fd <1^1 ^  (el^ 

3T%gj f^rf^ff gsr w f m  35?% gSt ^junssr t ,  ,r o $ i ^ ?pft f t r a r t  MR^H-usft 
3 ft?  t o  'H'HiRd «ff ^ i? -? r?  ?jv5?r i f  ^  g??cf t ,  ^  sw re
^  feT? 'TT®¥t? 5RTRT ?t% WT%?I ?FHJ if  3 f?  <£d & W e f  35T cj>qel 6 .4  

yfcl?ld t t  gWI t l  3m7% 3FTcT 2 0  3 *if i f  1 2 800  ^  f^ O  *ft0 ^

■^?-^*T ^ST-$fa ^  3 )d 4d  cn% 3>T W'MM Rb^fl t ,  W

t l

f^TFjpT ? t  WFef R g K  3 5 5  Rbei'lflic 3*13? ( g i ^ ^ X ’W) ^  ?T^RT 3fl<id 

g>t ge l'll i f  141 f^>0 T O  3TTcT? (cf>>s«c^^x)) g>T jricTcqf^vT Re^d \34*)Vi 

f^ I T  cfj^dl SJT 3ft? ^T? faU K ^ c f  f * ?  Wf̂ T ^  vJtlVl 3 ft? ?T?3t S fa  

^K 'd-S ^  % R t if ^ c f  7n? t ,  ^  R e K  >̂T 3)i4>^l 3ft? ? t  T O T

t l  ?F3?I % fc |c fj^ < j)d  fc l^ d  vicMWH 3 ft?  SPTR'TfW  vJJvjrf ^ W f 

w'lrtilf^d W& ^T  UWI<l f^ I T  t ,  «ft ? f ? T F ^ I  t  R e |d  g ^ P i ? i ' i
3ft? f^cROi WTJUfcrat ^  cf^TT, 3ft? RPliJM'1 Ullt|<t»{U| ^  ^ 3 R  ^  

?TT®f ?TvjS£I R\Jiefl =f>t ^T : ' t i e ' l l ,  ^  >3Wf t  f^FT% R e iH  ^ t f  f^ J T  
«TI 'tictJdl I R t^d  311 y ^ S f  3(|t||R<b ’HytHI3Tt if ? t  Xjg> t  f^R T^t 

'd'̂ tjil 3t?igT t o ?  f^9)RT ^  eR?tf HlRl i f  WTET9> e l*111

? m m  ^  ^  w  3ttot? r  ^ tt gi^»ii f^> f t  ? t̂ i ^
feH? mR ^ ^ I 'I I  cUlK gj?% if ePt t l  ^  MXi*î «<lni mR^TivH-iiart gft 

M6^M if cbi^yd t  3ft? ?*T f%W9t ^  3ft? Mlkl ct>̂ % ^

feT? f^rfhT ?fWT3jf ^5t ^ 4 4  ^ ? %  OTRRtT t l  F T  ?nft HTfl'tfi if
?T53I ?T?9)T? ^vf 'M ^lR ld l ^T5rf t l  RlSjdm t  f%?I? ^  feTtJ 31N fid

srfeTRcRT f M h r  'Hglilcl! f^? R  ^  f^4>m XJW efrnf ^  *e<Jlul ^5t 

t|'l'>l'll3jf g jf  'MW>eini,̂ 4cn q>i^PcJd (̂ >i|| f̂T ?T^TUl

fitgR g5t <'H*ST vipqfl*) ^fT3Rt(2002-07) 3 ^  fllf̂ <J> o'l'Jin
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TENTH PLAN & ANNUAL PLAN 2002-03 
OF CHHATTISGARH*

I welcome the Chief Minister and his colleagues to this meeting for the 
fmalisation of the Tenth Plan and the Annual Plan for 2002-03 of 
Chhattisgarh.

During the Annual Plan 2001-02 the State Government succeeded 
in achieving the Plan target with an anticipated Plan expenditure of 
Rs. 1,409 crore as against the approved ouday of Rs. 1,312 crore. With 
more determined efforts at resource mobilisation, the per capita Plan 
outlay of the State, which is still only Rs. 700, can be raised further. 
For raising the level of development expenditure, the State Government 
could consider working out measures to rationalise the size of its 
workforce as well as the salary component of grant-in-aid institutions.

Human development has to be a continuing area of attention for the 
State Government. A number of initiatives have been taken by the 
State to expand access to education and the literacy rate of the State as 
a whole has increased to 65.2% in 2001. However, the levels of literacy, 
particularly female literacy, continue to be relatively low in the 
predominantly tribal districts and special efforts should be made to 
put this right as soon as possible.

The health indices o f the State—Crude Birth Rate, Crude Death Rate 
and Infant Mortality Rate— are less favourable in relation to all-India 
levels and efforts should be made for their improvement. In particular,
I would like to draw your attention to the information recently brought 
out by the National Commission on Population, according to which 
the percentage of women receiving skilled attention during delivery is 
as low as 22.4% in the State, which is only about half of the all-India 
average. Similarly, only 59% of the children in the State are reported 
to be fully immunised, which is a matter for concern.
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I note that the strategy proposed by the State Government for 
increasing production and productivity o f agricultural crops and 
changing the cropping pattern by increasing the area under cash/ 
commercial crops, pulses, oilseeds and horticulture are steps in the 
right direction. However, for development o f horticulture, the State 
Government may have to pay special attention to an adequate supply 
of planting material of assured quality to farmers. There is also a need 
for a cross breeding programme supplemented by fodder and feed 
development and disease control for accelerating the production in 
the animal husbandry sub-sector. Along with this, the State 
Government should develop co-operatives for procurement, processing 
and marketing of milk.

Forty-four per cent of the geographical area of the State is covered by 
forests, which are rich in minor forest produce including medicinal 
plants. The development and sustainable management o f forest 
resources can contribute very effectively to the economic development 
o f local people and the region as a whole. The declaration of 
Chhattisgarh as “Herbal State” and setting up a network of protected 
areas to develop and conserve medicinal plants are steps in the right 
direction.

In the power sector, transmission and distribution losses reported at 
30.6% are on the higher side and need to be reduced. I hope the 
State Government would initiate reform measures for restructuring 
the Chhattisgarh State Electricity Board and setting up the State 
Electricity Regulatory Commission.

As one of the few States with a power surplus, the State is well placed 
to attract industry and become a major industrial hub. A conscious 
effort at the highest level of the State Government to send welcoming 
signals to the private sector would reinforce this advantage. I note 
that in the Tenth Plan the State intends to promote agro-based, forest- 
based and mineral-based industries as well as traditional and sunrise 
industries. The State’s policy to rely more on development of 
infrastructure than incentives should encourage sustainable 
industrialisation. I wonder if the State Government has considered 
the creation of a single window clearance mechanism for making it 
easier to invest.
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Development of roads is important for the State. The State Government 
may formulate a long-term Master Plan, identify deficiencies in the 
existing road network and chart out an action plan. It will also help 
the State in prioritising its outlays so that expansion in road 
communications may have the maximum impact on development. 
Tourism is a potential growth sector for the State provided the State 
Government exploits it by providing better transport and 
communication facilities and promotional and publicity efforts.

You are aware that the preparation of a State Development Report for 
Chhattisgarh under the aegis of a Core Group headed by Shri Som 
Pal, Member, Planning Commission is under way. This exercise is 
meant to help the State in accelerating its growth rate and evolving a 
better strategy for its future development.

* English version o f  the Opening Remarks made in Hindi at the discussion on the Tenth Plan and  
the Annual Plan 2002-03 o f  Chhattisgarh
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^  * * ^ 4 )  ^ ffv R T  a i t ?  q ip fc i)  y t v R T  

2002-2003

$  ITT #335 if  'fFHT g5t <i!vjHI a ft?  qlRct? lfp5HT 2 0 0 2 -

0 3  35t SffitH ’5W ^  '$> feP? 3ft? \5R3? 'dc<flf<i<tl 3>T w i'id

35?cTf f l

qiHW 4'1'j i i i  2 0 0 1 -0 2  3> T f^ I 7R35R ^f 1 ,3 1 2  ^

Sf^flf^tT MRci|i< 3?t je t 'l l  if 1 ,4 0 9  35%$ $> ^q 'i^ lP lcI ^ffuFfT ^  

TfW 'zffuRT elW  35t HiKi cfj^̂ l i f  ^RJcTrfT Wiki 3>tl TRfTEpf 'JST% 3>t 

<p|Rl*l ^  s||qyjc{, ?Tu?T g5T ufcf ci|f5vl ifiuHl ^iRcilil uff ap ft ’ ft :*TTS

700 w r^f t ,  35t a ft? 3f^ra> d<siiii w  tt3k tt t i  fcR sre  czpj cfr ??r?  3>t

?3T^ ^  fcPJ ?f?35lit TEfFRT 3ft? TTERRTf 3FJ3FT OTRT TRETpff ^  cfcR 
TT£cf5 35t ^ r g ^ c f  ^  fcP? Tf^ST ?f?35T? 3>t 3i|c(yAjcb \jm 4) q ?

faSTf? chi'll -cllf̂ V I

Tfuy 7 IW K  ^  fen? ^Mc| 1%35f?T ^T? ti|H  •̂11 ^35 >tKld efW  X^ll I ?RTF 

W f ftWT 3>f H§t=» a ft? TTuZT cf?t 7tT5R(TT ^ ?  3>f ¥3T% ^  feP? 3§d  ?ft 

H6el 3 ^  TTf t ,  aft? 3 ^  2001 if TTRSRcfT ^ ?  6 5 .2  wlclsficl ?T35 Tpft 

t l  WBTgfcf, fa?'h'WH i f  Rf^cfT 7fra?cfT cTSIT uFfufRfto ^ g c f f^Tcft if  ?fFteT 

TTRRtTf 3>T ? ? R  f-RcR 35'*? TFT t  fyR T^ feP? 7JEIKIc*f3> cr>i^l4 3TT3W35 

t l

?Tv5?J W 762I 'tjrlcojcb (\jp»T ^  aft? f^RJ ^  arf^ef *1l'«fl<4

?ct? 3ft ^ciii if 3>*t arj^cf t  aft? ?jen? 3> fen? 3>t%¥r 3ft 
^rfl^l 371 'H*«i*«i if, 3 anwT h ih  ?f*$ii uFRRsn ajratn s rt Bier it
w f f t r a  'Jtn ^ i'? ! 3ft afr? R c ih i wrecn ^  fu R i^  a t^ tiK  if ^ ($ tci

3RT3 (Safe Delivery) ^ T  JffcRTcf 2 2 .4  i f  ’ft 35*r t ,  ^ff arf^cT ’ ^RcT

sfr^TcT gci'fl i f  c?PPT7T afrar t l  ?>ift ycpK, y|V»*l if ■*TT5f 5 9  nfcRfcf ^53t 

3>f 3ltqifi4ct) ^toraR W  J f r a  ^ f ??T t ,  «ff f^5 frj'd i 3»l t l
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3  WT3T31 ^  ^  W e f t  3>T 'drtHW 3ft? vJWWtfdi ^ST% 3ft? 3̂0%
grft>rfyiraJ Mp'Hefl, <5ld\ clde^l 3ft? 3FT3T%t ^  STcRtcT 3̂ t 4<£l<t>'(
mffef yfcMI 3% ^  feP? ?F3?T eJRI W'kllfad 35Rf 4l'Jf'ii vjftlci t l
3!Rt?TeT, $lJlqi4l ^  ^  ?T5!!T ?f?35T? 3% f^'dhl 3% ^ fy q c i
■yjjcRTT TfttRhT^r 'HMifl 3>t W k i  3THjf^ *T? EZTR ^ T  'St̂ TTI 
M^HioH vSMtfN % 5 R ^T 3^T% ^  fcT? ’tf'SFT WRT f^35W 3ft? 
f̂ Rrsny gI?T 'd^Rd 3^-?T35? <t>l4sr>'H 3?t ^  3(iq^^)cll t l  ?TTSI- 

?rsq ?i?g>T? 3% cjjef g>t 5fiRr, iR T^f^r aft? Rm^m ^  fenj ^T59n^t 
?ff%frRJT HJcpRid q>><4) ^Tft'jl

?H32f ^  ♦/M'lfeKP S fa  3>T 44  wfcteld g-T f̂ TSf t ,  «ft ifteff ^  ?TfST-

?RST eng g^T vicMW % ?m F T  t l  3^T 35T fifaS'l-H 3ft? PW R

W p ffa  ofpft 3ft? ?WiT ?W ^  ^  3tl(3jch f^gjRT % JTOMcW'S) (j*T if
4 l'WH 35? ?T35cTf t l  ? f e  ^  WT % 3% tilftd  3>?^r, 3ft?

3f|qtTli( iftsfl 3>T f^3>T?f XJ3 ?T35T’JT 35?% 3? feUJ yfcKl^ld ̂ T3t 3>T XJ35

%53g> ??TlftcT tfvHI ?Ttt f^STT % 3̂3TT? ’ Kf g53*T t l

fasjcT S fa  %, 4 I^ H  i f ?  f^cR^T 3 0 .6  jrfcT?RT j?T% gft f%eft t ,

f%  $gd  3<f?)cfo t ,  3ft? fuT^ 0*1 f^5lj ufT% gft 3TT3W35cTT t l  ft" 3TT9TT

c(5^n ^  Ĵy?f ?I?35T? Y5#?Fre ?Fj?T ^  ^  ^^PtcFf, aft? ^]SI
t t  ?T^T fcle^cl PliiH^b ati^Vl ^  1T3:T ^  foP? ?JETT?R*fg5 vsmtil 3?f Mgd 
35^ft|

5̂xft?FT5 Re^d ?T?ceRT tt% 3T^ 'PT%-'5% 'Jl^ 'l % t, aft? vd îVfl 

3% 3)|cpRa 35?% aft? Jfg?I 3(lej'lRl«t> 3̂ 7% 3> fef^ ?I«If 3>t m h
3T5E$t t l  3% WHIcI ^  >d4>d ^3f% ^  feP? vĵ ccld̂  "Mi 3T3RT
35^it ^  f ^ r  crm^ra35 ^mn ?m w r f  tcr> g^cf! ■zfr̂ m % ?r«n

^jRi 3ngrf̂ cT, 3jitiiRd aft? y1%vf arrarRtT ^  ?nsr-?usi 
W T O  TJ3 ^T#T vdeilJn 3% 35?=TT 3lf^3l H)cHTg*fi' ^  3Tc7T3T
3T3?T?cRT ^  f^35RT ^? 3rf?T3) f%T^? ^?% 3>t ?T3?J 3?l t̂fcT ?t ?racT
aft-̂ Vflctj^ui n’ToHTFT ftcta  3ft? iĝ r t  f̂ * ? w  W?35T? 1%̂ ?I
3% 3TRTR sm% ^  fen? R(<ici 3^3i^FfT *|cpP|\»H 5FfT% tR f^gy? 

3>y-*Tl, sift %  y'lfd^lld 353*T ft’TTl
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TF f̂ ^  fcflj TT^t ^T f̂ EPRT TfF^yr t l  %7T TpJTO t  1% 7F3?I 71735T7 
tjgj <̂1 Jcbi(c^4> HTT27 kHH T̂TTJ, <k$MH 7T5^ %d4<}5 cbftijl >̂T TTclT 
cPTP?, 3?(7 ^  5̂T4 tlV>HI 3?t TOT-̂ ST cfajR iJTRT 7F33J 35t >̂ticf> 
MRoiJO g>f Mi*Mpt<*xil JRFf 357% ^  l*l<*l<il, fvRT̂ T {eft >H'$cr> 7T5[T7
■% Pl'klK ^  f^>W  *17 3rfffa5 7t 3ff§rar 3<̂ <J>el 5PTR ^  'ETcpcTT t l  m4c -i
7FHI ^  fcftj TTHlftd Sfa t, fcf> 7Fv5?I 'H'to>K %FcT7 MRcIgH 

7TW17 3ft? f T #  TMR-TOR 3?[ oJTcTWT cf5$l

3)|h<tj| UTcf t  f̂ 5 flSt 'to'WMld, 'FRW, 'zffvRT STTdtTT <J>t 3)fcyffldl 3  TJ3f5 
chi'! ■gTT ^  ClCc||t)H % mTl'«<!(S ^  fd^ TT̂ T f̂ cpl'H x lc l^ 'l ^4IK
f^JT W  75T t l  ?7T Jlf^IT % TT̂ F 35t f^fjRT ^7 I3T% %, ?WT *rf^T 
^  Rcpl'h ^  fe^J ctj|44lR) f^>f%cT 5̂7% 3  fa^ ftl

'JMlVZtW, ihvit-l I 3)|i|Vl ’TTTTaT: w f l t f ' l i  <;-«<yi f̂pSFTT s f a  qiR<D 4'I^HI 2002-2003
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TENTH PLAN & ANNUAL PLAN 2002-03 
OF DELHI*

I extend a warm welcome to the Chief Minister and her colleagues to 
this meeting to discuss the Tenth Plan and the Annual Plan 2002-03 
of the NCT of Delhi. We are now in the final year of the Ninth Five 
Year Plan. We need to build upon our achievements in the Ninth 
Plan and prioritise our efforts accordingly for the coming year as well 
as the Tenth Plan.

In the Ninth Plan, against the originally approved outlay of Rs. 15,541 
crore the achievement is likely to be around Rs. 10,801 crore at 
constant 1996-97 prices, which is about 70% of the original Ninth 
Plan outlay. This is generally satisfactory, although a Territory like 
Delhi could have done better.

Delhi Government is fortunate in having a basically strong financial 
profile and one of the best revenue bases in the country. On the other 
hand, there are many pressing needs and urgent priorities, which the 
Delhi Government is expected to meet. For this, Delhi must focus on 
raising resources and stepping up the pace of implementation. There 
is scope for improvement in realisation of revenue potential, which 
needs to be fully explored. For example, the tax-SDP ratio of a small 
urban Union Territory like Delhi was only 7.00% in 1999-2000, as 
against the tax SDP ratio o f 9.27% for a large, relatively less prosperous 
State like Tamil Nadu. Special efforts also need to be made in improving 
non-tax receipts.

Certain issues relating to human development need attention. The 
gross enrolment ratio in primary schools is only around 80% and
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there is a high drop-out rate of 23% on the average, rising to 53% in 
the case of Scheduled Caste students. In this context, I am pleased to 
note that efforts are now being made by the Government to seriously 
implement the mid-day meal programme, in line with our discussions 
at the last Annual Plan meeting.

I had also drawn attention last year to the situation regarding the 
progressive decline in the immunisation coverage over the last three 
years. The position remains much the same. Campaigns such as Pulse 
Polio are good but there is need to strengthen routine immunisation 
efforts.

Steps have been taken for unbundling the Delhi Vidyut Board and 
privatisation of distribution entities. Concerns have been expressed 
about the monopoly nature of the post-privatisation scenario proposed, 
which may lead to passing on of excessive burden to the consumers. I 
trust that these matters are being looked into. At the same time, the 
political and administrative will required to reduce transmission and 
distribution losses, perhaps the highest in the country, has yet to be 
expressed.

The needs of urban infrastructure and sanitation in the city are vast 
and compelling. Due to inadequate sewerage capacity, more than 20% 
of the sewerage goes untreated. According to a recent study, more 
than 30% of the solid waste generated by the city every day is not 
cleared. Clearly, sewerage and waste disposal systems presently in 
existence are inadequate in relation to the needs and require 
considerable investments and effective implementation for any 
improvement to be visible. Early implementation of plans that have 
been drawn up for improving sewerage disposal in the city should be 
a high priority for the Government. In urban planning greater attention 
needs to be paid to the problems of housing and livelihood of the 
urban poor, recognising the reality o f migration.
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I note that you have followed up the earlier initiatives for increasing 
transparency with mechanisms for greater public participation such 
as the Bhagidari Scheme and District Development Committees. 
However, despite these initiatives, the general public perception of 
civic governance remains poor. There is a need to constantly focus on 
improving the interface o f public servants at the cutting edge level 
with the citizens of Delhi, particularly in areas relating to the provision 
of municipal and public utility services. The test is to be able to do so 
effectively enough to alter the negative public perception on this 
account.

* Opening Remarks at the discussion on the Tenth Plan and the Annual Plan 2002-03 o f  NCT 
o f  Delhi
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TENTH PLAN & ANNUAL PLAN 2002-03 
OF GOA*

I welcome the Chief Minister and his colleagues to this meeting 
organised for the finalisation of the Tenth Plan (2002-07) and the 
Annual Plan (2002-03) of Goa.

I note that the grant of statehood to Goa in 1987 has led to a significant 
development in many crucial sectors. It has the highest per capita 
income (Rs. 30,000/-) in the country and has been maintaining a 
rate of growth of about 6% in the last two decades. It has achieved 
commendable demographic and human development indices in the 
fields of education and health. It reached the replacement level of 
fertility in the early 1990s. It is the only State in the country to have 
compulsory registration of birth and death in practice. In other words, 
its vital rates are based on 100% registration system of births and 
deaths unlike the other States of the country, which are dependent on 
sample registration system.

The financial position of the State, however, is a matter for deep 
concern. There was a substantial gap between the Plan ouday and the 
Plan expenditure in the first three years of the Ninth Plan, the average 
rate of utilisation of Plan funds being around 82% only. Further, on 
the resource mobilisation side, against the Ninth Plan projection of 
Rs.1500 crore the actual realisation is only Rs.1,228 crore, i.e, 82% 
realisation. You will agree that the State Government has to make 
concerted efforts to utilise the Plan funds in full while executing the 
development programmes in a time-bound manner. The Tenth Plan 
proposals have to be examined in the above backdrop and the higher 
level of Plan size proposed will be achievable only if you take steps to 
reform the State economy by restructuring the power sector, transport
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sector, State public sector enterprises and reduction in non-Plan 
expenditure. I hope that the State Government has taken necessary 
steps for rationalising the size of its work force as reported during last 
year’s Plan discussions. This will certainly help reduce non-Plan 
expenditure. You may like to indicate whether you are considering an 
upward revision of excise duty as it is bound to fetch substantial 
revenues for the State exchequer.

We understand that the State Government proposes to recover almost 
100% of the average cost of power in 2002-03 due to reduction in 
quantum of power purchase from the IPP and consequent reduction 
in the cost of supply. It is seen that an MOU was signed on the 4th 
October 2001 between the Ministry of Power, Government of India 
and the Government of Goa to reform the power sector in the State. I 
hope your Government would initiate the reform measures for early 
restructuring and also set up the State Electricity Regulatory 
Commission without further delay.

The contribution of the industrial sector to the State economy is not 
satisfactory. The State has as many as 13 public sector corporations, 
whose commercial viability needs to be reviewed in order to ensure 
that they do not become a burden on the State exchequer. It is hoped 
the State Government is seriously considering to modernise, downsize 
and restructure the State public sector enterprises. Efforts to revive 
the sick units, if any, should be guided purely by commercial 
considerations. I wish to also point out that mining activities in Goa, 
in addition to causing environmental hazards like air pollution, 
deforestation and damage to agricultural land, pose a constant threat 
of physical accidents to around sixteen thousand persons employed 
in the mining sector in the State. It is essential that the Annual Plans 
have appropriate provisions for safeguard measures to prevent accidents 
apart from checking environmental pollution and degradation of 
agricultural land.
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The tourism industry, which is estimated to be employing 20% of 
the State’s population, needs further focused attention. The State 
Government has to act as a judicious facilitator for the private sector 
to participate in a big way in promoting and upgrading the facilities 
to both domestic and foreign tourists, simultaneously keeping in view 
the impact of increased tourist traffic on the socio-economic and fragile 
ecosystem of the State in the years to come. I am happy to note that 
Goa is the second State in the country to enact a Tourist Trade Act to 
regulate and control tourism-related activities in the State.

The Kadamba Road Transport Corporation has been incurring net 
losses over the past several years on account of a large number of over
aged buses resulting in a decline in total revenue earnings. During 
the Tenth Plan there is need for improvement in the physical 
performance of the Corporation by replacement of the over-aged buses, 
less dependence on market borrowings and review of subsidised fare 
structure. The reasons for the poor performance of KRTC vis-h-vis the 
private sector need to be identified and suitable steps taken to improve 
the performance in both physical and financial terms.

In the education sector the reasons for low literacy levels in talukas 
like Canacona, Sanguem, Quepin, Satari and Pernem require to be 
identified and removed. The lifting of foodgrains under mid-day meals 
programme in the State during the Ninth Plan, except in 1999-2000, 
was not satisfactory, which needs to be looked into.

I am happy to note that the percentage of rural population living 
below poverty line in Goa, as per the poverty estimate of 1999-2000, 
is only 1.35 compared to all-India estimate of 27.09. This is indeed 
praiseworthy. You should however strengthen the Panchayati Raj 
institutions with adequate administrative and financial powers 
delegated to them.

The State’s coconut and cashew plantations, which are old, need to 
be replanted and rejuvenated with good quality planting material for
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increasing productivity. It is learnt that there is a tendency among 
the farmers in Goa to keep large agricultural areas fallow in order to 
convert it for non-agricultural purposes later for reaping higher land 
prices. If unchecked, this trend could lead to imbalance in agricultural 
development, hampering the interests o f the farming community in 
the long run.

Irrigation projects like Salaulim and Tillari need to be completed 
without incurring further cost and time overrun so that the planned 
benefits flow to the farmers.

I am sure these issues are already receiving your attention.

* Opening Remarks at the discussion on the Tenth Plan and the Annual Plan 2002-03 o f  Goa
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TENTH PLAN & ANNUAL PLAN 2002-03 
OF GUJARAT*

I welcome the Chief Minister of Gujarat and members of the delegation 
to finalise the outlays for the Tenth Five Year (2002-07) Plan and the 
Annual Plan for 2002-03.

Gujarat has proven its potential to be a front-ranking State in economic 
growth and development. The GSDP witnessed an annual growth rate 
of 7.62% in the Seventh Plan (1985-90) and 9.28% in the Eighth Plan 
(1992-97). However, the growth rate has come down sharply in the 
Ninth Plan (1997-2002). The resource mobilisation of Gujarat for the 
Ninth Plan, as per revised estimates, is about 84 per cent. It is important 
to note that for every rupee of Plan outlay, the State had to borrow 
about one rupee and fifteen paise during the Ninth Five Year Plan. 
The Tenth Plan projected resources are only marginally higher than 
the corresponding Ninth Plan projections. The States dependence on 
borrowings for financing the Plan is likely to further go up during the 
Tenth Plan. This is a matter of concern from the point of view of fiscal 
sustainability. However, I am confident that with its resilience, the State 
would recover fast and achieve the targeted annual growth rate of 
10.17% in the Tenth Plan.

I am glad to note that the State is committed to meet its Tenth Plan 
targets of social development, such as, access to education and health 
facilities, availability of drinking water, basic sanitation and reduction 
of poverty ratio by 5 percentage points. The State has also committed 
itself to the target of bringing down its total fertility rate to 2.1 by 2010 
as per the Gujarat Vision-2010. However, the same would require 
consistent and sustained effort, keeping in view the high decadal growth 
rate of 22.48%, registered by the State during 1991 to 2001, which, 
besides being higher than the national population growth rate of 21.34%,
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is 1.29 percentage points higher than its own rate of the preceding 
decade.

In the agriculture sector the State occupies the first place in the country 
in the production of cotton and groundnut and second in the production 
of tobacco. It is also famous for its various horticulture products. Valsad 
has become India’s first integrated horticultural district, which is likely 
to give a strong boost to the export of vegetables, fruits and flowers. 
While the State is doing well in marine fish production, its potential for 
inland fish production needs to be exploited better. The State’s 
achievement in the dairy sector is excellent. It also accounts for nearly 
63% of the country’s infant milk production. Though the Gujarat State 
is a pioneer in the White Revolution, this movement does not appear to 
have benefited the Saurashtra region. The State may like to remove 
this lacuna.

The State Government has all along accorded a high priority to industrial 
development and its achievements are no doubt impressive. It ranks 
second in the country in respect of percentage share in Net Value 
Added by manufacture. It is now diversifying its industrial base. Lately, 
manufacturing units are coming up in the chemicals, petro-chemicals, 
fertilizer, drugs and pharmaceuticals, dye-stuffs and engineering industry. 
Gujarat has the country’s largest petro-chemical complex. It tops in 
the production of chemical and petro-chemical products and accounts 
for 31.3% share in the total production. Exploration and production of 
oil and natural gas in Ankleshwar, Cambay and Kalol and oil refinery 
at Kayali are the other industrial milestones. The mother industries 
have helped in the growth of various allied and subsidiary industries. 
The State has more than 20000 running factories and 2.5 lakh small- 
scale industrial (SSI) units. It accounts for 85% of the country’s salt 
output. The State Government may, however, review the existing 
provision for grant of subsidies. Some subsidies need to be scaled down 
gradually and weeded out eventually. The village and small industries 
sector needs to be further encouraged in view of its employment 
potential. The infrastructure facilities relating to road transportation, 
education and health care etc. are well developed in Gujarat.
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I note that the State Government has successfully taken up a couple of 
road development projects with the private sector participation on BOT 
basis. The experience gained should help in speeding the process of 
private sector participation in the development o f roads in the State.

The mounting losses of State Road Transport Corporation continue to 
be an area of concern. The State Government may consider measures, 
which may include suitable revision in fares, rationalisation of taxation 
and improvement in the fleet utilisation to improve the financial health 
of the State Road Transport Corporation.

Gujarat’s literacy rate at 69.97% is above the all-India average of 
65.38 per cent. However, what is disturbing is the wide gender and 
regional gaps in literacy and the high drop-out rate in respect of I to 
VIII classes. As per the EDI prepared by the Ministry of Human 
Resources Development, Gujarat ranks 15th among the States. 
Vocational education is to be strengthened to provide better employment 
opportunities to the youth.

In the irrigation sector, I am happy to note that 7 major projects have 
been reported as completed during the Ninth Plan. However, the taking 
up of a large number of unapproved medium schemes and over
exploitation of ground water resources in some areas are matters of 
concern.

The net commercial loss of Gujarat Electricity Board without subsidy 
is estimated to be Rs. 3,946 crore during 2001-02 (RE) and it is a 
matter of concern. Against the average cost of supply of Rs.3.56 per 
unit, the average tariff is only Rs.2.18 per unit. Agricultures share in 
total consumption of electricity is stated to be about 49 per cent. The 
power tariff for agriculture in 2001-02 (RE) is only 55 paise per unit. It 
is necessary to take measures for energy audit not only to determine 
the exact share of agriculture in the total electricity consumption but 
also to take effective steps to reduce the transmission and distribution 
losses, leading to increased revenues for the GEB. There is obviously 
need for a rational tariff policy.
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In contrast to the all-India trend o f increase, the incidence o f 
unemployment has come down in recent years (1994-2000) in Gujarat 
among the youth, the educated and the State’s entire labour force. 
Similarly, the private sector organised employment has been more 
buoyant with 12.5% increase during 1994-1999 in comparison to the 
all-India average o f 9.7% increase. To place the youth in jobs, the 
State has been taking initiatives like Bharti Melas and Prerna Shivirs 
for the self-employment seekers.

Given the dynamism of work opportunities in Gujarat, the State attracts 
a large number of immigrant workers. The State Government may 
consider some effective steps for the welfare of migrant workers in 
the unorganised sector. This would help to attract better skilled workers 
to the State and thus improve productivity.

* Opening Remarks at the discussion on the Tenth Plan and the Annual Plan 2002-03 o f  Gujarat
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TENTH PLAN & ANNUAL PLAN FOR 200243 
OF HARYANA*

I extend a hearty welcome to the Chief Minister o f Haryana, his 
colleagues and the team of officers to this meeting.

Haryana is one of the prosperous States of India. Its per capita income 
is one of the highest and the percentage of people below poverty line 
is one of the lowest in the country. It has registered a significant growth 
performance of about 6.5% during the 1980s. However, the rate of 
growth during the Eighth Plan was somehow sluggish at 5 per cent. 
It is a matter of concern that it has further gone down to 4.5% during 
the first three years o f the Ninth Plan. I am confident that the 
Government o f Haryana would incorporate appropriate measures in 
their Tenth Plan to reverse this trend. The economy of Haryana with 
its strong agricultural and infrastructural base and human resources 
has the requisite resilience to spring back to a higher growth trajectory.

The Government of Haryana expects to spend Rs. 8,057.91 crore 
during the Ninth Plan. On an average, the Plan expenditure could be 
only about 79% of the approved outlay for the period. The actual 
expenditure on externally aided projects has been as low as 48.5% of 
the Ninth Plan ouday. The expenditure on other earmarked schemes 
has also been notably less.

So far as the mobilisation of resources is concerned, it works out to 
about 69% of the projected resources of Rs. 9,310 crore for the Ninth 
Plan of the State. The actual amount o f project/scheme-linked Central 
Assistance, including EAP funds, availed was significantly less. Even 
though the net contribution from State undertakings continued to 
be negative, the realised level has improved by about 35 per cent. 
What is most disheartening is that the realised negative balance of 
current revenue (BCR) of Haryana during Ninth Plan dipped by 2.66
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times the projected level. The State had, therefore, to resort to 
substantially increased borrowings. It has adversely impacted the fiscal 
health of the State.

It is noted with satisfaction that the State has achieved the Ninth 
Plan target of foodgrains production. Concrete steps need to be taken 
to change the cropping pattern in favour of commercial crops and 
also of crops with less water intensity. Even though its yield of rice is 
higher than the all-India average, it is well below (about 50%) the 
yield rate in China. The steps taken to intensify horticultural and 
floricultural activities have apparendy started yielding results. However, 
the State needs to focus on the production o f export-oriented 
horticulture crops. Though the State Government has done well in 
the animal husbandry and fisheries sectors, appropriate measures need 
to be taken to preserve and sustain the genetic resources of Murra 
bufialows Fish seed production in private sector may be encouraged. 
The programme envisaged for the Tenth Plan of Haryana with emphasis 
on R&D for technological upgradation and intensive use of modem 
inputs would hopefully help the State in realising its targets of higher 
production of foodgrains, horticultural produce and livestock.

The State has created good irrigation potential. As in 2000-01, the 
net irrigated area in Haryana (29.45 lakh hectares) accounts for about 
83.5% of its net sown area. About 84% of ground water resources 
available for irrigation purposes have been tapped. However, out of 
108 blocks, the ground water resources in 45 blocks are being over 
exploited, i.e. more than 100% and 6 are dark blocks with more than 
85% exploitation. This is a matter of concern. The revenue accrued 
from the water charges is not enough even to meet the O&M charges 
of the department. This calls for a revision in water rates.

Haryana is one of the early birds opting for power sector reforms. The 
conversion of the State Electricity Board into four corporate bodies 
for power generation, transmission and distribution works are steps 
in the right direction. What is needed is improvement in their 
administrative and operational efficiencies at a steady pace. Agricultural 
tariff was about 50 paise/kwh in 2001-02. The effective subsidy to
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the agriculture sector during 2001-02 (RE) is nearly Rs. 1412 crore. 
A recent World Bank study on Haryana reveals that over a period of 
about six years, the fanners’ average income would be more than double 
as a result of power reforms even if the agricultural tariff were increased 
to a level equivalent to about 2/3"1 o f the cost of supply. Thus there is 
still vast scope for further increase in the agricultural tariff. The T& D  
losses are very high at 34.29% in 2000-01. The Plant Load Factor of 
power plants in Haryana in 2000-01 is very low at 50% against the 
all-India figure of 69 per cent. More emphasis on R&M works in the 
generation projects, apart from improvement in productivity, is called 
for.

In the face o f the general global recession in industrial activities 
Haryana’s performance in industrial production with an annual growth 
rate o f 6.9% during the first three years o f the Ninth Plan, is 
commendable. However, it should take steps to meet the challenges 
of WTO regime.

Haryana has got an extensive network of road infrastructure. What is 
needed urgently is its upgradation. It is a matter of deep concern that 
Haryana Roadways has been incurring huge losses. Economic user 
charge is not levied. I urge upon the State Government to view this 
from a commercial perspective. It may like to offer VRS to surplus 
manpower of the Haryana Roadways. Healthy competition from private 
operators should be encouraged.'

The literacy rate in Haryana, as per 2001 census, is 68.59%, which is 
marginally higher than the national average of 65.38 per cent. The 
female literacy rate at 56.31% is also slightly higher than the national 
average of 54.16 per cent. The State has proposed to cover all the 
districts under DPEP by April 2003 with a view to universalising 
primary education by 2010. The PRIs have been given the supervisory 
role in the field o f primary education. However, the Government 
should provide the requisite infrastructure support to a large number 
o f primary schools deficient in buildings/accommodation.
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Institutional support may also have to be provided to the middle 
schools to meet the impending pressure from those who pass out 
from the primary schools.

The State has satisfactory infant mortality rate and life expectancy. 
But there is scope for improvement in the crude birth rate. However, 
what is of serious concern is that the sex ratio, which is 861 against 
all-India 933 per 1000 males, is highly skewed against the females. 
The State Government should look into the causes of this phenomenon 
and formulate a strategy and action plan to correct this imbalance, 
which could otherwise have serious socio-economic consequences.

The Government of Haryana has taken care to develop the backward 
regions o f Mewat and Shivalik hills and is availing of external funds 
under Mewat Area Development Project. However, it is noted that 
there is difference in the incidence of poverty between the eastern and 
the western regions o f the State. This issue needs to be addressed 
during the Tenth Plan.

I have touched upon only a few major issues of development. But it 
does not imply that others issues are less important. My intention is 
to draw the attention of the State Government to some of the 
developmental issues, which should be addressed during the Tenth 
Plan. We would be happy to extend our constructive support in 
accelerating the pace of development of the State.

* English version o f  the Opening Remarks made in Hindi at the discussion on the Tenth 
Plan and Annual Plan 2002-03 o f  Haryana.
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g R * n ® n  ^ 6 1  i h u R i  gfa  <n R T 4>

ĥvFH 2002-03

3, 3  iR ztm r ^  iTPFfto \ 3 ^  sffc a r f ^ n f M

3>T 6lf?«t> <rtlJ ld 3R?TT ^ i

Sft*l|U|| *TRcf ^  TT>p? TF5*ff 3ff^> 3TT*F

<WT ^ST % TF Tt cfpnt 3> 5TtcT¥ia T̂cT Tl^fr % 3
»ft <̂t> t l  1980 3> <9lct> ^  4t'(lM vFPPT 6 .5 %  3>T 3Ryf^R> f^> R T  

P l^W -l f^rm t l  ft»7 ift 3(1641 'jflvjRT ^  <£WM Rcbl'H <R ftxfl *T 

f^> #  <|)K Î %  5 %  T tt  I ^T? 35T t  t%  ifluFfT ^  HSR

^ k R  w  ift sre^R 4.5%  Ft ^ 1  R w w  t  f% Ff^rrwr
'fR ^ K  % ?TT W lM  «Rt ^  fcPJ 3)441 <^41 f̂t'SFTT % vJMN

9llPict f2b {̂ t l  sR * l lull $> T̂RT SPT’fl' •Ryf^cf <J>fa 3 frf 3)|t)lRcfr 3RW=TT 
>̂ 'HSK vJW RcpW W  iR xj-T: 3HRT cdc^ 3>t 3ll<W4> 5Tf9rf t l

•ft̂ f ytvR T tfkH ^Rili^ll 'HycbW 8,057.91 «mvi 6l% ctft
STRTT ‘f>V<Tl t l  3fl'{kH, sfTT 3)qR| cfr foftj -tilv»i-ii gERJ 3tJ*ilRa mR<^*I 

g5T cPT*PT 7 9 %  t l  f ^ t f t  tierndl HF5T HR41v»Hl3Tt *R WRvTf^) cZRT 

^ft^f 4l'<spn ^  tcftj 3U<ffe'd 'tR czrj ^  4 8 .5 %  cfR t ?t t l  3 R I earmarked  

^ N t  *R ®T*I M ^ki Tfrai ^  3 R  TFT t l

yifi cre> Thartpft jnf^r ^ r  t ,  t j f  3>t 41\jhi ^  for? 

9,310 <P̂ -5 T9HJ ^  3j^*iiPla TRlTERt 35T cFT̂ FT 69% tRTT t l  
i ? i m  ^  wRrftynTTsff/TgfNf gft ar-raffo? Tif^r tt<%ct ^ .^.it. 
PlRl^i «f|5T ^ T  ^5t ^ I  fl'Elft, TT5?I \JH»)*il g>T Pl<3cH <j1Jl««M

cPTOR '^KFWf> T5I, cmrPt irra  T?R % cTWT 35% cW 5̂1 ^EfR §5fl 
t l  g am  ?fR% ^Tcft t  %  41^mi ^  eR*ii>»u
^T 31TO 1<DI'<1W7> (B.C.R.) 3i^ iR ci TeR % 2.66 ^R
f^RI t l  3RT: TT35 ^5t 3tf&W ^TR 5̂1 TT5RT ^TT W  STT, f W I  TF35
3isj<uwwi < r  jrfcf^cT jnrra t l
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71? iRFTtTT f t  t  f̂ 5 % *ft4f y'l'Jiil <SleiM \cjcMl<5*1 cCT
3% JTTO 3>? fePTT t l v̂Hcff *?3 3R ^el r̂ictt 31oft TT5?Tcft
^  fcfl? ^  "^^dlcMlciW 4<£fcl % iR^cfa tc j ^RT 353*T vjdH* v5fT% 3>t 

3n<^4>dl t l l̂eliRb sRqiull % 3T3cT 3>T v3̂ IRH 3)fed HRifhT 3fhfl<T 
3ft p B I % <3^d? t, ft>? ’ft \3cMI<M ?[? % (cTW I 50%)
35P# %t% t l 3TW%t aft? gsr ^  3% 331% 3> fen? ^gn? ^  ^
mR̂HH 3TT% oT% t  cWrffy ? l 3% Pl̂ d'l'̂ 'id 3FT3T%t H>'Hcl) ^  vjfMW’l 
'I? EZTH 35?% 3>t 3n39335<TT t l  3STflt, ^1^ ?R35T? %
3ft? **c?3 vJSjVl 3> % 35nft OTfct 3ft t ,  cWlft, ^  vT%f^35

?RTT9%T 3% ^ R j d  3ft? 'ttdd el'TT1? ?33% ^  tefl? vjMM f^5Tj yff%

3ft 3)(c|SjiJct>dl t l  f% ^t 5fa3> % *Tc?3 vJcMlctf 3% 33T3T f^3T W  

tt<^di t l  gR<il°il 3ft <5^41 4|'|\jiHi cfr feTC? <jf<HiRd <t>i4 jp*i fvf?T% 

?13>%t3ft \JH*H 3ft? 3JTEjf%35 f%fc|f^ft 3) ? W T  v3MA|Vl ^  feP? 3 l^fe lH  

TJ3 f^35M (R & D ) 35T*ft *J? yfrj f^qr Tfzu t ,  ?T^r 35t 'id itlM , 

3PI3I%t 3ft? t^JER ^  3T^35 vJ ĉ T ^  3> ??I3> cTOqf 3% Jfl^T 3>?% % 

SrmRftcT *TC3 ftef’ftl

?T33 % 3TEEft f^ rm t ?PTT35|T3ft 3>T % 3T  t  vl'Hlfo 3 $  2000-01

% g R < ^ li  % P lq d  Rtfrld ^T5f (2 9 .4 5  eTRI t 3 5 ? )  f%3ef JSTfi* ^

35T eFT^FI 8 3 .5 %  t l  f% 3Tf 3> feP? 'H'Hltl'fl 3>T eFFPT

8 4 %  3?eFT 35? f^ lT  "W  t l  d«J)R, 108  «dl4>) % % 4 5  «cHI<t>"| % ^ufef 

35T 3rftl35 (1 0 0 %  3Tf^35) 3TFT ft53T ufT ??T t  3ft? 6  (8 5 %

^  3rf̂ T3> f ^ J  tjtt) *5T3> «cfl35 t l  3 ?  Rl-dl 3>T t l  '3fcT iRT^T 

^  H ra  ?TvR3, WTFT 3> 3ft tnj® Tpf OTT?t 3% ^  35?% ^  feH?

^rff t l  5 ? feft? vifcT % ?rat?FT 3>t OT3W35?n t l

i?R<tl«ll % ĝ̂ TRt 3% 3TW% 3Tct ?F5qt % TfSf5 t l
vjr̂ lcj-i, Hi^ui 3ft? Rd<ul ^  foT̂T ?T32f fiMei) 3t^ 3% ’9R  
f%3>Tlft % et-ll<41 \5TRT ?ftt ?̂FT % \jdi  ̂ ^  353H t l  3TT3?335cTT Pf>Fcf?
7Tfcf % vJ-itp) JRTRrf%35 a ft?  jraTeRTcR3> ^J^M dl % '§91? 3 5 ? ^  t l  3 ^

2 0 0 1 -0 2  3 ?  c = P m  5 0  (KW H ) «ftl 3 ^  200 1 -

02 ( ti^ Itid  3 i^ h )  ^  t o  % jnrrft ? r f ^ t  c t w t  1,412
35̂  t l «?Rfllull $ ?t3W % BIH ^  f%93 3̂5 3TEZRR % W I WcTcIT
t  1% eHPnT &W 3 ^  % 1%?TFff 3>f a f t w  3TO f^ T e ft  ^  <JWR ^
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mRuIW'W'W if srf̂ ra? Bt cMlft 3Jc3>-3? 3TT^ cfFffi
cJj eTTWT 2/3 ^  TPTFT ?cR <T3> 3<S *1̂  sftl §7T W R  «f>Ri iQdfc-37 if
aft? ^flr <tft anft Tft Tjsn?*! t l  <nW»r aft? faRcr (T&D) sifrqf (^ f
2000-01 if 34.29%) WgET 3lfej> t l  3^ 2000-01 if E?R*II”1! $  feHJ W e  
efns ^$35? ifcf 3R  t  (at Rad *n?3ta ari3>% 69% 3>t jjcRT 4  sR<4iun 
50%) I vJ<5IT33nTI if 7JEIR arfclfteRT WTR=T ^ft«H Tajt if 31 jWJM 
aft? H^y*i (R&M ) 3>raf q? arilra* 3oT f^n  ^tHi arrarop t i

a f t W ^  ft>yie»>ciiMl if ?Tmpzr fiRgomft ^  a ft^frf^ )

vĴ TRFT (̂ *141 Jlvflll ^  P5JIT cSt*T q«ll ^  <<l?l*T 6.9% 3lPf3>
PlcflM ctf) if BftqFTT cf>T PW'RPT t  cWlft, ? i t  ^c^cft.3Tt. 3^
^*ft^Rft it PlMcĴ  ^  fctv; vJMIil 357% Wft^l

pRilloil 3> Ml'ti 3i|t(iRct7 TRW’TT 35T ci|IM<+> %333> t l  3n3TET3>clT

d ^ i d  3>t t i  ^n? R it i i  3>i t  s R ^ m i  i r s ^ r  

«TF?f ? t t  t l  f e T O #  viM^<WI SRTR ^  cFTI^ ^  t l  %,
<t>Ml ^  fa) TJvHJ ?R3>R qiP|{vJi|cr) i t  ^<t| 3 ?  6R<JIUII il^GT 
^  arfct^r <t>^ îR4l ^  fcR it3 i Pi<jRi (V R S ) 35T n-wiq ??i

7T3nft t l  M■clId4)1 if ?3W  flfcTQtf̂ RTT 3% fcMI uTFTT
m f^ l

3 ^  2001 3§t 'SFPFHT 35 STJTTR tfR<Jlull 3?f TTTSRcTT ^7 T F ^  3ft?TcT 
(65.38% ) 3$t cJeHT if ^ 5  (68.59% ) W&T t l  T̂f̂ cTT TTCRcTT ^ ?  
(54.16% ) 3ft 7T*$3 3ft?m 3ft <|cHT if (56.31% ) f * J  W f  t l  HWfoj) 
%STT 3>f 3^  2010 cT3) W^fFt &  k)& U  it, 3ffref, 2003 T̂3>

^  aid 4 cl ?rtt fvleff JJIlPld 3 R ^  ^  feT? ?TvSI ^  PFRH3 ft>i|l

t l  yiajftsjj ftnsn ^ra if ^rwiaft 3>i ’q ^ « 3 >  3>t ^ft35i

t l  cWlft. ?R3iR 3»t %  3 ?  «J|W if 5fT8jft3) 3if
fypT^ TTRI ’TO'f/WFf 3PT 3T»TT3 t , 3TT3??T3> StWlRch TTTEFTT
'MPl̂ dl <f>yî  I Reiid4) #  ’ft ?TWFRT TfBRRH 53H 35t
'jfpft ■fllfet} cilft> 5froft3i fttllc)4\ if 35?% 31^ Rtlll^i '̂l ^  Sf̂ cf 
<W3 3^ Ĵ?I fts?n v̂T ?T^I

?TSJ if ^  aft? ufRpi JR*IRTT ?RfT^yR3> t l  prf^R 3f?fl1^T «R T

^ ?  if ^an? 3>t '^ujnsfr t l  ^«¥f?  f^raT 3>i ^rftonaft ^ n
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#  fcPT vHjHld f^ F T  *IHcT 933 IlfcT 1000 ^cFTT

# 861) t l  TT̂ T flW R  cW  <t>ko(1 W  EZfPI •qifev; 3ffr
3 R t^vR , f v R i ^  a R w r  7W k  w n fv R t - s n f i t o  mR uiih t t  w e t  t ,  % 

TJETR ^  fcP? W Htltf # ?  WP$ %5RT SFTFft ^Tft^l

gRywr % %̂ icf afrf $wiloi«f> ^  sHt ^  fW re
tR EZJFT t^fT t  s fk  *-Mld f^iRT Hf^dtyRT ^  clgcT 
W>T vPRtPT WZ t l  cT*nf̂ , HfFT f̂ TT wjnj %  ^  r^f 3fa
vf&Pft &5f ^  *1̂ 41 ^  JPM % 3RR  t l  ?TT 'HM'WI 3>T TT5JT
<^<ff f̂lvRT TFTTOFf f̂ )<JI vjfpn Wlft'TI

fifa>Rf ^  t t  ^ T  fcRIT t  ‘J'HJ S'Hcfrl 3l^f •Ttf t

3RT ^  t l  3rf*Wm TFHI T O R  35T EZJPT >3'H<$ 10^f

■zftuHl ^  'MHftIM 3>t vTT% <Hcft ^ 2T fjfajRTR*?^ TFR^nsft ?f5t
3ifR fertHl t l  T T ^ I  ^  fifajRT 7TfrT cP3f 'dSl^dl

W M  cfR% ‘g’ft tl'H” 1dl gVfl I

VJMlMWI, <f|v*1l afRfrn >̂1 vjqMICH *TW>T: gfoTDIT ^l l̂ll 3<fr <1lR* pul'll
2002-2003
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I welcome the Chief Minister and his colleagues to this meeting for 
the finalisation of the Tenth Plan and the Annual Plan for 2002-03 of 
Himachal Pradesh.

The overall performance of the State during the Ninth Plan towards 
achievement o f the Plan targets has been encouraging. As against an 
approved outlay o f Rs.5,700 crore at 1996-97 prices, the likely 
expenditure stands at Rs.6,737.27 crore, which works out to 118.2% 
of the approved outlay. The expected aggregate resource mobilisation 
at Rs.6,087.8 crore is also higher by 6.8% of its projected level.

The increased reliance on borrowings to finance the Plan is however a 
matter of serious concern. Borrowings at Rs.6,381 crore are 105% of 
the total resource mobilisation during the Ninth Plan. The interest 
liability has nearly trebled from Rs.455 crore in 1997-98 to Rs. 1,227 
crore in 2001-02. These trends are unsustainable and threaten to lead 
the State into debt trap.

The progress made by the State Government in the sphere o f human 
development is noteworthy. From an abysmal literacy rate o f merely 
32% in 1971— 43.2% for males and 20.2% for females— the State 
has progressed to 77.1% in 2001— 86% for males and 68.1% for 
females. The gross enrolment ratio for classes VI to VIII is also 
satisfactory at 85.2 as against the national average of 58.8. Attention 
needs to be paid to reducing the drop-out rate for classes I to X, which 
is still rather high at 40.4 per cent.

Similarly, the health indices o f the State as judged by lower crude 
birth rate (23.8), crude death rate (7.3) and infant mortality rate (62) 
are better in relation to all-India figures. Life expectancy at 63.3 is 
also higjher than the all-India level o f 58.7. The sex ratio at 970 in
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relation to 933 at all-India level is also favourable. The decline in 
coverage under immunisation programme, decline in vasectomies over 
the years and fall in the number of persons accepting sterilisation, 
however, are worrying and require efforts for reversal.

There is need to arrest the decline in the production of foodgrains, 
which decreased from 14.33 lakh tonnes in 1990-91 to 12.1 lakh 
tonnes in 2000-01. Further, the growth in the production of eggs is 
not commensurate with the good population of poultry in the State. 
Artificial insemination activity needs to be strengthened in the co
operative sector. There is also good potential for rabbit breeding. The 
State may be developed as a model, especially, for Angora breed rabbit.

The physical progress o f major and medium irrigation projects in the 
State in the Ninth Plan was not commensurate with the expenditure 
incurred on them. I am informed that the physical achievement was 
just 25% of the target in the first four years of the Ninth Plan, whereas 
the expenditure incurred was about 150% of the target during this 
period. The water rates, which were last revised in 1981, need early 
revision. The State Government should also take steps for downsizing 
the establishment in this sector.

In the power sector, some progress has been made by the State in the 
reduction in transmission and distribution losses of Himachal Pradesh 
State Electricity Board. However, the State Government should take 
necessary steps to reduce the gap between the average cost of supply 
of electricity at Rs.2.87 per unit and the average tariff for supply at 
Rs.2.49 per unit projected for 2002-03 and also bring down the cost 
on establishment and administrative charges, which are quite high at 
42% of the total revenue expenditure.

Tourism is a potential growth sector for the State, in which it has 
been making efforts. The 13.7% increase in the arrival of domestic 
tourists between 1997 and 1999 and 46.3% increase in foreign tourists 
as against the national-level increase of 10.1% and 5.8% respectively 
in the same period are noteworthy. The State Government may consider 
increasing accessibility of flora and fauna-rich alpine regions o f the
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State by providing better transport and communication and through 
promotional and publicity efforts.

As you know, the preparation of a State Development Report for the 
State under the aegis o f a Core Group headed by Shri Kamaluddin 
Ahmed, Member, Planning Commission is under way. I hope that 
this exercise will help the State in accelerating its growth rate and 
evolving a better strategy for its future development.

I would like to dose with a caution. At the core o f the fiscal problems 
of the State, to which I had briefly mentioned earlier, lies the heavy 
burden o f government’s own establishment. As you are aware, 
Himachal has 22 government servants per 1000 of population, which 
is among the highest for any State in the country. All of government’s 
revenue receipts are eaten away by committed liabilities such as salaries, 
pensions and debt servicing leaving no room for development. If not 
corrected, this will seriously impact the development efforts o f the 
State in the Tenth Plan.

* Opening Remarks at the discussion on the Tenth Plan and the Annual Plan 2002-03 o f  
Himachal Pradesh
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s n a r e r s  < * ^ < 5 )  ^ f t u R T  3# ?  

q|Rf«b îtuRT 2002-03

Stlyii'S g5t <il'Jt'ii 2002-03 slfcR W  ^  v3^7 %

| e n f  %, 3  ? T R ^ S  ^  yst|*idfl 3 ft? ^Tg^flfWt ^T  ^FIcT

9R?rr 1̂ <5xi41 <ra<T#zr 4’i^ h i ^>t j w t  ^  t l ’T?*^ ^ii^ - s  tpht

qif^q> ytupfT t l

iT R Q 3  ?JvHI ^)t t  «ft ^IvHff if  f^FT t l  f?T

?r<sf % ttfr  1̂ apten^RT ' j s r  a i^ ic t  t  ^ft 3>ct & W o f 3>t 29 wfct*id

^  Tft 3 rf ^ T  t l  H'fcleM? % 0 * ft0  ^W -H© !! SRo? 338 srf^cT t .  rft 

cjclHlc^fch ^  g>JT t l  F le iiW  80 MfcRlrT ejWt ^ T  ci|cj<Hiii F̂>fa t ,  

^ c f  ^  ^  cHT*?7! 2 5 %  % t t  r̂>fa 3ft \5n<ft t  3ft? ^ < t )l  <&cld 8 HfrRRT 

£ra % t t  f^rart ^ T c W  t l  ? i^ r  upRhszfr $  27.1 
flftRRT vRuTRfhr 3ft? 1 1 .9 %  3 ) ^ f t d  w f o  t l

?re*r nr<^fci4> 3ft? g?t ^  enft t l  'sn?<sre g>f

sri^nfvRT f tg K  ^rvHj <$ 3?fBrqri7r vjei'pi ?m t  faejcr ^ trft afa B ra  f ?  

t l  ?T^r PfcT 3TTO 3>t «l<iMl t ,  aft? ^ I T  ^

uH'ti<#il ^  HfcT?RT % ?Tpft t l  ^?TT 3t?% g> fcTX* ^  ftcfrl'H 

5 ?  % frftr cTTft M l

?Tusj % ^n c i g  'w nfto  ^  ^?r&  «rr% t  «it shiof,

W  2002 % WtdlRd t l  3  3fT9IT cfT?cTT f  1% ? ^  ?T?357? 

srawraft $  3T3^?r ^=# ?r?fcRT cfWr rft i f t t w i a rro?  j r h  

^ f t l

?Tu9 4)4 * m m i ~$r  <i41 t l  <& a ltd tP w  f^9>RT ^

f ^ t  ^»3lt %tfcT W T  31TTZZR> t l  flufcft % ^9T? W^f &  fclVj
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Rvj|c?1 Q<?l ct>x% 3lfr? facR0! tpl 4>l4 SRPI-^IoFT Pl<t>l̂ l 
fflM'l 'T? aJW fcfWR «P$I *T̂t 7T3SJ ^T Hili'H e?RT fa> ^ 5  tt
arstSt czigw, jraw sft? btotrt for ^  fyre^t jprfcf
gjT w  jrr^ t 7^1 ^ ^  sfj& t w?ctt f  1%
% sfTf {%<TO tR clrf̂ nTcT HTR $l ft^d &5f if ^4d cPTRTT
w rt affc tfa*> 5̂T ’ft ^iRi=tk>'i ^yifcf^y ^ rt ^rfttjl ^cfte 
efrs W  ^ ?T  20% t ,  if 7JEIR cfRT Hiaift<f> cWJ #TT
W lf^ l

TTvHJ % d^-ftcf)) f^IST 3ft? M4d^ ^  R<f>l'H tf>t Ĵ't’ Ĥld 3>t t ,  \i'H<+>l

# WMld 4»!dl f l

#3RT ■qansf 3tlt|lRd ^f fa^jRT cZJTJ gst \jqt[g?T 1R5FT 
ft  del I %l *j£f a im  t  f^> TT'HI T O 5 R  ^5f3 F̂TTct ?PTO ??T 3 R  3>f S IR

if ? M l

'tgieil~l ^  \3rMlc;cf>c(| eft 3R5 TTvZfr 3>t ^cRl if 0)14)1 3r*T t l  W  
f̂ FcTT «F>T f^RT t l  f>fa f^JRT ^I^f ^T  ~$> 7?R if 3)*ft eflf W
'iHcDcfl t l  cpfa r̂ <t)l’ff t<J TfvSI >̂f yJ^d^d 4Wl, vTfR '(aî  ^ aii^Pfcp 
dq)*f|cp ^5t «j)^cj)l cT5> xTgWRT Wlft'T cltft) ’tSl^JtHl 3>t \3cMW<frdl % 

^f I 7T3?T g?f TJ37Tcj?R ♦l̂ TS'1'51 3)f «t>ŷ  ^  SiWSJiJchdl 11

t?g> 3Ri f^RH gJT f ^ r  ?r^r % fWgrf ^famart ^fcr gj’ft t l  f»fa 
SffltocTr t t  t, cWf 3ttq?̂ <pdl t  %  W?fcf> VtWTJ^ 411'fi'l

?TvKT 5)t ^pff f̂ TtwfSRT Wff ?RWT3ft W  f^RR f^IT «fHJI if 
3 ftoR  JTfcT̂  1500 PfoMiTT ^  t l  f^ f f  ’ft 
■JfF 4>M *1̂ 1 t l  <1^ 'H'i4)W cT *11 oil ^ )  *̂T «RT̂ j? *1d̂ )M
?r 3Hi Rihi^ +ny*il f̂)f f^nnl^T cwr ^Ppt?t m*ft ^ t ^sufto) 
t̂F*T <t)X4) «PIM̂ ?R> W H  cRT 7RTETR W? TTcfuft t l  
r̂aT ^  f^STO ^  foH? VTRR vdMd*! t l  îK’td'S '4lv»«U if ^ f  ’ft r̂f̂ ElR 
»̂t T̂Ŝ cT 5 ^  «T3 t, fyRT* WlHN fa«PTH ^  fct^ iH-HltH < l^d  

W f  f̂ t l
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'OvST ^TPI #  'TFft 3>T tfWW 3loilf2j<j> (xl»dl 35T f^R T

# i  fM c r  i t o  f^ R T ^ m  a n ^ F ^  t l  j r f ^ t  t  ttv *i  t r ? f r  

% ^  Rtfri'H ^  foTtj Tjg> jjl^oc «mi<*>x fg? % t o  g>t
t l  3RT &^f ^  fcT̂ T jra>R fltufge Wlft̂ TI

FToiif^ 1950  ^  ^f*T TJSITT c f> |^  ^TT% ^TcTT 1^5R  q?cTT TT35T SJT, 5 IR Q 5  

i f  iJPtgSTRt #  ^raf $  9 |?T  WJ JPlfcT | f  t l  uhHT% 3TPT ^TFTcf t .  HT’f N  

TTeM ^  <4)KJ il i f  3R?jcT SRFTFT ftcRW  tJ3» cf>iyu| gg^fjfT

W  t l  5TT TTS7 % g>t 9 #  TRSJT t ,  s ft?  TTWtff \ 3 ^

SteFT c u i ^  t l  ?^T THft <t)l*j>*ll ^TM ld^ ^ T  Tt e fF J f ^ l T  'jfFfT « tllt^ l

2fF JRfRFfaf t  VFKI TTWTT % fT I 3?R  SJFT f^JT  t l

mRe) ^  3> R<t>W cfrt TF3?f % ?§cT 3)l4?^4Jdl t l  ^  cp ^R cR ^) 

ift 4gd t l  ?TT% '(JtIK dl*t 3Tra?*JSfxTT t l  T T^ I if TT^apt 3>T \3fToT 

^  Hfeifi ^  fcTJ Trg? ■q'fyRI «H l4 ) uTFft

Wrf% ,̂ cTlf^j f^f$FT i f  fT I W f  g>T ?|HT|i^ ? f  TT3>I

5Fg?3 ■HlMtj'S t l  TnSRcTT 351 T?R ^  T^Rezi W l  2001 

\J!'l<l“ l’ ll ^  3FJTTR TF3?T i f  'HKNd'l 351 T?R 5 4 .1 3  3jfcRRT t ,  v f l %  ^  

!TRcT 35T 6 5 .3 8  irfcRTcf t l  3?[ TTTSRcTT ^TvpCT % 6 7 .9 4  flftRRT t ,  

’ TftcTTaft 3>t <^q<H 3 9 .3 8  JlfcRIRT t l  3) uflfcT sflT

yRXinfct TnSRcTT TT5?T ^  3ttTRT Tf t l  TFHf ?TT 3Tt?

f^T6T BZJFT 3TT^?WeTT t l  S T * j f ^ ,  JTTHlf*Rf> f̂ ISTT ^  TIM-TTW,

< *» ^ «  f^rar aft? vfleilRicti ftraT ^  <̂ <ji4i ^ r  Pidid an^rascn
t l

Tfvzf ^  ^cf yvjm iHHdi ^  ^  ^t^<R an î TFHft ^
^cPIT ^f a f lR j  t  ?TT# ^ T R  cTT% 3JMWW3I t l  #

cut^fr, MRiiiRchi anl^ $> ^tht ^f oicfl t l

A'Sl'ftef ^letut) cfcjj % f^5 c fR 5 t ^  ^  <aio?) ^  t l  5^T T fW f  ^RI

^ ht dWf^ci % ^rar^v? tmri upfH r̂sff % >d^Rtd f^f^Rrr ^jawi

anrra t l  t r ^ r  f r r  sfR s if t  M  ^  ^r%ar

°*rf^vrat 'H^Rid Rll^)rHI R d l^  ^  JTORT 9?T% W lf^ l
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TFHT if <wn t l  W®T §<r>i§*('i <?>T wfa"! chxi
\d*i4>l ^'I'^Rci <3>t <i>mHI ^FTlt 'J||*T1 t||RU{l

t̂ uFTT̂ t W IT  % R'i'ite'1 W3<ft W  ?tt t l  ?TWR ¥T?3ty 
il)*nui xlv»i«H't JRrT 4>yctl% ^5t 3TT? EZflFT ^TT |̂f^l> Tjg ^vjpTR ^  
f?P? vc»M̂<W ITtBR M M  WT% 3>t 3dq*qqnii
t l

3TTO vilMci t  %  ^H T STFfPT ?T̂ T Rcpl't) Rm'ic5 ?5T t l  ?% STRIT 
t  %  fa te  ?T Î ftchm % eTTWW affc w fp f t  f%5 ?Wti

3 Ml WHS 35T g t̂ncFi StTOTS 3ft iflviHI 3fr? *ftv>RT 2002-2003
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I welcome the Chief Minister of Karnataka and his colleagues to this 
meeting organised for finalising the Tenth Plan (2002-07) and the 
Annual Plan for 2002-03 of the State.

I would like to congratulate the Chief Minister for achieving a 
realisation of about 111% the projected resources in the Ninth Plan. 
Karnataka is one of the four States among 15 major States, which had 
been able to realise more resources than projected during the Ninth 
Plan. However, I would like to say that this achievement was due to 
the State’s own efforts brought about by a rise in borrowings, including 
State Provident Fund, loans against small savings, net market 
borrowings (SLR), negotiated loans and other finances, debentures/ 
bonds. The State has also been able to realise more Central Assistance 
for Externally Aided Projects. One o f the areas of concern is realisation 
of BCR, which is 16.8% of the Ninth Plan projection only. The State 
is advised to contain the net borrowing to a sustainable level as 
suggested in the medium-term fiscal policy signed by the State with 
the Department o f Expenditure. It is also suggested that the pension 
liabilities may be accommodated within the corpus of Pension Fund. 
The State may strive to increase die share of project-based finance in 
aggregate Plan resources and progressively reduce the share o f untied 
grants and loans in aggregate Plan resources.

I am happy to state that the level of village connectivity at 99.62%, 
achieved by the State, is very satisfactory and only 103 out of a total 
of 27,066 villages remained to be connected by all-weather roads. I 
hope that 78 villages would have been connected with rural roads up 
to now. I am also happy to note that after bifurcation of KSRTC into 
four corporations, the financial performance has improved substantially 
from 1998-99 onwards. The fleet utilization of all the four corporations
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taken together is more than 90% and is slightly higher than the 
national average of 89 per cent.

I am happy to know that the Government of Karnataka has signed an 
MOU with the Ministry of Power to affirm its commitment for power 
sector reforms and enacted Karnataka Electricity Reform Act in 1999. 
A ten-year financial restructuring plan has been prepared with a 
commitment to extend financial support o f Rs. 8,999 crore up to 
2005. The Electricity Regulatory Commission has been set up and 
the same has become functional. It has issued its first tariff order in 
December 2000. The average tariff for sale o f power for 2002-03 is 
estimated at Rs. 2.70 per unit while the cost of supply is projected at 
Rs. 3.70 per unit. Thus the State recovers the revenue to the extent of 
73% only. The revenue arrears of the Corporation for 2000-01 are 
estimated at Rs. 1,166.35 crore, including about Rs. 400 crore 
receivable from agricultural consumers. The State Government is 
providing a subsidy of Rs. 2,389.48 crore on the recommendation of 
State Electricity Regulatory Commission.

The crop productivity in the State has remained stagnant over the 
last 25 years. The focus should be on increasing productivity by 
appropriate package o f agricultural practices and better water 
management practices, more specifically in view of the rain-fed farming 
in large areas of the State. There is a need for diversification of the 
cropping pattern.

I am told that horticulture is a thriving sector in the State. Due to the 
focus given to this sector by the State Government, the achievement 
of productivity of citrus fruits, grapes, guava, papaya, sapota and many 
vegetables has become far above the all-India average. The National 
Dairy Development Board has taken up a pilot project for setting up 
a Horticulture Terminal Market and associated facilities at Bangalore. 
This will help in establishing alternative marketing having backward 
linkage with farmers and forward linkages with the retailers. The 
Government of Karnataka has already signed a MOU with the National 
Dairy Development Board in this regard. I hope this Market, when 
completed in 2003, will handle 1.1 million kg per day or 30% of the
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estimated demand. This will give a tremendous boost to die farmers 
engaged in die horticulture sector.

I am happy to note that the State has taken action to set up Raitha 
Mitra Kendras. These Centres will provide technical assistance at the 
doorstep of the farmers and also serve as useful centres of information 
to the farmers regarding farm input and output. The involvement of 
the public and private sectors in running these Kendras is a progressive 
measure adopted by the State Government.

The State has done a commendable job in the implementation of 
watershed development programme during the last two decades. The 
Karnataka Watershed Development Project is being implemented since 
September 2001 in five districts. I am happy to note that the 
participation of the all the stakeholders, including the public, by 
contributing towards the cost is an important feature o f this 
programme. I congratulate the State for taking such progressive 
measures.

The health indices of the States are better than the national average. 
However, the life expectancy for the men is slighdy lower than the 
all-India average. The current trend suggests that the State is likely to 
achieve the NRR of 1 by 2009. The NFHS-II, however, has shown an 
unmet need of spacing at 8.3%, which is among the highest in the 
country, which needs to be bridged. It has been noticed that the 
number of acceptors of various family planning methods has shown a 
decline in recent years. Ten districts in the State have been identified 
with a high prevalence of HIV in the high-risk group. It is suggested 
that suitable steps should be taken for containing this dreaded disease.

Karnataka has higher literacy rate than the national average. The decadal 
growth o f the State literacy level during the last decade is however not 
as impressivfi The national literacy rate increased by 13.17% as 
compared to Karnataka’s 11.00 per cent. There is a gap of 19% between 
the male and female literacy levels, which needs to be bridged by 
special measures. It has also been noticed that 13 out of 27 districts 
of die State have a literacy rate lower than the national average. The
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State Government is advised to implement the goal o f universal 
elementary education and full literacy within the stipulated time.

During 2000-01 the drop-out rate at primary level was 13.30 per 
cent. The data shows that the drop-out rate for the girls in the primary 
classes was lower than for the boys. These rates were about 1/3"1 of 
the national average, which is a matter o f pride. However, the drop
out rate at the middle level classes were 62.47%, which is higher 
than the all-India figure of 54.53 per cent.

The mid-day meal scheme is being implemented in seven educationally 
backward districts of North East Karnataka. In view o f the recent 
Supreme Court judgment, the State Government is bound to provide 
hot cooked meal to all children in the target groups by 28th May 
2002. It is suggested that tremendous efforts are required on the part 
of the State Government to implement the judgment of the Hon’ble 
Supreme Court.

I am happy to note that the Karnataka Government has issued the 
Notification on the revision of water rates in April 2001 after a gap of 
15 years. As a result of this revision the revenue is expected to increase 
roughly by about 2-1/2 times from the existing level. There is over
exploitation of ground water in six blocks and there are about 12 dark 
blocks in the State. The State Government is requested to introduce 
some legislation to restrict further exploitation of ground water and 
take suitable measures for rainwater harvesting.

I have touched upon only some of the important sectors. I have 
reiterated my suggestion during our Annual Plan discussions last year. 
The State Government may kindly take urgent steps to prepare “Vision 
2020” Document of the State.

* Opening Remarks at the discussion on the Tenth Plan and the Annual Plan 2002-03 o f  
Karnataka
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I welcome the Chief Minister o f Kerala and his colleagues to this 
meeting organised for finalising the Tenth Plan (2002-07) and the 
Annual Plan for 2002-03 of the State.

Kerala has achieved commendable demographic and human resource 
development indices in the fields of education and health and it is the 
envy of other developing States. However, we are concerned about the 
financial position of the State. In spite of commendable demographic 
indices, the State has become a high-cost, low-investment, low- 
employment and low-productivity economy. As against the Ninth 
Plan projection of Rs. 11,406.83 crore of States Own Resources (SOR) 
and aggregate Plan Resources of Rs.16,100 crore, the expected 
realisation will be Rs.7,855.58 crore (about 68.87%) and 
Rs. 10,487.13 crore (65.14%) respectively. The revised outlay for the 
current financial year 2001-02 has been downsized by 25% from 
Rs.3,015 crore to Rs.2,260 crore.

The tax-SDP ratio of Kerala decreased from 9.83 in 1993-94 to 8.85 
in 1999-2000. As mentioned earlier, the Ninth Plan performance in 
resource mobilisation was far below the target. Therefore, your Tenth 
Plan proposals have to be examined in the above backdrop. The State 
Government, it appears, wishes to increase the ouitlay for the Annual 
Plan 2002-03 by 78% as compared to the Annual Plan 2001-02 and 
the Tenth Plan outlay by 63% as compared to the Ninth Plan. This 
level o f Plan size will be achievable only if you reform the State economy 
by restructuring the power sector, transport sector and State public 
sector enterprises and by reducing expenditure etc.

TENTH PLAN & ANNUAL PLAN 2002-03
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We understand that in spite o f the tariff revision, the gap between the 
average cost of supply and average tariff realised in the power sector 
continues to be about 86 paise per unit sold. Even though the 
Government of Kerala iias signed an MOU with the Ministry o f Power, 
Government o f India, the State Government has to initiate reform 
and restructuring of the State Electricity Board (SEB). It also needs 
to set up State Electricity Regulatory Commission without further 
delay. The tariff structure has to be reviewed suitably to make it 
commercially viable so as to make the SEB internally generate the 
required resources. ‘

The contribution of the industrial sector to the State economy is not 
satisfactory. Steps need to be taken immediately for making the State 
economy investment-friendly and concentrate on proper and suitable 
infrastructure development to facilitate and stimulate private sector 
investments. We hope that the State Government will seriously 
consider the recommendations of the newly constituted Enterprise 
Reforms Committee to modernise, downsize and restructure the State 
public sector enterprises. Efforts to revive the sick units, if any, should 
be guided purely by commercial considerations.

The tourism industry, which has generated 1.5 lakh jobs direcdy and 
5.5 lakh jobs indirectly, needs a further boost by providing world- 
class facilities to the tourists but at the same time preserving and 
protecting the fragile eco system-

Wc are equally concerned with the poor performance of Kerala State 
Road Transport Corporation (KSRTC). The net annual loss of the 
Corporation is over Rs. 100 crore. During the Tenth Plan there is a 
need for improvement in the physical performance of the Corporation 
by replacement o f the over-aged buses, less dependence on market 
borrowings and review o f subsidised fare structure. The reasons for 
poor performance o f KSRTC vis-(l-vis the private sector need to be 
identified and suitable steps taken to improve its performance in both 
physical and financial terms.
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We find that the education sector in Kerala is facing the problem of 
uneconomic schools and surplus teachers. This problem has to be 
solved by re-deploying the surplus teachers suitably and productively.

We are happy to note that you have transferred as many as 28 out of
29 subjects to the Panchayat Raj institutions and are also proposing 
to earmark 1/3"1 of the Plan funds as untied resources. In this context, 
care should be taken to re-deploy the idle manpower in the 
Government who were hitherto engaged in the activities transferred 
to local bodies.

I find that the percentage of rural population living below poverty 
line in the State has declined from 25.76% in 1993-94 to 9.38% in 
1999-2000 as against the corresponding all-India figures of 37.27% 
and 27.09% respectively. This is indeed praiseworthy. I am confident 
that the State is taking necessary steps to minimise the intra-State 
disparity in the levels o f poverty and social infrastructure development. 
The State has made important strides in the reduction of poverty 
through local self-governments and the State Poverty Eradication 
Mission called “Kundumbashree” (SHG).

The agriculture development of the State has, however, not been very 
impressive. The production of foodgrains has fallen from 12.98 lakh 
tonnes in 1980-81 to 7.9 lakh tonnes, of which 7.7 lakh tonnes are 
rice, in 1999-2000, mainly due to diversion of area to high-value 
non-food crops. The agriculture sector recorded a growth rate of 3.60% 
during the Eighth Plan whereas its annual average growth rate for the 
first three years of the Ninth Plan was only 2.27 per cent.

The States coconut and cashew nut plantations are old and in certain 
areas severely affected by pests and diseases. There has been a severe 
incidence of coconut mite in the State. I would request the Chief 
Minister to take initiatives for production of bio-control agent, in 
collaboration with the ICAR research institutes to contol or prevent 
this pest.
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The other sector causing concern is irrigation. Several irrigation projects 
have been dragging from one Plan to another without getting 
completed in a time-bound manner. The water rate recovery is only 
around 29% of the O&M  charges. Lift irrigation schemes have not 
been successful due to very low rates. User groups have to participate 
in management of assets in irrigation as well as water supply.

We are aware of the reform process initiated in the State. Success will 
be achieved only if you move forward despite difficulties and to the 
extent possible the Planning Commission would help you.

1 am sure these issues are already receiving your attention.

* Opening Remarks at the discussion on the Tenth Plan and the Annual Plan 2002-03 o f  Kerala
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I welcome the Chief Minister and his colleagues to this meeting for 
finalising the Tenth Plan and the Annual Plan for 2002-03 of Madhya 
Pradesh.

With the re-organisation of the State on 1" November 2000, the 
projections o f the Ninth Plan with the actual realisation in terms of 
resource mobilisation and expenditure are not comparable. However, 
the performance of Madhya Pradesh during the last two years of the 
Ninth Plan is satisfactory. The expenditure as proportion of the 
approved outlay during 2000-01 and 2001-02 stood at 96.4% and 
104.7% respectively. The State’s Own Resources also shows 
improvement from Rs. 1,781 crore, as indicated at the time of the 
finalisation of the Annual Plan for 2001-02, to Rs. 1,878 crore.

I note that there has been a negative growth rate in the Net State 
Domestic Product at constant prices o f 1993-94 in 2000-01 at 10.4% 
as against a positive growth o f around 6% between 1994-95 and 
1999-2000. This is a cause for concern and needs to be analysed and 
explained. Steps should be taken to get this trend reversed.

I would also like to draw the attention of the State Government to the 
marginal decline in the percentage of rural population living below 
the poverty line in the State from 40.6% in 1993-94 to 37.1% in 
1999-2000, as against the sharp decline at the all-India level from 
37.3% to 27.1 per cent.

The new Economic Development Policy 2001 of the State envisages 
an integrated effort towards economic development by laying thrust 
on linkage of industry to markets and suppliers, to infrastructure, 
technology and to skilled manpower. I hope the potential of setting 
up industries relating to petrochemicals, automobiles, electronic and

TENTH PLAN & ANNUAL PLAN 2002-03
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telecommunications will be realised during the Tenth Plan. The State 
Government may further encourage handlooms, handicrafts, khadi 
and village industries, which have aHarge potential o f generating 
employment.

The agriculture sector requires due attention, as 77% of the population 
is still dependent on it, while it contributes only 34.9% to the State 
Domestic Product. The productivity of rice, wheat and sugarcane are 
60%, 66% and 59% respectively o f the all-India levels. These need 
to be improved further by enhancing the irrigation facilities and 
consolidation of agricultural holdings.

The level of ground water development in the State is 16.5% against 
the all-India average of 31.9 per cent. The State has 3 dark blocks out 
o f the total 459 blocks. Necessary steps should be taken to stop 
unscientific extraction of ground water and to promote rainwater 
harvesting and watershed development in the dark blocks.

The measures, such as Padhana-Badhana Andolan and Education 
Guarantee Scheme, taken by the State Government to revitalise the 
literacy movement have led to an improvement in the literacy rate 
from 44.2% in 1991 to 64% in 2001, which is appreciable. However, 
rural female literacy disparity, which is the heart of illiteracy problem 
in the State, requires due attention. More than 75% of the districts 
in die State have a literacy rate of less than 40 per cent. Nearly half of 
the State’s total districts have a rural female literacy rate o f less than
30 per cent. The SC/ST female literacy rate too is very low, i.e. 18.1% 
and 10.7% respectively.

The decadal growth rate of population in the reorganised Madhya 
Pradesh is 24.34% during 1991-2000, which is higher than the all- 
India average of 21.34 per cent. The health and demographic indices 
of the State, such as birth rate, death rate and infant mortality rate are 
above the national level. There is thus a need to improve further die 
quality, content and coverage of health care facilities.

The power supply position has come under stress after die creation of 
Chhattisgarh. Therefore, redoubled efforts need to be made by the
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State Government for power sector reform and financial sustainability. 
In this context, the gap of more than Rs.2 per unit between die cost 
of supply and the average tariff for electricity and the transmission 
and distribution losses, which stand at 50.9% against the national 
average of 28.8%, need to be reduced urgently.

In the area o f road transport, Madhya Pradesh State Road Transport 
Corporation is incurring huge losses, which might be due to high 
percentage (43%) of over-aged buses, poor fleet utilisation, low vehicle 
productivity and tough competition from the private operators. The 
State Government may examine the possibilities of the restructuring 
or disinvestment of the Corporation to avert the losses to the exchequer.

I am happy with the progress that Madhya Pradesh has achieved in 
respect of devolution of power, both financial and administrative, to 
the Panchayats and urban local bodies. I understand that progress has 
been made by transferring the functions o f 23 Departments to the 
Panchayati Raj institutions and financial powers for approval of 
schemes up to different levels by Gram Panchayats, Janpad Panchayats 
and Zila Panchayats, besides allocation of 2.9% share of gross tax and 
non-tax revenue to the Gram Panchayats. Innovative schemes based 
on popular participation, such as Gyandoot, Rogi Kalyan Samiti, etc., 
have given a fillip to the development efforts of the State.

I hope the preparation o f State Development Report for Madhya 
Pradesh by the Core Group headed by Shri Som Pal, Member, 
Planning Commission will help the State in accelerating its growth 
rate and evolving a better strategy for its future development.

* English version o f  the Opening Remarks n u d e in Hindi a t Hie discussion on the Tenth Plan and
the Annual Plan 2002-03 o f  Madhya Pradesh
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c jlR c ft i f f v R T

2002-03
4, w  jr^?r snvKj- 3>t 3rf$3> ^Turi 2002-03 ctstt 3̂  # 3 r t  35t aifcrc
•w ^  fcT̂  3Tratf r̂a $33> % *j'tsti*i-=n ^ t slk  w*flf*rat
3>T Wl'ld 3)̂ cTT ^ l

1 »T3*«r7, 2000 3% >4|vrl| ^  ^  T̂W, T̂OTtFT 3ft? oi|q ^
3?sJ if cJ|'tclRc<7 3?J^t <if^a ■rfl4T 'ZjtuFfT cRT f̂fvRT 3FJ*rFf gel 4) <4 ”TI?t 
t l  cWlft, ?M f 4l'>Hl ^  PtYJcf 2 ^  ttezj JT^T 3)T
^?tcftWW t l  3^  2000-01 3fk  2001-02 3> #?FT STJiflfel f̂eZTZT 3> 
ST^qicT ^  ‘WT 3  cTO gR?T: 96.4%  3jfc 104.7%  8ITI W  3) ft^ft
'H'rtlWl'l % ift cJlf^cb -qtvRT 2001-02 3>t StfcR tfrltft 3> ̂ 3  #  1781
3v?l^ W J  T̂ 333R  1878 3>^l? W J  cT3) 3>T ^EtR qJflki *T3T t l

<f% ^0T t  f a  3 ^  1994-95 3tk  1999-2000 3> oTWT 6%  3>t 
'M«l5i'<lc*ttT> f^cpRT 3 ?  3)t geHi % 3 ^  2000-01 % 1993-94 ^  f ^ R  ^cdt 

PMH ^T^T 'dcMiq % 10.4% 3>t H<PKic*ia> f^TOf t l  3 F
fa'dl 3>T t^RI t  3fr? §'«<») fcl?ct^u| 3fk o q i^ i f̂ jTT v̂ y% 
t  cTSTT ?^T M<jfrl 3% 333% >̂ foPJ 3)3*1 vSOÎ i W% WTfttjl

3  ?T^T '?R3)R 3>T EZTPT T O  JT̂ ST 7̂1̂ ? % TpMt 3)t ĜTT % %t*T ^tt 
ill*flul vFRTT ^  IffcRfRT % 31141 '*Tl*1l-vf<T> 3v*ft 3)t 3Tt? t̂t fcfcTRT ^IPUI 
f  «it 1993-94 ^  40.6 sfcT?RT ^  TJ^3R 1999-2000 % 37.1 fl^RRT 
’ i f  t  5^T3)t ^cFTT % 3)Rdd TTRcfhl ^cR tR 7j|f PkMd 3^t 3TT̂ t
t  ^  1993-94 % 37.3 jrfcTTRT % T i z m  1999-2000 % 27.1 Jff̂ RRT ^  * l f  
t l

?T3?l 3>t Tift 3TT^3> fcT3)TO %tf% 2001, uft vieiVi 3?t 3T«TRt sfr? 
3TTl̂ 35frf3rt ^  3I5RT7=RT, 35T uRSlf̂ T 3) TrW
'M6«Hdl R̂ yft? ĉT 3Tff̂ 3) f̂ 3?RT 3>t 3Tt7 v;<J)1gjd MHT 3rRtt t, 
E3R 3t^T t l  3TRTT <5̂ TT ^  ft) ^R̂ TTZFT, 3TT̂ Nt3T5cT, §cl<T̂ lPl<D
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aft? ^ # 9 1 ?  %  '{MlRl'd vJ^Vfl Wimi gft 'HNlRdl ^  4^41 
TJtuHi <*WlH <rtlq»k f ^ J T  vjfFPTTl 3M M I y i ^  ?R3>f? ^SJoFRWT,

swftrw, *ar4t aft? ttpt \3eil*tj f̂ PT% ^3H 3>?% 3?t gjraft
?PTT̂ TT t, 3>f Mlodlfeci ^ 1

SlcRj ^? Ŵ frRT 6STPT gft 3dq^q)dl t, 77 HftRRT
uH?j?3JT 3rtt ’ft 3?T q? f^ffa t  vnqft) ?F3*I vi l̂c( if 
’TT5f 34.9 SlfcfSRT 9>T t l  ĴWct, i f f  aft? 7F% 3>t vddJl^dl ufr
atf&ct ’TR^f ?d? ^  STJWT sFTSff: 60%, 66% aft? 59% JffcRRT t, ^  
Rrti4 4<oicb< «f>fa «ftcfr gft ^ 4 4 )  w%$> aft? 3rî ra> ?jsjt?
fajT? yf[% gft 3tiq*4|cf>fl| t l

?T5*I if, ’J3f?T f^riRT ?<R ^Racrl ’TRcft̂ T 3ft?TcT 31.9% =fft tjdHI if, 

16.5% t l  if «|>5f 459 if ^  3 51<4) «dl<t> t l  ‘*Jv'̂ tci
ai3sllPl<*> <*>̂ ul cfjt vW*l 3lt? cP?f 'jfcf ?hT?nr cfSTI •si <*5 <Hi«n'l if
yfcRhf? f̂ <t>l>H yl̂ Hll̂ d g>?% ^  fcT̂  3TTg?W \3ol̂  v3Tf% 3?t 
3||cHfi(chc1l t l

?TCT??tT arPW R 3>f |£*î Tf<3d cR?% gToTT STt&cR fuft??t 1991

if ?TT5RcTT ^ ?  4 4 .2 %  ^f 3335? 2001 if 6 4 %  ^t TR?t, iRRFfhT t l  cT*nft, 

ill4)u| ’TftcfTSjt 'NlftWd! $  3)'H^Hdl, ? I^ I  if f%?ST?cTT 'HHWiaft 

3>T t ,  ^J? SEIFT wfFt 3>t 3TOW355TT t l  ?f^f if 7 5 %  ^

3t|£|<fr> (v>t  ̂ 4 0 %  «lft ?fTSR9T ^ ?  ?t ’ft 4)*l t l  1T-H•*I W f  M̂ &l ^  5>d 

f^Toft if %  3TI% f^Tcft 3>t W f M  *fftefT3It ?TO?cTT 3? 3 0 %  %  ’ ft %Nf 

t l  3T^?jt^T uTlfcI/3FJ'?j1%cf vRv^rftf 3>t *TftcTO?t 3>t TTTSRcIT <?? ’ ft 4gd 

t t  m  t , 3J2lfa sFTCt: 1 8 .1 %  3ft? 10 .7 %  t l

1991-2000 ^  f̂?FT W f Û ?T if ^ F R t W  g?f ^?
24.34 aft, yfr 3T%ct ’TRtft̂ r 21.34 ?f f̂t vJW t l  ?T f̂ ^
w ? 82t aft? xsproif^igThi ft> vjp*? ? ?  aff? ftrg

5̂5 ^? 3nft aft ? i^ y  ? r̂? % ^  t i  w r ?  w iw f w  'gfatnaft
^Iqni, f^RT aft? q»<l  ̂ if aft? 3l1W  ŜH? 3fT5TO!Pc!T t l

<j? ŜWfd 3 0 ^  q? ’ft ŜTFT 3TT R̂TT t l  ft^d ^fW
^w? aft? wcm ^  fotri ?T5*r ?t?q>i? gt?r 55% ujtrt ft>rj yn%
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^5t StlcTPERRTT t l  3?I ^ERpf % cJl'lfl 3ft? fi|\*cfl ^> ■ifl'tld 5RJ^> % 2 
JffcT ^p ld  %  SlRl<J> 3RT? c T̂ HlVfc(u| 3ft? ftrROf M li % <t>4) 4 } ^  

<FT v3n% <«|q^t*)cll t ,  'iff ?l6$*l aft?RT 2 8 .8 %  <JoHl 50.9  

% t l

^?g> ^  &sr %, w r  sftsr ?f si ?r?g> mR ^  £ fpt g>r 3f<T
arfira> ^rra ?T ??r t  fy iw r g»r?oT 43% g^Fft w?ff ufeiii wftPrm, 
•^T <4ISH vJCHlcjchcll aft? favft iitUcKpi ^  Ŝ fcl<i)Rlcil 35T tt'TT f?t
'H'MI t l  ?RJf>R fefTJ Pl<i  ̂ ^pfcR
3W<JT RPl^l 3>t 'H*Uq'll>iff 3>t v (t l  35? 'Mcp<fl t l

w f % ŵ Tcft aft? wt% i Pi<t>n1 <f>r f^Rr aft? jwmPicb 
^ft 5RH? ilf^nfr P̂T '̂«(idxul >̂?% % ^  t, 3  'd'W'̂ i PRFT
f  I ^  JTT̂ T t  JFrfeT 23 f^TFlf *F> 3>RjT W^cft ?T3f ?TWT3Tf
cpt g'klidRcl fcfitf \5TT% 3ft? TIM tTWRRTt, vif'iMc; tTcTTCRTT cfSTT fvRT 
M-q̂ cil RPih ’ki'̂ l *r? w l'ii ^  aryft^T ^  f̂ xfhy arfSpfn? fcjc* v3n% 
cTSJT 'HqjH ^? aft? t̂?-̂ f5? ?T5Rg ^  2.9% ft?& ^T UFT M'dl̂ d'l 
anif̂ cT f^ t >3n% % fan t l  cftofito ■*rr*fteT̂t siH^a, <T>ciii,J(
'Sffttcf arrft q? arraiRci ?g?Nt % ?t? ^ t?  ^  f ^ r o  jrai?fr
W5T9T R*ll t l

^3t X3” fR  t  f^> ■‘Sft # V M ,  ^ R T ,  ^TuFTi antfffl 3>t 3TKRR!T % 3>f? 

^5f 1RI ’RHT 5^?F ?Iv3?r ^> fc^T ĴvRf faqjlfl Rm1<£ ^3JR 3>t v3fT ?tt t  

fbpfl̂  <|vj<j g?T 5?t^ f̂ 97RT ^? 35t 93T% % aft? §?f^ fi'Dl'H ^  
lciV{ ^ecix 4>l4* l̂cl ftcnRid it ■Hqci l*lelJTl I

w w ,  atrtfm q>i jtwoi: «?sr ĥ ?i ^Rm aft? jhWju jfrcim
2002-03
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I wclcome the Chief Minister o f Maharashtra and his colleagues to 
this meeting organised for the iinalisation of the Tenth Plan (2002- 
07) and the Annual Plan for 2002-03 of the State.

As per the National Human Development Report 2001, prepared by 
Planning Commission and released by the Prime Minister on 23rd of 
April this year, Maharashtra ranked third among the 15 major States 
in 1981 in the Human Development Index (HDI). Though the Index 
improved in 1991 and 2001, the State occupied the 4th position in 
both years.

Consistently a front-runner in industrial production, Maharashtra, 
which is the second largest State in area after the creation of three new 
States, has become the second most populous State of the country. It 
is among the top five States in regard to achievement in literacy. The 
health indices of crude birth rate, crude death rate, infant mortality 
rate and life expectancy compare favourably with the all-India average. 
The decadal growth rate of population, though lower than that o f the 
preceding decade, is still higher than the all-India average. However, 
taking a cue from the fall in the CBR from 23.1 per thousand in 
1997 to 20.9 per thousand in 2000, the State can be expected to 
achieve the replacement level fertility well before the target year of 
2008.

It is, however, a matter o f concern that according to the India Rural 
Development Report -  1999, prepared by the National Institute of 
Rural Development (NIRD), Hyderabad, the levels of poverty and 
social infrastructure development in different regions of State differ 
greatly. While in some regions, poverty was as high as 50% in 1993- 
94, in some regions it was 14.8%. Regional imbalances also existed
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in rural health infrastructure. Some districts have low literacy rates. 
In some other districts, female literacy is significandy lower. From the 
Annual Plan 2002-03, the outlay for three Development Boards has 
been enhanced to reduce the regional disparities.

Maharashtra is the richest State in the country in terms of Gross 
Domesdc Product as well as per capita income. It has been a leading 
State in terms of public and private investment. Maharashtra, not so 
long ago, used to be a model State in fiscal management with its debt 
burden being the lowest in proportion to die Sure Domesdc Product 
among the all States. However, o f late, the fiscal situation of the State 
has deteriorated considerably and fast.

During the Ninth Plan, the performance of Maharashtra in terms of 
resource mobilisation and Plan expenditure was about 115% of the 
projections in the Plan, which can be rated as one of the best among 
the major States. The distressing fact, however, is that for every rupee 
of Plan ouday, the State Government had borrowed almost a rupee 
and a half. This was on account of steep deterioration in the Balance 
from Current Revenues and contributions from public sector 
enterprises* and also due to lower absorption of external assistance. 
The State Government depended heavily on high-cost sources of 
borrowings like small savings, bonds and debentures. As a result, the 
outstanding debt liability, both direct and contingent, of the State 
went up steeply during the Ninth Plan period. Further, the interest 
liability has been steeply rising .year after year.

The State accorded the highest priority to irrigation sector during the 
Ninth Plan. However, the State has taken up a large number of new 
major and medium irrigation projects without completing the on
going projects. In spite o f AIBP funding being available for the 
completion of ongoing projects, some of the projects sanctioned prior 
to the Fifth Plan are yet to be completed. The intended beneficiaries 
are, thus, deprived of the benefits o f irrigation. The State should 
complete die old projects on overriding priority basis and also prioritise 
other projects for speedy completion so that die returns on such large 
public investments start flowing in. The Sate is also advised to take
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prompt measures to broad-base the membership and activities o f the 
water users’ associations.

The Maharashtra State Electricity Board (MSEB) was one o f the few 
SEBs, which had been operating efficiently and earning cash profits. 
But in the past few years its performance has deteriorated sharply. 
The State has signed MOU with the Ministry of Power on the 16th 
March 2001 for further reforms in the power sector. The Maharashtra 
State Electricity Regulatory Commission is already in position and it 
has issued a tariff order in May 2000. The T& D  losses in the State, 
which are already very high, are estimated to touch 38% during 2001- 
02. These losses have been targeted to be brought down to a level of 
36% during 2002-03. The cumulative revenue arrears, excluding bad 
debts, receivable as on March 31, 2002 have been estimated at Rs. 
6,678.13 crore. I would urge the State Government to take appropriate 
steps to realise the revenue arrears. The net commercial loss without 
subsidy has been reported to be Rs. 2,629.90 crore in 2000-01 and 
Rs. 1,068.5 crore in 2001-02(RE).

The Maharashtra State Road Transport Corporation is among the 
foremost State-run Transport undertakings in the country in terms of 
physical performance indicators, such as fleet utilisation, vehicle 
productivity (revenue earning km. per bus per day). However, the 
load factor of 62% as against the all-India average of 74% needs to be 
improved. The overall financial performance o f MSRTC is not 
satisfactory. The losses incurred by the Corporation are expected to 
go up to Rs. 236.53 crores (2002-03 estimates). This is, perhaps, 
due to tariff revision not keeping pace with the ground realities, 
pilferage of funds and operation of unauthorised vehicles on the routes.

As per the Census-2001 the urban population o f the State constitutes 
42.4% of the total population. This has imposed a heavy burden on 
the existing infrastructure and services, including housing. The 
incidence of urban poverty in Maharashtra is higher than die national 
average. Suitable measures would, therefore, need to be taken in this 
regard. The development and upgradarion of small and medium towns
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would require more focussed attention with a view to mitigating 
regional disparities.

For the mega city scheme, the expenditure was only 61% o f the 
approved outlay. It is suggested that the remaining projects, approved 
for the city of Mumbai, may be expedited. Maharashtra, which has a 
strong GOP base, is perhaps in a better position to tap resources for 
the development o f the mega city rather than divert resources from 
other regions o f the State or country. It is understood that Mumbai 
Urban Transport Project is going to be sanctioned by the World Bank 
shortly. Speedy completion of the Mumbai Sewage disposal project 
will improve sanitation in selected slums as also the quality o f near 
shore water.

As you know, the State Development Report for Maharashtra is under 
preparation under supervision of a Core Group headed by Shri N. K. 
Singh, Member, Planning Commission. This exercise is meant to help 
the State to evolve a better strategy for growth and development.

* Opening Remarks at the discussion on the Tenth Plan and the Annual Plan 2002-03 o f  
Maharashtra
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I welcome die Chief Minister of Manipur, his Cabinet colleagues and 
officials of the State Government to this meeting for the finalization 
of the Tenth Five Year Plan and the Annual Plan for 2002-03 of 
Manipur.

During the Ninth Five Year Plan, the performance o f the State fell 
short o f expectations. As against the originally agreed outlay of 
Rs.2,426 crore at 1996-97 prices, the expenditure is anticipated to 
be only around Rs. 1,629 crore at constant prices, indicating an 
achievement o f just 67% of the originally agreed target. In the last 
year of the five year plan, the originally approved ouday of Rs. 520 
crore for Annual Plan 2001-02 was revised downward by the State to 
Rs. 352.65 crore, which represented a shortfall of 32% from the 
targeted outlay.

Similarly, in other areas, the pace of project implementation in the 
State needs to pick up. Under the Non Lapsable Central Pool of 
Resources (NLCPR), die State Government was able to utilise only 
42.2% of all the amounts released to the State up to 2001-02. This is 
affecting further releases from the Pool. For example, in 2001-02 
Manipur could secure releases o f only Rs. 18.56 crore. Under NLCPR 
the State should consider taking a few good infrastructure projects 
with short gestation and entrust them to competent Central agencies 
for execution. This would ensure that the projects are not affected by 
financial and other constraints and get implemented in time and within 
the cost.

Manipur has made considerable progress in human development in 
recent years, although the gap between die per capita income of the 
State and the national level continues to be quite wide. The literacy 
rate in die State is above the national average and the health indicators
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also compare favourably with all-India levels. In the recently released 
National Human Development Report, the State stands at the ninth 
position among all Indian States in terms of human development, 
and a high third position in terms of the gender equality index. These 
achievements are noteworthy.

The information given by the State Government indicates that the 
number of persons on the live registers in employment exchanges in 
the State is increasing. A majority of these are educated unemployed. 
Historically, the main source of employment in the organised sector 
has been government, with private sector accounting for less than 3% 
of such employment. This needs to change. Alternative employment 
opportunities need to be identified. Young people need to be gainfully 
employed by encouraging land-based productive activities suited to 
the region, such as fisheries, dairy development and animal husbandry. 
Consideration should also be given to promoting new sectors like 
information technology, which can absorb educated unemployed and 
have the potential to grow in spite of geographical disadvantages of 
the State.

Although 66% of the area of the State is under forest, a large part of 
these are barren and denuded. This is largely due to the practice of 
shifting cultivation. I understand that Jhoom cultivation presently 
covers about 90,000 hectares and involves 70,000 families. The 
neighbouring States in the region have taken initiatives for controlling 
the shifting cultivation. Manipur also need to consider ways and means 
o f encouraging sustainable farming practices and reducing 
deforestation in the State.

Despite the progress made by the State in past years, the development 
process in the State is currently threatened by two overriding concerns 
that need urgent and determined attention. The first is the law and 
order situation and its adverse impact on the collection of revenues 
and implementation of development works. This also discourages 
outside investments necessary for stepping up the pace of employment 
and economic activity in the State. I trust that the Sate Government 
is taking all necessary steps to improve the ground situation. It is also 
desirable to demonstrably highlight the improvements made in the
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law and order situation and attempt to change the negative perceptions 
that have gained ground over the last few years.

The other equally important area o f concern is the grave condition of 
State finances, due to which the development process in the State 
seems to have virtually been grounded. I am informed that in the case 
of a number of departments, the Plan funds are largely being utilised 
for payment of salaries. The State has been in overdraft for a record 
number o f 320 days in the last financial year, leaving no 
maneuverability for the Government. Not surprisingly, the State has 
not been able to avail o f its entitlements of various Centrally Sponsored 
Schemes and Central sector schemes.

To remedy the situation, the most urgent action needed is to take 
steps for reduction in the financial burden imposed by the huge 
government establishment. Maintaining the existing government 
machinery pre-empts the ability of the Sate to spend on development. 
Downsizing of the administrative machinery is a must. There is also 
need to review, restructure and close down the loss-making public 
sector undertakings, wherever necessary. The recovery of user charges 
in electricity, water for irrigation, technical education etc. needs to be 
improved considerably.

Efforts must be made to insulate the development process from the 
weak financial position. This could be done by encouraging project 
implementation of Centrally funded schemes through Central agencies 
wherever possible and ensuring that the schemes in which Central 
financing is available should be fully provided for and the States share 
protected on priority.

With a new government at the helm, Manipur is presently facing a 
window o f opportunity. However, a great deal o f courage and 
determination will be needed to take steps necessary to accelerate the 
pace of development. I urge the Chief Minister and his colleagues to 
make a determined effort to bring this about by taking the tough 
decisions required. The Planning Commission will be happy to support 
the State Government in its efforts in whatever way feasible, as always.

*  Opening Remarks at the discussion on the Tenth Plan and the Annual Plan 2002-03 o f  
Manipur
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I welcome the Chief Minister o f Meghalaya, his colleagues and officials 
to this meeting for discussions on the Tenth Plan and finalisation of 
the State’s Annual Plan for 2002-03. As you are aware, this is the 
terminal year of the Ninth Five Year Plan and it is the right time to 
take stock of the performance made in the Ninth Plan and plan for 
strengthening the State’s economy for the next five years.

The Ninth Plan of the State was originally approved for Rs. 2,500.62 
crore. The total approved oudays during the five Annual Plans o f the 
Ninth Plan were Rs. 2,214 crore. The expenditure during these five 
Annual Plans is anticipated to be Rs. 1,830 crore, which is only 73% 
of the originally approved ouday for Ninth Five Year Plan. Inability 
to mobilise adequate resources and the slow pace o f project 
implementation seem to be the main causes for the poor utilisation of 
the Plan funds.

The weaknesses in project implementation are indicated in the 
performance of the State in the projects financed from Non Lapsable 
Central Pool of Resources (NLCPR) as well. So far 13 projects have 
been approved for financial support under Non Lapsable Central Pool 
of Resources. The State has been able to utilise only 29% of the funds 
released to it since 1998-99.

There is a need to gear up the administrative machinery to improve 
the pace of project implementation to increase utilisation of Central 
funds allocated to the State. Monitoring and supervision of works 
and proper preparation o f projects are equally important. The Planning 
Commission has made arrangements with the Indian Institute of 
Management, Kolkata for providing training to officers of North 
Eastern States in the skills o f project preparation and appraisal. O f
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the four slots reserved in this programme for Meghalaya only one slot 
was availed o f by the State Government. I would urge the State 
Government to take full advantage of this facility. 1 trust that during 
the Tenth Plan serious efforts will be made to have more realistic Annual 
Plans and improve Plan performance.

The per capita income of Meghalaya is less than the all-India average. 
What is worrying is that the gap between the two has increased from 
13% in 1993-94 to about 21% in 1998-99, indicating a sluggish 
growth performance. The reasons for this need to be looked into and 
the trend reversed. On the other hand, it is heartening that rural 
unemployment in the State is the lowest among all the North Eastern 
States and this is a situation that the State needs to build upon.

The human development indicators o f the State compare well with 
all-India levels. There has been a significant growth in literacy in the 
last decade and the overall literacy level of 68.8% is around the national 
average. The IMR of 56 is considerably better than the all-India IMR 
of 70. A matter of concern, however, is the finding of the NFHS-II 
that the TFR for Meghalaya is as high as 4.57, which is the highest 
among all the North Eastern States.

-m
There are a few other areas to which I would like to draw your 
attention. Agriculture is the mainstay of the people of the State, with 
75% of the workforce employed in this sector. This is a sector that has 
not progressed enough. For example, though rice is the staple food of 
the people, the production of rice in the State has been stagnant at 
about 1.5 lakh tonnes during the Ninth Plan. The productivity of 
rice is also much less than the all-India average.

Among other things, productivity is relatively low because the 
irrigation potential has not yet been adequately exploited. Only 11% 
of the ultimate irrigation potential of the State had been tapped so 
far. A related issue is that o f the urgent need to control Jhooming 
cultivation particularly in view of the steadily declining forest cover. 
The forest cover in the State has shown a decline of 54 sq. kms between 
1994 and 1999. This is a matter o f serious concern. The State
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Government should go in for joint forest management, afforestation 
and make an effort to stabilise cultivation practices on a priority basis 
so that the decline in forest cover could be arrested.

The climatic conditions of the State offer considerable potential for 
development of horticulture and plantation crops. However, the 
achievements during the period 1997-2001 have been far below the 
targets. There is also potential of floriculture, as well as expansion of 
medicinal plants and bamboo cultivation. With proper financial and 
technical support and requisite marketing and infrastructure linkages, 
these sectors could emerge as a major source o f generation of 
employment and income in rural areas.

In the power sector Meghalaya was one of the few States in which the 
SEB was reported to be in reasonably good condition but of late its 
performance has been deteriorating. The gap between the cost of supply 
and average tariff has risen to about Rs. 1.00 per unit. This gap needs 
to be closed. There is also a need to bring down the high level of 
O&M and administrative costs. The State Government needs to take 
action to reform the power sector in the State. The State should also 
expedite the signing of an MOU for power sector reforms with the 
Ministry of Power.

* Opening Remarks at the discussion on the Tenth Plan and the Annual Plan 2002-03 o f  
Meghalaya
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I welcome the Chief Minister, his colleagues and officers o f the 
Government of Mizoram to this meeting for discussions on the Tenth 
Five year Plan and the fmalisation of the Annual Plan for 2002-03.

The State Government has done reasonably well in the utilisation of 
Plan funds in the Ninth Plan. The Planning Commission had originally 
approved the Ninth Plan outlay o f Rs. 1618.51 crore. This 
commitment to Mizoram was met. The actual allocations for the 
Annual Plans 1997-98 to 2001-02 over the five-year period have 
totalled Rs. 1794.26 crores, which is higher than the originally agreed 
ouday. The State Government has utilised Rs. 1727.00 crore which 
is 96% of the total Annual Plan allocations and 6.7% higher than the 
approved ouday o f Rs. 1618.51 crore.

Besides this, the State Government has been receiving more than the 
Rs.50 crore per annum promised to it under PM’s package from the 
Non Lapsable Central Pool. The utilization of funds released from the 
Pool is however 67% and needs to be stepped up.

The growth rate of NSDP in the State has come down from 27.8% in 
1995-96 to 4.0% (Provisional) in 1997-98, which is a matter o f 
concern. These estimates are at current prices, which suggests that 
Mizoram’s SDP is not increasing with the pace of die national economy. 
The State needs to review its development strategy and seek to improve 
efficiencies through wide ranging reforms keeping in view the 
liberalised economic environment of the country.

The progress of Mizoram in terms of human development indicators 
has been commendable. Mizoram has achieved the second highest 
literacy rate o f 88.49% in the country after Kerala. However, the
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drop-out rate at 63.36% for classes I-VIII is quite high- This needs to 
be closely examined and remedial action taken. The State Government 
has been provided funds from Non Lapsable Central Pool of Resources 
for primary, secondary and higher education in order to improve the 
quality o f education in the State.

Similarly, the health indicators o f the State are also fairly good as 
compared to all-India figures. The infant mortality rate (IMR), crude 
birth rate (CBR) and crude death rate (CDR) are at much lower 
levels than the North Eastern States and the all-India average. There 
remains considerable scope for improvement. In Mizoram, according 
to NFHS-2 (1998-99), the number of persons per lakh suffering from 
tuberculosis, jaundice and malaria are about double the all-India 
averages. The performance with regard to acceptance of family planning 
methods after the abolition of defined method specific targets has 
shown a sharp decline. The coverage under immunisation has also 
fallen over the years. These are matters of serious concern.

The agriculture sector provides employment to 67.8% of the work 
force and accounts for 29.4% of the State NSDP. This sector needs to 
be accorded higher priority by the State Government. Jhum cultivation 
is still a problem that has not yet been satisfactorily addressed. The 
foodgrain production has remained stagnant at around 1.34 lakh 
tonnes since 1996-97 and the State has fallen far short of the Ninth 
Plan target of 2.40 lakh tonnes.

While congenial climatic conditions offer considerable potential for 
development of horticulture and plantation crops, the achievements 
during the period 1997-2001 have been far below the targets. The 
potential of floriculture has also remained to be exploited. With proper 
financial and technical support, this sector could emerge a major source 
of generation of employment and income in rural areas.

The forest cover in the State has shown a decline of 437 sq. kms 
compared with the previous assessment. This is a matter of serious
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concern. The State Government should go in for joint forest 
management, afforestation and make an effort to stabilise cultivation 
practices on a priority basis so that the decline in forest cover could be 
arrested.

The power sector in the State needs to be put on a sustainable basis. 
The gap between the cost of supply and the average tariff is very high 
at Rs. 4.62 per unit. This gap needs to be closed. There is also a need 
to bring down the high level o f O&M  and administrative costs. 
Meeting a long-standing demand o f the State, the Planning 
Commission recently approved full financing for the 22.5 MW 
Thermal Power Plant at Bairabi in Mizoram. The State Government 
in turn now needs to take action to reform the power sector in the 
State. The State should also expedite the signing of an MOU for power 
sector reforms with the Ministry of Power.

I note that the decentralisation of the development process is being 
encouraged by the State Government. The State has devolved functions 
to 701 village Councils and 3 Autonomous District Councils. The 
three Autonomous District Councils in the State have been repeatedly 
making representations that they have not been able to take up the 
developmental activities in their areas due to inadequate resources at 
their disposal. I would request the Chief Minister to take steps to 
remove these difficulties and ensure all-round balanced development 
of the State. I hope the Chief Minister will agree that the time has 
come for the Reangs to contribute to, and share in, the dynamic process 
of development, which has been inidated in the last few years and is 
now bearing fruits.

I am happy to note that efforts have been initiated to improve the 
Sate finances and the Sate has initiated many measures to increase 
its own revenue and reduce expenditure under the MOU signed with 
the Ministry o f Finance. However, a lot more needs to be done in 
order to make the finances sustainable. Hie Sate Government should
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cover more items under various taxes and also increase user charges for 
drinking water, power, irrigation, transport etc., so that the cost of 
the services provided by the Government could be recovered and more 
revenue could be generated. A potential source of income to die State 
can be house tax in the most populated cities of the State. This will 
bring more revenue and the resources for the Plan activities.

Under the fiscal reforms which the State has already started, there is a 
need to check mounting non-Plan expenditure, especially expenditure 
on Government establishment, and find ways of downsizing staff and 
reducing committed non-Plan expenditure in order to free more and 
more resources for developmental activities. Ultimately, the success of 
your development efforts will depend largely on how effectively the 
State is able to stabilise and reform its finances.

* Opening Remarks at the discussion on the Tenth Plan and the Annual Plan 2002-03 o f  
Mizoram
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I welcome the Chief Minister of Nagaland and his colleagues to this 
meeting for the fmalisation of the Tenth Plan and the Annual Plan for
2002-2003 of the Sate. Nagaland is the first Sate  to be invited for 
the Tenth Plan discussions with Sates. This reflects the importance 
we attach to the Sate as well as the preparedness of the Sate to take 
up the challenges of the Plan.

Looking back at the progress o f the State during the Ninth Plan, it 
can be said that the State has done well in the creation of physical 
infrastructure and provision of social services in a relatively difficult 
environment. Human development levels of the Sate are satisfactory 
compared to all-India levels. At the same time, despite high overall 
literacy rates, I find that the drop-out rate at the primary school is 
reportedly as high as 46 per cent. Literacy in the districts of Mon and 
Tuensang are significandy below the Sate averages. On the health side, 
increasing incidence of HIV/AIDS, as well as poor utilisation of funds 
available for fighting TB and blindness are matters of urgent attention.

There are a few other areas to which I would like to draw your 
attention. Agriculture is the mainstay of the people of the Sate, with 
73% of the workforce employed in this sector. This is a sector that has 
not progressed enough. For example, though rice is the staple food of 
the people, the State is not self-sufficient in rice. The productivity of 
rice is much less than the all-India average. Moreover, against the 
Ninth Plan target of 4.5 lakh tonnes of foodgrains, only 3.40 lakh 
tonnes production could be achieved.

Among other things, productivity is relatively low because the 
irrigation potential has not yet been adequately exploited. A related
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issue is that of the urgent need to control Jhooming, particularly in 
view of the steadily declining forest cover. It will be necessary to focus 
on stabilising the cultivation practices, productivity increases and 
income generating potential as the touchstone o f the schemes being 
implemented in agriculture and allied sectors during the Tenth Plan.

You would appreciate that poor project implementation in the State 
remains a cause for concern, with time and cost overruns being 
common. Examples of such projects are the State Referral Hospital (a 
Sixth Plan Project), Likimro Hydro Electric Project, Dimapur Water 
Supply Augmentation by Pumping System, Indira Gandhi Sports 
Complex, Kohima. Whether it is in road, power or other civil 
construction sectors, there is a need to intensify supervision and 
monitoring of works to get things done on time and put in place 
procedures and checks to enforce accountability and control leakages.

Another disturbing trend has been revealed by the recent 2001 Census. 
Compared to 1991 the population of the State has recorded the highest 
increase in the decade among all States in the country. The density of 
population has correspondingly gone up from 73 per sq. km to 120 
per sq. km, increasing the pressure both on land and also on 
employment opportunities. Over 40,000 educated young people are 
reported to be unemployed. I do hope that you will be able to address 
the problem of rapid population growth appropriately and devote 
attention to correcting these worrying trends.

On the other hand, the State’s proposals for the Tenth Plan mark a 
welcome departure from the stereotype and set out a clear economic 
agenda. I appreciate your recognition of the fact that the Plan size in 
past years has tended to be unrealistic, due to inability to mobilise 
adequate resources and that the core Plan concept, based on identifiable 
resources, is necessary to plan and prioritise development activities 
effectively.

Moreover, there is in the Tenth Plan proposals an upfront indication 
o f the State’s determination to rationalise and rightsize the large
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government establishment. As your Plan correctly points out, the cost 
of this establishment is not in tune with die requirement of the times 
nor is it in the interest o f the people o f the State. The Tenth Plan also 
sets out a clear policy direction towards decentralisation, increasing 
community involvement in programme implementation as well as 
enhancing the scope for the private sector.

These initiatives are desirable and should be pursued systematically 
and with determination, as they will call for tough decisions. I do 
hope that you will be able to carry through and implement these 
initiatives. You may be assured of our encouragement and support for 
reform measures throughout the course of the Five Year Plan.

* Opening Remarks at the discussion on the Tenth Plan and the Annual Plan 2002-03 
o f  Nagaland
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I welcome the Chief Minister and his delegation to this meeting for 
finalisation of the Annual Plan of Orissa for 2002-03.

During the Ninth Plan period there was a substantial gap between 
the Plan outlay and Plan expenditure. The actual realisation of the 
Ninth Plan outlay was about 63.5% against the all-States average of 
81 per cent. The average level o f annual expenditure has been around 
Rs.2500 crore. If the State wishes to have a higher Annual Plan and a 
larger Tenth Plan then concerted efforts for additional resource 
mobilisation and effective governance are a must. I am sure you are 
already looking into issues like rightsizing of the staff structure, control 
of non-Plan expenditure and the strengthening of the reform process. 
I also note that externally aided projects account for one-third of the 
total proposed outlay for the current year’s Plan, which underlines the 
need for the implementation of these projects in a time-bound manner.

Though the State was the first to undertake reforms in the power 
sector, certain inherent problems continue to affect the financial 
viability of the sector. The losses of GRIDCO have accumulated to 
over Rs. 4000 crore. I am sure that the State Government is engaged 
in evolving financial measures to improve the viability of GRIDCO. 
The success of power sector reforms would depend to a large extent 
on good governance leading to efficiency gains.

During the Ninth Plan, the losses o f the State Road Transport 
Corporation stood at over Rs. 67.00 crore, which calls for better fleet 
utilisation, vehicle productivity and staff productivity. Similarly, there 
are a number of public sector undertakings which are in the ted. We 
hope you are considering steps to restructure, rightsize or even close 
down these enterprises, if need be.
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In the irrigation sector, I would impress on you to ensure rime-bound 
completion o f schemes so that the 100% Central Loan Assistance 
available under the Accelerated Irrigation Benefits Programme for the 
KBK districts can be effectively utilised. For this, it is imperative that 
all projects are completed in fast-track mode with recovery of O&M 
costs.

The agriculture sector needs immediate attention. I note that rice yields 
have stagnated/ declined during the last few years. For improving overall 
agricultural productivity a multi-pronged approach is essential, namely, 
(i) increase in irrigated area; (ii) soil conservation (iii) watershed 
development; (iv) a vibrant extension system involving the agricultural 
universities, Krishi Vigyan Kendras, Panchayati Raj bodies and the 
private sector; (v) adequate credit arrangements and (vi) food processing 
and marketing facilities. I am glad to understand that watershed 
development is being taken up on mission mode. I request you to 
impart the same sense of urgency to all schemes related to increasing 
agricultural productivity as this would substantially help to raise the 
levels of income of the people of the State.

Although the literacy rate for the State as a whole is only marginally 
lower than the all-India average, female literacy is a matter of concern 
particularly in the KBK districts where Malkangiri and Nabarangpur 
have female literacy rates of only 21 per cent. Issues such as teacher 
vacancies, poor condition of buildings and infrastructure for schools 
and the female drop-out rate, particularly among Scheduled Castes 
and Scheduled Tribes need to be urgently addressed.

The health indicators are disturbing. The Infant Mortality Rate at 96 
per thousand continues to be the highest in the country. Prevalence of 
undernutrition, malaria and many other communicable diseases continue 
to be a matter of concern. Outreach of health services is poor, especially 
in tribal and remote areas. We have been allocating Additional Central 
Assistance for mobile health units in the KBK districts. These must 
be deployed in the most effective manner.
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Vacancies and absenteeism continue to upset the delivery of services 
in the backward areas of the State. Innovative methods of recruitment 
and incentives may be evolved and used to ensure that health, education 
and other services are available to the general public, especially in 
these areas.

The continuing high levels o f illiteracy and poor delivery of services 
are perpetuating poverty in the State. Over forty seven percent of the 
population is below the poverty line. A further disturbing trend is 
that the actual number of poor increased from 140.90 lakh in 1993- 
94 to 143.69 lakh in 1999-2000. The poverty levels continue to be 
high because tribal groups do not have access to means of livelihood 
and basic amenities and services. Much of this can be tackled by 
meaningfully involving Panchayati Raj Institutions, non-Govemment 
Organisations and Self-Help Groups.

A comprehensive integrated plan needs to be evolved for the Scheduled 
Caste and Scheduled Tribe population, which together account for 
over 38% of the population of the State. The State Government should 
ensure adequate flow of funds under the Special Component Plan 
(SCP) and Tribal Sub-Plan (TSP) for sectors like agriculture, industry, 
rural development and irrigation.

Keeping in view the need for a Special Plan for the KBK districts, we 
have decided to make available special assistance of Rs. 200 crore for 
the development of these districts in the current year. It has to be 
ensured that these funds are used to fill in critical gaps to supplement 
the ongoing development efforts by the State Government and the 
Central Ministries giving the required fillip so that the benefits flow 
in full measure to die intended beneficiaries. The focus naturally has 
to be on schemes related to drought proofing through integrated 
watershed management, irrigation, joint forest management, provision 
of drinking water and sustainable livelihood systems, which would 
show visible results in the next two to three years. The State 
Government needs to ensure that the office of the Administrator, KBK
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districts is strengthened through the devolution of greater financial 
and administrative powers backed by a strong Management 
Information System. We expect concerted measures to be taken by 
the State Government so that the results are visible on the ground, 
say within a year, which would help us to decide further continuation 
of the special assistance.

I am sure that all the issues listed above are already receiving your 
attention.

* Opening Remarks at the discussion on the Tenth Plan and the Annual Plan 2002-03 o f  Orissa
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I welcome the Chief Minister of Pondicherry and his officers to this 
meeting for the fmalisation o f the Tenth Plan (2002-07) and the 
Annual Plan for 2002-03 of the Union Territory of Pondicherry.

I compliment the Chief Minister for the excellent health indices— 
birth rate, death rate and infant mortality rate— achieved by the 
Union Territory of Pondicherry. I also find that the UT has a favourable 
sex ratio, showing an upward trend from 979 females per 1000 males 
in 1991 to 1001 females per 1000 males in 2001. I am glad that the 
UT has been consistently utilising the entire Ninth Five Year Plan 
funds over the Annual Plans.

I note that the bio-village development programme, being 
implemented in 19 villages of Pondicherry, is aimed at utilising the 
natural endowments in the Territory optimally. If implemented 
successfully, this programme will go a long way in transforming and 
sustaining the village economy and will be a model development 
programme for other States to follow.

With progressive urbanisation and other industrial activities, the net 
cultivated area in Pondicherry is likely to decline over the years. There 
is therefore a need to see that such diversion does not adversely affect 
the rural farmers.

An area o f concern is the over-exploitation of ground water in 
Pbndicherry. There is an urgent need for recharging the ground water 
as also for regulating the exploitation of ground water. It is desirable 
to have a complete resource mapping of the area to study the salinity 
of water and chalk out remedial policy measures like afforestation of 
mangroves and farm forestry to check the intrusion o f saline water. 
Legislation for regulation of ground water exploitation should be

TENTH PLAN & ANNUAL PLAN 2002-03
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enacted and implemented in letter and spirit for attaining the desired 
result.

The elections to the Gram Panchayats were discussed last year. I would 
like to be informed about the likely time by which the elections will 
be held.

Due to sustained efforts the Pondicherry Administration has been 
able to head towards industrialisation. But it is learnt that the State- 
owned Anglo French Textiles Corporation has been incurring heavy 
losses. The Mill needs to be modernised on priority basis and its 
health improved at the earliest.

In the power sector I find that from the year 1998-99 the average 
tariff is lower than the average cost of power supply. In fact it is lower 
than the national average. There is a need to have a regular review and 
rationalisation of tariff to make it economical. The average agricultural 
tariff continues to be as low as 8 paise per unit and this calls for 
immediate revision. This would help better management of the scarce 
water resources.

It is heartening to know that all the 264 villages of Pondicherry have 
been connected with roads and safe drinking water has been provided 
to these habitations. However, all the four regions of the UT, being 
located along the seacoast, frequendy have problems of salinity, iron 
and fluoride contents in water, which need focused attention. 
Pondicherry, being a flood-prone UT, the Administration should 
continue its efforts to give due priority to prevention of soil and coastal 
erosion by planting tree saplings on the banks of rivers, channels, 
tank bunds, road sides and coastal areas.

The continuing urbanisation of the small Union Territory of 
Pondicherry calls for long-term perspective planning in the areas of 
public health, medical services, water supply, garbage and sewerage 
management etc.

In order to cope with the unemployment problem, the UT 
Administration has to expedite networking of training institutes with 
the industry and change over to market-driven trades to improve the
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employability of those passing out from ITIs and Polytechnics. For 
the development of industrial infrastructure, a growth centre under 
the Centrally Sponsored Scheme has been approved for the UT. The 
UT Administration has to provide the infrastructure facilities like 
power, water, telecommunication and road connectivity etc. for this 
growth centre. Handlooms generate the largest employment next only 
to agriculture and provide employment to about 10,000 persons in 
the UT. This sub-sector has great potential to enhance production, 
employment and exports and therefore needs greater attention.

I understand that infrastructure development and improvement of 
Pondicherry port will attract many private companies to use the port 
for cargo movement and this will be a source of earning foreign 
exchange for the country. Further, the natural endowment of long 
stretches o f inshore water, inland water and brackish water of 
Pondicherry offers vast scope for development of fisheries and this 
needs to be tapped fully. Early construction of the fishing harbour at 
Pondicherry will help provide basic amenities for berthing a larger 
number of fishing vessels, which will be a boon for the fishermen 
community.

Tourism is another area with good potential. You may like to explore 
the possibility of private sector participation in road transport and 
tourism sectors with a view to providing world-class amenities so as to 
make Pondicherry a tourist destination.

The thrust area identified to be addressed by the UT Administration 
during the Tenth Plan is the development of infrastructure facilities 
such as roads, electricity, port, transport, irrigation etc. Investment in 
the new areas coupled with consolidation of the gains made during 
the Ninth Plan would require higher level o f investments. It is, 
therefore, necessary for Pondicherry to broaden its resource base as far 
as possible by levying user charges in every service provided so as to 
make the economy self-sustaining.

* opening Remarks at the distmtum m the Tenth Plan and tht Annual Plan 2002-03 o f  
Penduherry
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I extend a cordial wclcome to the Chief Minister of Punjab, his 
colleagues and team of officers to this meeting.

Punjab is one of the most prosperous States o f India. It has one of the 
highest per capita incomes in the country. This is a tribute to the 
entrepreneurship and drive o f its people. However, the annual growth 
rate of the State economy, which was 5-2% during the period from 
1980-81 to 1996-97 has decelerated to 4.67% during the first three 
years of the Ninth Plan. I am confident that the economy of Punjab 
with its strong agricultural and infrastructural base and rich human 
resources could spring back to a higher growth trajectory.

The structure of the economy has undergone some change in the last 
two decades. The contribution of the primary sector to the GSDP has 
declined from 49.13% in 1980-81 to an estimated 40.49% in 1998- 
99 while the contribution of the secondary sector has gone up from 
20.01% to 29.44% during the same period. The share of the services 
sector has virtually remained stagnant at around 30% during the 
corresponding period. Normally, the contribution of the services sector 
should have gone up as the State had made strides on the development 
path.

About 83% of the approved outlay for the Ninth Plan would have 
been spent. The committed expenditure is increasing rapidly in the 
face of a moderate growth in revenue receipt. A phenomenal increase 
in BCR gap o f the State is a matter of concern. The State s dependence 
on borrowing is also disquieting.

The State has achieved the Ninth Plan target of foodgrains production 
mainly due to high yields in rice and wheat. However, wheat-paddy 
rotation has its adverse effect on soil health. There has been

TENTH PLAN & ANNUAL PLAN2002-03
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overexploitation of groundwater. Production of cotton, oilseeds and 
sugarcane has not increased satisfactorily. Production of fruits and 
vegetables should be encouraged with adequate cold-storage backup. 
The private sector could play a significant role in this field. The WTO 
regime calls for a fundamental shift in the approach to development 
of agricultural and allied activities in the State. The State Government 
has launched a programme called the Second Push to Agriculture and 
Allied Sectors in 2000-01. While designing the programme, the 
existing schemes should be dovetailed and new elements included. 
Biotechnology should form an important component of the programme. 
It is heartening to note that the State Government has introduced 
cultivation of medicinal plants as well as plantation of bamboo.

Punjab has harnessed about 98% of its irrigation potential. The 
focus now should be better management of water resources through 
upgradation and improvement in the irrigation network. Water for 
irrigation is now free. Pricing of irrigation water is essential for its 
economic use.

The Punjab State Electricity Board has been incurring commercial 
losses. The average tariff charged during 2001-02 (RE) accounted for 
only 65.4% of the average cost o f supply. About 28.47% of the 
available electricity goes to the form sector but the farmers are not 
being charged for it. Unmetered supply of power to agriculture conceals 
the actual level o f T & D  losses. The State Government may 
operationalise the decision of die' Chief Ministers and Power Ministers’ 
Conference of 1996 and 2001 to charge at least 50 paise per kwh for 
agricultural consumption. The State Government may go for energy 
audit measures and install meters for all consumers. The State 
Government has set up the State Electricity Regulatory Commission 
but the Commission is yet to pass die tariff order. In fact, the PSEB is 
yet to file the tariff revision petition. The Government may initiate 
power sector reforms in right earnest.

The Punjab Roadways has been incurring losses to the tune of Rs.
89.35 crore during 2001-02 reportedly due to large fleet of over-
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aged buses and huge revenue expenditure coupled with sluggish 
revenue receipts due to concessions in fares. The State Transport 
Undertakings may rationalise the bus fares and consider offering VRS 
to the surplus employees. The State Government may also examine if 
the undertakings should not be privatised.

Even though the literacy rate o f 69.95% in the State is slighdy higher 
than the all- India average of 65.38%, the literacy rates in seven districts 
are below the national and State averages. No district is covered under 
DPEP now. There is a preponderance o f SC students and those 
belonging to low-income groups among the dropouts. Specific steps 
need to be taken to improve the position in this regard. It is 
commendable that the Government of Punjab is involving the village 
education committees with a view to improving the quality of 
education imparted in schools.

The demographic and health indices for Punjab are generally 
satisfactory. However, the sex ratio in the State is highly skewed. The 
female to male ratio, which was 882:1000 against the all-India sex 
ratio of 927:1000, has, according to 2001 Census, dropped further 
to 874 against a slight increase in the all-India average to 933. This 
trend will have serious consequences for the society unless it is reversed 
early. The State Government may chalk out an action Plan including 
an awareness campaign to arrest the declining female to male ratio.

I have tried to mention some of the areas of concern. I am sure the 
State Government would take a holistic view of the developmental 
issues at this stage when the Tenth Plan of the State is being launched 
so that Punjab would surge ahead on a high growth path.

* Opening Remarks a t the J ita a tim  m i th e Tenth Plan and the Annual Plan 2002-03 o f Punjai
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I welcome the Chief Minister and his colleagues to this meeting for the 
fmalisation of the Tenth Plan and the Annual Plan for 2002-03 of 
Rajasthan.

The overall performance of the State during the Ninth Plan towards 
achievement of Plan targets has not been encouraging. As against an 
approved outlay of Rs. 22,525.83 crore at 1996-97 prices, the likely 
expenditure stands at Rs. 16,319.74 crore, which works out to 72.5% 
of the approved outlay. The expected aggregate resource mobilisation 
at 67% of the projected level is also lower. The increased reliance on 
borrowings to finance the Plan is also a matter of serious concern. 
Borrowings stand at 162% of the total resource mobilisation during 
the Ninth Plan and the BCR deteriorated from the Plan projection of 
(-) Rs.345.2 crore at 1996-97 prices to (-) Rs.9,193.1 crore. These 
trends are unsustainable and threaten to lead the State into a debt trap.

It is a matter of some satisfaction that as per the latest estimate of 
poverty for 1999-2000, the percentage of rural population living 
below the poverty line in the State is 13.7%, which is lower than the 
all-India estimate of 27.1 per cent.

According to 1999 Forest Survey of India Report, there is an increase 
in forest cover by 518sq. km. during 1997-99, which is quite 
impressive. In tribal areas, the non-timber forest products (NTTPs) 
are purchased by the Tribal Development Corporation, which pays 
the tribals different rates for different NTFPs. Efforts are required to 
be made to allow the tribals to sell the NTFPs in the open market. 
The Tribal Development Corporation should only undertake support 
price operations as and when required.

It is heartening to note that the general literacy rate has shown an 
increasing trend from 38.6% in 1991 to 61% in 2001. However, the
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overall literacy rate and female literacy rate at 61% and 44.3% are 
lower than the all-India level o f 65.4% and 54.2% respectively. The 
progress made by the State Government in the sphere o f gross 
enrolment ratio and drop-out rates is better than the national average. 
The gross enrolment ratio for Classes VI to VIII at 78.9% is higher 
than the national average of 58.8 per cent. The drop-out rate in Classes 
I to VIII is 44.9%, which is lower than the national average of 54.5 
per cent.

The death rate o f 8.4 is slightly lower than all-India level of 8.7. 
However, the birth rate at 31.1 and infant mortality rate at 81 are 
worse than all-India figures of 26.1 and 70 respectively. There is a 
shortfall of 49 Community Health Centres and the existing ones are 
not functioning as first referral units because of lack of specialists. It is 
imperative that these deficiencies are corrected expeditiously so that 
the Sure could achieve substantial reduction in the IMR and MMR 
and the health indices improve.

The average productivity of foodgrains in Rajasthan at 976 kg. per 
hectare, as against the all-India average of 1697 kg. per hectare, is 
quite low. The milk production at 72 lakh tonnes in relation to livestock 
population of 5.43 million in the State is also low. There is a need for 
intensification of both cross breeding and fodder development 
programmes to reach the national level. The decline in the ground 
water table, which has created severe problem of water shortage, is 
also a matter of concern. There is an urgent need for recharging of 
ground water to raise the underground water level. Watershed 
development programme should be started in rain-fed areas on a war 
footing for conservation of water, soil and ecology for sustainable 
development of agriculture.

There is a large gap between the irrigation potential created and its 
utilisation. During the Ninth Plan, die utilisation in respect of major 
and medium irrigation works has been reported be 1 lakh hectares as 
against the potential of 1.78 lakh hectares. For minor irrigation works, 
the utilisation has been reported to be 0.20 lakh hectares as against 
the potential o f 0.33 lakh hectares. Similarly, there are a number of 
ongoing projects, which were started prior to die Fifth Plan period
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but arc yet to be completed. The State Government may take necessary 
measures for their early completion.

The State has a vast potential for the development of mineral-based 
industries and leather and leather goods industry. However, most of 
the raw material goes outside the State for processing and value- 
addition. The State Government may consider encouraging and 
developing these industries in the State to realise value-addition and 
employment generation for the downtrodden people.

The physical performance o f the Rajasthan State Transport 
Corporation is on the whole satisfactory. The fleet utilisation, vehicle 
productivity (per bus per day) and bus-staff ratio of the Corporation 
for 2001-02, according to the latest estimate, is 92%, 310 km. and 
6.07 persons against the all-India average of 89%, 291 km. and 7.26 
persons respectively. However, the financial health of the Corporation 
requires to be improved. The State Government may invite corporate 
bodies and co-operatives in the transport sector to reduce its burden.

In the power sector, Rajasthan is one of the few States to attempt 
reforms and create five companies including three distribution 
companies. However, the transmission and distribution losses continue 
to be high and need to be progressively reduced.

With its known diversity of natural resources, history and people, 
Rajasthan is one of the most attractive tourist destinations in the 
country. The forts and palaces, heritage hotels, Palace on Wheels and 
the colourful fairs and festivals continue to be the USPs of State tourism. 
Though the State continues to attract a sizeable number of foreign 
travellers, there is a need for qualitative improvement in product and 
services to ensure sustainable tourist flow.

You are aware that the preparation of a State Development Report for 
Rajasthan under the aegis of a Core Group headed by Shri Som Pal, 
Member, Planning Commission is under way. This exercise is meant 
to help the State in accelerating its growth rate and evolving a better 
strategy for its future development.

'English version o f  th t Opening Remarks mt d r in  HuUi t t  th t i/itn m im  m the m  the Tenth PUn
emd th e Annmsl PUn2002-03 o f  Rajasthan
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I welcomc the Chief Minister, his colleagues and officers o f the 
Government of Sikkim to this meeting for discussions on the Tenth 
Plan and finalisation of the States Annual Plan for 2002-03-

The Ninth Plan of the State was originally approved for Rs.1600 
crore. The total approved outlays during the five Annual Plans of the 
Ninth Plan were agreed at Rs.1257 crore. The expenditure during 
these five Annual Plans is anticipated to be Rs. 922.82 crore, which is 
73.4% of the outlay agreed to for the five Annual Plans and only 
57.7% of the originally approved outlay for the Ninth Five Year Plan. 
Inability to mobilise adequate resources and the slow pace of project 
implementation seem to be the main factors resulting in poor 
utilisation of Plan funds.

The weaknesses in project implementation are indicated in the 
performance of the State in the projects financed from Non Lapsable 
Central Pool of Resources (NLCPR) as well So far 16 projects have 
been approved for financial support under Non Lapsable Central Pool 
of Resources. The State has been able to utilise only 55.5 % of the 
funds released so far.

There is a need to gear up the administrative machinery to improve 
the pace of project implementation to increase utilisation of Central 
funds allocated to the State. Monitoring and supervision of works 
and proper preparation of projects are equally important. The Planning 
Commission has made arrangements with the Indian Institute of 
Management, Kolkata for providing training to officers o f North 
Eastern Sates in the skills of project preparation and appraisal. Slots 
provided in this programme for the Sikkim Government have not 
been fully utilised. 1 would urge the Sate Government to take full

TENTH PLAN & ANNUAL PLAN 2002-03
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advantage of this facility. I trust that during the Tenth Plan serious 
efforts will be made to have more realistic Annual Plans and improve 
the Plan performance.

Sikkim has been progressing in terms o f human development 
indicators. The State has achieved a literacy rate of 69.68%, which is 
higher than the all-India average of 65.38 per cent. However, the 
drop-out rate o f 60% for the primary and upper primary levels is 
quite high. This needs to be improved.

The birth rate, death rate and infant mortality rate in the State arc 
lower than the all-India averages. The National Family Health Survey 
indicates that die living conditions in Sikkim are ahead of other States 
of the Region in respect of households having basic amenities like 
electricity, toilet facility and pucca houses. However, the sex ratio in 
the State is 875 per thousand against the all-India level of 933. The 
decadal growth of population of 32.98% in the nineties is much higjher 
than 28.47% in the earlier decade. At the same time, I am happy to 
learn that Sikkim has recendy brought out a Human Development 
Report as a signal of its desire to improve matters in this area.

The CAG Report for the year ended 31” March 1999 has drawn 
attention to the non-implementation o f the Targeted Public 
Distribution System (TPDS) and called for identification o f BPL 
families in a time-bound manner. I hope that the State has now 
identified the BPL families. The same Report has also strongly felt 
the need for making arrangement for distribution of cooked food under 
the mid-day meal scheme for nutritional support to primary education. 
The lifting of foodgrains on this account was only 21.4% in 1999- 
2000. I would urge the Chid1 Minister to look into the matter and 
take remedial action.

The 1999 Forest Survey of India registered a decline of 60 sq. kms in 
the forest cover of die State from the earlier assessment in 1997. This 
is a matter o f  concern for the ecological balance o f  a hill State like 
Sikkim and needs to be addressed. I would suggest that die State
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should accord priority to this aspect by going in for joint forest 
management and stepping up afforestation efforts.

I am informed that the State has successfully undertaken an initiative 
for making Gangtok a plastic-free city by community mobilisation 
and proper waste management. This is a commendable effort by the 
State, which would serve as an example to others.

At a time of integrating markets each State has to evolve its own 
development strategy based on its natural endowment and comparative 
advantages. Sikkim has potential in areas like horticulture, cash crops, 
medicinal plants and herbs, animal husbandry, precision industries, 
hydel power and tourism. Many of these sectors are labour intensive 
and will address the problem of unemployment. I am told that the 
State has identified these areas for focused development. I would 
recommend that the State prepare perspective plans for private sector- 
led development of these sectors and take action accordingly.

A sound fiscal health is a pre-requisite for sustained economic 
development. The award of the Eleventh Finance Commission has 
eased the fiscal situation of Sikkim. Efforts initiated by the State have 
resulted in an increase in the States own tax revenue of 33% in 2000- 
01. Even then, the State still has one of the lowest ratios of own tax 
revenue to revenue expenditure among the States in India. There is a 
need to make serious efforts to expand the tax base. Fiscal reforms for 
increasing tax revenues and stteamlining tax administration, levy of 
user charges, curbing non-merit subsidies and rightsizing of staff need 
to be pursued to enable the State to sustainably finance its development 
plans and aspirations.

* Opening Remark a t the discussion on the Tenth Plan and the Annual Plan 2002-03 o f  Sikkim
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I welcome the Chief Minister and her officers to this meeting for die 
finalisation of the Tenth Plan (2002-07) and the Annual Plan for 
2002-03 of Tamil Nadu.

Tamil Nadu is the second major State to have achieved the replacement 
level o f fertility. The State has undertaken several measures for 
improving access to health, nutrition and family welfare services. The 
State has reorganized primary health care institutions to achieve 
substantial improvement in antenatal registration, institutional 
deliveries and immunisation coverage. There is a need for further 
improvement in referral linkages in the rural areas to reduce infant 
mortality rate and maternal mortality.

Tamil Nadu has shown a commendable progress in the field of 
education. The literacy rate of the State has increased to 73.47% in
2000-01 from 63.7% in 1991. The rise in female literacy from 
51.33% in 1991 to 64.55% in 2000-01 has had significant impact 
on various demographic indicators of the State. However, the gender- 
divide, which is still high at 18 percentage points in literacy among 
male (82.33%) and female (64.55%), has to be bridged. The popular 
scheme of providing hot cooked mid-day meal to school going children 
on all days, including holidays, has been responsible for increased 
enrolment and reduction in drop-outs. I also note with satisfaction 
that the State has hundred per cent trained teachers at primary and 
higher secondary levels of education. Efforts have, however, to be 
stepped up to provide regular refresher courses for these teachers.

Tamil Nadu has, over the years, developed a strong industrial base, 
availability of skilled manpower and peaceful industrial climate. The

TENTH PLAN & ANNUAL PLAN200*03
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proposal o f the Government to set up a consortium for promoting 
foreign investment and technology transfer will go a long way to secure 
new investments. This will certainly attract and encourage many 
multinational private investors to set up industries in your State. 
Further, it is heartening to note that the information technology 
industry has opened up tremendous opportunity for the promotion 
of software export. I understand that a Tamil Nadu IT Council, under 
the Chairpersonship of the Chief Minister, has been constituted, which 
will address all policy issues relating to the IT industries.

The State has a large number of tanks, which can be used for irrigation 
and ground water recharge.

The Government should encourage greater community participation 
in irrigation management for bringing about awareness of the need 
for judicious utilisation of water. The initiative of the State Government 
to form Farmers’ Groups for maintaining irrigation system is certainly 
a step in the right direction. It is advisable to revise the water rates 
upwards on a regular basis to ensure that this resource is put to the 
best use.

There is a problem of excessive use o f ground water. In about 54 
blocks in Tamil Nadu, ground water exploitation exceeds 100 per 
cent of yearly replenishment and 43 blocks are in dark category, 
thereby causing a serious problem of lowering the level of water table. 
The power supply to agriculture consumers is free of cost. In the 
interest o f long-term sustainability o f water for drinking and 
agriculture, there is a case for comprehensive ground water regulation 
and reasonable electricity tariff on water.

Water, being a scarce resource, has to be protected from getting 
polluted. The setting up of common effluent treatment plants for 
leather units has improved the economy and ecology of the area. Efforts 
need to be made to set up such plants for other industries.

The area under foodgrains declined from 49.1 lakh ha in 1974-75 to 
44.28 lakh ha in 1984-85 and remained at 41.0 lakh ha in 1999-
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2000, mainly due to the decline in the area under coarse cereals like 
jawar, bajra, etc. As much as 9.1 lakh ha of wasteland, largely in central 
and southern coastal regions, can be developed to supplement 
production of fuel woods, fruits and fodder.

I find that there is immense scope for development of horticulture in 
the State. In order to provide a boost to this sub-sector, extension 
activities, post-harvest management and infrastructure development 
need to be stepped up. I am happy to note that you are planning to 
provide cold chains and cold storages for horticulture produce.

As the development of livestock sector is direcdy related to the economic 
upliftment o f the poor in rural area, the State Government may 
enhance development of fodder production as well as productivity of 
sheep, goat and poultry.

I would like to draw your attention to the problem in the power 
sector, which affects all States. Tamil Nadu power sector is better than 
the national average in terms of productivity and efficiency parameters 
but the volume of subsidy remains very high. Overcharging the 
industrial sector in order to cross-subsidise other sectors makes industry 
un-competitive. You have made successful efforts to attract private 
investment in your State. There is, therefore, a need to have a rational 
tariff structure. The Electricity Regulatory Commission needs to be 
made folly operational. Early decision is required to be taken on the 
restructuring of Tamil Nadu Electricity Board.

An area of concern is the continued prevalence o f child labour in 
match making and fireworks in places like Sivakashi. Figures show 
that there is a marked decline in numbers due to various interventions. 
But you will agree that stringent punishment needs to be imposed on 
the offending employers to get rid o f this social blemish.

* Openmt Remarks at the discussion on the Tenth Plan and tht Annual Plan 2002-03 t f  Tamil 
Nadu
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I extend a hearty welcome to the Chief Minister of Tripura and his 
colleagues to this meeting for discussion on the Tenth Plan and 
finalisation of the Annual Plan 2002-03 of Tripura.

The originally approved outlay for the State for die Ninth Plan was 
Rs. 2,577.40 crore at 1996-97 prices. Against this, the State is expected 
to achieve utilisation of Rs. 2,279 crore, i.e., 88 per cent of the total 
agreed outlay at current prices, and Rs. 1,876 crore at 1996-97 prices, 
which is about 72% of the total agreed outlay. On the whole, the 
performance in achieving Ninth Plan targets can be said to be fairly 
satisfactory.

The project implementation in the State has been generally better 
than other States in the North Eastern Region. Under the Non 
Lapsable Central Pool of Resources, for example, the State has secured 
releases of Rs. I l l  .04 crore in the current financial year, which is 
significantly more than the releases for any other North Eastern State. 
I understand that this is largely due to good disbursements on the 
ongoing projects.

Tripura is primarily an agrarian economy, with two-thirds of the 
population depending on agriculture. However, only 26% of the total 
geographical area is under cultivation. Emphasis therefore needs to 
be given on increasing productivity, particularly in crops like maize, 
pulses and vegetables, where the yield levels are significantly lower 
than all-India levels. Due to the hilly terrain in large parts of the 
State, protection of land from soil erosion as well as checking 
deforestation has to be a continuing priority for the State. The potential 
for plantation crops on the one hand and bamboo on the other needs 
to be folly exploited. In this context, I note that Tripura has made 
good progress in the promotion o f rubber plantations.

TENTH PLAN A ANNUAL PLAN 2002-03
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In the health sector, there are several areas o f concern. Incidence of 
drug abuse and AIDS is reported to be on the rise. Malaria continues 
to be endemic to the State. The performance of the State in the 
implementation of the immunisation programme, as also antenatal 
care, has been sub-optimal. There is a need to improve performance 
in this regard.

The overall literacy level o f the State is 73.66% as per the 2001 Census, 
which is better than the national average. However, the drop-out rates 
continue to be high, with the drop-out rates for primary classes being 
about 50% more than the all-India averages. On the other hand, the 
implementation of the mid-day meal programme, which can help 
check the high drop-out rates, is yet to be taken up in right earnest 
by the State. In the current financial year, the State Government has 
lifted only 37% of the total foodgrains allocated to it under this scheme.

The State Government needs to review the performance of its public 
scctor undertakings, which are all running into losses. Tripura Jute 
Mills alone is reported to have accumulated losses of Rs. 62 crore. 
The Tripura State Road Transport Corporation continues to be a drain 
on the exchequer. The State Government needs to review each 
enterprise and consider the possibilities of different management and 
ownership structures to improve the performance of these 
undertakings.

The power sector performance is also a cause for concern. Transmission 
and distribution losses are estimated to be over 40% and there are 
reported to be a large number of unregistered consumers directly 
hooked to the distribution lines. The gap between the cost of supply 
of power and the average tariff is as high as Rs. 1.67 per unit. This is 
an unsustainable situation, which warrants urgent attention.

On die fiscal front, it is alarming to note that salaries alone now are 
greater than the total revenue receipts o f the State. This calls for a 
concerted effort by the State at downsizing to enable the State to free 
adequate resources to finance the development efforts. The Government
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may like to consider a policy of reducing the staff strength through 
attrition, as well as tightening up fiscal control over grants-in-aid 
supported institutions. We would also suggest early fmalisation of 
the mid-term fiscal restructuring programme with the Ministry of 
Finance to enable the State set its finances in order as well as draw 
upon the incentive amounts recommended by Eleventh Finance 
Commission.

* Opening Remark at the discussion on the Tenth Plan and the Annual Plan 2002-03 o f  Tripura
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I welcome the Chief Minister o f Uttaranchal and his colleagues to 
this meeting for finalising the Tenth Five Year Plan (2002-07) and 
the Annual Plan for 2002-03 of the State. While I am happy to note 
that Uttaranchal has expended its Plan allocation fully, the progress 
of physical achievements needs careful monitoring and review to ensure 
that the benefits expected to accrue from the expenditure incurred 
are realised to the extent envisaged.

For the Tenth Plan, the Planning Commission has envisaged a GSDP 
growth rate of 6.8% for the State—3.50% in the primary sector, 7% 
in the secondary sector and 8.70% in the tertiary sector. I am happy 
to learn that the State expects to exceed the growth rate envisaged for 
the primary sector.

Today, the State is poised at a defining moment in its developmental 
efforts. The route it takes now will determine the safety and prosperity 
of its future. Its ecological sensitivity makes it susceptible to accelerated 
soil erosion, landslides, rapid loss of genetic resources and 
environmental degradation. Its developmental concerns, therefore, 
require careful integration with environmental imperatives. Chapter 
13 of Agenda 21 formulated at Rio in June 1992 to which India is a 
signatory is also relevant here. It presents a broad framework for 
sustainable mountain development while emphasising and elaborating 
the need to generate and strengthen knowledge about the ecology of 
mountain ecosystems and the need to promote integrated watershed 
development and alternative livelihood opportunities. To ensure 
sustainability, the State could seriously consider presenting a State of 
the Environment Report and a natural resources budget before its 
legislative assembly every year. This would email am accounting of
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natural resources, stria environmental regulations enforced by a strong 
enforcement authority and a high level o f environmental awareness 
and local support. This has to be one of the highest priorities of the 
State to avoid irreversible damage to its mountain ecosystem.

Another issue of concern is unemployment, particularly in the hill 
areas of the State. It would be useful to prepare an action plan for 
creating employment opportunities outside Government. Efforts under 
the rural development employment schemes could be considerably 
stepped up and vocational training given an impetus.

Although Uttaranchal’s health indices are better than the average all- 
India indices, the infant mortality rate for female children in the rural 
areas is an alarming 87 per 1000 live births as against the State average 
of 52. The sex ratio of 906 in the 0-6 age group is also a cause of 
concern requiring the serious attention of the State. The wide disparity 
between districts in the family health indicators of the State needs to 
be reduced. The reliability of statistics pertaining to provision of safe 
drinking water needs to be thoroughly checked as the situation on 
the ground appears to be quite different from the one reported. I am 
glad the State proposes to revise these statistics for a correct picture of 
the situation. A special drive is needed against tuberculosis, the 
incidence of which is much higher in Uttaranchal than in other States.

While Uttaranchal’s literacy rate is better than the average all-India 
rate, there is a wide disparity among the districts in the female literacy 
rate, which varies from 47.48% in Uttar Kashi to 71.22% in Garhwal. 
The mismatch in the availability of primary, secondary and higher 
education is large and needs improvement. The States effort to 
introduce computer literacy at the inter-college level is a welcome 
step.

The State Government has clearly identified its thrust areas and 
prepared its policy framework with regard to most of them. I expea 
that the implementation o f the programmes thereunder will gain 
momentum during the Tend) Plan particularly with regard to power 
generation, micro hydel projects, water harvesting, horticulture,
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sericulture, floriculture, the cultivation o f medicinal and aromatic 
plants, biotechnology, tourism, fisheries, dairy development, 
information technology, wildlife management etc.

The State may like to utilise the project preparation facility o f the 
Planning Commission under which assistance is provided for engaging 
consultants if the total Additional Central Assistance obtained by a 
State for externally aided projects is less than Rs. 500 crore. Uttaranchal 
can pose projects for assistance in several areas such as management of 
mountain ecosystems, natural resource accounting, environmental 
controls, sanitation infrastructure, tourism, fisheries, livestock 
upgradation, development o f Haridwar as a heritage city etc. The 
year 2002 being the International Year of the Mountain, external aid 
may be more readily forthcoming.

* Opening Remarks at the discussion on the Tenth Plan and the Annual Plan 2002-03 o f  
Uttaranchal
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I welcome the Development and Planning Minister and the Finance 
Minister and officers of West Bengal Government to this meeting to 
finalise the Tenth Five Year Plan (2002-07) and the Annual Plan (2002- 
03) outlays of the State.

It is a matter of satisfaction that the State Domestic Product (SDP) 
has consistently been showing an encouraging growth of over 7% 
during the Ninth Plan period. The Tenth Plan target of growth rate 
for the State has been set at 8.8%, which is expected to be within the 
reach of the State, keeping in view its potential and dynamism.

The State Government mobilised Rs. 18,216 crore in terms of resources 
for the Ninth Plan against the projection of Rs. 16,900 crore. There 
is a sharp deterioration in the States Own Funds and shortfall in the 
realisation of the Central Assistance. The State has resorted to massive 
borrowing, which goes far beyond the Ninth Plan projections. Another 
matter of concern is the fact that year after year the approved Annual 
Plans were revised downwards signiftcandy. This was mainly on account 
of over-optimistic estimates of external aid inflows.

During the Ninth Plan period the State did well in the production of 
rice. West Bengal, which is the largest producer of jute in the country, 
lagged behind the target. Well placed in the production of inland 
fish, the State may also further explore its potential for marine fish 
production and export. West Bengal is die largest producer of rice in 
the country. In the matter of productivity it has come up from the 
eighth to the sixth place. It would, perhaps, be desirable to bring 
more area under Boro rice in which the State has a clear yield advantage.

I would urge the State Government to give priority to the completion 
of the long ongoing major and medium irrigation projects. The

TENTH PLAN & ANNUAL PLAN 2002-03
OF WEST BENGAL*
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physical achievement in respect o f major and medium projects during 
the Ninth Plan has been less than 50 per cent. The pace o f creation of 
irrigation potential has been very slow and needs to be speeded up. 
Participatory irrigation management has been introduced in the minor 
irrigation sector with success. The wide gap between the average 
revenue realisation against the estimated working expenses, causing 
losses in the irrigation sector, could be bridged by suitably raising the 
water rates that were fixed way back in 1977.

With 11.52 percentage point decadal increase in die literacy rate from 
1991 to 2001, which is the highest such increase in the last century, 
West Bengal has achieved a literacy rate of 69.22% as per Census
2001. However, the gender disparity in the literacy rates remains at a 
high rate of over 17.4 percentage points. Attention needs to be paid 
to improving the female literacy rate, particularly, of those belonging 
to the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes. It is also observed that 
the school drop-out rates in West Bengal are much higher than the 
all-India average. This needs urgent attention. The per capita 
expenditure of Rs. 415 on education in West Bengal stood much 
lower in comparison with the corresponding all-India average of Rs.620 
in 1998-99.

It is satisfying to note that in terms of health and demographic indices, 
the State compares favourably with the national figures. In terms of 
CBR, CDR, IMR and life expectancy the performance of the State is 
better than the all-India average. West Bengal, with a birth rate of 
20.7 per thousand in 1999 is likely to achieve TFR of 2.1% within 
the next two or three years. The sex ratio, which was 917 in 1991, has 
improved to 934 in 2001.

The State Government has taken several steps to encourage investment 
in industry through their new Industrial Policy, which has further 
been extended to new units in the area o f biotechnology, jute 
diversification, agricultural implements, tanneries and hosiery. The 
State Government needs to adopt special measures to attract research 
and development and software/IT knowledge-based industries like 
training, education and infotainment. More technology parks may
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be set up in the field o f software and electronic hardware. The Growth 
Centres at jalpaiguri and Malda are not functional and the State 
government needs to expedite the setting up of these Growth Centres.

It is a matter of satisfaction that the State is according priority to the 
development of transport infrastructure. The proposed West Bengal 
corridor project, connecting Kolkata with North Bengal, would 
promote economic development o f that region through increased trade, 
commerce and industrial activities. The proposal to ensure private 
sector participation in road development would also help in establishing 
reliable road network in the State. Care would, however, require to be 
taken that the maintenance of the existing network does not get 
relegated due to the added emphasis on new construction. The 
mounting loss of State Road Transport Corporations is a matter of 
concern. Rationalisation of fares and routes and improvement in the 
fleet utilisation may help in reducing the losses o f State Road Transport 
Corporations.

It is a matter of concern that commercial losses of West Bengal State 
Electricity Board are estimated at Rs. 1,250 crore during 2001-02. 
There is a large gap between the average tariff and the cost of supply, 
which needs to be bridged. The T&D losses have increased from a 
level of 20% in 1997-98 to about 36% in 2001-02. The PLF of 
WBSEB at 38.3% and that of WBPDCL at 56.7% are way below the 
all-India average of 69 percent. Payments worth Rs.3,965 crore were 
overdue as on 30.9.2001 in favour of concerned Central PSUs. As per 
the decision of the Cabinet on one-time setdement of dues of CPSUs, 
Government of West Bengal has to sign the fresh tripartite agreement. 
Recognising the urgent need for restructuring and reforming the power 
sector the State Government has set up SERC, which has given its 
tariff award in October/November 2001.

As per NSSO estimates for 1999-2000, based on Central Sample, the 
incidence of unemployment on current daily status basis among the 
youth in West Bengal is 27% in (he rand areas and 24% in die urban 
areas. This ic one o f die highest in die country. Data from the 
corresponding State sample is awaited. Creation of employment
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opportunities for the youth should be a matter o f high priority for 
the State Government in the Tenth Plan.

I note that West Bengal has made efforts towards welfare o f the 
unorganized workers. Notable among these are the States support to 
group insurance of agricultural labour and construction workers and 
a matching contribution towards provident fund of low-income wage- 
employed workers in the unorganised sector.

Reduction of inter-regional imbalance in the level of development is 
now engaging the attention of the State Government. Steps taken in 
this behalf include the setting up of Uttar Banga Krishi Vishvavidyalaya 
in 2001 and the Uttar Banga Unnayan Parishad in 2000-01 for 
comprehensive and integrated development of the six North Bengal 
districts, for which a provision of Rs. 112.53 crore has been proposed 
for the Tenth Plan period. The Government may like to take suitable 
measures to enable the Parishad to respond adequately to the needs of 
the region. Flood control and drainage programme in the North Bengal 
districts deserves to be accorded a higher priority.

* Opening Remarks at the discussion on the Tenth Plan and the Annual Plan 2002-03 o f  West 
Bengal
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KEY ISSUES IN TENTH PLAN*

OPENING REMARKS

It gives me great pleasure to welcome you to this meeting of the full 
Planning Commission. We have only one 
important substantive issue on our 
agenda. The draft of the Tenth Five Year 
Plan has been completed and is now 
before you for your consideration and 
approval.

As far as the Planning Commission is 
concerned, this is the single most important responsibility that is 
discharged by us. Planning has been one of the pillars of our approach 
to economic development and growth since Independence and it has 
stood us in good stead. Our collective faith and belief in the institution 
of planning has never faltered. Even today, when the economy has 
moved substantially in the direction of greater market orientation, 
the country looks to the planning system to provide direction for the 
way forward. It is an onerous responsibility but one in which we take 
pride and towards which we direct our best efforts.

We know full well that meeting the aspirations of our people requires 
us to consider the role of not only the government but also of every 
other segment of our economic and social system. Planning for the 
country demands that we look at our economy in a holistic manner 
in which every organisation and every individual has an integral role 
to play. We believe that policies, which carry the people with them, 
stand a better chance of enduring than any top-down approach. The 
liberalisation and economic reforms that were initiated in the early 
1990s have endured precisely because of the democratic process 
through which they were implemented.
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The process of Plan preparation reflects our democratic tradition. The 
degree of involvement of, and range of consultations with, various 
constituents of our society, that have gone into die making of the Plan, 
is probably unparalleled in the world. Central ministries, State 
Governments, local bodies, academics, sectoral experts, trade unions, 
private sector agencies and civil society organisations have all been 
involved at one stage or another. We have tried to ensure that our 
planning involves the people and is demand-based to the extent possible.

The most pressing issue facing us today is the rapid growth in the 
labour force that we are likely to experience over the next decade. At the 
current rates o f growth and with the current labour intensity in 
production, we face the possibility of rising unemployment, which could 
lead to social unrest. All the objectives and targets of the Tenth Plan 
must, therefore, take this possibility into account and ensure that it 
does not occur. While doing so, we also have to address the issues of 
poverty and the unacceptably low levels of our social indicators. Although 
these have been the objectives in the earlier Plans, in the Tenth Plan we 
are working towards specific monitorable targets, which will need to be 
attained along with the growth target.

We have also been conscious of the feet that national targets do not 
necessarily translate into balanced regional development. The potentials 
and constraints that exist at the State-level vaiy significantly and these 
must be taken into account while assessing the feasibility of the proposed 
development strategy. Therefore, for the first time we have broken down 
the national targets to the State-level in consultation with them. We 
hope that this will enable the States to focus better their own 
development plans.

Traditionally our Plans have focussed on sectoral policies and programmes 
for implementing the Plan objectives. In a market-oriented economy, 
however, it is necessary for the Plan to also take into account the conduct 
of macroeconomic policies and instruments. A carefully crafted medium- 
term macroeconomic policy stance, both for the Centre and the States, 
is therefore a feature of the Tenth Plan.
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The year 2002-03 marks the beginning of the Tenth Five Year Plan 
period. The growth performance of the economy in the previous year 
was below expectations and the vagaries of the monsoons this year 
have also led to a certain amount of diffidence. Nevertheless, it is our 
firm belief that our country has the potential to effect a significant 
turn-around within a short span of time and to achieve improvements 
in our economic and social indicators, which have never before been 
achieved. Efforts will have to be made to ensure that the growth 
momentum in the non-agricultural sectors that has been in evidence 
in the first quarter of this year is maintained. This will not be an easy 
task and will call for a strong and coordinated effort by all Central 
Ministries, including of course the Ministry o f Finance and the 
Planning Commission, and of every State of the Union so that we can 
get the best out of the potential that we possess.

I have flagged the broad issues that have figured in our deliberations 
while framing the Tenth Plan Document and I shall be making a 
more detailed presentation on the salient features o f the Plan 
Document. Before I do so, however, I would request the Hon’ble 
Prime Minister to say a few words and set the tone for the further 
deliberations of this meeting.

CLOSING REMARKS

As would be evident from my presentation, action has to be taken on 
a wide range of issues across a very large number of sectors. In the case 
of the States the two most critical areas are fiscal correction and power 
sector reforms, without which the availability of resources would prove 
to be an insurmountable hurdle. From the national perspective, 
however, the role of the States in creating a common economic space, 
in which all citizens o f the country can take advantage o f the 
opportunities that become available, is perhaps even more important. 
We need to urge upon the States to carefully review all the laws, rules, 
regulations and procedures, which retard the expression of individual 
entrepreneurial initiatives, and to remove them as expeditiously as 
possible.
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At the Centre it is necessary for the various Ministries to prepare a 
detailed list o f the actions that need to be taken both in terms of 
policies and programmes and to ensure that these are undertaken on 
a time-bound basis. Since we are contemplating a considerably greater 
degree of engagement between the Centre and the States in the process 
of reforms, the Ministries will also have to take the responsibility for 
monitoring the progress of the reform process and to take corrective 
actions if and when needed.

Some of the measures, that we feel are necessary for meeting the Plan 
objectives, no doubt involve taking hard decisions but I am certain 
that with appropriate dialogue with the States and with other political 
parties we can evolve a consensus for meeting the national aspirations.

* Opening and Closing Remarks at the Meeting o f  the Full Planning Commission under the 
Chairmanship » f  Prime Minister on October 5, 2002 in New Delhi
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PRESENTATION TO CABINET ON TENTH PLAN*

It gives me great pleasure to place before you the draft of the Tenth 
Five Year Plan which has been approved by the full Planning 
Commission under the chairmanship of the Prime Minister. It is 
now before you for your consideration and approval.

The process of Plan preparation reflects our democratic tradition. The 
degree of involvement of, and the range of consultations with, various 
constituents of our society that 
have gone into the making of the 
Plan are probably unparalleled in 
the world. In particular, the 
Central Ministries and State 
Governments have been 
intimately involved in the 
process of Plan formulation right 
since inception. We have also 
taken care to discuss the draft 
chapters of the Plan with the 
concerned Ministries so that their 
views are suitably reflected in the Plan document.

The Tenth Plan has a number of new features to which I would like to 
draw your attention. First and foremost, it recognises that the most 
pressing issue facing us today is the rapid growth in the labour force 
that we are likely to experience over the next decade. At the current 
rates of growth and with the current labour intensity in production, 
we face the possibility of rising unemployment, which could lead to 
social unrest. This has been very much on our minds while fixing the 
targets of the Tenth Plan. Our studies have brought out that the 8 
per cent growth target mandated by the NDC is essential to ensure 
that unemployment docs not grow.

Secondly, we also have to address the issues of poverty and the 
unacceptably low levels of our social indicators. Although these have

The Tenth Five Year p|an 
[ 2 0 0 2 - 2 0 0 7 ]

t
Presentation to the 
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been the objectives in the earlier plans, in the Tenth Plan we have set 
specific monitorable targets, which are both consistent with, and 
necessary for attainment of, the growth target. It needs to be 
emphasised that achieving these targets will be difficult unless the 
growth target is met.

Thirdly, we have also been conscious o f the fact that the national 
targets do not necessarily translate into balanced regional development. 
The potentials and constraints that exist at the State level vary 
significantly. Therefore, for the first time we have broken down the 
national targets to the State level in consultation with the States We 
hope that this will enable the States to better focus their own 
development plans.

Finally, in addition to the traditional focus on sectoral investments 
and on schemes and programmes, the Tenth Plan lays out the policy 
and institutional reforms that are required for each sector both at the 
Centre and in the States. In particular, we believe that improvement 
in the quality of governance forms the essential ingredient for success.

Achieving the targets set for the Tenth Plan will not be an easy task. It 
will call for a strong and coordinated effort by all the Central Ministries, 

including of course the Ministry of 
Finance and Planning Commission, 
and of every State of the Union so 
that we can get the best out of the 
potential that we possess.

In order to focus our attention on 
the key issues, I will make a brief 
presentation on the salient features 
of the Tenth Plan.

Slide 2: During the past two decades, India has been one of the ten 
fastest growing economies in the world. The Tenth Plan aims to take 
the country even further ahead, potentially to become the fastest 
growing country by the end of the Plan period.

o n  t h e  m o v e

Slide-2
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Slide 3: The National
Development Council, while 
approving the Approach Paper 
to the Tenth Plan, mandated 
a set of objectives and targets 
which would enable us to 
focus on accelerating growth 
not only as an end in itself but 
also as the means to achieve 
success in other dimensions.

1. Doubling per capita Income In ten years 
2 Growth rate ofGOP to be 8% per annum 
a Harness the benefits of growth to improve#]

«rty ratio by5pe

Growth in gainful employment to, at least, keep pace with

#■ ter 1W1-01« 2001-1

Slide-3

Slide 4: The N D C  also 
mandated targets for 
significant improvements in 
critical indicators o f the 
quality of life. These include 
health and education 
indicators and also on 
environment. The Tenth Plan 
is designed to achieve these 

Slide-4 mandated objectives.

Slide 5: The targeted growth rate of 8 per cent per annum is essential 
to achieve a significant 
reduction in poverty from 
26% to 21% and to generate 
substantial employment 
opportunities. Nevertheless, 
special focus will have to be 
placed on a few critical sectors, 
which have high employment 
potential. Encouragement to 
the tourism activity, in 
particular, can have large 
multiplier effects on a number 
of sectors.

8% growth with business as usual will contribute 
only 30 million employment opportunities 
8% growth with emphasis on employment intensive 
sectors and programmes will yield 50 million 
employment opportunities

n, agro-

communication technology and other i 

Tourism - an important stimulus to employment • 
ft " ...............  il taxes
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Larger public investment in infrastructure and 
social sectors 

Emphasis on: 
y  Allocative efficiency

/ Policy reforms for investor friendly

Slide 6: In order to achieve the 8 per cent annual growth target, we 
need to increase public 
investments in physical and 
social infrastructure. It is also 
necessary to bring about better 
allocation of our resources and 
improve the efficiency o f 
investment and delivery o f

improvement in governance cfiticaj S°dal ServiceS‘ P° ,icy>
Efficient delivery systems procedural and institutional

---------------------------------------  changes will be needed to
Slide-6

increase private investments.
Slide 7: The success of the 
Plan, both in achieving its 
macroeconomic targets and
meeting the desired impro
vements in social indicators, 
rests critically on the necessary 
resources being made available. 
The gross budgetary support
o the Central Plan needs t( 

be stepped up steadily over the Tenth Plan period. This is a 
commitment that we had made before the NDC and we need to 
reaffirm it in order to generate the level of confidence necessary among 
all arms of the government and among the public at large.

Slide 8: Despite the best 
efforts of the Finance 
Ministry and the Planning 
Commission, the fiscal 
constraints on Plan 
resources do not allow us to 
fully provide for the 
demands placed on us by 
the Ministries. Even though

(Rs. Croratf 2001-02 Pricw)
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Raising Tax-GDP ratio from 8.6% in 2001-02 to 10.3% In 
200607

200647

there is a significant gap between what has been sought and what we 
have been able to provide, the proposed allocations can be seen to be 
substantially higher than the Ninth Plan realisation. The need to 
improve the efficiency of expenditures, therefore, becomes even more 
compelling.

Slide 9: We are conscious of the fact that fiscal sustainability is essential 
and the Plan resources have a 
to be tailored to what i 
possible. We have undertaken 
a fairly detailed analysis of 
public finances on the basis 
o f achievable parameters.
The most important measure 
is to raise the Tax-GDP ratio 
back to the level that it had 
attained in the early 1990s.
It is necessary to point c 
that raising resources of this
magnitude will not be easy unless all other measures necessary to 
raise the growth rate are taken in the early years of the Plan.

Slide 10: The steps needed for efficient fiscal management are fairly 
well known and I will not

I dwell on them. I will only 
reiterate that the fiscal targets 
are achievable but it will 
require collective commitment 
to the policies and their 
timely implementation. The 
expenditure control measures 
will require cooperation of all

EFFICIENT FISCAL MANAGEMENT

Widening the tax base and improving collections

An integrated Central and State VAT 
Reduction of Central Government staff by 2% 
per year

Reduction In subsidies and administrative

Slide-10

Slide 11: I have already referred to the need to stimulate investment 
activity in the country. We believe that at the present time, public 
investment in infrastructure will “crowd in" private investments. This
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Public Investment

Increasing annual FDI Dows to at least US $7.5 billion

will require strengthening o f  the I  
in stitu tional capacity  to . 
undertake public investment.
We need to simplify the rules, . 
regulations and procedures, 
which unnecessarily ham per . 
private investment activity in 
the country. Every Ministry L  
and State Government needs
to focus on these issues so that early action can be taken to bring 
about policy and procedural reforms.

Slide 12: There are numerous 
barriers to the free expression 
o f entrepreneurial energies in 
the country; some o f  which 
are in the Centre and some in 
the States. In particular, our 
agricu ltu ral sector is 
ham strung by a plethora o f  
controls, which prevent our 

Slide-12 farmers from realising the full
value o f their efforts. We have 

brought considerable reform s in the indu stria l arena but the 
agricultural sector continues 
to be governed by
regulations, which were 
fram ed during an era o f  
shortages. This must change.

Slide 13: Even for the non- 
agricultural sectors there are 
a number o f  critical reforms, 
which are still pending and 
which need to be
im plem ented  as soon as 
possible.

Policy reforms for village and small scale sectors 
Phased dereservation of small scale industries 
Early enactment of Electricity Bill. Coal 
Nationalisation Amendment Bill. and 
Communication Covergence Bill

private road transport passenger services ai
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Slide 14: In our opinion, the 
rural sector holds the key to 
our future growth efforts. It is 
home to 70%  o f  our people 
and nearly 80%  o f  our poor.
T h u s it o ffers the greatest 
potential for w idespread  
development. The two main 
areas o f  focus sh ou ld  be 
connectivity and water management in all parts o f  the country. In 
particular, we need to pay attention to the regeneration and revival o f 
the old irrigation systems and projects. In the dryland areas o f  the 
country appropriate water-shed development is critical.

Slide 15: There is also a need to change our strategic and policy 
approach  to agricu ltu ral 
development. In particular, we 
need to bring the wastelands 
and degraded  lands into 
productive use either under 
crops or agro-forestry and to 
improve credit flows to our 
farm ers through innovative 
methods.

Slide 16: Technological interventions are essential to im prove 
agricultural productivity and 
widen the range o f products.
In stitu tion al structures 
governing rural activities also 
need to be reform ed and 
strengthened. We cannot 
expect im provem ent in the 
quality o f life unless improved 
drinking water supply  and 
proper hygiene and sanitation 
are provided in all our villages. Slide-16
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Slide 17: The power sector 
can potentially be a constraint 
on our grow th process.
D uring the E ighth  and 
Ninth Plans we were able to 
achieve less than h a lf  the 
targeted capacity  add ition  
mainly due to the infirmities . 
o f  the Sta te  E lectric ity  siide-iz
Boards. Despite the fact that a lot o f  attention has been devoted, the 
status o f  this sector continues to cause concern. We need to make 
vigorous efforts to complete the restructuring o f  our power sector so 
that the am bitious targets that we have set for the Tenth Plan are 

■ realised.
ING THE PRODUCTIVE BASE

Actively promote R&D on fast breeder reactor and thoriunttiased

Railways to focus on provision of transport servioes - o

Setting up of Rail Tariff Regulatory Authority 
Expansion of National Highway Development Programme 
and strengthening of state highways and district roads 
Make Tariff Authority tor Major Ports (TAMP) an appellate 
body and extend Its jurisdiction to ail ports 
Earty adoption of a Civil Aviation Policy Aeetablishement of

Auction international air routes to private Indian operators

Slid e  18: T h e financial 
condition o f  the Railways is 
precarious and it is necessary 
for us to create a po licy  
environment, which would 
address the issue effectively. 
We need to further intensify 
our efforts in this direction. 

sllde' 18 The other components o f the
transport sector also need policy changes to enable them to perform 
better. However, we should take note o f the success o f  the National 
Highways Programme in terms o f not only what it has achieved but 
also the multiplier effects that |
it has had on the rest o f  the 
economy.

Slide 19: Construction is one 
o f  the most labour-intensive 
sectors but has been hamstrung 
by excessive controls on land 
use. The state o f  our urban 
centres too needs consideration.

CREATING THE PRODUCTIVE BASE

Removal of urban land ceiling to ease supply of 
land, reform of rent control to promote housing 
stock, rational stamp duty rates etc.
Improvement of muni 
taxes, user charges); access to financial markets 
for Infrastructure schemes; restructuring of 
utilities for higher efficiency 

• Simplify and computerise registration of property
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For the const-ruction activity and urban development to gain momen
tum , sign ifican t changes in land  use po lic ies and m u nicipal 
functioning will have to take place. The Tenth Plan proposes to intensify 
this process.

Slide 20 : O ne o f  the most 
important decisions that has 
been taken is to  p rovide 
education for all through the 
Sarva Sikhsha Abhiyan. We 
must, however, bear in mind 
that the turn ou t from  
elementary education would 
be looking for further training 
in order to access the job  

market. We must, therefore, begin the process o f  strengthening the 
secondary stream and our institutions o f  higher learning. Special focus 
must be laid on vocational education.

S lid e  2 1 : O ne o f  the m ost 
d istu rb in g  facts about the 
current situation  is the 
prevalence o f  under-nutrition 
among a large segment o f  our 
people d espite su fficien t 
availability  o f  food  in the 
country. T h e vulnerable 
groups, particularly  women 
and children and people living 
in rem ote areas, need special atten tion  to meet their dietary 
requirements. In addition, the primary health system needs to become 
more sensitive to the specific requirements both in terms o f differences 
in disease incidence and in the nature o f medical care.

Slide 22: There are a number o f special groups in the country whose 
needs may not necessarily be met through the normal process o f  growth 
and development. Attention has to be paid to meeting these needs

CREATING THE PRODUCTIVE BASE

Education lor All through Sarv Shiksha Abhiyan - total 
enrolment by 2003; universal retention and achievement 
(elementary) by 2010
Plan tor strenthenlng secondary stn

from elementary and secondary stn
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and empowering these groups 
to integrate more effectively 
into the development process. 
Th e living condition o f  our 
slum -dw ellers also needs to 
improved significantly.

S lid e  2 3 : Science and
technology touch every aspect 
o f  d evelopm ent and every 
sector o f  the economy. In a

globalising world we need to 
ensure that not on ly  
technologies are accessed and 
assim ilated  as rap id ly  as 
possible but also appropriate 
technologies are developed to 
suit our specific requirements.
During the Tenth Plan a few 
critical S& T  missions are being 
proposed.

Slide 24: India has always 
been at the fo re fro n t  o f  
the m ovem ent to p ro tect 
the en v iro n m e n t an d  
e n su re  su s t a in a b il i ty  o f  
development. Despite this, 
there are a number o f  areas 
o f  concern. The Tenth Plan 
has specifically taken these 
into account while framing 
the development strategy.

Slide 25: Although the issue o f regional balance has been an integral 
component o f almost every Five Year Plan, there has been perceptible 
increase in regional imbalances over the years. In recognition o f this

ENVIRONMENT 
FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Acton Plan for reducing air and water pollution

Slide-24

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

✓ Nano Science & Technology
s Technology far bamboo products 
■* Exploration and exploitation of microbial wealth
✓ Carcass utilisation and eco-friendly leather processing

IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF LIFE

id Improvement of sli 
dovetailed wfth Valmiki Ambedkar Awas Yojana 
Eradication of manual scavenging by 2007 
National Commission for Children to ensure protection of 
their rights to be set up 
Protection of life and property of the Aged 
Special focus on unorganised labour

Slide-22
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Planning Commission's focus is to promote balanced 
and equitable regional development 
Some steps in this regard include:
✓ For the first time state-wise sectoral growth rates 

determined in consultation with states
✓ Rashtriya Sam Vikas Yojana - Special plans for 

most of Orissa and a Reforms agenda
■f Special focus on the North East 
/ State Development Reports to lay down road map 

for accelerating growth 
s On-Farm Water Management for Eastern India

Slide-25

fact, the Tenth Plan 
explicitly  takes into 
account the po ten tials 
and lim itation s o f  the 
d ifferent Sta tes o f  the 
country and proposes 
d ifferential grow th 
strategies for them. As 
you w ould notice, not 
only do we have a 
separate volum e on the 
States, a number o f  the 
other sections o f  the Plan also address State-related issues. We have 
also proposed a number o f  initiatives for reducing both inter-State 
and intra-State imbalances.

Slide 26: As I mentioned at the 
very start, reform s for 
improvement o f  efficiency lie at 
the heart o f  the Tenth Plan. In 
particular, we believe that the 
States need to be provided  
incentives in order to carry out 
the requisite reform agenda.

by Members of PC

Slide 27: We have also taken a 
number o f  initiatives which 
would introduce greater focus 
and rationality in our planning 
and impleme-ntation

CSS» and CS* from 360 to 188 and from 2247 to 922Slide 28 : Finally, the m ost 
critical factor in achieving the 
objectives o f  the Plan is the 
quality o f  governance in the 
country. No matter how good the plans and programmes, they can 
all flounder on poor implementation. Bringing about transparency
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and accountability in all 
our public institutions is 
the key to success. A 
num ber o f  in itiativ es 
regarding public-private 
partnersh ip s and e- 
governance are already 
u nder consideration by 
the Government.

S lid e  2 9 : G iven the 
constraints o f  time, I have 
been able to give you 
only the key elements o f  

the Plan document, which runs into about 1600 pages. As would be 
evident from my presentation, action has to be taken on a wide range 
o f  issues across a very large number o f  sectors. In the case o f  the 
States, the two most critical 
areas are fiscal correction and 
power secto r reform s,
w ithout which the 
availability  o f  resources 
w ould prove to be an 
in surm ountable hurdle.
From  the national
perspective, however, the role 
o f  the States in creating a 
common economic space in 
which all citizens o f the country can take advantage o f the opportunities 
that become available is perhaps even more important. We need to 
urge upon the States to carefully review all laws, rules, regulations 
and procedures, which retard the expression o f  individual 
entrepreneurial initiatives and to remove them as expeditiously as 
possible.

At the Centre, it is necessary for the various Ministries to prepare 
detailed list o f  the actions that needs to be taken in terms o f both

Improved people's participation, especially through 
strengthening Panchayati Raj Institutions and urban local 
bodies
Involvement of civil society, especially voluntary 
organisations, as partners in development 
Enactment of the Right to Information Act 
Civil service reforms for improving transparency, 
accountability & efficiency; security of tenure; a mor 
equitable system of rewards and punishments 
Rightsizing both the size and role of Govt.
Revenue and Judicial reforms 
Using Information Technology for good governance 

Slide-28
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policies and programmes and to ensure that these are undertaken on 
a time-bound basis. Since we are contemplating a considerably greater 
degree o f engagement between the Centre and the States in the process 
o f reforms, the Ministries will also have to take the responsibility for 
monitoring the progress o f  the reform process and to take corrective 
actions if and when needed.

Some o f the measures that we feel are necessary for meeting the Plan 
objectives no doubt involve taking hard decisions but I am certain 
that with appropriate dialogue with the States and with other political 
parties we can evolve a consensus for meeting the national aspirations.

'Opening Remarks at the meeting o f  the Union Cabinet on the Tenth Five Year [2002-07] on 
October 29, 2002
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PRESENTATION TO NDC ON TENTH PLAN*

It gives me great pleasure to welcome you all to the 5 0 * meeting o f 
the National Development Council, which is the highest decision
making authority in the country on development matters. We can 
draw strength from  the effectiveness o f  the N D C , which is an 
affirmation o f the democratic and federal ideals that are enshrined in 
this unique institution. Fifty times we have met and fifty times we 
have shown to the world that whatever be our differences we are united 
in our efforts to build the best possible future for our people.

Today we have the opportunity o f placing our country on a course o f 
development, which should culminate in a significant improvement 
in the living standards o f  our people over the next decade. As you are 
aware, the draft o f  the Tenth Five Year Plan, covering the period 2002 
to 2007, has been approved both by the Full Planning Commission 
under the chairmanship o f  the Prime Minister and by the Union 
Cabinet. It is now before you for your consideration and adoption.

It was a little over a year ago, in September 2001, that we met to 
discuss and approve the Approach Paper to the Tenth Plan and to give 
broad directions for the formulation o f the Plan. At that time we had 
collectively decided that it was time for us to stretch beyond our 
immediate capabilities and set targets which would be in consonance 
with our needs and the evident aspirations o f our people. We had no 
illusions about the magnitude o f the effort that would have to be 
made by each one o f  us. The Approach Paper had clearly laid out a 
preliminary assessment o f the conditions under which these targets 
could be met and the measures that we would have to adopt. Accepting 
this challenge, the N D C  directed the Planning Commission to prepare 
the Tenth Five Year Plan with a growth rate target o f  8 per cent per 
annum  along with sign ifican t im provem ents in social and 
environmental indicators.
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Over the past one year the Planning Commission has worked long and 
hard to flesh out the skeleton presented in the Approach Paper on the 
basis o f  the directions given by the N D C . Having taken into account 
the recent economic developments, both positive and negative, the 
detailed analysis undertaken reveals that these targets continue to be 
feasible. There is, therefore, no need for us to waver at this stage.

However, this is not to say that the task at hand will be easy or will 
not require considerable effort. The Tenth Plan document lays down 
in detail the measures that will have to be taken both on the policy 
front and in our programmes. It is a substantial agenda, which will 
have to be completed within a well-defined time frame. It will call 
for a strong and coordinated effort by all the Central Ministries and 
by every State so that we can get the best out o f  the potential that we 
possess.

The process o f Plan preparation reflects our democratic tradition. The 
degree o f involvement of, and the range o f  consultations with, various 
constituents o f  our society that have gone into the making o f the Plan 
are probably unparalleled in the world. We have involved the Central 
Ministries and State Governments fully in this process. Academics, 
subject experts, civil society o rgan isatio n s, trade un ions and 
industrialists have been involved at various stages o f  preparing the 
Plan in order to take foil advantage o f their expertise and ideas.

The most pressing issue facing us today is the rapid growth in the 
labour force that we are likely to experience over the next decade. At 
the current rates o f  growth and with the current labour intensity in 
production we face the possibility o f  rising unemployment, which 
could lead to social unrest. Our studies have brought out that the 
composition o f the 8 per cent growth target mandated by the N D C  
would have to favour certain key labour-intensive sectors in order to 
reduce the backlog o f unemployment in the country.

We have also been conscious o f the fact that national targets do not 
necessarily translate into balanced regional developm ent. The
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potentials and constraints that exist at the State level vary significandy. 
Therefore, for the first dme, we have broken down the national targets 
to the State level in consultation with the State Governments. The Tenth 
Plan contains a separate volume on States as a reflection o f the importance 
we place on the role o f  the States in our development process.

We hope that this will enable the States to better focus their own 
development plans by more careful consideration o f the sectoral pattern 
o f growth and its regional dispersion within the State. In order to facilitate 
this process, the Planning Commission is preparing a series o f  State 
Development Reports, which will take stock o f the capabilities o f  each 
State and develop appropriate strategics.

Finally, in addition to the focus on sectoral investments and on schemes 
and programmes, the Tenth Plan lays out the policy and institutional 
reforms that are required for each sector, both at the Centre and in the 
States. In particular, we believe that improvement in the quality o f 
governance forms the essential ingredient for success. We have, therefore, 
prepared a separate chapter on the issues o f  governance and 
implementation. We have also recendy brought out a compendium o f 
State government initiatives in this regard, entitled -  “Successful 
Governance Initiatives and Best Practices -  Experiences from  Indian States” 
-  a copy o f which is being made available to all the Chief Ministers.

India is in the midst o f transforming an agrarian economy into a modem 
multi-dimensional economic powerhouse and a traditional stratified 
society into an egalitarian society through consultative politics. It is 
inevitable that such a rapid social, economic, technological and political 
development o f one billion people would generate turbulence. Yet it is 
essential that this turbulence be managed and confined within limits 
that preserve the social fabric and permit the nations transformation to 
continue apace. Our Five Year Plans arc a central component o f this 
proccss in that they lay out a vision, which we can all share and work 
towards in a spirit o f  cooperation and purpose.

Let me once again extend a hearty welcome to all o f you. I would now 
request the Chairman o f the National Development Council, Prime
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Minister Shri Atal Bihari Vajpayee, to address this 50lh meeting o f  the 
Council.

The Tenth Five Year Plan 
[ 2 0 0 2 - 2 0 0 7 ]

t

Slide 2: During the past two
decades, India has been one o f 
the ten fastest grow ing 
econom ies in the world. The 
Tenth Plan aim s to take the 
country  even furth er ahead, 
potentially to become the fastest 
growing country by the end o f 
the Plan period.

Slide 3: You will all recall 
that at our last meeting 
in Septem ber 200 1 , 
while approving • the 
Approach Paper to fhe 
Tenth Plan, the National 
D evelo-pm ent C ouncil 
had m andated a set o f  
objectives and targets, 
which would enable us to 
focus on accelerating 
growth not only as an end 
in itself but also as the Slide-3

NDC MANDATED OBJECTIVES FOR 
THE TENTH PLAN

1 Doubling per capita Income in ten years
2. Growth rate of GOP to be 8% per annum
3. Harness the benefits of growth to improve the quality of 

life by:
• Reduction In poverty ratio by 5 percentage points by 

2007 from 26% to 21%
• Growth in gainful employment to, at least, keep pace 

with addition to labour force
• All children in school by 2003; alt children to complete 

5 years of schooling by 2007
• Reducing gender gaps in literacy and wage rates by 

50%
• Providing potable drinking water in at villages
• Cleaning of major polluted river stretches

■ n d i e t

° N  T H E  M O V E
Slide-2
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means to achieve success in other dimensions such as poverty reduction 
and employment creation.

Slide 4: T h e N D C  also
m andated targets for
significant improvements in 
critical in d icato rs o f  the 
quality o f  life. These include 
health and education  
indicators and environment.
The Tenth Plan is designed to 
achieve these m andated  
objectives that we had set for ourselves and for the nation.

Slide 5: The growth rate 
target o f  8 per cent per 
annum  is essential to 
generate substantial 
e m p l o y m e n t  
opportunities. But it will 
not be enough. O ur 
projections show that 
during the Tenth Plan 

period the labour force will increase by 35 million, whereas the growth 
process by itself will generate 30 million job opportunities. Therefore, 
special focus will have to be placed on a few critical sectors, which have 
high employment potential. By doing so we should be able to generate 
50 million work opportunities, which will not only take care o f the 
additions to the labour force but also significantly reduce the backlog 
o f unemployment.

Slide 6: The areas o f  focus 
will have to be agriculture 
and its related activities 
and a number o f services.
Special attention will have 
to be paid to the needs o f

1. Special emphasis on agriculture, irrigation, agro
forestry, small and medium enterprises, information 
communication technology and other services

2. Tourism - an important stimulus to employment
• Strengthening tourism infrastructure
• Rationalise tax structure
• Project India as an attractive tourist destination

Slide-6

8% growth 
only 30 million employment opportunities 

8% growth with emphasis on employment intensive 
sectors and programmes will yield 50 million 
employment opportunities 

Slide-5
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Infant Mortality Rate*
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Maternal Mortality Ratio-
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the sm all and m edium  enterprises in a lm o st all activ ities. 
Encouragement to tourism activity, in particular, can have large 
multiplier effects on a number o f sectors.

Slide 7: In order toi 
achieve the 8 per 
cent annual growth 
target we will have to 
increase our savings 
and investment rates 
sign ifican tly  but 
perhaps by not as 
m uch as we had 
initially estimated in 
the Approach Paper.
Subsequent analysis 
has revealed that 
there is substantial excess capacity in some o f the sectors and therefore 
it should be possible to increase output without a commensurate 
increase in investible resources. This, along with improvements in 
efficiency and better sectoral focus, should lead to a drop in the 
incremental capital-output ratio. I should mention here that the ICO R 
was even lower during the Eighth Plan period and increased in the 
Ninth due to lower capacity utilisation.

Slide 8: The first issue 
is how to raise the 
sav ings rate o f  the 
economy. As you may 
notice from the slide, 
private savings have 
grow n m ore or less 
steadily since the early 
1990s. However, 
public savings, i.e. the 
difference between total

CONDITIONS NECESSARY FOR
8% GROWTH 1

::
Raising Gross Domestic Savings

Total

111 W iiT ftrn i W

MACRO PA RA M ETERS FOR THE 
TENTH PLAN (2 0 0 2 -0 7 )

IX Plan X Plan
Actual

Paper
Target

1. Domestic Savings 
Rate <% of GDP mp)

23.31 29.80 26.84

2. Current Account
Deficit (% of GDP mp)

0.91 2.80 1.57

3. Investment Rate 
(% of GDP mp)

24.23 32.60 28.41

4. Incremental Capital 
Output Ratio (ICOR)

4.53 4.08 3.58

5. GDP Growth Rate 
(% per annum)

5.35 8.00 8.07

Slide-"*
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savings and private savings, turned sharply negative from 1998-99 
onwards. This must be corrected and from 2004-05 onwards we 
must aim at achieving 
positive and growing public 
savings.

Slide 9: In order to generate 
sufficient public savings it is 
necessary to bring about 
significant improvement in 
the revenue deficit of the 
Government. Both the 
Centre and the States have 
to contribute to this process.

Slide 10: Realising the 
desired level o f 
investment will require 
an increase in public 
investments in physical 
and social infrastructure. 
This is essential for 
encouraging a revival in 
private investment. It is 
also necessary to bring 
about better allocation 
of our resources and to 

improve the efficiency of investment and delivery of critical social
services. Policy, procedural an d --------------------------------- —
institutional changes will be needed 
to increase private investments.

Slide 11: The success of the Plan, both 
in achieving its macroeconomic 
targets and meeting the desired 
improvements in social indicators, 
rests critically on the necessary

CONDITIONS NECESSARY FOR 
8% GROWTH

Emphasis on:

> Allocative

Improvement in governance 

Efficient delivery systems
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resources being made available for financing the Plan activities, 
including both public investment and current expenditures.

Slide 12: We are conscious o f  the fact that fiscal sustainability is 
essential, and Plan resources have to be tailored to what is possible. 
We have undertaken a fairly detailed analysis o f  public finances on 
the basis o f  achievable parameters. The Centres Tax-GDP ratio needs 
to be raised back to the level that it had attained in the early 1990s.

Th e States too will 
need to augm ent 
their tax collections. 
It is necessary to 
p o in t ou t that 
raising resources o f  
this m agnitude will 
not be easy unless all 
o th er m easures 
needed to raise the 
growth rate are taken 
in the early years o f 
the Plan.

Slide 13: The need to 
raise tax collections 
becom es even m ore 
com pelling since our 
p ro jections indicate 
that the non-tax revenue 
to G D P  ratio o f  both 
the C entre and the 
States is likely to decline 
som ew hat during the 
Tenth Plan period.

S lid e  14: R aising
revenues alone, however, will not be enough to reduce the revenue 
deficits sufficiently. Efforts will also have to made to curtail the growth

REALISING PLAN RESOURCES

Non Tax Revenue of Centre & States

i  *• * 1 i
i ,j 
1 u

State*

I i 1 i i ! !  i i 1 i 111! 1 i

Slide-13
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rate o f non-Plan 
expenditures. This 
should be facilitated by 
the fact that the main 
impact o f the 
implementation of the 
Fifth Pay Commission 
award is behind us. Our 
projections indicate that 
the ratio of government 
salaries and wages to 
GDP should decline 
steadily, provided that recruitments are held down to the minimum 
necessary.

Slide 15: The other large component of non-Plan revenue expenditure 
is interest payments. 
Here again our 
projections indicate 
that the interest 
payments to GDP 
ratio will show a 
declining trend even if 
the interest rates 
harden a little from 
their current levels. 
This trend is of course 
conditional on the 
fiscal deficits o f the 
levels indicated in the

Slide 16: The steps needed for efficient fiscal management are fairly 
well known and I will not dwell on them. I will only reiterate that 
the fiscal targets are achievable but it will require collective commitment 
to the policies and their timely implementation. The expenditure

REALISING PLAN RESOURCES
Interest Payments of Centre & States
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Slide-15

Centre and the States being maintained at the 
Plan document.

R E A LIS IN G  PLA N  R ESO URCES 1

11
Non Plan Expenditure of Centre & States
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Slide-14
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control measures will 
require cooperation of all 
the Central Ministries 
and State departments.

Slide 17: I have already 
referred to the need to 
stimulate investment 
activity in the country.
We believe that at the 
present time public 
investment in infrastructure will “crowd in” private investments. This 

will require strengthening 
of the institutional 
capacity to undertake 
public investment. We 
need to simplify the rules, 
regulations and
procedures, which 
unnecessarily hamper 
private investment 
activity in the country. 
Every Ministry and State 
Government needs to

focus on these issues so 
that early action can be 
taken to bring about 
policy and procedural 
reforms.

Slide 18: There are 
numerous barriers to the 
free expression of 
entrepreneurial energies 
in the country, some of 
which are in the Centre

UNLEASHING ENTREPRENEURIAL 
ENERGY

Eliminating inter-State &

Essential Commodities Act to be amended 
Amending Agriculture Produce Marketing Act 
Liberalising agri-trading, agri-industry and exports 
Encouraging contract farming 

□ Integration of various acts dealing with food into orx 
'Food Act"
Permit futures trading in all commodities 
Removal of Government & Reserve Bank of IndU 
restrictions on financing of stocking and trading.

Slide-18

STIMULATING INVESTMENT
□ Public investment necessary to stimulate private

Developing institutional capacity for public 
investment.
Revamping the public work structures at Centre 
and States
Simplifying laws and procedures for investment. 
Reforming Development Financial Institutions for 
long-term financing of small and medium 
enterprises.
Additional annual FDI flows to reach US $ 7.5 
billion.

Slide-17

EFFICIEN T FISCA L MANAGEMENT

□  W idening the tax  b a s e  an d improving 
collections.

□  Rationalising tax incentives/concessions
□  An integrated Central and State VAT
□  Reduction of Government Staff
□  Reduction in subsid ies and administrative 

overheads.
Q Increasing user charges
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and some in the States. In particular, our agricultural sector is 
hamstrung by a plethora o f controls, which prevent our farmers from 
realising the full value of their efforts. We have brought considerable 
reforms in the industrial arena but the agricultural sector continues 
to be governed by regulations, which were framed during an era of 
shortages. This must change.

Slide 19: Even for the non- 
agricultural sectors, there are 
a number of critical reforms, 
which are still pending and 
which need to be 
implemented as soon as 
possible. Many of these are 
no doubt in the domain of 
the Centre but the States 
would also have to cooperate 
fully in order to make them

UNLEASHING ENTREPRENEURIAL ENERGY

Repeal of SICA, Introduction and strengthening 
of bankruptcy and foreclosure laws to facilitate 
transfer of assets.
Reform Labour Laws
Policy reforms for village and small scale sectors 
Phased dereservation of small scale industries. 
Early enactment of Electricity Bill, Coal 
Nationalisation Amendment Bill, and 
Communication Convergence Bill.
Abolish restrictions on private road transport 
passenger services and encourage private sector

Slide-19

Slide 20: In our opinion, the 
rural sector holds the key to 
our future growth efforts. It 
is home to 70% o f our 
people and nearly 80% of 
our poor. Thus it offers the 
greatest potential for 
widespread development. 
The two main areas of focus 

should be connectivity and water management in all parts of the 
country. In particular, we need to pay attention to the regeneration 
and revival of old irrigation systems and projects. In the dryland 
areas of the country, appropriate watershed development is critical.

a  Growth mediated strategy with focus on basic 
services and direct anti-poverty programmes, and 
active involvement of the people.

□ Rural connectivity to all habitations of 500 or 
more population by end of Tenth Plan.

Cl Expanding area under irrigation primarily through 
minor Irrigation and watershed management.

□ Priority for completion of ongoing irrigation projects 
and revival of old irrigation projects.

□ Regulating ground water use on sustainable basis.

Slide-20

Slide 21: There is also a need to change our strategic and policy 
approach to agricultural development. In particular, we need to bring
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wastelands and degraded 
lands into productive use 
either under crops or agro- 
forestry and improve the 
credit flows to our formers 
through innovative 
methods.

Slide 22: Technological 
interventions are essential 
to improve agricultural 
productivity and to widen the range of products. Institutional 

structures governing rural

N VIGOR ATI NG RURAL INDIA

Retionalise irrigation charges and ensure 
community participation in maintenance 
Comprehensive Flood Management Strategy 
especially for Eastern 'O Utilising waste and
Reforms for agro-forestry 
Improving credit flows & simplifying 
procedures
Universalisation of Kisan Credit Cards

Slide-21

activ ities also  need to be 
reformed and strengthened. 
We cannot expect 
improvement in the quality o f 
life unless improved drinking 
w ater su pp ly  and  proper 
hygiene and san itation  are 
provided in all our villages. 

Promotion of proper hygiene and sanitation Slide 23: T h e power sector 
can potentially be a serious

IGORATING RURAL INDIA
Diversification of cropping systems 
production of medicinal and aromatic plan 
Apppllcatlon of Science & Technology for 
improving agricultural productivity.
Adoption by States of key features of Multi- 
State Cooperative Act, 1984.
Integrated agriculture markets in private 
co-operative sectors.
Complete coverage of all remaining ‘not covered'

constraint on our growth 
process. During the 
Eighth and Ninth Plans 
we were able to achieve 
less than half the targeted 
capacity addition mainly 
due to the infirmities of 
the State Electricity 
Boards. Despite the fact 
that a lot of attention has 
been devoted to it, the 
status o f this sector

CREATING  THE PRODUCTIVE BASE

O Capacity addition of 41.110 MW comprising 22,832 
IW in Central sector and 11,157 MW in State t 
nd 7,121 MW in private sector.

□ Reduce gap between cost of supply and pricing of

Electrify 62,000 villages through grid extension, by 
end of Tenth Plan and 18,000 remote villages by end 
of Eleventh Plan through renewable sources of
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continues to cause concern. We need to make vigorous efforts to 
complete the restructuring of our power sector so that the ambitious 
targets that we have set for the Tenth Plan are realised.

Slide 24: The pace of 
investment in the power 
sector cannot be 
accelerated unless there 
is a significant improve
ment in profitability and 
internal resource 
generation. The financial 
condition o f the State 
Electricity Boards not 
only limits their own 
ability to invest but also 
discourages private investments. As can be seen from this slide, the 
increasing losses in the power sector are mirrored by the declining 
rate of investment.

Slide 25: The various components of the transport sector also need 
policy changes to enable 
them to perform better. 
We should take note of 
the success o f the 
National Highways 
Programme in terms of 
not only what it has 
achieved but also the 
multiplier effects that it 
has had on the rest of 
the economy. This 
success can be 
replicated in other 
sectors as well.

O Railways to focus on provision of transport 
services - other peripheral activities to be out
sourced.

H Expansion of National Highways Development 
Programme and strengthening of State highways 
and district roads.

□  Make Tariff Authority for Major Ports (TAMP) an 
appellate body and extend its jurisdication to all 
ports.

□  Early adoption of a Civil Aviation Policy & 
establishment of a regulatory framework for the 
sector.

Slide-25

POWER : THE MAIN PROBLEM
Profits and Investments in Power Sector
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Slide 26: Construction is one of the most labour-intensive sectors but 
has been hamstrung 
by excessive controls 
on land use and poor 
urban infrastructure.
For the construction 
activity and urban 
development to gain 
m o m e n t u m ,  
significant changes in 
land use policies and 
m u n i c i p a l  
functioning will have 
to take place. The Tenth Plan proposes to intensify this process and 
the role of the States is crucial.

Slide 27: One of the most important decisions that has been taken is 
to provide universal elementary education. We must, however, bear in 

mind that the turnout 
from elementary
education would be 
looking for further 
training in order to 
access the job market. 
We must, therefore, 
begin the process of 
strengthening the 
secondary stream and 
our institutions o f 
higher learning.
Special focus must be 
laid on vocational 
education in order to 

ensure that there is consistency between the demand for and supply 
of skills.

□  'Education for All' through Sarv Shiksha Abhiyan - 
Total enrolment by 2003; universal retention and 
achievement (elementary) by 2010.

O Plan for strengthening secondary stream (9th to 
12th)

□  Focus on vocational education to cater to 
increased numbers from elem entary and 
secondary streams.

CJ Quality improvement of technical education - IITs, 
RE C s, other Engineering C olleges and 
Polytechnics.

□I Greater autonomy to UGC and higher technical 
institutes like IIMs, IITs etc.

Slide-27

Removal of urban land ceiling to e ase  supply of 
land, reform of rent control to promote housing 
stock, rational stamp duly rates etc. 

Improvement of municipal resources (property 
taxe s, u ser charges); a c c e s s  to financial 
m arkets for in frastructure  sc h e m e s ; 
restructuring of utilities for higher efficiency 

Simplify and computerise registration of property 
transactions etc.
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Slide 28: One o f  the 
most disturbing facts 
about the current 
situation is the 
prevalence o f under
nutrition among a large 
segment o f our people 
despite sufficient 
availability o f food in 
the country. The 
vulnerable groups, particularly women and children and people living 
in remote areas, need special attention to meet their dietary 
requirements. In addition, the primary health system needs to 
become more sensitive to the specific requirements of different parts 
of our country both in terms of differences in disease incidence and 
in the nature of medical care.

Slide 29: Shelter a
basic necessity and we

7 _ O Shelter for all by 2012
must resolve to provide o  Projectised improvement of slums through
shelter rr> all liv  the National Slum Development Programme (NSDP),snelter to all by tne dovetailed with Valmiki Ambedkar Awas Yojana.
end o f the Eleventh O Special attention to the needs of unorganised

Plan period. Housing Q Socja| securjty cover t0 workers in agriculture,
apart, the living small establishments and in informal sector in a

perspective of 10 to 15 years, 
condition of our slum- _____________________________ ____
dwellers also needs to Slide-29

be improved significantly. The majority of our people work in the 
unorganised sector with no social security or protection. We must 
devise measures, which will reduce the risks and uncertainties faced 
by them.

IM PROVING  THE QUALITY
O  Shelter for all by 2012 
O  Projectised improvement of slums through 

National Slum Development Programme (NSDP), 
dovetailed with Valmiki Ambedkar Awas Yojana. 
Special attention to the needs of unorganised 
labour.
Social security cover to workers in agriculture, 
small establishments and in informal sector in a 
perspective of 10 to 15 years.

IM PROV ING  THE Q UALITY OF LIFE
Nutrition Mission for correcting nutrient 
deficiencies.
Grain banks in remote areas.
Provide essential public health and family 
welfare services.
District-based differential strategy for 
providing family welfare and health. 
Mainstream Indian systems of medicine and 
Homeopathy in health care system 
Medicinal Plants Board to realise the full 
potential of herbal products.

Slide-28
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Slide 30: There are a 
number of special groups 
in the country, whose 
needs may not necessarily 
be met through the 
normal processes of 
growth and development. 
Attention has to be paid 
to meeting these needs 

Slide-30 and empowering these
groups to integrate more effectively into the development process.

Slide 31: India has always 
been at the forefront of 
the movement to protea 
the environment and 
ensure sustainability of 
development. Despite 
this, there are a number 
of areas of concern. The 
Tenth Plan has
specifically taken these 
into account while
framing the development 
strategy.

Slide 32: The Tenth Plan 
explicitly takes into 
account the potentials 
and limitations of the 
different States o f the 
country and proposes 
differential growth 
strategies for them. As I 
have already mentioned, 

not only do we have for the first time a separate volume on the States, 
a number of the other sections of the Plan also address State-related

IMPROVING REGIONAL BALANCE

<■ Planning Commission's Focus is to promote balanced 
and equitable regional development 
For the first time. State-wise sectoral Growth Rates 
determined in consultation with States 
Separate volume on States for the first time 
State Development Reports to lay down Road Map 
for accelerating growth

Slide-32

ENVIRONMENT 
FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

O National Environment Plan to be prepared 
annually

O Action Plan for reducing air and water pollution 
O  Expand treatment and improve management of 

urban waste
O Conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity 

and protection of ecologically sensitive areas 
O  Universalisation of Joint Forestry Management 

to ensure food and economic benefits to tribals 
O Greening of degraded lands by planting 

medicinal plants, bamboo, jatropha etc.

Slide-31

O Women's empowerment and gender equity 
O Continuing focus on disadvantaged sections of 

the population like Scheduled Castes. 
Scheduled Tribes, other Backward Classes. 
Minorities and Differently Abled 

O Eradication of manual scavenging by 2007 
◦  National Commission for Children to ensure 

protection of their rights to be set up 
O Protection of life and property of the Aged
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issues. We have also proposed a number of initiatives for reducing 
both inter-State and intra-State imbalances.

Slide 33: Although the issue 
of regional balance has been 
an integral component o f 
almost every Five Year Plan, 
there has been perceptible 
increase in regional 
imbalances over the years.
The extent o f income 
disparities that exists today 
becomes clear from this slide.
There are parts o f our 
country where the per capita incomes are more than double the 
national average and others where it is nearly half.

Slide 34: The State-wise growth rates, which are targeted in the Plan 
through consultations with State Governments, attempt to narrow 

the range in which these 
growth rates are 
distributed. O f course, 
there are States, which 
have the potential to 
grow faster than others, 
and no limitation should 
be placed on their efforts. 
At the same time, 
however, greater focus 
has to be brought to bear 
on the relatively slow- 
growing States and

Slide 35: You may recall that in the Approach Paper we had estimated 
that an 8 per cent growth rate would lead to the poverty ratio
dropping to 21 per cent by the end of the Plan. We now believe

STATE-WISE GROWTH: 
ACHIEVEMENTS AND TARGETS

; . i| .| i |-‘ -i m .|" 1' i ;

"  1 1 1 1 1 U I  ’  | U 1 1  { I f 1 1 1 H }
|  I j  I * 3 I *
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that it may be possible 
to bring it down to 
nearly 19 per cent with 
the regionally
differentiated strategy 
proposed in the Plan. 
Nevertheless, there will 
still be a number of 
States where the 
incidence of poverty will 
continue to be high. Most 
of the other States, 
however, should be well 
on the way to 
eradicating poverty by 
the end of the Eleventh 
Plan period.

Slide 36: These
estimates provide yet 
another compelling 
reason to bring about 
greater regional focus 
both in our strategy and

1 Bihar 43.18
2 Orissa 41.04
3 Sikkim 33.78

33.33
5 31.88

Nagaland 31.86
7 Meghalaya 31.14
8 Manipur 30.52
9 Madhya Pradesh 29.52
10 Arunachal Pradesh 29.33
11 Uttar Pradesh 24.67
12 Mizoram 20.76
13 West Bengal 18.30
14 Maharashtra 16.18
15 Rajasthan 12.11
16 Andhra Pradesh 8.49
17 Karnataka 7.85
18 Pondicherry 7.72

Tamil Nadu 6.61
20 Andaman & Nicobar Island 5.82
21 Lakshadweep 4.59
22 Kerala 3.61
23 Himachal Pradesh 2.00
24 Haryana 2.00
25 Gujarat 2.00
26 Punjab 2.00
27 Chandigarh 2.00
28 Jammu it Kashmir Not available
29 Daman &Diu Not available
30 Goa Not available
31 Delhi Not available

Other steps in this regard include:

Rashtriya Sam  Vikash Yojana - Special Plans 
for (I) Most Backward districts (ii) Bihar (iii) 
KBK region of Orissa and a Reforms agenda

Special focus on the North East

On-Farm Water Management for Eastern

to our anti-poverty 
programmes. The Tenth 
Plan proposes a number of 
steps for bringing about 
such focus on backward

Slide 37: As I mentioned 
at the very start, reforms 
for improvement o f 
efficiency lies at the heart
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of the Tenth Plan. In 
particular, we believe that 
the States need to be Some 

provided incentives in order 
to carry out the requisite 
reform agenda and several 
steps have been proposed in 
this direction.

Core plan strategy for States
Reform based initiatives in crucial sectors
•> Accelerated Irrigation Benefit Programme
❖  Accelerated Power Development and 

Reform Programme
❖  Medium Term Fiscal Reforms Programme
❖  Urtan Incentive Fund

Slide-37

Slide 38: We have also 
taken a number of 
initiatives, which would 
introduce greater focus and 
rationality in our planning 
and implementation 
processes.

Slide 39: Finally, the most 
critical factor in achieving 
the objectives of the Plan 

is the quality of governance in the country. No matter how good the

First National Human Development Report -  
inter-State development an alysis and 
benchmark
Better monitoring through Quarterly Progress 
Review s by Members of Planning 
Commission
Zero-based budgeting resulting in reducing/ 
converging C SS s and C Ss from 360 to 188 
and from 2247 to 922 respectively

Slide-38

they can all flounder on 
poor implementation.

GOVERNANCE 
The Essence of Success

Bringing about 
t r a n s p a r e n c y ,  
accountability and 
efficiency in all our 
public institutions is 
the key to success.

Slide 40: Given the 
constraints of time, I 
have been able to give

♦ Improved people s participation, especially through 
strengthening Panchayati Raj Institutions and urban 
local bodies

♦ Involvement of civil society, especially voluntary 
organisations, as partners in development

♦ Enactment of the Right to Information Act
♦ Civil service reforms for Improving transparency, 

accountability & efficiency, security of tenure; a more 
equitable system of rewards and punishments

♦ Rightsizing both the size and role of Govt.
♦ Revenue and judicial reforms
♦ Using Information Technology for good governance

you only the key
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elements of the Plan document, which runs into about 1600 pages. 
As would be evident from my presentation, action has to be taken on
a wide range of issues across a

THE COLLECTIVE FOCUS 1

In the case of the States the 
two most critical areas are 
fiscal correction and power 
sector reforms, without which 
the availability of resources 
would prove to be an 
insurmountable hurdle. In a 
situation when countries are

FORTHE STATES
♦ Fiscal correction
» Power sector reforms
♦ Rem oving barriers to inter-State 

commerce
FORTHE CENTRE:
♦ Time-bound Action Plans for policies and 

programmes
♦ Monitoring reforms and programme 

implementation in states

coming together for creating Slide-40
a common economic space, restrictions on inter-State and intra-State 
trade have become anachronistic. We need to create conditions in 
which all citizens of our country can take advantage of the opportunities 
that become available. We urge upon the States to carefully review all 
laws, rules, regulations and procedures which retard the expression of 
individual entrepreneurial initiatives and remove them as expeditiously 
as possible.

At the Centre, it is necessary for the various Ministries to prepare a 
detailed list of the actions that needs to be taken both in terms of 
policies and programmes and to ensure that these are undertaken on 
a time-bound basis. Since we are contemplating a considerably greater 
degree of engagement between the Centre and the States in the process 
of reforms, the Ministries will also have to institutionalise a consultation 
process with the States so that both implementation and monitoring 
of the Plan programmes can be carried out in a spirit of cooperation.

Some of the measures, that we feel are necessary for meeting the Plan 
objectives, no doubt involve taking hard decisions but I am certain that 
with appropriate coordination between the Centre and the States and 
with cooperation of all political parties we can achieve the targets that 
we have set for ourselves and thereby meet the aspirations of our people.

'Welcome Address and Presentation at the 50* Meeting o f  the National Development Council 
(NDC) held in New Delhi on 21" December 2002
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OUTCOME OF NDC MEETING ON TENTH PLAN*

As you are all aware, the National Development Council (NDC) met 
on Saturday, the 21" o f this month and unanimously adopted the 
Tenth Five Year Plan. It is a source of great personal satisfaction that 
this meeting of the NDC was both positive and constructive. It was 
clear from the deliberations that the NDC shared a common 
determination to accelerate the growth rate of our economy in a spirit 
of constructive cooperation and that it considered the Tenth Five Year 
Plan document as a blue-print that is acceptable to all.

While announcing the unanimous endorsement of the Plan by the 
NDC, the Prime Minister in his concluding remarks laid stress on the 
implementation of the mandate o f the Plan in a spirit of strong 
partnership between the Centre and the States. His initiative in 
constituting four Empowered Sub-Committees of the NDC. on (a) 
Governance Reforms; (b) Removal of Inter-State Barriers to Trade; (c) 
Creation of an Investor-friendly Climate; and (d) Empowerment of 
PRIs has sharply focused on certain key issues in the effective 
implementation of the Plan. These are contentious issues and little 
progress can be made unless they are guided at the highest political 
level. We shall be moving quickly on drawing up the constitution and 
terms of reference of these Empowered Sub-Committees so that they 
can begin functioning in the shortest possible time.

The Prime Minister has also directed that a Priority Agenda of Action 
for 2003-04 be drawn up on the specific directions contained in the 
Tenth Plan document, whose time-bound implementation will be 
monitored by the Cabinet Committee on Economic Reforms. He 
briefly touched upon some of the areas that would have to be addressed 
in this Agenda, such as labour reforms, minimum agenda for fiscal 
reforms, changes in environment and forest laws, which have been 
highlighted by the Chief Ministers and which require a national
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consensus. I have already instructed the Planning Commission to begin 
work on drawing up this Priority Agenda of Action so that it is ready 
prior to the commencement of the next financial year.

The success of our initiatives on reform-linked support to the States 
on irrigation, power, urban infrastructure, etc: prompted the Prime 
Minister to suggest that the ambit of such initiatives be broadened to 
include other areas as well. We have already proposed the inclusion of 
a reform agenda in the Rashtriya Sam Vikas Yojana, which we will 
carry forward with greater vigour now. In addition, I have directed 
the various sectoral divisions of the Planning Commission to identify 
the specific areas of reform, which can be brought under this discipline.

The most critical aspect of Plan implementation is that each ministry/ 
department draws up a detailed list of action that needs to be taken 
in terms of both policies and programmes. We have laid emphasis on 
this in the Plan document and I will be taking up the matter with the 
concerned Ministers so that we have full clarity on the phasing of the 
wide range of initiatives that are needed to achieve the objectives of 
the Plan. Some of these will also undoubtedly find place in the Priority 
Agenda of Action and we will have to ensure consistency between the 
two.

There were of course, as was to be expected, certain other issues that 
were raised by the Chief Ministers, which have been mentioned in 
the Press Release that has been distributed to you. We will be 
responding to these after due consideration by the Government.

* Opening Remarks at the Press Conjerence on the 50* meeting o f  the National Development 
Council on 23* December 2002 in New Delhi


